USE OF THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

All entries are arranged alphabetically. Articles about a specific building are indexed under the general building type and also crosslisted under "ARCHITECT or DESIGNER" and state or foreign country. Under some headings, subdivisions are made geographically or by subject. All other articles are indexed by subject and not necessarily by title. The person’s name after "by" is that of the author of the article. The name in italics is that of the architect or designer. NEWS, BOOKS REVIEWED, and NEW PRODUCTS are not indexed. RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT includes speculative and builder houses.

Example: MUSEUM [HEADING]
Art Museum [Title or description]; Missouri, Kansas City [Location]; Steven Holl [Architect or Designer]; ph. pl. [Type of illustrations]; p. 112-117 [Page numbers]; Apr 00 [Magazine month and year]; A [Magazine]

PERIODICALS INDEXED

A
ARCHITECT
Ned Cramer, Editor-in-Chief; Hanley Wood LLC, Publisher
Monthly, January 2008 to December 2008, inclusive

AR
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Robert Ivy, FAIA, Editor-in-Chief; McGraw Hill Companies, Publisher
Monthly, January 2008 to December 2008, inclusive

ARrev
ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW
Paul Finch, Editor
Monthly, January 2008 to December 2008, inclusive

B
BUILDER
Boyce Thompson, Editorial Director; Jeffrey Calore, Hanley Wood LLC, Group Publisher
Monthly, January 2008 to December 2008 inclusive

BD&C
BUILDING DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
Robert Cassidy, Editor-in-Chief; Dean Horowitz, Publisher
Monthly, January 2007 to December 2007, inclusive

ID
INTERIOR DESIGN
Cindy Allen, Editor
Monthly, January 2008 to December 2008, inclusive

JAE
JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
Association. of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, Publisher
Quarterly, February 2008 to November 2008 inclusive

LA
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
J. William Thompson, FASLA, Editor; Ann Looper Pryor, Publisher
Monthly, January 2008 to December 2008, inclusive

RA
RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECT
S. Claire Conroy, Editor; Michael Boyle, Group Publisher
Nine issues per year, January 2008 to December 2008, inclusive

TCS
THE CONSTRUCTION SPECIFIER
Erik Missio, Editor; Ellen Kral, Publisher
Monthly, January 2008 to December 2008, inclusive

Tel: 800-609-9217  Email: archindex@archindex.com  Fax: 303-449-2960
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ACOUSTICS

Acoustic Performance of Glazed Openings; by John Lewis; ph. table ref.; p. 18-26; Mar 08; TCS

Resilient Furring Channels; Proper use and application; by Michael C. Kerner; ph. table ref. ill.; p. 38-46; Dec 08; TCS

Specifications for Acoustic Performance; by Byron W. Harrison; ph.; p. 26-36; Dec 08; TCS

AIR CONDITIONING

See ENERGY, HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING

AIRPORT

China, Beijing; Terminal 3 Mechanical Systems; Foster & Partners; Mechanical Design by Arup; by David Stillman; ph. dia.; p. 56-57; Aug 08; ARev

China, Beijing; Terminal 3 Roof Systems; Foster & Partners; by Matthew Wells; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 50-55; Aug 08; ARev

China, Beijing; Terminal 3; Foster & Partners; by Deyan Sudjic; ph.; p. 58-61; Aug 08; ARev

China, Beijing; Terminal 3; Foster & Partners; by Chris Abel; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 24-49; Aug 08; ARev

China, Beijing; Terminal 3; Traveller’s tale; Foster & Partners; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 62-63; Aug 08; ARev

China, Beijing; Terminal 3; Traveller’s tale; Foster & Partners; by Catherine Slessor; ph. dia.; p. 64-69; Aug 08; ARev

History and Evolution of Airport Development; by Hugh Pearman; ph.; p. 70-73; Aug 08; ARev

New York, New York; JetBlue Terminal; Gensler Associates, Anthony C. Baker and Daroff Design; by Sara Hart; ph. sec. pl.; p. 68-77; Dec 08; A

North Carolina, Raleigh; Terminal 2; Fentress Architects; by No author listed; ph.; p. 19; Nov 08; BD&C
ALABAMA

Akron; Club; Community Boys & Girls Club; Rural Studio; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 59; May 08; AREv
Hale County; Shelter; Hale County Animal Shelter; Rural Studio; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 97; May 08; AR
Hoover; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; James Hill at Ross Bridge; Dungan & Nequette; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 115; Sept 08; B
The Shoals; Industrial Building; National Alabama Corp. Manufacturing Plant; by Dave Barista; ill.; ph.; p. 41-45; Nov 08; BD&C

ALASKA

Anchorage; Museum; Anchorage Museum at Rasmuson Center; David Chipperfield; by Rob Gregory; ill.; m.; p. 74-75; Apr 08; AREv

APARTMENT

See RESIDENCE

APARTMENT BUILDING

Arizona, Phoenix; PRD845; Studio Ma; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-129; June 08; AR
Arizona, Tucson; Ice House Lofts; Rob Paulus; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 106-107; June 08; B
Arizona, Tucson; IndigoMODERN; Rob Paulus; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 98; Oct 08; B
California, Campbell; Park Town Place; Seidel & Holzman; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 118; Oct 08; B
California, Irvine; The Village at Irvine Spectrum; MVE & Partners; by Pat Curry; p. 67; Oct 08; B
California, Los Angeles; Library Court; Levin & Associates; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 112; Sept 08; B
California, San Diego; Current Condominiums; Carrier & Johnson; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 94; Oct 08; B
California, San Diego; Icon Condominiums; Tanner & Hecht; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 65; Oct 08; B
California, San Francisco; Yerba Buena Lofts; Natoma Architects; by John King; ph.; p. 55-56; June 08; B
California, Sebastopol; Florence Lofts; IBIS Buildings; by Rich Sinsacca; ph.; p. 43-46; June 08; B
District of Columbia, Washington; Lamont Lofts; RA Design Award; Bonstra & Harersign; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 63; May 08; RA
District of Columbia, Washington; Parker Flats at Gage School; Bonstra & Harersign; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 62; Oct 08; B

APARTMENT BUILDING (cont’d)

District of Columbia, Washington; The Warehouse at Union Row; SK&A; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 92; Oct 08; B
Iceland, Reykjavik; Gallery and Apartments; Studio Granda; by Catherine Slessor; ph. m.; p. 42; May 08; AREv
Illinois, Chicago; Near North Apartments; Wind turbine; Murphy & Jahn; by David Sokol; ph. sec. cea.; p. 146-147; Mar 08; AR
Japan, Tokyo; Eight Unit Housing Development; Nakae, Takagi & Ohno; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. m.; p. 60-61; Dec 08; AREv
Maryland, Baltimore; The Assembly Building at Clipper Mill; RA Design Award; Cho, Benn & Holback; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 60-61; May 08; RA
New Trends in Multifamily; by Robert Cassidy; ph. elev.; p. 24-30; Jan 08; BD&C
New York, New Rochelle; Knickerbocker Lofts; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. ill.; p. 108; June 08; B
New York, New York; Switch Building; NArchitects; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 130-133; June 08; AR
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; One Hancock Square; Erdy & McHenry; by Christopher Kieran; ph. pl. elev.; p. 134-136; June 08; AR
Washington, Seattle; Mosler Lofts; Milthin Partners; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 92; Aug 08; B

HIGH RISE

Australia, Melbourne; Eureka Tower; Fender & Katsalidis; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. pl. ill.; p. 76-79; Oct 08; AREv
China, Beijing; Linked Hybrid; Steven Holl; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 130-131; July 08; AR
Fiji, Nausori; The Haven; SPF Architects; by Meghan Druding; pl. ill. m.; p. 53; Mar 08; RA
Florida, Miami; COR Building; Oppenheim Architecture; by Nigel F. Maynard; pl. ill.; p. 55; Mar 08; RA
Florida, Miami; The Cube; Oppenheim Architecture; by Robert Cassidy; ph. ill.; p. 32-34; Jan 08; BD&C
Ghana, Accra; Villaggio II; Alford, Hall, Monaghan & Morris; by Jeremy Melvin; ill. elev.; p. 72-75; Oct 08; AREv
Illinois, Chicago; 156 W. Superior; RA Design Award; Miller & Hull and Studio Dwell; by Nigel F. Maynard; sec.; p. 69; May 08; RA
Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur; Linked Towers; Foreign Office Architects; by Jeremy Melvin; pl. ill. sec.; p. 68-71; Oct 08; AREv
New York, New York; Caledonia Condominiums; Clodagh Design; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 266-281; Sept 08; ID
New York, New York; HL23 Condominium Building; Neil Denari; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 83-86; May 08; A
APARTMENT BUILDING (cont’d)

HIGHRISE (cont’d)
Oregon, Portland; 937 Condominiums; Holst Architecture; Interior Design by Ankrum & Molsan; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 58; Mar 08; RA

Turkey, Istanbul; Apartment Block; Tabanlioglu Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 78; May 08; ARev

United Arab Emirates, Dubai; Al Sharq Tower; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill.; p. 80-81; Jan 08; A

Virginia, Alexandria; Post Carlyle Square; SK&I; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 120; Oct 08; B

Virginia, Reston; Midtown Reston Town Center; Lessor Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 150; Feb 08; B

INTERIORS
California, Los Angeles; Azoulay Condominium; Sant Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 260-267; Oct 08; ID

China, Hong Kong; Living Pod; Joey Ho; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; Dec 08; ID

China, Shenzhen; Gemdale Mellon Town; One Plus Partnership; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 120-121; Dec 08; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Yale Steam Laundry Condominium; John Ronan; by No author listed; ph.; p. 36; Dec 08; ID

England, London; Domestic Interior; Timothy Hatton; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 64-69; Sept 08; ARev

Germany, Stuttgart; Apartment Remodel; Ippolito & Fieitz; Art by Monica Trenkler; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. S12-S18; Sept 08; ID

New York, —; Loft Renovation; Gabellini & Sheppard; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 206-213; Aug 08; ID

New York, New York; Apartment and Garden; A+I Architecture; by No author listed; ph.; p. 134; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Apartment Renovation; Daniel O’Connor; Interior Design by 2Michaelis; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 210-219; Nov 08; ID

New York, New York; Apartment Renovation; Fox & Nehem; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 170-179; Feb 08; ID

New York, New York; Apartment Renovation; L.E.F.T.; by Lisa Selin Davis; ph. ill.; p. S16-S20; Mar 08; ID

New York, New York; Apartment Renovation; Martin Raffone; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 147-150; Sept 08; ID

New York, New York; Apartment; Yabu & Pushelberg; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 280-289; Oct 08; ID

New York, New York; Avalon Bowery Place II; Slade Architecture; by Bostwick; ph.; p. 260-265; Sept 08; ID

APARTMENT BUILDING (cont’d)

INTERIORS (cont’d)
New York, New York; Avalon Bowery Place II; Slade Architecture; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Central Park Residence; Shelton & Mindel; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 136-139; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Chelsea Apartment; Michael Rubin; by No author listed; ph.; p. 92; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Condominium Remodel; Eve Robinson; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 204-211; Feb 08; ID

New York, New York; Dobbie Residence; Ghislaine Vinas; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Greene Street Residence; S. Russell Groves; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Loft Condominium; Incorporated Architecture; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 93-96; Nov 08; ID

New York, New York; Loft Remodel; Ghislaine Vinas; by Annie Block; ph. pl.; p. 210-217; Jan 08; ID

New York, New York; Loft Renovation; Michael Zerreich; Interior Design by 2Michaelis; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph. pl.; p. 284-291; Mar 08; ID

New York, New York; Loft Renovation; Joel Sanders and Balmond Associates; by Mark McMenamin; ph. ill.; p. 34-35; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Loft Renovation; David Yum; by Suzanne Gannon; ph.; p. S8-S12; Mar 08; ID

New York, New York; Loft Renovation; S. Russell Groves; by Paula Rackow; ph.; p. 131-134; Sept 08; ID

New York, New York; London Terrace Apartment Renovation; D.B. Kim; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 138-142; Sept 08; ID

New York, New York; Penthouse Loft; Victoria Blau and Architeam; by Gregory Cerio; ph. pl.; p. 240-249; Sept 08; ID

New York, New York; Riverhouse Model Apartment; Thom Filicia; by No author listed; ph.; p. 36; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Smart.Space Apartment Conversions; AvroKO; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Jan 08; RA

New York, New York; The Heywood; Shamir Shah; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 296-303; Sept 08; ID

New York, New York; Virtual Light Loft; Dean & Wolf; Interior Design by Vincente Wolf; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. axon.; p. 106-111; Sept 08; AR

New York, New York; Yarom Loft; Caimi & Asnaghi; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. S5-S10; Sept 08; ID
APARTMENT BUILDING (cont’d)

INTERIORS (cont’d)
Taiwan, Taipei; Ivan Tsai Apartment; CJ Studio; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. S5-S8; Jan 08; ID

LANDSCAPE
California, San Francisco; Curran House Courtyard and Roof Garden; David Baker; Landscape Design by Andrea Cochran; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; Feb 08; LA
New York, New York; Apartment Terrace; Studio Urold; by Louise Levathes; ph. pl. ill.; p. 100-104; Sept 08; LA

LOW RISE
California, Poway; Solara Apartment Community; Rodriguez Associates; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 94; Aug 08; B
Norway, Alesund; Apartment Blocks; Jarmund & Vigsnaes; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 63; May 08; ARev

MIDDLE RISE
England, London; Residential Tower; Bolles & Wilson; by Rob Gregory; ill. sec.; p. 64; May 08; ARev
Japan, Niseko; Kira Kira Apartment Hotel; Klein & Dytham; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 74; May 08; ARev
Japan, Niseko; Kona Kona Apartment Hotel; Klein & Dytham; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 74; May 08; ARev
See also ELDERLY HOUSING; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT; SPECULATIVE HOUSING/TOWNHOUSE; SHELTER; UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL

AQUARIUM
California, San Francisco; California Academy of Sciences; Renzo Piano; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. elev. sec.; p. 28-29; Feb 08; ARev
Maryland, Baltimore; National Aquarium; Chermayeff & Pooie; Structural Design by Weidlinger Associates; by Terry C. Peterson; ph.; p. 84-90; June 08; TCS

ARBORETUM
Illinois, Chicago; Children’s Garden at Morton Arboretum; EDAW; by Samuel F. Dennis, Jr.; ph. ref. pl.; p. 26-37; Jan 08; LA
See also BOTANIC GARDEN; GARDEN; RECREATION

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

1100 ARCHITECT
Library; New York Library Francis Martin Branch; Bronx, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 84; Dec 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER

1100 ARCHITECT (cont’d)
School; New School; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 42; Dec 08; ID

212BOX
Residence; Kinsky Residence; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 147; Dec 08; ID

2MICHAELS
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 210-219; Nov 08; ID
Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; New York, New York; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph. pl.; p. 284-291; Mar 08; ID

360 ARCHITECTS
Government Building; IRS Pennway Complex; Kansas City, Missouri; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 45-46; May 08; BD&C

360 DESIGN STUDIO
Residence; CityView No. 1; Seattle, Washington; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 109; Mar 08; B

3SIX0
Bar; Stix Restaurant and Lounge; Boston, Massachusetts; by No author listed; ph.; p. 68; Dec 08; ID
Restaurant; Stix Restaurant and Club; Boston, Massachusetts; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 122-125; Sept 08; AR

3XN
Performing Arts Center; Theater and Jazz House; Molde, Norway; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 47; May 08; ARev

5+1AA
Office Building/Interiors; Open Care; Milan, Italy; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 248-249; June 08; ID

70°N ARKITEKTUR
Highway; Torvdalshalsen Rest Area; Lofoten Islands, Torvdalshalsen, Norway; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 58; Dec 08; ARev

A + I ARCHITECTURE
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment and Garden; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 134; Dec 08; ID

A/R ENVIRONETICS
Office Building/Interiors; Corcoran Group; Brooklyn, New York; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 330-331; May 08; ID

A00 ARCHITECTURE
Hotel; Urbn One; Shanghai, China; by Catherine Soie; ph. pl.; p. 272-279; July 08; ID

AC MARTIN
Health Care, Health Center; Guerlain Spa; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 28; Dec 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

AC MARTIN (cont'd)

Hotel; Guerlain Spa and Fitness Center at the Waldorf-Astoria; New York, New York; by Kimberly Goad; ph.; p. 159-162; Oct 08; ID

ACT DESIGN

Arts Center; Centre de Creation Contemporaine; Tours, France; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 261-262; May 08; AR

ADJAYE, DAVID

Art Gallery; Arario Gallery; New York, New York; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 185-186; Mar 08; AR

Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; Denver, Colorado; by Catherine Sliesser; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-69; Apr 08; ARev

Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; Denver, Colorado; by David Sokol; pl. sec.; p. 126-131; Mar 08; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mixed-Use High-Rise Tower; St. Paul, Minnesota; by Rob Gregory; ill.; p. 64; May 08; ARev

AGENCE CHRISTOPHE PILLET

Store; Shu Uemura; Paris, France; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 268-269; Apr 08; ID

ALBE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

Exhibition, Exhibit; So What; ASLA Award; by No author listed; ph.; p. 129; Aug 08; LA

Recreation/Park; Santa Monica Airport Park; Santa Monica, California; by Morris Newman; ph.; p. 54-58; Oct 08; LA

ALAMO ARCHITECTS

Office Building; Architect's Offices; San Antonio, Texas; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 72; Mar 08; RA

ALBERTSSON & HANSEN

Recreation; Lake Minnetonka Boathouse; Orono, Minnesota; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 126; Oct 08; B

ALCHEMY ARCHITECTS

Residence; weeHouse; Marfa, Texas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 54-55; July 08; RA

ALDINGER & ALDINGER

Hospice; Hospiz St. Martin; Stuttgart, Germany; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 104-108; Feb 08; ID

ALEXANDER CO.

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; National Park Seminary; Forest Glen, Maryland; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 104; June 08; B

ALLEN, STAN

Recreation/Park; Taichung Gateway Park; Taichung, Taiwan; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill.; p. 88-93; Jan 08; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

ALLFORD, HALL, MONAGHAN & MORRIS

Apartment Building/High Rise; Villaggio II; Accra, Ghana; by Jeremy Melvin; ill. elev.; p. 72-75; Oct 08; ARev

Housing; Adelaide Wharf; East London, England; by Stephen Mullin; ph.; p. 86-91; Nov 08; ARev

ALPHA WORKSHOPS

Interior Design; Profile of Non-Profit Design Firm; New York, New York; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 108-114; Mar 08; ID

ALTERSTUDIO

Bathroom; Hidden Cove Residence Bathroom; Watermark Award; Austin, Texas; by Nigel F. Maynard; pl. ph.; p. 79; Apr 08; B

Kitchen; Maryanna Drive Residence; Watermark Award; Austin, Texas; by Nigel F. Maynard; pl. ph.; p. 82; Apr 08; B

AMATEUR ARCHITECTURE STUDIO

School/Art School; China Art Academy; Hangzhou, China; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 54-57; July 08; ARev

AMMANN & WHITNEY

Museum/Art; Queens Museum of Art; Daylighting system; Queens, New York; by Joann Gonchar; ph.; pl. iso. graph cea; p. 238-247; May 08; AR

ANDERSON, CHARLES

Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; Seattle, Washington; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 44-49; Feb 08; ARev

Residence; McCoy and Vogelzang Residence; Seattle, Washington; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-81; Feb 08; LA

ANDERSON, JON

University/Architecture School; School of Architecture & Planning; University of New Mexico; Albuquerque, New Mexico; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; Nov 08; A

ANDERSON, MARK G.

Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 69-71; Mar 08; BD&C

ANDERSSON & WISE

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Block 21 Mixed-Use Project; Austin, Texas; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ill. map; p. 56; Mar 08; RA

ANDREU, PAUL

Performing Arts Center; National Center for the Performing Arts; Beijing, China; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-125; July 08; AR

ANDRISANI, LUCA

Exhibition, Exhibit; Showtime House Media Room; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 46; Dec 08; ID

Store/Clothing; Poleci Store; New York, New York; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 280-281; Apr 08; ID

5
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

ANKROM & MOISAN
Apartment Building/High Rise; 937 Condominiums; Portland, Oregon; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 58; Mar 08; RA

ANMAHIAN & WINTON
Architecture; Emerging Architectural Firms; Boston, Massachusetts; by Hubert Murray; ph. ill.; p. 106-112; May 08; AR
Recreation; Community Rowing Boathouse; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill.; p. 82-87; Jan 08; A

ANSHEN & ALLEN
Health Care, Health Center; Intermountain Medical Center; Murray, Utah; by No author listed; ph.; p. 52; Dec 08; ID

ANTIDOTE DE DESENO
Office Building/Interiors; Dinahosting Headquarters; Santiago de Compostela, Spain; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 220-227; Nov 08; ID

AOKI, JUN
Hotel; OPJ Resort Hotel; Okinawa, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. sec. m.; p. 73; May 08; AR

A-PISTE ARCHITECTS
Residence; Weekend House; Inkoo, Finland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-85; Mar 08; AR

APPELB BAUM, RALPH
Recreation/Visitor Center; Craig Thomas Discovery and Visitor Center; Moose, Wyoming; by John King; ph. pl. ill.; p. 130-133; Feb 08; AR
Recreation/Visitor Center; Vietnam Veterans Memorial Visitor Center; Washington, District of Columbia; by Clay Risen; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; July 08; A

ARCHER, AMY
Art; Portraits by Amy Archer; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 76-81; Aug 08; AR

ARCHIMANIA
Parking, Garage; Parkit Here Airport Parking Lot; Memphis, Tennessee; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. elev.; p. 230-232; May 08; AR

ARCHITEKTON
Arts Center; Tempe Arts Center; Tempe, Arizona; by Jenna M. McKhnot; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 108-113; Jan 08; AR

ARCHITECTURBUREAU GARZOTTO
Residence; Zurich Residence; Zurich, Switzerland; by Craig Kellogg; ph. dia.; p. 117-120; June 08; ID

ARKIN & TILT
Residence; Gaut-Camarillo Residence; Santa Rosa, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 106; Oct 08; B

AROLAT, EMRE
Recreation/Park; Minicity Model Park; Antalya, Turkey; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-67; Dec 08; AR

ARQUITECTONICA
Office Building/High Rise; Infinity Towers; Performance based earthquake design; San Francisco, California; by Nadine M. Post; ph. dia. ill.; p. 142-151; June 08; AR

ARQUITECTURA X
Residence; Generic House; Quito, Ecuador; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 44; Mar 08; AR

ARTEC 3
Plaza; Plaza del Torico; Teruel, Spain; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 154-158; Aug 08; AR

ARUP
Airport; Terminal 3 at Beijing Capital International Airport; Beijing, China; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-119; July 08; AR
Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning; Terminal 3 Mechanical Systems; Beijing, China; by David Stillman; ph. dia.; p. 56-57; Aug 08; AR
Museum/Art; Broad Contemporary Art Museum; Daylighting system; Los Angeles, California; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec. cia.; p. 238-247; May 08; AR
Office Building/High Rise; CCTV Headquarters; Beijing, China; by Dave Barista; ph. ill.; p. 35-37; Oct 08; BD&C
Office Building/High Rise; China Central Television Headquarters; Beijing, China; by Janice Tuchman; ph. ill.; p. 126-129; July 08; AR
Recreation/Sports Facility; National Swimming Center; Beijing, China; by Joann Gonchar; ph. sec. det. ill. dia.; p. 150-159; July 08; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

ASA
Memorial, Monument; Liberty Memorial Restoration and Museum; Kansas City, Missouri; by No author listed; ph.; p. 134; May 08; AR
Museum; Liberty Memorial and National World War I Museum; Kansas City, Missouri; by Charles Linn; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; Feb 08; AR

ASASAKA, SHINICHIRO
Residence; House; Sapporo, Japan; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-79; Mar 08; ARev

ASD
Restaurant; STATS; Atlanta, Georgia; by No author listed; ph.; p. 54; Oct 08; A

ASPLUND, ERIK GUNNAR
Library; City Library Extension; Stockholm, Sweden; by Rasmus Waern; ph.; p. 18-19; Jan 08; ARev

ASSEMBLAGE+
Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; Los Angeles, California; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 179; July 08; AR

ATELIER BOW-WOW
Residence; Nora House; Sendai, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; pl. sec.; p. 110-115; Apr 08; AR

ATELIER DYJG
Landscape Architecture; Garden Expo; Xiamen, China; by Leehu Loon; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-69; Nov 08; LA

ATELIER ZHANGLEI
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Nanjing, China; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. ill. m.; p. 68-73; Dec 08; ARev

ATLAS
Stormwater Management; Rainwater Design at Stephen Epler Hall; Portland State University; Portland, Oregon; by Eliza Pennypacker and Stuart P. Echols; ph. ref. pl.; p. 28-39; Aug 08; LA

AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS
Government Building; U.S.M.C. Forces Pacific Headquarters Command Operations Center; Honolulu, Hawaii; by No author listed; ph.; p. 56; Oct 08; A

AVANTI ARCHITECTS
Hotel; Midland Hotel Restoration; Morecambe, England; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. ref.; p. 76-81; Sept 08; ARev

AVROKO
Apartment Building/Interiors; Smart.Space Apartment Conversions; New York, New York; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Jan 08; RA
Restaurant; Park Avenue Restaurant; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 168-168; June 08; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

AZL ATELIER ZHANGLEI
Residence; Slit House; Nanjing, China; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Dec 08; ARev

B720
Plaza; Plaza del Torico; Teruel, Spain; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 154-158; Aug 08; AR

BAIRD, SAMPSON & NEUERT
School; Thomas L. Wells Public School; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by No author listed; ph.; p. 142; May 08; AR

BAKER, ANTHONY C.
Airport; JetBlue Terminal; New York, New York; by Sara Hart; ph. sec. pl.; p. 68-77; Dec 08; A

BAKER, DAVID
Architecture; David Baker; Builder Hall of Fame; San Francisco, California; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 144; Oct 08; B

Housing; Crescent Cove; San Francisco, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 78; Oct 08; B

Plaza; Curran House Courtyard and Roof Garden; San Francisco, California; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; Feb 08; LA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Blue Star Corner Townhomes; Emeryville, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 70; Dec 08; B

BALL & NOGUES
Exhibition, Exhibit; Unseen Current; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 163-165; Nov 08; ID

BALMORI ASSOCIATES
Apartmetn Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; New York, New York; by Mark McMenamin; ph. ill.; p. 34-35; Dec 08; ID

City and Regional Planning; Gateway Mall; Improvements to the riverfront area; St. Louis, Missouri; by George Hazelrigg; pl. ill.; p. 148-157; Oct 08; LA

BALOG, STEINES, HENDRICKS & MANCHESTER
School/High; GlenOak High School; Canton, Ohio; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 35-40; June 08; BD&C

BAN, SHIGERU
Housing; Housing Development; Dijon, France; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 66; May 08; ARev

Office Building; Nicolas G. Hayek Center; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 200-205; May 08; AR

Office Building; Nicolas G. Hayek Center; Swatch Group headquarters; Tokyo, Japan; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 311; Jan 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

BAR ARCHITECTS
Office Building/Interiors; BNA/Royal Institute of Dutch Architects; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by Tracy Metz; ph.; p. 116-121; Sept 08; AR

BARCLAY & CROUSSE
School/Art School; School of Visual Arts; Lima, Peru; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 58; May 08; AR

BARKOW & LEIBINGER
Interior Design; Study of Interior Design Details; by Linda C. Lentz; ph.; p. 84-90; Sept 08; AR

BARLEY & PFEIFFER
Sustainable Architecture; Design-First Approach to Sustainability; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 76; Feb 08; B

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE
Arts Center; Walker Art Center Expansion; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by John Comazzi; ph. ref.; p. 131-135; May 08; JAE

BASSENIA & LAGONI
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; The Trails at Brighton; Huntingdon Beach, California; by Carolyn Weber; ph. pl.; p. 96; Aug 08; B

Social Issues; Copying America’s Environmental Mistakes; Orange County, China; by Daniel Brook; ph.; p. 58-65; July 08; LA

BAUENSTUDIO
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Boston, Massachusetts; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 49-50; Apr 08; AR

BAUM, EDWARD M.
Housing; Prototype Infill Housing; RA Design Award; Dallas, Texas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 71; May 08; RA

BDU
Housing; Social Housing Project; Madrid, Spain; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38-43; Feb 08; AR

BECKER & MORGAN
Residence; Henlopen House; Rehoboth Beach, Delaware; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 110; Jan 08; B

BECKMAN, STEFAN
Showroom; Zooey Showroom; by Bunny Wong; ph.; p. 138-142; Apr 08; ID

BEERS, JEFFREY
Kitchen; Kitchen Renovation; New York, New York; by Stephen Treffinger; ph.; p. S22-S26; Sept 08; ID

BEHNISCH & BEHNISCH
Health Care; Health Center; Therme Bad Aibling Spa; Bad Aibling, Germany; by Mairi Beautyman; ph. pl.; p. 180-187; Feb 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

BEHNISCH ARCHITEKTEN
Government Building; Chamber of Commerce; Hamburg, Germany; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph. ill.; p. 208-210; May 08; ID

Office Building; Unilever Headquarters; Hamburg, Germany; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 81; May 08; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Marco Polo Tower; Hamburg, Germany; by Meghan Drueing; pl. ill.; p. 57; Mar 08; RA

BEIJING SI KONG
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Fragrant Hill Villas; Beijing, China; by Ron Henderson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 26-32; Nov 08; LA

BEIJING YUAN JING
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Fragrant Hill Villas; Beijing, China; by Ron Henderson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 26-32; Nov 08; LA

BELLEMO & MACLEOD
Residence; Northcote Residence; Melbourne, Australia; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. S28-S32; Sept 08; ID

BELLUSCHI, PIETRO
University/Architecture School; Campbell Hall; University of Virginia; Charlottesville, Virginia; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 74-93; Nov 08; A

BELZBERG ARCHITECTS
Residence; Brentwood Residence; Los Angeles, California; by Cohen; ph.; p. 306-315; Oct 08; ID

Residence; Skyline Residence; Los Angeles, California; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 124-125; Dec 08; ID

BENCZUR, LASZLO
Hotel; Lanchid 19 Design Hotel; Budapest, Hungary; by Michael Dumisk; ph.; p. 269-270; May 08; AR

BERNHARDT DESIGN
Furniture, Furnishings; From Classroom to Production Line; Art Center College of Design; Pasadena, California; by Karen D. Singh; ph.; p. 166-167; May 08; ID

BIO ARCHITECTEN
Performing Arts Center; Bluecoat Addition and Renovation; Liverpool, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; Jan 08; AR

BJARKE INGELS GROUP
Museum/Science, Technology; Danish Maritime Museum; Helsingor, Denmark; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 48; May 08; AR

BKS
Recreation/Playground; New York Hall of Science Playground; Queens, New York; by Marilyn Clemens; ph. pl. ill.; p. 112-119; Mar 08; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

BLACKWELL, MARLON
City and Regional Planning; Lost Rock Vacation Home Community; Beaver Lake, Arkansas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. m.; p. 23; Apr 08; RA
Library; Gentry Library; Gentry, Arkansas; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec.; p. 138-143; Oct 08; AR
Recreation; Blessings Golf Club; Fayetteville, Arkansas; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. elev.; p. 68-75; July 08; A
Residence; L-Stack House; Fayetteville, Arkansas; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec.; p. 170-173; July 08; AR

BLANKSTUDIO
Studio; Xeros Residence; Project of the Year; Phoenix, Arizona; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 28-31; May 08; RA

BLATZ, STEVE E.
Office Building/Interiors; Tibi Offices and Showroom; New York, New York; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 83-86; Nov 08; ID

BLAU, VICTORIA
Apartment Building/Interiors; Penthouse Loft; New York, New York; by Gregory Cerio; ph. pl.; p. 240-249; Sept 08; ID

BLIGH, VOLLER & NIELD
Office Building/Interiors; Stockland Office Refurbishment; Sydney, Australia; by Frank Duffy; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 90-93; June 08; AR

BLOCK ARCHITECTURE
Museum/Art; Victoria and Albert Museum; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev. sec. iso.; p. 78-79; Feb 08; AR

BLEY
Landscape Architecture; Garden Expo; Xiamen, China; by Leehu Loon; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-69; Nov 08; LA

BNIM
Government Building; IRS Pennway Complex; Kansas City, Missouri; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 45-46; May 08; BD&C

BOHLIN, CYWINSKI & JACKSON
Recreation/Visitor Center; Craig Thomas Discovery and Visitor Center; Moose, Wyoming; by John King; ph. pl. ill.; p. 130-133; Feb 08; AR
Residence; House at the Shawangunks; New Paltz, New York; by Russell Fortmeye; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-164; Jan 08; AR
Store; Apple Cube Fifth Avenue; New York, New York; by Ryan E. Smith; ph. ref.; p. 67-69; Nov 08; JAE

BOLLES & WILSON
Apartment Building/Middle Rise; Residential Tower; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ill. sec.; p. 64; May 08; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

BOLLES & WILSON (cont’d)
Library; Milan Library; Milan, Italy; by Peter Cook; ph. m.; p. 32; July 08; AR

BONILLA, DANIEL
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Bogota, Colombia; by Beth Broome; ph. ill.; p. 90-95; Dec 08; AR

BONSTRA & HARIESIGN
Apartment Building; Lamont Lofts; RA Design Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 63; May 08; RA
Apartment Building; Parker Flats at Gage School; Washington, District of Columbia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 62; Oct 08; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Q14 Condominiums; Washington, District of Columbia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 112; Oct 08; B

BOOZIOTIS & COMPANY
Architecture; Dallas Arts District; Dallas, Texas; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 266-268; May 08; ID

BORGUSO, GIORGIO
Office Building/Interiors; Fornari Headquarters; Milan, Italy; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 110-111; Dec 08; ID
Store/Clothing; Zu + Elements; Milan, Italy; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; Dec 08; ID

BOWELL, MEREDITH
Recreation; Blessings Golf Club; Fayetteville, Arkansas; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. elev.; p. 68-75; July 08; A

BOTSFORD, GIANNI
Architecture; Profile of Architect; London, England; by Linda C. Lentz; ph. sec.; p. 112-115; Dec 08; AR

BOULDER ASSOCIATES
Environmental Impact; Greening Your Office; Boulder, Colorado; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 51; Oct 08; A

BOYD & CODY
Residence; House; Dublin, Ireland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 57; Mar 08; AR

BOYD, HUGH A.
Market; Landmark market and Food Court; Manila, Philippines; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 218-220; May 08; ID
Market; Landmark Supermarket; Manila, Philippines; by No author listed; ph.; p. 155; Dec 08; ID

BOYLE, BRIAN E.
Residence; New Residence; Sagaponack, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 238-247; July 08; ID

BRAYTON & HUGHES
Bank; Montgomery & Co. Investment Bank; San Francisco, California; by James Nestor; ph.; p. 60-64; Feb 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

BRAYTON & HUGHES (cont’d)

Hotel; Cavallo Point - The Lodge at Golden Gate; Sausalito, California; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 128-133; Dec 08; AR

BRENDEL & KRISTOFFERSEN

Residence; Three-Layer House; Trondheim, Norway; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 83; Dec 08; ARev

BRENNAN, THOMAS J.

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; River Place; Butler, New Jersey; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 31-32; June 08; B

BRININSTOOL & LYNCH

Residence; Lynch Residence; Chicago, Illinois; by Nancy Ganiard Smith; ph. pl.; p. 280-287; July 08; ID

Stairway; Claremont House Stairway; Chicago, Illinois; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill. det. dia.; p. 56-57; Sept 08; RA

BROADHURST, JEFFERY

Residence; Shack at Hinkle Farm; Upper Tract, West Virginia; by Christopher Kieran; ph. pl. elev.; p. 158-160; Jan 08; AR

Residence; The Shack at Hinkle Farm; Upper Tract, West Virginia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 21; July 08; RA

BROADHURST, PAUL

Residence; San Juan Island Residence; ASLA Award; San Juan Island, Washington; by No author listed; ph.; p. 126; Aug 08; LA

BROOME, JON

Residence; Broome House; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev.; p. 80-83; Feb 08; ARev

BROWN & DEDDENS

Residence; Builder's 2008 Show Home; Orlando, Florida; by Jenny Sullivan and Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. dia.; p. 156-192; Feb 08; B

BROWN, RANDY

Research Facility, Laboratory; Laboratory; RA Design Award; Douglas County, Nebraska; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 40-41; May 08; RA

Residence; Crabapple House; RA Design Award; Omaha, Nebraska; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; May 08; RA

Residence; Eco Village Residence; Omaha, Nebraska; by No author listed; ph.; p. 36; Dec 08; ID

Residence; Laboratory; Douglas County, Nebraska; by No author listed; ph.; p. 160; May 08; AR

Residence; Laboratory; Omaha, Nebraska; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 111; Mar 08; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

BROWN, RANDY (cont’d)

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Hidden Creek; Crabapple House; Omaha, Nebraska; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl. m.; p. 52-55; Jan 08; RA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Hidden Creek; Elm House; Omaha, Nebraska; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 52-55; Jan 08; RA

Shopping Center; High-Design Strip Malls; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph.; p. 51-53; Jan 08; A

BRS ARCHITECTS

Architecture; Profile of Firm; Paris, France; by William Hanley; ph. ill.; p. 116-121; Dec 08; AR

BRUDER, WILL

Library; Hercules Library; Hercules, California; by Lisa Findley; ph. pl. sec.; p. 142-147; Feb 08; AR

Library; Hercules Public Library; Hercules, California; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 63-67; May 08; BD&C

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Central Business District; Glendale, Arizona; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 86; May 08; ARev

BRUT DELUXE

Kiosk; Market Kiosk; Madrid, Spain; by Anya Kaplan-Seem; ph.; p. 63-64; Dec 08; AR

Market; Market Kiosk; Madrid, Spain; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 86; Dec 08; ARev

BSB DESIGN

Housing; Affordable Housing Prototype; Soshanguve, South Africa; by Meghan Drueing; p. 14-15; Jan 08; RA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Forest Creek; Parrish, Florida; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 111; Sept 08; B

BUCHOLZ & MCEVOY

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Elm Park; Dublin, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 32; Feb 08; ARev

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Elm Park; Dublin, Ireland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-79; Dec 08; ARev

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Elm Park Mixed-Use Development; Dublin, Ireland; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 102-103; Nov 08; AR

BUILDING DESIGN PARTNERSHIP

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Paradise Project; Liverpool, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. m. map; p. 64-69; Jan 08; ARev

BUILDINGSTUDIO

City and Regional Planning; Lost Rock Vacation Home Community; Beaver Lake, Arkansas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. m.; p. 23; Apr 08; RA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

Burd & Haward
Recreation; Casa Movil Holiday Cabins; Girona, Spain; by Rob Gregory; p. 72; May 08; ARev

Burden, Chris
Art; Urban Light; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 351; Apr 08; ID

Burton, Burt, Burt
Recreation; Watch Hill Yacht Club; Westerly, Rhode Island; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 106; Oct 08; B

Burton, Pamela
Residence; Malibu Beach House; ASLA Award; Malibu, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 124; Aug 08; LA

Byrd, Warren
Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; p. 100-105; Aug 08; LA

C+S Associates
Industrial Building; Water Purification Plant; Venice, Italy; by Catherine Slesser; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82; Dec 08; ARev

Cadastral & Solana-Morales
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Barcelona, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. ill. pl. m.; p. 74-79; Dec 08; AR

Caimi & Asnaghi
Apartment Building/Interiors; Yarom Loft; New York, New York; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. S5-S10; Sept 08; ID

Camenzind Evolution
Office Building; Cocoon Building; Zurich, Switzerland; by Catherine Slesser; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-63; Dec 08; ARev

Campos Baeza, Alberto
Museum/Art; NMAC Foundation Expansion; Cadiz, Spain; by Catherine Slesser; ph. ill. m.; p. 44; May 08; ARev

Cannon Design
Health Care, Health Center; Humanizing Behavioral Healthcare Design; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ill.; p. 30-40; Feb 08; BD&C

Architect or Designer (cont’d)

Carbondale
Office Building/Interiors; TAG Heuer Headquarters; La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland; by Judy Fayard; ph. pl.; p. 282-287; Apr 08; ID

Carlton Architecture
Residence; Chauncey Knoll; Biltmore Forest, North Carolina; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 100; Oct 08; B

Car morb & Groarke
Health Care, Health Center; Private Spa; Limerick, Ireland; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 70; May 08; ARev

Recreation; Private Spa; Limerick, Ireland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Sept 08; ARev

Carr, Lynch & Sandell
Recreation/Park; North Point; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl.; p. 72-81; Nov 08; LA

Carrier & Johnson
Apartment Building; Current Condominiums; San Diego, California; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 94; Oct 08; B

University/Residential; Flora Sanborn Hall; Pitzer College; Claremont, California; by Dave Barista; ph. sec.; p. 42-48; Sept 08; BD&C

Carter & Burton
Studio; Yoga Studio; Clarke County, Virginia; by Meghan Drueding; ph. sec.; p. 52-53; Sept 08; RA

Casas, Arthur
Residence; Shells Beach Residence; Sao Paulo, Brazil; by No author listed; ph.; p. 126; Dec 08; ID

Store/Clothing; Alexandre Herchcovitch Boutique; Tokyo, Japan; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 288-295; Apr 08; ID

Castelletti, Marco
Recreation/Recreation Center; Bathing Facility; Como, Italy; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 72; May 08; ARev

Castiglioni, Monica
Book; New York City, A Glimpse in the Puddle; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 288-295; Sept 08; ID

Castro, Lorenzo
Botanic Garden; Medellin Botanical Gardens; Medellin, Colombia; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. ill.; p. 52-56; Sept 08; LA

Cavagnero, Mark
Exhibition, Exhibit; Hiroshi Sugimoto at de Young Museum; San Francisco, California; by Alison Bing; p. 188-189; Feb 08; AR

CCS Architecture
Kitchen; Island Kitchen; San Francisco, California; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 182; July 08; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

ARCHITECTS (cont’d)

CCS ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

Restaurant; Townline BBQ; Sagaponack, New York; by Alejandro Saralegui; ph.; p. 92-96; July 08; ID

CCY ARCHITECTS

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Obermeyer Place Mixed-Use Community; Aspen, Colorado; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 63; Oct 08; B

CENTER FOR PLANNING EXCELLENCE

Architectural Publication; Louisiana Speaks: Our Voice. Our Plan. Our Future; ASLA Award; by No author listed; ph.; p. 130; Aug 08; LA

CGA PARTNERS

Kitchen; Lost Barton Kitchen; Watermark Award; Austin, Texas; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 80; Apr 08; B

CHADBOURNE & DOSS

Bathroom; Netshed Washroom; RA Design Award; Astoria, Oregon; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 89; May 08; RA

Studio; Architect’s Office; Seattle, Washington; by Marla Miksek Clark; ph.; p. 80; Sept 08; RA

CHAMPALIMAUD

Hotel; Liberty Hotel; Boston, Massachusetts; by No author listed; ph.; p. 58; Dec 08; ID

CHAN, ALAN

Restaurant; MX Restaurant; Hong Kong, China; by Maria Shollenberger; ph.; p. 214-216; May 08; ID

CHAPIN, ROSS

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Spring Valley; Port Townsend, Washington; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 108; Nov 08; B

CHERMAYEFF & POOLE

Aquarium; National Aquarium; Baltimore, Maryland; by Terry C. Peterson; ph.; p. 84-90; June 08; TCS

CHINA ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN & RESEARCH GROUP

Recreation/Sports Facility; Beijing National Stadium; Beijing, China; by Lee Bey and Joan Ockman; ph.; p. 63; Dec 08; A

Recreation/Sports Facility; National Stadium; Beijing, China; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 30-37; July 08; ARev

CHINA CONSTRUCTION DESIGN INTERNATIONAL

Recreation/Sports Facility; National Swimming Center; Beijing, China; by Joanna Gonchar; ph. sec. det. ill. dia. cea; p. 150-159; July 08; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

CHIPPERFIELD, DAVID

Museum/Art; Saint Louis Art Museum; St. Louis, Missouri; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 74-75; Apr 08; ARev

Museum; Anchorage Museum at Rasmussen Center; Anchorage, Alaska; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 74-75; Apr 08; ARev

CHIVERS, HERBERT C.

Government Building; City Hall Renovation; University City, Missouri; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec.; p. 92-99; Oct 08; A

CHO, BENN & HOLBACK

Apartment Building; The Assembly Building at Clipper Mill; RA Design Award; Baltimore, Maryland; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; May 08; RA

CHONG, DONALD

Residence; Three Bedroom Family Home; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Mar 08; ARev

CHRISTOFF & FINIO

Office Building/Interiors; Heckscher Foundation for Children; New York, New York; by Shonquis Moreno; ph.; p. 162-165; June 08; AR

CIRCLE WEST

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; The Duke; RA Design Award; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; May 08; RA

CJ STUDIO

Apartment Building/Interiors; Ivan Tsai Apartment; Taipei, Taiwan; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. S5-S8; Jan 08; ID

CL3 ARCHITECTS

Exhibition, Exhibit; Bamboo Pavilion; Hong Kong, China; by No author listed; ph.; p. 46; Dec 08; ID

Restaurant; Nishimura Restaurant; Beijing, China; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; July 08; ARev

Restaurant; Nishimura Restaurant; Beijing, China; by Alex Pasternack; ph. pl.; p. 100-104; Sept 08; AR

Showroom; CR Land Art Pavilion; Chengdu, China; by No author listed; ph.; p. 158; Dec 08; ID

CLAUS & KAAN

Government Building; House of Culture and Administration; Nijverdal, Netherlands; by David Sokol; ph. pl.; p. 238-245; Mar 08; ID

CLODAGH DESIGN

Apartment Building/High Rise; Caledonia Condominiums; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 266-281; Sept 08; ID

Showroom; Country Spa Showroom; Kohler, Wisconsin; by No author listed; ph.; p. 92; Dec 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

ARCHITECT

CLOUD 9
Hotel; Hotel Forest; Light emitting facade; Barcelona, Spain; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 52-55; Aug 08; A

COATES, WELLS
Architecture; Contributions of Wells Coates; —, England; by Elizabeth Darling; ph. pl. sec. ref. ill.; p. 82-87; Sept 08; AREv

COBB, ERIC
Architecture; Profile of Architect; Seattle, Washington; by Cheryl Weber; p. 42-46; July 08; RA

COCHRAN, ANDREA
Garden; Pacific Heights Residence; San Francisco, California; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 26-30; Feb 08; LA

Plaza; Curran House Courtyard and Roof Garden; San Francisco, California; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; Feb 08; LA

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Walden Studios Landscape; ASLA Award; Alexander Valley, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 118-119; Aug 08; LA

CODE
Housing; Transit City Housing; Svinesund, Norway; by David Sokol; ill.; p. 94-96; Oct 08; AR

COHEN & HACKER
Bathroom; Bathroom; Highland Park, Illinois; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30; Apr 08; RA

Kitchen; Whimsical Kitchen; Highland Park, Illinois; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 28-29; Apr 08; RA

COMMERCIAL DESIGN CORP.
Recreation/Park; Parque Chia; Chia, Colombia; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 52-58; Nov 08; LA

CONRAN, SEBASTIAN
Ceramic Tile; New Developments in Ceramic Tile; by Will Hunter; ph.; p. 94-96; Sept 08; AREv

CONSTRUCTS
Housing; Housing Projects; Accra, Ghana; by Joann Gonchar; ph. ill.; p. 118-119; Oct 08; AR

COOK & FOX
Office Building/High Rise; One Bryant Park; New York, New York; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-59; Oct 08; AREv

Office Building/High Rise; One Bryant Park; Cogeneration; New York, New York; by Joann Gonchar; ph. dia. graph cea; p. 152-155; Mar 08; AR

COOK, MARY
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; River Place; Butler, New Jersey; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 31-32; June 08; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

COOP HIMMELBLAUL
Industrial Building; BMW Welt Car Delivery Center; Munich, Germany; by Joseph Giovannoni; ph.; p. 73-76; May 08; A

Industrial Building; BMW Welt Car Delivery Center; Munich, Germany; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 86-97; Mar 08; AR

COOPER & ROBERTSON
Recreation/Park; Zuccotti Park; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 163; May 08; AR

CORDONNIER, LOUIS
Library; Peace Palace Library Addition; The Hague, Netherlands; by Robert Maxwell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-81; June 08; AREv

CROOK, KEVIN L.
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Madison Place; Fresno, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 35-36; Aug 08; B

CRT STUDIO
Bathroom; Bathroom; Watermark Award; Winter Park, Florida; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 77; Apr 08; B

CS ILLUMINATION
Store/Clothing; Love Culture Store; by Edward Keggan; ph. pl. det.; p. 45-50; Sept 08; A

CUBIC DIMENSION
Architectural Model; Master Model Making; by John Gendall; ph. m.; p. 71-75; Oct 08; A

CUCINELLA, MARIO
Government Building; Central Statistics Office; Rome, Italy; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec. m.; p. 76-77; May 08; AREv

CULLINAN, EDWARD
Recreation/Visitor Center; Royal Botanic Gardens Visitor Center; Edinburgh, Scotland; by Rob Gregory; ill.; p. 71; May 08; AREv

CUNNIFFE, CHARLES
Residence; Independence Retreat; Aspen, Colorado; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 108; Oct 08; B

CUNNINGHAM ARCHITECTS
Kitchen; Pool House Kitchen; Dallas, Texas; by Denise Gee; ph.; p. S25-S28; Mar 08; ID

DAHLIN GROUP
Residence; Morgan Square Residence; Fremont, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 93; Aug 08; B

DAILY & GENIK
Housing; Tahiti Housing Complex; Santa Monica, California; by Frances Anderton; ph.; p. 63; Dec 08; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

Daly & Genik (cont'd)
University/Residential; Residential Accommodations; Art Center College of Design; Pasadena, California; by Rob Gregory; ill. pers.; p. 65; May 08; ARev

Danadjieva, Angela
Walkway; River Promenade; Indianapolis, Indiana; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 94-101; Nov 08; LA

Dann, Norris & Battag
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Winslowe's View Townhomes; Plymouth, Massachusetts; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 72; Dec 08; B

'D'Apostrophe Design
Residence; Levy and Berwin Residence; Bridgehampton, New York; by Claire Henry; ph. pl.; p. 246-253; Mar 08; ID

Daroff Design
Airport; JetBlue Terminal; New York, New York; by Sara Hart; ph. sec.; p. 68-77; Dec 08; A
Office Building/Interiors; Comcast Center; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 270-279; Oct 08; ID

Davison Partnership
Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; Denver, Colorado; by Catherine Slessor; ph. sec.; p. 60-69; Apr 08; ARev

DDI Architects
Office Building/Interiors; Comcast Center; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 270-279; Oct 08; ID

De Architects
Housing; Berkeley Place Family Housing; Santa Monica, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 118; Oct 08; B

De Kwiatkowski, Lulu
Interior Design; Profile of Designer; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 98-102; June 08; ID

De Lisle, Philpotts & Staub
Residence; Ranch House; Woodside, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 194-201; Nov 08; ID

De Smedt
Recreation/Recreation Center; Ghetto Heroes Academy; Youth center; Copenhagen, Denmark; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph. pl.; p. 292-299; Mar 08; ID

Dean & Wolf
Apartment Building/Interiors; Virtual Light Loft; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. axon.; p. 106-111; Sept 08; AR

DeCQ, Odile
Marine; Maritime Terminal; Tangier, Morocco; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec.; p. 89; May 08; ARev

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

Dees, Bruce
Stormwater Management; Rainwater Design at Pierce County Environmental Services; University Place, Washington; by Eliza Pennypacker and Stuart P. Echols; ph. pl. ref.; p. 28-39; Aug 08; LA

Defreitas, Kevin
Residence; Casa Futura; San Diego, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 106-107; Mar 08; B
Residence; deFreitas Residence; San Diego, California; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; Jan 08; RA

Del Sol, German
Showroom; Honda Showroom; Santiago, Chile; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 80; May 08; ARev

Delrosso, Federico
Restaurant; No Time; Monte Carlo, Monaco; by No author listed; ph.; p. 74; Dec 08; ID

Delta Group
Recreation/Park; Chestnut Park; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Daniel Jost; ph. ill.; p. 118-125; Sept 08; LA

Demonica & Del Muo
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Chicago, Illinois; by Violet Law; ph.; p. 52; Feb 08; AR

Denari, Neil
Apartment Building/High Rise; HL23 Condominium Building; New York, New York; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 83-86; May 08; A

Denison, Dirk
Restaurant; L20; Chicago, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; Dec 08; ID
University/Residential; Two Domitories; Illinois Institute of Technology; Chicago, Illinois; by Katie Gerfen; ill. dia. axon.; p. 102-105; Oct 08; A

Desai & Chia
Bathroom; Manhattan Loft Bathroom; New York, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24; June 08; RA

Interior Design; Madison Square; RA Design Award; New York, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 87; May 08; RA
Residence; Light Box Loft; New York, New York; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 48-49; June 08; RA

Design Concepts
School/Playground; Learning Landscapes Initiative; Improving Schoolyards at Denver Public Schools; Denver, Colorado; by Daniel Jost; ph. ill. pl.; p. 40-56; Aug 08; LA

DesignBuild Collaborative
Interior Design; Architect's Offices; Tucson, Arizona; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 64; Aug 08; RA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

DESIGNLAB
Restaurant; Reinvention of Starbucks; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. pl. ill.; p. 52-57; July 08; A

DESPONT, THIERRY W.
Art; Art and Architecture; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 170-174; Aug 08; ID

DHM DESIGN,
Memorial, Monument; Columbine Memorial; Littleton, Colorado; by Kim Sorvig; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 158-165; Oct 08; LA

DIALOGUE 38
Store; Eko; Toronto, Canada; by No author listed; ph.; p. 154; Dec 08; ID

DIAMOND & SCHMITT
Performing Arts Center; Sidney Harman Hall; Washington, District of Columbia; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 112-114; Nov 08; AR

DICK & FRITSCH
University/Research Facility, Laboratory; ISTB 1 Lab Facility; Arizona State University; Tempe, Arizona; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph. pl. sec.; p. 168-171; Nov 08; AR

DILLER, SCOFIGIO & RENFRO
Exhibition, Exhibit; Out There: Architecture Beyond Building; Venice, Italy; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 235-237; Oct 08; ID

DIRTWORKS
Residence; Beach House; ASLA Award; Amagansett, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 125; Aug 08; LA

DJUROVIC, VLADIMIR
Residence; Basil Mountain Escape; ASLA Award; Faqra, Lebanon; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122; Aug 08; LA

DLR GROUP
Government Building; Wayne L. Morse U.S. Courthouse; Eugene, Oregon; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 26-30; May 08; BD&C

DNA DESIGN
Bathroom; Public Lavatories; Jinhua City, China; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 87; Dec 08; ARev

DOMAIN ARCHITECTURE
Office Building; Phillips Fund; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 112-114; Oct 08; ID

DOORZON INTERIEURARCHITECEN
Bathroom; Penthouse Bathroom; Knokke, Belgium; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 129-132; July 08; ID

DOS PUNTS ARQUITECTURA
School/Elementary; Escola Artur Martorell Primary School; Barcelona, Spain; by Raul Barreneche; ph. elev.; p. 218-225; Jan 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

DONWES, GRAHAM
Store/Clothing; Love Culture Store; by Edward Keegan; ph. pl. det.; p. 45-50; Sept 08; A

DREAMTIME AUSTRALIA DESIGN
Bar; Argyle; Sydney, Australia; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 88-89; Dec 08; ID

DRISKO STUDIO
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Maltman Bungalows; Los Angeles, California; by Christopher Hawthorne; ph. pl.; p. 116-119; Apr 08; AR

DSDHA
Recreation; Parkside and Blossom Square Pavilions; Potters' Fields Park; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 84-85; Dec 08; ARev

DTJ DESIGN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Trapper's Cabins at Promontory; Colter model; Park City, Utah; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 122; Oct 08; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Cintarosa Ranch at Desert Mountain; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 102; Oct 08; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Trappers' Cabins at Promontory; Park City, Utah; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 89; Aug 08; B

DUANY & PLATER-ZYBERK
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Alys Beach Town Plan; Alys Beach, Florida; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 43-44; May 08; B

DUNGAN & NEQUETTE
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; James Hill at Ross Bridge; Hoover, Alabama; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 115; Sept 08; B

DYSON, ARTHUR
Residence; Kelly Residence; Portola Valley, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 74; Oct 08; B

ECK & MACNEELY
Residence; Wik Cottage; Auburn, Massachusetts; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 64; Oct 08; B

EDAW
Botanic Garden; Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens; Boothbay, Maine; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. ill. pl. sec.; p. 82-93; Nov 08; LA

City and Regional Planning; Gateway Mall; Improvements to the riverfront area; St. Louis, Missouri; by George Hazelrigg; pl. ill.; p. 148-157; Oct 08; LA
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

EDAW (cont'd)
Garden; Children's Garden at Morton Arboretum; Chicago, Illinois; by Samuel F. Dennis, Jr.; ph. ref. pl.; p. 26-37; Jan 08; LA
Recreation/Park; Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway; Boston, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p. 28-34; Mar 08; LA
River, Waterway; Anacostia River Revitalization; Washington, District of Columbia; by George Hazelrigg; ph. pl. sec. dia. ill.; p. 102-11; Mar 08; LA
EDMISTON & GAUTHIER
Exhibition, Exhibit; Home Delivery: Fabricating the Modern Dwelling; New York, New York; by Joann Gonchar; ph. cca ill.; p. 138-147; Sept 08; AR
EGGLESTON & FARKAS
Roof, Roofing; Cabin Gutters; Port Hadlock, Washington; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. ill. det.; p. 60-61; Sept 08; RA
EHDD
University/Residential; Residence Halls Units 1 & 2; University of California; Berkeley, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 132; May 08; AR
EHRENKRANTZ, ECKSTUT & KUHN
River, Waterway; Anacostia River Revitalization; Washington, District of Columbia; by George Hazelrigg; ph. pl. sec. dia. ill.; p. 102-11; Mar 08; LA
EL DORADO ARCHITECTS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Kansas City, Missouri; by Meghan Drueging; ph.; p. 40-45; Aug 08; RA
Office Building; Hodgdon Powder Company; Herington, Kansas; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl.; p. 134-137; Feb 08; AR
ELECTRIC DREAMS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Stockholm, Sweden; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 47-48; June 08; AR
ELLERBE & BECKET
Research Facility, Laboratory; Gait Lab; Walter Reed Army Medical Center; Washington, District of Columbia; by Amanda Kolsen Hurley; ph. sec.; p. 47-51; Apr 08; A
ELLIOIT & ASSOCIATES
Residence; 222 Residence; RA Design Award; —, Oklahoma; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 38-39; May 08; RA
Restaurant; Fuel Cafe; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by David Dillon; ph.; p. 210-212; Nov 08; AR
Restaurant; Pops; Arcadia, Oklahoma; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 70-73; Dec 08; ID
Restaurant; Red Prime Steak; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 260-261; July 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

ELLIOT & ASSOCIATES (cont'd)
Restaurant; Red Prime Steak; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; Dec 08; ID
Theater; Lyric Theatre; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by No author listed; ph.; p. 84; Dec 08; ID
Walkway; Underground Pedestrian Tunnel; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 147-150; Aug 08; AR
ELLIS, MATTHEW
Restaurant; The Guild; San Diego, California; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 57-58; Nov 08; BD&C
ELOQUEIN, AMMAR
Architecture; Profile of Architect; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 43-44; Dec 08; AR
EMBT
School/Elementary; Vicky Sherpa Foundation Primary School; Kathmandu, Nepal; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 51; May 08; AR
Waterfront Development; Urban Landscape; Hamburg, Germany; by Layla Dawson; ph. pl.; p. 42-47; Nov 08; AR
EMMANUEL COMBAREL DOMINIQUE MARREC ARCHITECTES
Concrete; Regional Bus Center; Fiber-Reinforced Ductal Concrete; Paris, France; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 53-56; June 08; A
ENDO, SHUHEI
Recreation/Sports Facility; Miki Disaster Management Park Beans Dome; Hyogo Prefecture, Miki, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-107; June 08; AR
ENSEMBLE STUDIO
Office Building; Sociedad General de Autores y Editores; Santiago de Compostela, Spain; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 268-275; Mar 08; ID
ENVISION DESIGN
Office Building/Interiors; IIDA Headquarters; Chicago, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 32; Dec 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; International Interior Design Association; Chicago, Illinois; by Jay Pridmore; ph.; p. 128-134; May 08; ID
EOA
Store/Clothing; Anthropologie; Albuquerque, New Mexico; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; Dec 08; ID
Studio; La Boutique; New York, New York; by Robyn Dutra; ph.; p. 70-74; Feb 08; ID
EPSTEIN
Industrial Building; Testa/JAB Headquarters; Chicago, Illinois; by Dave Barista; ill.; p. 34-36; Nov 08; BD&C
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

ERDY & MCHENRY

Apartment Building; One Hancock Square; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Christopher Kieran; ph. pl. elev.; p. 134-136; June 08; AR

ESCHER & GUNEWARDENA

Art Gallery; Blum and Poe Gallery; Exhibition design; Los Angeles, California; by Paulette Singley; ph. pl.; p. 69-73; Sept 08; JAE

ESRAWE DISENO

Office Building/Interiors; Grupo Lar; Mexico City, Mexico; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 328-329; May 08; ID

EVA MADDOX BRANDED ENVIRONMENTS

Office Building/Interiors; One Haworth Center; Holland, Michigan; by Andrew Slomb West; ph.; p. 53; Oct 08; A

EZZO ARQUITECTURA

Residence; Outiero Street House; Porto, Portugal; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-53; Mar 08; ARev

FALEIDE ARCHITECTS

Housing; Casas de Rio Grande; RA Design Award; Del Norte, Colorado; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 83; May 08; RA

FAR: FROHN & ROJAS

Residence; Wall House; Santiago de Chile, Chile; by Jeannette Plaut; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98-103; Apr 08; AR

FARLEY, RICHARD

River, Waterway; Los Angeles River Revitalization Master Plan; Los Angeles, California; by No author listed; ill.; p. 166; May 08; AR

FATTINGER, PETER

Recreation/Playground; Playground for Orphans; Nias Island, Indonesia; by Elizabeth Zevallios; ph.; p. 77-78; Oct 08; AR

FELDMAN ARCHITECTURE

Kitchen; Open Box 2 Kitchen Remodel; Watermark Award; San Francisco, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 76; Apr 08; B

FELTON, THOMAS

Residence; Turkey Hill Farm; North Salem, New York; by Jane Berger; ph. pl.; p. 34-43; Nov 08; LA

FENDER & KATSAVLIDIS

Apartment Building/High Rise; Eureka Tower; Melbourne, Australia; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. pl. ill.; p. 76-79; Oct 08; ARev

FENTRESS ARCHITECTS

Airport; Terminal 2; Raleigh, North Carolina; by No author listed; ph.; p. 19; Nov 08; BD&C

FERNLUND & LOGAN

Showroom; Maharam; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 158; Dec 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

FG STIJL

Restaurant; BMW Welt Restaurant; Munich, Germany; by Audra Shanley; ph.; p. 172-176; Mar 08; AR

FILICIA, THOM

Apartment Building/Interiors; Riverhouse Model Apartment; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 36; Dec 08; ID

FINNE ARCHITECTS

Bathroom; Master Bath; Redmond, Washington; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30; Sept 08; RA

Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; Seattle, Washington; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 28-29; Sept 08; RA

FITZGERALD ASSOCIATES

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Oakland Shores Affordable Housing Community; Chicago, Illinois; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 118; Oct 08; B

FLAVIN, DAN

Lighting; PET Wall Installation; Ann Arbor, Michigan; by Blaine Brownell; ph. ref.; p. 30-36; Nov 08; JAE

FLOOR ASSOCIATES

Recreation; Lost Dog Wash Trailhead; ASLA Award; Scottsdale, Arizona; by No author listed; ph.; p. 119; Aug 08; LA

FLYNN & BATTAGLIA

Recreation/Park; Erie Canal Harbor; Buffalo, New York; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. ill.; p. 72-91; Oct 08; LA

FLYNN, CRAIG & GRANT

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Grove; Healdsburg, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 91; Aug 08; B

FOCUS LIGHTING

Hotel; Condado Plaza Hotel; San Juan, Puerto Rico; by Jose Fernando Vazquez-Perez; ph.; p. 214-218; Nov 08; AR

FOREIGN OFFICE ARCHITECTS

Apartment Building/High Rise; Linked Towers; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 68-71; Oct 08; ARev

FORGAN, STRACHAN

Residence; Forgan Residence; San Francisco, California; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 90; Aug 08; B

FORT

Museum; European Solidarity Center; Gdansk, Poland; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m. pl. sec.; p. 30-31; Feb 08; ARev

FOSTER & PARTNERS

Airport; Terminal 3 at Beijing Capital International Airport; Beijing, China; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-119; July 08; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

FOSTER & PARTNERS (cont'd)

Airport; Terminal 3 Roof Systems; Beijing, China; by Matthew Wells; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 50-55; Aug 08; ARev

Airport; Terminal 3; Beijing, China; by Chris Abel; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 24-49; Aug 08; ARev

Airport; Terminal 3; Beijing, China; by Deyan Sudjic; ph.; p. 58-61; Aug 08; ARev

Airport; Terminal 3; Traveller's tale; Beijing, China; by Catherine Slessor; ph. dia.; p. 64-69; Aug 08; ARev

Airport; Terminal 3; Traveller's tale; Beijing, China; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 62-63; Aug 08; ARev

Architecture; Future of Foster + Partners; by Deyan Sudjic; ill.; p. 80-81; Aug 08; ARev

Architecture; Norman Foster Retrospective; by Paul Finch; ph. ill.; p. 74-79; Aug 08; ARev

City and Regional Planning; Architects and Urban Planning; by Joan Ockman; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-67; Mar 08; ARev

Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning; Terminal 3 Mechanical Systems; Beijing, China; by David Stillman; ph. dia.; p. 56-57; Aug 08; ARev

Hotel; Dolder Grand Hotel; Zurich, Switzerland; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 264-274; June 08; ARev

Museum; Robert and Arlene Kogod Courtyard at the Smithsonian Institution; Glass roof; Washington, District of Columbia; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 98-103; Mar 08; ARev

Office Building/High Rise; Hearst Tower Critique; New York, New York; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 47-48; Jan 08; ARev

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Masdar Initiative Headquarters; Abu Dhabi, Masdar City, United Arab Emirates; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec. dia. ill.; p. 74-79; June 08; ARev

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Russia Tower; Moscow, Russia; by Jeremy Melvin; ill. m. pl. sec.; p. 46-49; Oct 08; ARev

Zoo; Elephant House; Copenhagen, Denmark; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 28-29; July 08; ARev

FOTHERINGHAM, MICHAEL

Plaza; Union Square Critique; San Francisco, California; by Morris Newman; ph. pl.; p. 98-103; May 08; ARev

FOUGERON ARCHITECTURE

Elderly Housing; Parkview Terraces; San Francisco, California; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 200-202; Oct 08; ARev

Residence; Tehama Grasshopper; San Francisco, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 152; May 08; ARev

Residence; Tehama Grasshopper; RA Design Award; San Francisco, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. sec.; p. 52-53; May 08; RA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

FOUGERON ARCHITECTURE (cont'd)

Window; Light Steel Frame Windows; San Francisco, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. sec.; p. 64; Sept 08; ARev

FOUNDED ASSOCIATES

Store/Clothing; Kurt Geiger Store; London, England; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 276-277; Apr 08; ID

FOX & NAHEM

Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 170-179; Feb 08; ID

FRANCOIS, EDOUARD

Recreation; Club Med Resort; Aldiana, Senegal; by Paul Finch; ill. map; p. 75; May 08; ARev

FRETTON, TONY

Museum; Art; Fuglsang Kunstmuseum; Lolland, Denmark; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-63; June 08; ARev

FROELICH, ARTHUR

Office Building/Interiors; Added Value; Los Angeles, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96; Dec 08; ID

FSI DESIGN

Hotel; Dolder Grand Hotel; Zurich, Switzerland; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 264-274; June 08; ARev

FUENSCHUH, DANIEL

Residence; Loft Conversion; Innsbruck, Austria; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-59; Mar 08; ARev

FUJIMOTO, SOU

Residence; Final Wooden House; Kumamoto, Japan; by Yuki Summer; ph. ill. sec.; p. 70-71; Sept 08; ARev

FUKSAS, DORIANA

Performing Arts Center; Zenith de Strasbourg; Eckbolsheim, France; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 98-103; Aug 08; ARev

FUKSAS, MASSIMILIANO

Performing Arts Center; Zenith de Strasbourg; Eckbolsheim, France; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 98-103; Aug 08; ARev

FULBRIGHT, STUART

City and Regional Planning; Lost Rock Vacation Home Community; Beaver Lake, Arkansas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. m.; p. 23; Apr 08; RA

FULLER, BUCKMINSTER

Architecture; Critique of Four Architecture Exhibits; by Martin Filler; ph.; p. 57-58; Sept 08; ARev
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

FULLER, BUCKMINSTER (cont'd)
Exhibition, Exhibit; Buckminster Fuller: Starting with the Universe; New York, New York; by William Hanley; ph.; p. 61-62; Aug 08; AR
Housing; Ideas of Buckminster Fuller; by Michael Sorkin; ph. m.; p. 69-70; Nov 08; AR

FXFOWLE ARCHITECTS
Office Building/High Rise; New York Times Building; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-105; Feb 08; AR
Office Building/High Rise; New York Times Building; New York, New York; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-51; Apr 08; AR
Zoo; Lion House Reconstruction; Bronx, New York; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-95; Sept 08; A

GABELLINI & SHEPPARD
Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; —, New York; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 206-213; Aug 08; ID

GALANTE ARCHITECTURE STUDIO
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 43-44; Jan 08; AR

GALLAGHER & ASSOCIATES
Cemetery; Normandy American Cemetery Visitor Center; Colleville-sur-Mer, France; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-117; Mar 08; AR

GANS, DEBORAH
City and Regional Planning; Dadaab Urban Plan; Dadaab, Kenya; by David Sokol; map; p. 98-99; Oct 08; AR

GARDUNO ARQUITECTOS
Bathroom; Casa Domus Bathroom; Mexico City, Mexico; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 186; July 08; AR

GAUTRAND, MANUELLE
Showroom; Citroen C42 Showroom; Paris, France; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 222-225; May 08; AR
Showroom; Citroen Showroom; Paris, France; by Maria Shollnabarger; ph.; p. 222-224; May 08; ID
Showroom; Citroen Showroom; Paris, France; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 194-201; Jan 08; ID

GEHRY PARTNERS
Exhibition, Exhibit; Out There: Architecture Beyond Building; Venice, Italy; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 235-237; Oct 08; ID

GENSLER ASSOCIATES
Airport; JetBlue Terminal; New York, New York; by Sara Hart; ph. sec. pl.; p. 68-77; Dec 08; A
Museum/Art; Broad Contemporary Art Museum; Daylighting system; Los Angeles, California; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec. cca; p. 238-247; May 08; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

GENSLER ASSOCIATES (cont'd)
Museum/Art; New Museum of Contemporary Art; New York, New York; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. ill. det.; p. 132-139; Mar 08; AR
Museum/Art; New Museum of Contemporary Art; New York, New York; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; Apr 08; AR
Office Building/High Rise; New York Times Building; New York, New York; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-51; Apr 08; AR
Office Building/Interiors; Added Value; Los Angeles, California; by Greg Goldin; ph.; p. 188-195; Feb 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Added Value; Los Angeles, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96; Dec 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Comcast Center; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 270-279; Oct 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Edelman; Los Angeles, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 112; Dec 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Edelman; Seattle, Washington; by No author listed; ph.; p. 116; Dec 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Latham & Watkins; Los Angeles, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 106; Dec 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; New York Times; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl. sec.; p. 304-313; Sept 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Pixar; Emeryville, California; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 94-95; Dec 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Team Detroit; Detroit, Michigan; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 300-309; May 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Team Detroit; Detroit, Michigan; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102; Dec 08; ID
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; CityCenter; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Jay W. Schneider and Jeff Yoders; ph. ill.; p. 24-34; Aug 08; BD&C

GERNER, KRONICK & VALCARCEL
Office Building/Interiors; Groupe Clarins; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 149-152; May 08; ID

GHOSH, UPPAL
Cultural Center; Sanskriti Kendra; New Delhi, India; by Minhazz Majumdar; ph. pl.; p. 102-111; June 08; LA

GIANNONE & PETRICEONE
Office Building/Interiors; Juggernaut; Toronto, Canada; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 90-91; Dec 08; ID
University/Interiors; Centre for Ethics; University of Toronto; Toronto, Canada; by No author listed; ph.; p. 116; Dec 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

GIFF & GUER,
Museum/Science, Technology; Transport Museum; Lucerne, Switzerland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 46; May 08; ARev

GIOSTRA, SIMONE
Recreation; Xiciu Entertainment Center; Media wall; Beijing, China; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 69-70; July 08; AR

GLAMOROUS CO.
Bar; DBL; Osaka, Japan; by No author listed; ph.; p. 68; Dec 08; ID
Restaurant; DBL Restaurant; Osaka, Japan; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 256-257; July 08; ID

GOODSELL, SEAN
Residence; Glenburn House; Glenburn, Australia; by Leon van Schaik; ph. pl. ill.; p. 90-97; Apr 08; AR

University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Design Research Building; Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology; Melbourne, Australia; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 55; May 08; ARev

GOERTZ, MATHIAS
Architecture; Architecture of Emotions; The work of Mathias Goertiz; by Louise Pelletier; ph. ref.; p. 6-13; Nov 08; JAE

GOLDEN BOUGH
Stone; Profile of Designer; Stone in the landscape; West Stockbridge, Massachusetts; by Marty Carlock; ph.; p. 44-49; Jan 08; LA

GOOD ARCHITECTURE
Residence; South River Residence; Annapolis, Maryland; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; Oct 08; B

GOODMAN & CHARLTON
Hotel; Empire Hotel; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 261-267; Jan 08; ID

GOULD & EVANS
University/Residential; Hassayampa Academic Village; Arizona State University; RA Design Award; Tempe, Arizona; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 78-79; May 08; RA

GPD LAND DESIGN
School/Playground; Learning Landscapes Initiative; Improving Schoolyards at Denver Public Schools; Denver, Colorado; by Daniel Jost; ph. ill. pl.; p. 40-56; Aug 08; LA

GRAFT
Exhibition, Exhibit; Make It Right Installation; New Orleans, Louisiana; by David Sokol; p. 367; May 08; ID
Exhibition, Exhibit; Pink Project; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 44-45; Dec 08; ID
Health Care, Health Center; Kinderdentist; Berlin, Germany; by No author listed; ph.; p. 52; Dec 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

GRAFT (cont'd)
Hotel; Emperor Hotel; Beijing, China; by No author listed; ph.; p. 62; Dec 08; ID
Hotel; The Emperor; Beijing, China; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 279-284; June 08; ID

GRAFTON ARCHITECTS
University/Business School; Universita Luigi Bocconi; Milan, Italy; by Paul Finch; ph. sec.; p. 30-31; Dec 08; ARev

GRAHAM, DAN
Health Care, Health Center; Maggie's Center; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 30-31; June 08; ARev

GRANT ASSOCIATES
Garden; Gardens by the Bay; Singapore; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 68-71; Nov 08; ARev

GRAY & ORGANSCHI
Residence; Firehouse 12 Live/Work/Play Space; New Haven, Connecticut; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 48-49; Aug 08; RA

GREEN 3
Industrial Building; Saving a Historic Grain Elevator; Mount Vernon, Indiana; by Eric Fulford; ph. pl. ill.; p. 32-39; July 08; LA

GREENBERG, ALLAN
University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Addition to Aarr Burr Hall; Princeton University; Princeton, New Jersey; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. elev.; p. 104-109; May 08; A

GREENWAYS INC.
Landscape Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Linda McIntyre; ph. map.; p. 88-97; May 08; LA

GRIFFIN & ENRIGHT
Residence; Residence; Malibu, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 220-229; June 08; ID

GRIMSHAW, NICHOLAS
Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 104-105; Jan 08; AR

Museum/Art; Queens Museum of Art; Daylighting system; Queens, New York; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. iso. graph cee; p. 238-247; May 08; AR

Museum/Science, Technology; Museo del Acero Homo; Monterrey, Mexico; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 96-103; Jan 08; AR

University/Performing Arts Center; Experimental Media and Performing Arts Center; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Troy, New York; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 70-71; Apr 08; ARev

GRIZFORM DESIGN
Architecture; Adaptive Reuse of Old Buildings; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 53-54; Aug 08; RA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

GROVES, S. RUSSELL
Apartment Building/Interiors; Greene Street Residence; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; Dec 08; ID

GROVER, ROBERT
Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; New York, New York; by Paula Rackow; ph.; p. 131-134; Sept 08; ID

GRUPO DE DISEÑO URBANO
Recreation/Park; Fountain Promenade at Chapultepec Park; ASLA Award; Mexico City, Mexico; by No author listed; ph.; p. 119; Aug 08; LA

GRUPO VERDE
Recreation/Park; Parque Chia; Chia, Colombia; by Jimena Martignoni; ph.; p. 52-58; Nov 08; LA

GRZYWINSKI & PONS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; New York, New York; by Dianna Dilworth; ph.; ill.; p. 83-84; May 08; AR

GSM DESIGN
Museum/Natural History; National Museum of Singapore; —, Singapore; by David Sokol; p. 182-184; Feb 08; AR

GTM
Residence; DuGoff Bor Residence; Chevy Chase, Maryland; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 102; Jan 08; B

GULF COAST COMMUNITY DESIGN STUDIO
City and Regional Planning; Model for Rebuilding After Katrina; East Biloxi, Mississippi; by James S. Russell; ph.; p. 100-105; Oct 08; AR

GUNKELMAN & FLESHER
Office Building; Phillips Fund; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 112-114; Oct 08; ID

GURNEY, ROBERT M.
Bathroom; Remodeled Bathroom; Washington, District of Columbia; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 22; Aug 08; RA

GUSTAFSON & PORTER
Garden; Landscape Installation; Venice Biennale 2008; Venice, Italy; by Catherine Slesser; ph.; p. 54-59; Nov 08; AR

GUSTAFSON, GUTHRIE & NICHOL
Garden; Landscape Installation; Venice Biennale 2008; Venice, Italy; by Catherine Slesser; ph.; p. 54-59; Nov 08; AR

GARDEN; Lurie Rooftop Garden; ASLA Award; Chicago, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 117; Aug 08; LA

MUSEUM; Robert and Arlene Kogod Courtyard at the Smithsonian Institution; Glass roof; Washington, District of Columbia; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 98-103; Mar 08; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

GUSTAFSON, KATHRYN
Recreation/Park; Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway; Boston, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p. 28-34; Mar 08; LA

GWATHMIE & SIEGAL
Museum; Glenstone Private Residence and Museum; Potomac, Maryland; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 86-95; June 08; AR

Residence; Central Park South Apartment; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 148; May 08; AR

University/Architecture School; Art & Architecture Building; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Joseph Giovannini; ph.; p. 60-63; Nov 08; A

University/Museum; Exterior Wall Failure at Werner Otto Hall; Harvard University; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 53-54; Aug 08; AR

H3 HARDY
School/Special; Entrance Canopy; Brooklyn Academy of Music; Brooklyn, New York; by Aric Chen; ph. sec. det.; p. 141-142; Aug 08; AR

HADID, ZAHA
Bridge; River Inn Bridge; Innsbruck, Austria; by Joann Gonchar; ph.; p. 186-193; May 08; AR

Museum/Science, Technology; Transportation Museum; Glasgow, Scotland; by Catherine Slesser; ill. sec.; p. 43; May 08; AR

Transit Station; Alpenzoo Station; Innsbruck, Austria; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-193; May 08; AR

Transit Station; Congress Station; Innsbruck, Austria; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-193; May 08; AR

Transit Station; Hungerburg Station; Innsbruck, Austria; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-193; May 08; AR

Transit Station; Loewenhaus Station; Innsbruck, Austria; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-193; May 08; AR

University/Museum; Art Museum; Michigan State University; East Lansing, Michigan; by Catherine Slesser; ill. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Apr 08; AR

HALPRIN, LAWRENCE
Recreation/Park; Freeway Park; Seattle, Washington; by Peter Harnik and Ben Welle; ph. ill.; p. 32-39; Feb 08; LA

Recreation/Park; Heritage Plaza; Fort Worth, Texas; by Adam Regn Arvidson; p. 22-24; Jan 08; LA

Street; Main Street Mall Revitalization; Charlottesville, Virginia; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. elev.; p. 60-71; Oct 08; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

HAMMEL, GREEN & ABRAHAMSON
Library; Hercules Library; Hercules, California; by Lisa Findley; ph. pl. sec.; p. 142-147; Feb 08; AR

HANADA, HEIKE
Library; City Library Extension; Stockholm, Sweden; by Rasmus Waern; ph.; p. 18-19; Jan 08; AR

HANAWALT, DAVID
Bedroom; Model ‘T’ Rolling Bed; RA Design Award; Suttons Bay, Michigan; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 91; May 08; RA

HANSEN DESIGN
Residence; Interior Renovation; Los Feliz, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 230-237; Aug 08; AR

HARADA, MASAHIRO
Residence; Courtyard House; Tokyo, Japan; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-43; Mar 08; AR

HARGREAVES ASSOCIATES
Waterfront Development; New Orleans Riverfront; Reinventing the Crescent; ASLA Award; New Orleans, Louisiana; by an author listed; ph.; p. 129; Aug 08; LA

HARIRI & HARIRI
Office Building/Interiors; Financial Office; New York, New York; by Judith Davidsen; ph.; p. 282-287; Sept 08; ID

Recreation; Pool House; Wilton, Connecticut; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 132-133; Dec 08; ID

HARMON, FRANK
City and Regional Planning; Lost Rock Vacation Home Community; Beaver Lake, Arkansas; by Meghan Drueing; ph. m.; p. 23; Apr 08; RA

Residence; Strickland-Ferris Residence; Raleigh, North Carolina; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 150-152; Jan 08; AR

HARMON, JUSTIN
Residential Development; Speculative Housing; Capstone Condos; Bozeman, Montana; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 38-40; Aug 08; B

HARRIS & ROBERTS
Interior Design; Profile of Firm; Interior Design Hall of Fame; by Julie V. Lavine; ph.; p. S30-S34; Dec 08; ID

HARTMAN & COX
Museum/Art; Donald W. Reynolds Center for American Art and Portraiture; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 178-182; Mar 08; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

HASEGAWA, GO
Residence; Black Box; Karuizawa, Japan; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; Mar 08; AR

HASTINGS & CHIVETTA
University/Recreation; State-of-the-Art Recreation Centers; by Dave Barista; ph. ref. pl.; p. 44-53; Feb 08; BD&C

HATTON, TIMOTHY
Apartment Building/Interiors; Domestic Interior; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 64-69; Sept 08; AR

HAUER, EDWIN
Interior Design; Profile of Designer; Interior Design Hall of Fame; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. S38-S42; Dec 08; ID

HAWORTH & TOMPKINS
Community Center; Coin Street Neighbourhood Centre; London, England; by Jenna M. Mc Knight; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-148; Oct 08; AR

Theater; Theater Architecture; Gainsborough Studios; London, England; by Juliet Rufford; ph. sec. ref.; p. 34-42; May 08; JAE

HAYONSTUDIO
Restaurant; Terraza del Casino; Madrid, Spain; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 172-174; Jan 08; ID

HBA/HIRSCH BEDNER
Health Care, Health Center; Espa at the Europe Hotel & Resort; Killarney, Ireland; by No author listed; ph.; p. 28; Dec 08; ID

HDR
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Peter Fabris; ph.; p. 50-52; Mar 08; BD&C

HEALY, BRIAN
Architecture; Emerging Architectural Firms; Boston, Massachusetts; by Hubert Murray; ph. ill.; p. 106-112; May 08; AR

Community Center; Korean Church of Boston; Boston, Massachusetts; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. axon.; p. 72-75; Jan 08; A

HEATHERWICK, THOMAS
Arts Center; Aberystwyth Arts Center; Aberystwyth, Wales; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 49; May 08; AR

Restaurant; East Beach Cafe; Littlehampton, England; by Henry Ng; ph.; p. 65-66; Jan 08; AR

Store; La Maison Unique; New York, New York; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 42-43; Jan 08; BD&C

HEEHOON D&G
Office Building/Interiors; On Media; Seongnam, South Korea; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 334-335; May 08; ID
ARCHITECT  OR DESIGNER  (cont’d)

HEIKKINEN  &  KOMONEN
Government Building; Provincial Archive;  Haemeenlinna, Finland; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. m.; p. 54; May 08; AR

HEINS  &  LAFARGE
Zoo; Lion House Reconstruction; Bronx, New York; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-95; Sept 08; A

HELIN  &  COMPANY
Bathroom; Vacation Home Bathroom;  Kirkkonummi, Finland; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 26; July 08; RA
Kitchen; Vacation Home Kitchen;  Kirkkonummi, Finland; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24-25; July 08; RA

HELLER  &  MANUS
Office Building/High Rise; Infinity Towers;  Performance based earthquake design; San Francisco, California; by Nadine M. Post; ph. dia. ill. cea; p. 142-151; June 08; AR

HERINGER, ANNA
Housing; Family Housing; Rudrapur, Bangladesh; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-61; May 08; AR

Residence; Three Residences and Training Center; Rudrapur, Bangladesh; by Paul Finch; ph. pl.; p. 46-49; Dec 08; AR

HERRINGTON, SHELLEY
Kitchen; Herrington Residence Kitchen; Watermark Award; Port Austin, Michigan; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 78; Apr 08; B

HERTL  ARCHITECTEN
Residence; Copper Clad House; Lufcen berg, Austria; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82; Mar 08; AR
Residence; Krammer House; Waldhofen, Austria; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; Mar 08; AR

HERZOG  &  DE  MEURON
Arts Center; Walker Art Center Expansion; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by John Comazzi; ph. ref.; p. 131-135; May 08; JAE
Cultural Center; CaixaForum; Madrid, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-117; June 08; AR

Government Building; Central Police Station Compound; — Hong Kong; by Lynne Jackson; ph. p. 56; May 08; AR
Museum/Art; CaixaForum; Madrid, Spain; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 46-55; June 08; AR

Recreation/Sports Facility; Beijing National Stadium; Beijing, China; by Lee Bey and Joan Ockman; ph.; p. 63; Dec 08; A
Recreation/Sports Facility; National Stadium; Beijing, China; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 38-47; July 08; AR
Recreation/Sports Facility; National Stadium; Beijing, China; by Alex Pasternack; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; July 08; AR

ARCHITECT  OR DESIGNER  (cont’d)

HEZMALHALCH, WILLIAM
Recreation; La Quinta Desert Villas Resort Clubhouse; La Quinta, California; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 114; Oct 08; B
Residential Development, Speculative
Housing/Townhouse; Depot Walk; Orange, California; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 82; Oct 08; B

Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Florblanca Reserva; Santa Teresa, Costa Rica; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 70; Oct 08; B

HGA
Library; Hercules Public Library; Hercules, California; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 63-67; May 08; BD&C

Residential Development, Speculative
Housing; Mount Ranier Artist Lofts; Mount Ranier, Maryland; by Beth Broome; ph. pl.; p. 193-195; Oct 08; AR

HICKOK  &  COLE
Office Building/Interiors; Columbia Center; Washington, District of Columbia; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122; Dec 08; ID

HILL, OLIVER
Hotel; Midland Hotel Restoration; Morecambe, England; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. ref.; p. 76-81; Sept 08; AR

HILLIER ARCHITECTURE
Architecture; The Turnaround of RMJM; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. map ill.; p. 96-103; May 08; A

HIMMA  ARCHITECTURE  STUDIO
Office Building; Obzee Fashion Headquarters; Seoul, Korea; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. sec.; p. 66-69; Jan 08; A

HITCHCOCK  DESIGN  GROUP
Architectural Publication; Green Alley Hand book; Chicago, Illinois; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 88-98; Sept 08; LA

HO, JIUN
Industrial Design; Profile of Designer; by Mark McMenemy; ph.; p. 64-68; Aug 08; ID

HO, JOEY
Apartment Building/Interiors; Living Pod; Hong Kong, China; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; Dec 08; ID

HOERR  &  SCHAUDT
Landscape Restoration; Restoring the Works of Jens Jensen; Chicago, Illinois; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl. ref.; p. 68-76; Aug 08; LA

HOFFMAN BRANDT, DENISE
City and Regional Planning; Dadaab Urban Plan; Dadaab, Kenya; by David Sokol; map; p. 98-99; Oct 08; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

HOK PLANNING GROUP
City and Regional Planning; Gateway Mall; Improvements to the riverfront area; St. Louis, Missouri; by George Hazelrigg; pl. ill.; p. 148-157; Oct 08; LA

HOK
Hospital; Carilion Roanoke Memorial Hospital Consolidation; Roanoke, Virginia; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 42-43; May 08; BD&C
Hospital; Community Hospital; Monterey, California; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-123; Aug 08; AR
Office Building; 185 Berry Street at China Basin; Base isolation system; San Francisco, California; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 49; May 08; BD&C
University/Museum; Frost Art Museum; Florida International University; Miami, Florida; by Edward Keegan; ph. det.; p. 51-52; Nov 08; A

HOLL, STEVEN
Apartiment Building/High Rise; Linked Hybrid; Beijing, China; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 130-131; July 08; AR
Museum/Art; Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art expansion; Kansas City, Missouri; by No author listed; ph.; p. 144; May 08; AR
University/Social Sciences School; Department of Philosophy; New York University; New York, New York; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 171-173; June 08; AR
University; Department of Philosophy; New York University; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 42; Dec 08; ID
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Linked Hybrid; Beijing, China; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. pl. m. ill.; p. 50-53; Oct 08; AR
Waterfront Development; Hudson River Rail Yards Critique; New York, New York; by Michael Sorkin; ill.; p. 55-56; Feb 08; AR

HOLST ARCHITECTURE
Apartiment Building/High Rise; 937 Condominiums; Portland, Oregon; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 58; Mar 08; RA

HOPKINS ARCHITECTS

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

Recreation/Sports Facility; Maharashtra Cricket Ground; Pune, Indiana; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 68; May 08; ARev
University/Environmental Studies Building; School of Forestry and Environmental Studies; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Rob Gregroy; pl. sec. m.; p. 78-83; Apr 08; ARev
University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Applied Research Building; Northern Arizona University; Flagstaff, Arizona; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. pers.; p. 78-83; Apr 08; ARev
University/Residential; College Dormitories; Rice University; Houston, Texas; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec. ill.; p. 78-83; Apr 08; ARev

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

HOPKINS ARCHITECTS

University/Science Center; New Chemistry Building; Princeton University; Princeton, New Jersey; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec. m. dia.; p. 78-83; Apr 08; ARev
HORIUCHI & SOLJEN
Rural Design; Tashmoo Farm Landscape; Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts; by Jane Berger; ph. map; p. 112-119; July 08; LA
HORN, TIMOTHY
Lighting; Medusa Chandelier; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 267; Aug 08; ID
HOTSON, BAKKER, BONIFACE & HADEN
Kitchen; Kitchen Renovation; Vancouver, Washington; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 181; July 08; AR
Structural/Earth; Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Center; Rammed earth construction; British Columbia, Osoyoos, Canada; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill. sec.; p. 162-163; Mar 08; AR

HOUMINN PRACTICE
Wall; Drape Wall/Cloak Wall; Modular wall systems; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. m.; p. 42-47; Aug 08; A

HOUSE & WALKER
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Atlanta, Georgia; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 57-58; Oct 08; AR

HOWELER & YOON
Exhibition, Exhibit; Defensible Dress; by J. Meejin Yoon; ph. ill.; p. 59-68; May 08; JAE
Exhibition, Exhibit; Hover Installation; New Orleans, Louisiana; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 156-157; Feb 08; ID
Exhibition, Exhibit; Hover; by J. Meejin Yoon; ph. ill.; p. 59-68; May 08; JAE
Exhibition, Exhibit; Low Rez Hi Fi; by J. Meejin Yoon; ph. ill.; p. 59-68; May 08; JAE
Exhibition, Exhibit; White Noise White Light; Athens, Greece; by J. Meejin Yoon; ph. ill.; p. 59-68; May 08; JAE
Residence; Outside-In Loft; RA Design Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 55; May 08; RA
Roof, Roofing; DesCours Festival Canopy; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 58-59; Aug 08; A

HOWELL, DAVID
Exhibition, Exhibit; New York Photo Festival; Brooklyn, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 46; Dec 08; ID
Residence; Houshamd Residence; San Miguel de Allende, Mexico; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 200-209; June 08; ID

HSMM AECOM
Hospital; Carilion Roanoke Memorial Hospital Consolidation; Roanoke, Virginia; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 42-43; May 08; BD&C
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

HUBBELL HOMES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Glynn Village; Waukee, Iowa; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 120; Sept 08; B

HUBERT, JOHN
Interior Design; Industrial Loft Conversion; RA Design Award; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 87; May 08; RA

HUNT, RICHARD MORRIS
University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Addition to Aaron Burr Hall; Princeton University; Princeton, New Jersey; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. elev.; p. 104-109; May 08; A

HUTCHINSON, JEFFREY
Store/Department; Barneys; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Debra Scott; ph.; p. 148-152; Apr 08; ID

HYBRID ARCHITECTURE
Housing; Euro-Styled Affordable Housing; Seattle, Washington; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 39-40; Jan 08; BD&C

IASCONI, ANTONIO
Recreation; Casalunga Golf Resort; Bologna, Italy; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 252-258; Jan 08; ID

IBARRA & ROSANO
Gate; Entry Gates; Tucson, Arizona; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. ill. elev.; p. 58-59; Sept 08; RA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; The Double; Tucson, Arizona; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Jan 08; RA

Studio; Work Studio; Tucson, Arizona; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 80; Jan 08; RA

IBIS BUILDS
Apartment Building; Florence Lofts; Sebastopol, California; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 43-46; June 08; B

IDE, KOTARO
Residence; Vacation House; Karuizawa, Japan; by Benjamin Budde; ph. pl.; p. 250-259; Oct 08; ID

II BY IV DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Restaurant; Milestones Grill + Bar; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 250-251; July 08; ID

IKEDA, RYOJI
Exhibition, Exhibit; Spectra Installation; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 161-162; Aug 08; AR

IMPORT/EXPORT
Office Building/Interiors; Fragile; Antwerp, Belgium; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 232-237; July 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

INCITE ARCHITECTURE
Studio; Dixon Sound Studio; Concord, Massachusetts; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 124; Oct 08; B

INCORPORATED ARCHITECTURE
Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Condominium; New York, New York; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 93-96; Nov 08; ID

INGELS, BJARKE
Housing; Mountain Dwellings; Housing and car parking; Copenhagen, Denmark; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-55; Dec 08; AR

Recreation/Recreation Center; Ghetto Heroes Academy; Youth center; Copenhagen, Denmark; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph. pl.; p. 292-299; Mar 08; ID

INNOVATION DESIGN CONSULTING GROUP
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Naomi Place; Houston, Texas; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 122; Sept 08; B

INSKIPI & JENKINS
Residence; Strawberry Hill Conservation Plan; Twickenham, England; by Marion Harney; ill. pl. ref.; p. 72-77; Nov 08; AR

INTEGRAL RUEDI BAUER
Housing; Improving the Living Conditions of Barrios; Caracas, Venezuela; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. ill. sec.; p. 114-117; Oct 08; A

INTO LIGHTING DESIGN
Bar; 24 London; London, England; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 223-225; Nov 08; AR

IPPOLITO & FLEITZ
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Remodel; Stuttgart, Germany; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. S12-S18; Sept 08; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Insurance Offices; Stuttgart, Germany; by Mairi Beautyman; ph. pl.; p. 202-209; Nov 08; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Joussen Karliczek; Schorndorf, Germany; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 336-337; May 08; ID

Restaurant; Bella Italia Weine; Stuttgart, Germany; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 258-259; July 08; ID

IS&L ARCHITECTURE STUDIO
Kitchen; Hunterdon Kitchen; Hunterdon County, New Jersey; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 124; Oct 08; B

ISHIGAMI, JUNYA
Store/Clothing; Yohji Yamamoto Boutique; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 119-122; Apr 08; ID

University/Engineering Building; Workshop; Kanagawa Institute of Technology; Atsugi, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl.; p. 124-129; Nov 08; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

ISHIGAMI, JUNYA (cont'd)

University; Kaito Workshop; Kanagawa, Japan; by Yuki Sumner; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; Sept 08; ARev

University; Kaito Workshop; Kanagawa Institute of Technology; Kanagawa, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-57; Dec 08; ARev

ISOZAKI, ARATA

Office Building; Sociedad General de Autores y Editores; Santiago de Compostela, Spain; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 268-275; Mar 08; ID

University/Museum; Art Museum; Central Academy of Fine Arts; Beijing, China; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-61; July 08; ARev

ISTANBULLU, ALEKS

Residence; Lago Vista Guest House and Retreat; Los Angeles, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 135; Dec 08; ID

Residence; Lago Vista Guesthouse; RA Design Award; Beverly Hills, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 36; May 08; RA

Residence; Lago Vista; Beverly Hills, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 264-271; July 08; ID

ISTUDIO

Storage; Moveable Shelves; Washington, District of Columbia; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 62; Sept 08; RA

ITO, TOYO

Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Dana Buntrock; ph.; p. 94-95; Jan 08; AR

Performing Arts Center; Taichung Metropolitan Opera House; Taichung, Taiwan; by Rob Gregory; ill. sec. m.; p. 40-41; May 08; ARev

University/Library; New Library; Tama Art University; Hachioji City, Japan; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-93; Jan 08; AR

J 2 ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

Recreation/Park; Cosmo Dog Park; Gilbert, Arizona; by Rachel Hill; ph. pl.; p. 112-119; June 08; LA

JACOBSSEN, ARNE

Furniture, Furnishings; Egg Chair; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 213-215; Mar 08; ID

JARMUND & VIGNE/JES

Housing; Apartment Blocks; Alesund, Norway; by Catherine Slesor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 63; May 08; ARev

JENCKS, CHARLES

Garden; The Garden of Cosmic Speculation; Dumfries, Scotland; by Robert Maxwell; ph. pl.; p. 48-53; Nov 08; ARev

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

JENSEN, JENS

Landscape Restoration; Restoring the Works of Jens Jensen; Chicago, Illinois; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl. ref.; p. 68-76; Aug 08; LA

JESSOP DESIGN GROUP

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Rexburg Meadows; Rexburg, Idaho; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 118; Sept 08; B

JIMENEZ & BRASA

Cemetery; Cemetery Landscaping; Granada, Spain; by Catherine Slesor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; Nov 08; ARev

JIR

Recreation/Park; Central Park; Carmel, Indiana; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 109-117; Sept 08; LA

JOHNSON & SCHMALING

Bar; Downtown Bar; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. pl.; p. 96-99; Sept 08; AR

Residence; Camouflage House; Green Lake, Wisconsin; by Catherine Slesor; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; Mar 08; ARev

Residence; Urban Infill 02; RA Design Award; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 77; May 08; RA

JOHNSON & FAIN

Recreation/Park; Central Park of Modern Art; Beijing, China; by Ron Henderson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-109; Jan 08; LA

JOHNSON, CAROL R.

Historic, Preservation; Minute Man National Historic Park Restoration; Concord, Massachusetts; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. pl. ill.; p. 50-56; July 08; LA

Recreation/Park; Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway; Boston, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p. 28-34; Mar 08; LA

JOHNSON, MARK

River, Waterway; Los Angeles River Revitalization Master Plan; Los Angeles, California; by No author listed; ill.; p. 166; May 08; AR

JOHNSON, PHILIP

Office Building/High Rise; Seagram Building at 50; New York, New York; by Giancarlo La Giorgia; ph.; p. 58; Dec 08; A

Residence; Menil House Conservation Project; Houston, Texas; by Bruce C. Webb; ph. pl.; p. 11-19; Sept 08; JAE

JOHNSTON ARCHITECTS

Residence; Lake Washington Residence; Seattle, Washington; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 80; Oct 08; B

Residence; Twisp Cabin; Twisp, Washington; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 52-53; July 08; RA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

JOHNSON MARKLEE
Art Gallery; Honor Fraser Gallery; Los Angeles, California; by Paul Young; ph.; p. 92-96; Aug 08; ID
Store/Clothing; Maison Martin Margiela and Mameg Stores; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 250-259; Apr 08; ID

JONES & JONES
Recreation/Park; Occidental Park; Seattle, Washington; by Brice Maryman and Elizabeth Umbhanowar; ph.; p. 50-61; Apr 08; LA

JOSELEVICH, IRENE
Recreation/Park; Mujeres Argentinas Park; Buenos Aires, Argentina; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-117; May 08; LA

JOVIN, PATRICK
Restaurant; Jules Verne Restaurant; Paris, France; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 230-237; Mar 08; ID

JSA ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Summerlane at The District; South Jordan, Utah; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 114; Sept 08; B

JZMK
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Hillside Condominiums; Austin, Texas; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 69; Dec 08; B

KAHN, ALBERT
Industrial Building; Ford Assembly Building Refurbishment; Richmond, California; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 62-65; Feb 08; ARev

KAHN, LOUIS
Cultural Center; Inter-American Cultural and Trade Center; Miami, Florida; by Robert A. Gonzalez; ph. ill. m. ref.; p. 27-40; Sept 08; JAE
Research Facility, Laboratory; Salt Institute for Biological Studies; La Jolla, California; by Kiel Moe; ph. pl. ill. sec. ref.; p. 17-24; May 08; JAE

KANNER ARCHITECTS
Housing; 26th Street Housing; Santa Monica, California; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-190; Oct 08; AR
Housing; 26th Street Low-Income Housing; Santa Monica, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 133; May 08; AR
Housing; 26th Street Low-Income Housing; RA Design Award; Santa Monica, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; May 08; RA

KATAJAMAKI, AIMO
Government Building; Provincial Archive; Haemeenlinna, Finland; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. m.; p. 54; May 08; ARev

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

KAWANA, TETSUNORI
Exhibition, Exhibit; Kiku: The Art of Japanese Chrysanthemum; New York Botanical Garden; Bronx, New York; by Sam Serafy; ph.; p. 21-22; Jan 08; LA

KAWASHIMA, NOBORU
Recreation/Park; Parque Chia; Chia, Colombia; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 52-58; Nov 08; LA

KBAS
Memorial, Monument; Pentagon Memorial; Arlington, Virginia; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 263; Dec 08; ID

KBD DESIGN
Hotel; Lanchid 19 Design Hotel; Budapest, Hungary; by Michael Dumiak; ph.; p. 269-270; May 08; AR

KDK DESIGN
Residence; Kenoyer Residence; Raleigh, North Carolina; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 110; Mar 08; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Oaks at Fallon Park; Raleigh, North Carolina; by Jenny Sullivan; pl. m.; p. 51-52; Feb 08; B

KEAN, PHIL
Bathroom; Bathroom; Watermark Award; Winter Park, Florida; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 77; Apr 08; B
Deck; Ibiza Outdoor Living Space; Winter Park, Florida; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 128; Oct 08; B

KENDALL & HEATON
Religious Building/Cathedral; Cathedral of Christ the Light; Oakland, California; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. ill. sec. m. det.; p. 76-85; Feb 08; A

KENDLE DESIGN COLLABORATIVE
Residence; Redding Residence; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 98; Aug 08; B

KIERAN & TIMBERLAKE
Architecture; Firm Award Winner; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Charles Linn; ph. ill.; p. 172-175; May 08; AR
Exhibition, Exhibit; Home Delivery; Fabricating the Modern Dwelling; New York, New York; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 57-62; Sept 08; A
Exhibition, Exhibit; Home Delivery; Fabricating the Modern Dwelling; New York, New York; by Joann Gonchar; ph. cea ill.; p. 138-147; Sept 08; AR
Residence; Builder LivingHome; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 45-46; Nov 08; B
Residence; Loblolly House; Taylor’s Island, Maryland; by No author listed; ph.; p. 136; May 08; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

KIERAN & TIMBERLAKE (cont'd)

University/Art School; Sculpture Building; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 39-40; May 08; BD&C
University/Arts Center; Sculpture Building and Gallery; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl.; p. 162-167; Nov 08; AR

KIM, D.B.
Apartment Building/Interiors; London Terrace Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 138-142; Sept 08; ID

KIM, MIKYOUNG
Fence; Cor-Ten-Steel FLEXfence; Lincoln, Massachusetts; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 75-76; Mar 08; AR
Fence; Fenced Dog Run; Lincoln, Massachusetts; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 116-123; Apr 08; LA

KJWW
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 54-56; Mar 08; BD&C

KKWAN & HENMI
Elderly Housing; Parkview Terraces; San Francisco, California; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 200-202; Oct 08; AR

KLEIN & DYTHAM
Apartment Building/Middle Rise; Kira Kira Apartment Hotel; Niseko, Japan; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 74; May 08; AR
Apartment Building/Middle Rise; Kona Kona Apartment Hotel; Niseko, Japan; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 74; May 08; AR

KNUDSON & GLOSS
Kitchen; Shore House; Watermark Award; Aurora, Colorado; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 84; Apr 08; B

KOCHI, KAZUYASU
Residence; Colours House; Tokyo, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68; Mar 08; AR

KOGAN, MARCIO
Child Care Center; Primetime Child Development; Sao Paulo, Brazil; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 81-84; Aug 08; ID

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX
City and Regional Planning; Five Visions for Hudson River Rail Yards; New York, New York; by Alex Ulam; pl. ill.; p. 94-105; Feb 08; LA
Office Building; Unilever Headquarters; London, England; by No author listed; ph.; p. 138; May 08; AR
Residence; Little Ram Island House; Shelter Island, New York; by Diana Lind; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-165; July 08; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

KOHN, PEDERSEN & FOX (cont'd)

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; CityCenter; Las Vegas, Nevada; by Jay W. Schneider and Jeff Yoders; ph. ill.; p. 24-34; Aug 08; BD&C

KRUECK & SEXTON
Cultural Center; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Chicago, Illinois; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 82-83; Dec 08; ID
School/Special; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Chicago, Illinois; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 194-199; May 08; AR

KSS ARCHITECTS
University/Research Facility, Laboratory; Addition to Aaron Burr Hall; Princeton University; Princeton, New Jersey; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. elev.; p. 104-109; May 08; A

KTGY GROUP
Recreation; The Club at Central Park West; Irvine, California; by Carolyn Webber; ph.; p. 76; Oct 08; B
Residential Development, Speculative; Housing/Townhouse; City Square; Escondido, California; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 49-52; Jan 08; B
Residential Development, Speculative; Housing; Nuevo Amanecer; Pajaro, California; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 36-37; Jan 08; BD&C
Residential Development, Speculative; Housing; Vantage by Warmington; Palo Alto, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 54-56; Feb 08; B

KTGY INTER-ASSOCIATES
Hotel; Taj Tashi Thimphu; Thimphu, Bhutan; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 308-314; Apr 08; ID

KUEHN & MALVEZZI
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Berlin, Germany; by Leslie Yudell; ph. ill.; p. 84-89; Dec 08; AR

KUMA, KENGO
Exhibition, Exhibit; Tee Haus at Museum of Applied Art; Frankfurt, Germany; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 67; June 08; AR
Restaurant; Sakenohana; London, England; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 252-253; July 08; ID
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Sanlitun North; Beijing, China; by Bradford McKee; ph. pl. axon.; p. 86-93; Apr 08; A

KWABARA, PAYNE, MCKENNA & BLUMBERG
Office Building/Interiors; Torys Headquarters; Toronto, Canada; by David Sokol; ph. pl.; p. 198-205; Aug 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Torys, Toronto, Canada; by No author listed; ph.; p. 106; Dec 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

KYTTANEN, JANNE
Art; ASICS Promotional Campaign; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 225-227; Apr 08; ID

L.E.FT
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Lisa Selin Davis; ph.; ill.; p. S16-S20; Mar 08; ID

L/B
Hotel; Hotel Everland; Paris, France; by Seth Sherwood; ph.; p. 301-306; Apr 08; ID

LAKE & FLATO
Religious Building; Friends Meetinghouse; San Antonio, Texas; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; pl.; p. 126-129; Feb 08; AR

LALIRE, JOHN
Office Building/Interiors; Johnson & Johnson; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 276-285; May 08; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Johnson & Johnson; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96; Dec 08; ID

LAMPROS, JOHN
Cemetery; Normandy American Cemetery Visitor Center; Colleville-sur-Mer, France; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-117; Mar 08; AR

LANDDESIGN
Plaza; Silver Plaza; Silver Spring, Maryland; by Daniel Jost; ph. table; p. 78-87; Sept 08; LA

LANDSCAPE AGENCY
Residence; Strawberry Hill Conservation Plan; Twickenham, England; by Marion Harney; ill. pl. ref.; p. 72-77; Nov 08; ARev

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE AND RESEARCH CENTER
Recreation/Park; Central Park of Modern Art; Beijing, China; by Ron Henderson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-109; Jan 08; LA

LANNING ARCHITECTURE
Interior Design; Architect's Offices; Tucson, Arizona; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 64; Aug 08; RA

LATZ, PETER
Recreation/Park; Ariel Sharon Park; Tel Aviv, Israel; by Isabel Kershner; ph. ill. sec.; p. 84-89; Mar 08; LA

LAUTNER, JOHN
Architecture; Critique of Four Architecture Exhibits; by Martin Filler; ph.; p. 57-58; Sept 08; AR

Exhibition, Exhibit; Between Earth and Heaven; The Architecture of John Lautner; Los Angeles, California; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; ill.; p. 178-180; June 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

LAUTNER, JOHN (cont'd)
Exhibition, Exhibit; Between Earth and Heaven; The Architecture of John Lautner; Los Angeles, California; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 65-66; Sept 08; AR

LAVIANI, FERRUCCIO
Store/Clothing; Dolce & Gabbana Store; London, England; by Will Hunter; ph.; p. 86-89; Mar 08; ARev

LAWRENCE GROUP
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Momentum Worldwide; St. Louis, Missouri; by Judith Davidson; ph.; p. 121-124; Mar 08; ID

Office Practice; Smart Recruiting; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 49; Nov 08; A

LE CORBUSIER
Architecture; Understanding Le Corbusier; by William J. R. Curtis; ph. ill. ref.; p. 84-87; Oct 08; ARev

Exhibition, Exhibit; Le Corbusier - The Art of Architecture; Liverpool, England; by Brian Hatton; ph.; p. 96; Nov 08; ARev

Sustainable Architecture; The Modern Movement and Environmental Awareness; by James Dunnett; ph.; p. 66-69; Feb 08; ARev

LEANARCH
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Los Angeles, California; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 50-52; Feb 08; AR

LEARNER, STEVEN
Art Gallery; Haunch of Venison Gallery; New York, New York; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph.; p. 222-229; Aug 08; ID

Art Gallery; Haunch of Venison; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 84; Dec 08; ID

LEDDY, MAYTUM & STACY
Hotel; Cavallo Point - The Lodge at Golden Gate; Sausalito, California; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 128-133; Dec 08; AR

LEE & PAPA
River, Waterway; Anacostia River Revitalization; Washington, District of Columbia; by George Hazelrigg; ph. pl. sec. dia. ill.; p. 102-11; Mar 08; LA

LEGAT ARCHITECTS
School/Junior High, Middle; Hubble Middle School; Wheaton, Illinois; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 40-41; June 08; BD&C

LEGEN, CEDRIC
Restaurant; Cook and Book; Brussels, Belgium; by Sheila H. Pierce; ph.; p. 130-132; Mar 08; ID

LEGORRETA & LEGORRETA
Hotel; Hotel Boutique La Purificadora; Puebla, Mexico; by No author listed; ph.; p. 158; May 08; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

LEHRER ARCHITECTS
Office Building/Interiors; Architect's Office; Los Angeles, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 154; May 08; AR
Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Lehrer Architects; Los Angeles, California; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 212-213; May 08; ID

LEJARRAGA, MARTIN
Library; Municipal Library; Torre-Pacheco, Spain; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 192-199; June 08; LA

LEMMEN & PAUL
Garden; Residential Garden; Southampton, New York; by Jenna Kennedy; ph. pl. table; p. 90-95; July 08; LA

LESSARD GROUP
Apartment Building/High Rise; Midtown Reston Town Center; Reston, Virginia; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 150; Feb 08; B

LEUNG, STEVE
Restaurant; MX Restaurant; Hong Kong, China; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 214-216; May 08; ID

LEVIN & ASSOCIATES
Apartment Building; Library Court; Los Angeles, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 112; Sept 08; B

LEWIS, TSURUMAKI & LEWIS
University/Administration; Office of Strategic Assessment, Planning, and Design; New York, New York; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ill.; p. 55-57; Feb 08; BD&C

LEWITT, SOL
Exhibition, Exhibit; Sol LeWitt: A Wall Drawing Retrospective; North Adams, Massachusetts; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 55-56; Dec 08; AR

LIBESKIND, DANIEL
City and Regional Planning; Architects and Urban Planning; by Joan Ockman; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-67; Mar 08; A
Museum; Jewish Museum; San Francisco, California; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-77; Apr 08; A Rev

LIGHT INSIGHT
Lighting; LED Lighting at Old North Church; Boston, Massachusetts; by Edward Keegan; ill.; p. 63-64; May 08; A

LIGHTEMOTION
Museum/Natural History; National Museum of Singapore; —; Singapore; by David Sokol; p. 182-184; Feb 08; A Rev

LIGHTING PLANNERS ASSOCIATES
Museum; National Museum of Singapore; —; Singapore; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 179-180; Feb 08; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

LIM, WILLIAM
Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 66-70; Nov 08; ID

LINE AND SPACE
Library; Cesar Chavez Library; Laveen, Arizona; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph. pl. sec.; p. 152-156; Feb 08; AR

LIVING IS
Mobile Home; Unimog Residence; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 81-84; July 08; ID

LLEWELLYN, DAVIES & YEANG
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; BATC Tower; —; Germany; by Jeremy Melvin; ill. m.; p. 54-55; Oct 08; AR

L'OBSERVATOIRE INTERNATIONAL
Exhibition, Exhibit; Make It Right Installation; New Orleans, Louisiana; by David Sokol; p. 367; May 08; ID
Exhibition, Exhibit; Pink Project; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 44-45; Dec 08; ID
Utility Facility; Newtown Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant; Brooklyn, New York; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 339; Sept 08; ID

LOFFREDO & BROOKS
Store/Clothing; John Varvatos Boutique; New York, New York; by Tom Beer; ph.; p. 230-237; June 08; ID

LOPEZ & RIVERA
Hotel; Aire de Bardenas Hotel; Navarre, Tudela, Spain; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 42-45; Dec 08; A Rev

LORD, AECK & SARGENT
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Cheryl Cullen; ph.; p. 57-59; Mar 08; BD&C

LOT-EK
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Sanlitun North; Beijing, China; by Bradford McKee; ph. pl. axon.; p. 86-93; Apr 08; A

LPA
School/High; Hector Godinez High School; Santa Ana, California; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 32-35; June 08; BD&C

LTL
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Townhouse Renovation; New York, New York; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 142-144; June 08; ID

LUM, JOHN
Bathroom; Townhouse Bathroom Renovation; San Francisco, California; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 186; July 08; AR

LUPI, ELENA
Performing Arts Center; La Casa della Musica; Genoa, Italy; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 250-251; June 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

LUTSKO ASSOCIATES
Residence; Ketchum Residence; ASLA Award; Ketchum, Idaho; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122; Aug 08; LA

M MOSER ASSOCIATES
Office Building/Interiors; Ogilivy & Mather; Guangzhou, China; by No author listed; ph.; p. 112; Dec 08; ID

MACGABHANN ARCHITECTS
Arts Center; Letterkenny Arts Center; Letterkenny, Ireland; by Raymond Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; June 08; ARev

MACHADO & SILVETTI
Museum/Art; Getty Villa; Los Angeles, California; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 53-54; Apr 08; AR

University/Museum; Museum of Art; Bowdoin College; Brunswick, Maine; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-125; Feb 08; AR

University/Residential; Hassayampa Aca
demic Village; Arizona State University; RA Design Award; Tempe, Arizona; by Meghan Drueding; ph. pl.; p. 78-79; May 08; RA

MAD
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Beijing, China; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p. 81-83; July 08; ARev

MADA S.P.A.M.
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Shanghai, China; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p. 86-87; July 08; ARev

MAGNUSSON & KLEMCNCE
Office Building/High Rise; Infinity Towers; Performance based earthquake design; San Francisco, California; by Nadine M. Post; ph. dia. ill. cee; p. 142-151; June 08; AR

MAGONIGLE, H. VAN BUREN
Museum; Liberty Memorial and National World War I Museum; Kansas City, Missouri; by Charles Linn; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; Feb 08; AR

MAKE ARCHITECTURE
Kitchen; Kitchen Renovation; Manhattan Beach, California; by Christy Hobart; p. 142-146; July 08; ID

MALICK, JOHN
Residence; Private Tudor Estate; RA Design Award; San Francisco Area, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 104; May 08; RA

MANCINI & DUFFY
Office Building; AOL; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 32; Dec 08; ID

MANGADO, FRANCISCO
Shelter; Expo 2008 Spanish Pavilion; Zaragoza, Spain; by Sarah Williams Goldhagen; ph.; p. 63; Dec 08; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

MAO/MOUNT FUJI ARCHITECTS
Residence; Courtyard House; Tokyo, Japan; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-43; Mar 08; ARev

Residence; Herringbone Home; Tokyo, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-81; Dec 08; ARev

MARBLE & FAIRBANKS
Residence; Seibert Residence; Palm Springs, California; by Debra Scott; ph.; p. 87-90; July 08; ID

University/Library; Slide Library; Columbia University; New York, New York; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. pers.; p. 64-67; Aug 08; A

MARINO, PETER
Store/Clothing; Christian Dior Flagship Store; Paris, France; by Mallory Roberts Morgan; ph.; p. 162-169; Feb 08; ID

Store/Clothing; Christian Dior; Paris, France; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; Dec 08; ID

MARISCAL, SEBASTIAN
Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 46-51; Jan 08; RA

MARKS & BARFIELD
Walkway; Kew Gardens Walkway; London, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. elev. pl. det.; p. 60-63; Nov 08; ARev

MARMOL & RADZINER
Residence; Altamira Ranch; ASLA Award; Palos Verdes, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 126-127; Aug 08; LA

Residence; Vienna Way Residence; Los Angeles, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 127; Dec 08; ID

MARPA DESIGN STUDIO
Garden; Gan Eden; Residential landscape; Castle Pines, Colorado; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. table; p. 106-113; Aug 08; LA

MARTNER, CARLOS
Dam; Santa Juana and Puclaro Dams; —, Chile; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. sec. pl. ill.; p. 100-105; Apr 08; LA

MASS STUDIES
Store/Clothing; Ann Demuelemeester Store; Seoul, South Korea; by Mairi Beautyman; ph. pl.; p. 234-241; Apr 08; ID

MATHER, RICK
University/Art School; Art and Design Academy; John Moores University; Liverpool, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 62-63; Jan 08; ARev

MATHEWS & NIELSEN
Recreation/Park; Erie Canal Harbor; Buffalo, New York; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. ill.; p. 72-91; Oct 08; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

MATLOCK, AUDREY
Showroom; Chelsea Modern Sales Office; by Jeannie Rosenfeld; ph.; p. 121-124; May 08; ID

MATTHEWS, PETER
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Affirmation Arts; New York, New York; by Mimi Zeiger; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; July 08; A

MAZRIA, EDWARD
Environmental Impact; Architecture 2030 Carbon Footprint Challenge; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 29-36; June 08; RA

MAZZANTI, GIANCARLO
Library; Parque Biblioteca Espana; Medellin, Colombia; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec.; p. 138-147; Nov 08; AR

MCASLAN, JOHN
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Paradise Project; Liverpool, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. m. map; p. 64-69; Jan 08; ARev

MCCARTY, HOLSALE, MCCARTY
Residence; Weeks House; RA Design Award; Louisville, Tennessee; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 50-51; May 08; RA

MCGUIRE & IGLESIX
Office Building/Interiors; Krause Music Store Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 140-143; July 08; AR

MCKIM, MEAD & WHITE
University/Museum; Museum of Art; Bowdoin College; Brunswick, Maine; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-125; Feb 08; AR

MCKINLEY ASSOCIATES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Chaparral Creek; Escondido, California; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 147; Feb 08; B

MCKINNEY ARCHITECTS
Bathroom; McKinney Bathroom; Austin, Texas; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 34; Mar 08; RA

Kitcher; McKinney Kitchen; Austin, Texas; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; Mar 08; RA

MCLEAUGHLIN, NIALL
Health Care, Health Center; Daycare and Respite Center; Dublin, Ireland; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 53; May 08; ARev

MCMILLEN
Residence; Cottage; Southampton, New York; by Ann Pyne; ph.; p. 214-216; July 08; ID

MCPHERSON, RICHARD
Garden; Riley Residence Garden; San Francisco, California; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. table; p. 104-111; May 08; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

MECANOO ARCHITECTS
Government Building; Palace of Justice; Cordoba, Spain; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 52; May 08; ARev

MEIER, RICHARD
Recreation/Visitor Center; Atheneum; New Harmony, Indiana; by Jennifer Richter; ph.; p. 170-171; May 08; AR

MEIXNER, SCHLUTER & WENDT
Residence; Haus Flohr; Kronberg Im Taunus, Germany; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Apr 08; ARev

MELANDER ARCHITECTS
Architecture; Adaptive Reuse of Old Buildings; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 53-54; Aug 08; RA

MERGE ARCHITECTS
Residence; Quadrant Loft; Boston, Massachusetts; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; June 08; RA

MESSAN & O'RORKE
Architecture; Profile of Firm; New York, New York; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 40-44; June 08; RA

MESSERVY, JULIE MOIR
Landscape Architecture; Profile of Designer; by Susan Hines; ph. ref.; p. 80-85; Jan 08; LA

MEYER & DAVIS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Townhouse Renovation; New York, New York; by Linda Lee; ph. pl.; p. 170-177; Nov 08; ID

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Upper East Side Townhouse; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 146; Dec 08; ID

MIES VAN DER ROHE, LUDWIG
Office Building/High Rise; Seagram Building at 50; New York, New York; by Giancarlo La Giorgia; ph.; p. 58; Dec 08; A

MILLER & HULL
Apartment Building/High Rise; 156 W. Superior; RA Design Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Nigel F. Maynard; sec.; p. 69; May 08; RA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Safari Drive; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 16-17; Mar 08; RA

Stormwater Management; Rainwater Design at Pierce County Environmental Services; University Place, Washington; by Eliza Pennypacker and Stuart P. Echols; ph. pl. ref.; p. 28-39; Aug 08; LA

MILLGRAM ARCHITECTURAL STUDIO
Residence; Vacation House; Karuizawa, Japan; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. S17-S20; Jan 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

MINARC
Deck; Outdoor Living Space; Los Angeles, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 126; Oct 08; B
Residence; Greenfield Residence; Los Angeles, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 114; Oct 08; B
Residence; Greenfield; RA Design Award; Los Angeles, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 85; May 08; RA

MINISTRY OF DESIGN
Restaurant; Royal China; —, Singapore; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 262-263; July 08; ID
Restaurant; Royal China; —, Singapore; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; Dec 08; ID

MIRO & RIVERA
Residence; Stonehedge Residence; RA Design Award; Austin, Texas; by Cheryl Weber; ph. sec.; p. 57; May 08; RA
MIRO & RIVERA, VC
Bathroom; Public Lavatory; Austin, Texas; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; Dec 08; ARev

MIT SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND PLANNING
Exhibition, Exhibit; Home Delivery; Fabricating the Modern Dwelling; New York, New York; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 57-62; Sept 08; A

MITHUN PARTNERS
Apartment Building; Mosler Lofts; Seattle, Washington; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 92; Aug 08; B
Winery, Vineyard; Novelty Hill Janiku Winery; Woodinville, Washington; by No author listed; ph.; p. 149; May 08; AR
Winery, Vineyard; Novelty Hill-Janiku Winery; Woodinville, Washington; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph.; p. 226-228; May 08; ID

MITHUN PARTNERS
Housing; Euro-Styled Affordable Housing; Seattle, Washington; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 39-40; Jan 08; BD&C
Stormwater Management; Rainwater Design at Stephen Epler Hall; Portland State University; Portland, Oregon; by Eliza Pennypacker and Stuart P. Echols; ph. ref. pl.; p. 28-39; Aug 08; LA
Winery, Vineyard; Novelty Hill Winery; Woodinville, Washington; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 40-50; June 08; LA

MLK STUDIO
Residence; Brentwood Residence; Los Angeles, California; by Cohen; ph.; p. 306-315; Oct 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

MMA
Housing; 10x10 Project; Cape Town, South Africa; by Marcus Fairs; ph. pers.; p. 32-33; May 08; ARev
Housing; Freedom Park; Cape Town, South Africa; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. cea.; p. 156-160; Oct 08; AR

MM DESIGN GROUP
Street; Main Street Mall Revitalization; Charlottesville, Virginia; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. elev.; p. 60-71; Oct 08; LA

MOLLER & WILLRICH
Residence; Ranch House; Woodside, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 194-201; Nov 08; ID

MOLYVANN, VANN
Architecture; Profile of Architect; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 251; Nov 08; ID

MONEYO & BROCK
Health Care, Health Center; Termas de Tiberio Spa; Panticosa, Spain; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 165-168; Oct 08; ID
MONEYO, JOSE RAFAEL
Museum/Art; Prado Museum Expansion; Madrid, Spain; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-125; Mar 08; AR

MONTI, GIAMPIETRO
Kitchen; Ambassador’s Kitchen; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jen DeRose; ph. iso.; p. S41-S43; Mar 08; ID

MONTOYA, JUAN
Office Building/Interiors; International Design Center; Estero, Florida; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 196-203; Feb 08; ID

MOORE, RUBLE & YUDELL
Government Building; U.S. Embassy and Security; Berlin, Germany; by Robert Campbell; ph. ill.; p. 61-62; Oct 08; AR
Government Building; U.S. Embassy Critique; Berlin, Germany; by Michael Z. Wise; ph.; p. 78-81; Sept 08; A
Parking, Garage; Civic Center Parking Structure; Santa Monica, California; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 226-229; May 08; AR

MORALLES & GILES
Hotel; Hotel Holos; Seville, Spain; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. 316-320; Apr 08; ID

MORITA, KAZUYA
Residence; Shelf-Pod House; Tokyo, Moriguchi City, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-47; Mar 08; ARev

MORPHOSIS
Government Building; Wayne L. Morse U.S. Courthouse; Eugene, Oregon; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 26-30; May 08; BD&C
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

MORPHOSIS (cont'd)
Housing; Social Housing Project; Madrid, Spain; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38-43; Feb 08; AR

MOS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; New Haven, Connecticut; by Anya Kaplan-Seem; ph. ill. m.; p. 96-99; Dec 08; AR

MOSS, ERIC OWEN
Structural; Glass Rods as Structural Components; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p. 48-51; Aug 08; A

MOSSOP & MICHAELS
Landscape Architecture; Viet Village Urban Farm; ASLA Award; New Orleans, Louisiana; by No author listed; ill.; p. 116; Aug 08; LA

MOTOElastico
Residence; House Renovation; Seoul, South Korea; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 88-91; Sept 08; ARev

MOUEN, GEOFFREY
Residence; Builder's 2008 Show Home; Orlando, Florida; by Jenny Sullivan and Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. dia.; p. 156-192; Feb 08; B

MOZER, JORDAN
Hotel; Renaissance New York Hotel; New York, New York; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 66-67; Dec 08; ID

MOZO, ALBERTO
Office Building; Office and Shop; Santiago, Chile; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-53; Dec 08; ARev

MSI DESIGN
Landscape Restoration; James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center; White Lake, Michigan; by Jenny Sullivan and Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. dia.; p. 156-192; Feb 08; B

Learning, Training Center; James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center; ASLA Award; White Lake Township, Michigan; by No author listed; ph.; p. 121; Aug 08; LA

MURDOCK & YOUNG
Residence; Lake House Roof Trusses; Montauk, New York; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill. det.; p. 54-55; Sept 08; RA

MURPHY & JAHN
Apartment Building; Near North Apartments; Wind turbine; Chicago, Illinois; by David Sokol; ph. sec. cea.; p. 146-147; Mar 08; AR

MURPHY, BURNHAM & BUTTRICK
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/ Townhouse; Townhouse Renovation; Greenwich Village, New York; by Sophie Donelson; ph.; p. 155-158; Sept 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

MUSE ARCHITECTS
Residence; Piedmont Farm; Howard County, Maryland; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 68; Oct 08; B

Residence; Rock Creek Residence; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 116; Oct 08; B

MUSE, STEPHEN
Architecture; Stephen Muse; Builder Hall of Fame; Bethesda, Maryland; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 146; Oct 08; B

MVE & PARTNERS
Apartment Building; The Village at Irvine Spectrum; Irvine, California; by Pat Curry; p. 67; Oct 08; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Seabridge Marina; Oxnard, California; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 98; Oct 08; B

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Irvington Terrace; Fremont, California; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 104; Oct 08; B

MYERS, BARTON
Arts Center; Tempe Arts Center; Tempe, Arizona; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 108-113; Jan 08; AR

NADALIAN, AHMAD
Art; Art in the Landscape; by Robert C. Morgan; ph.; p. 56-62; June 08; LA

NAKAKE, TAKAGI & OHNO
Apartment Building; Eight Unit Housing Development; Tokyo, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. m.; p. 60-61; Dec 08; ARev

NAKAMURA, RYUJI
Interior Design; Study of Interior Design Details; by Linda C. Lentz; ph.; p. 84-90; Sept 08; AR

NARCHITECTS
Apartment Building; Switch Building; New York, New York; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 130-133; June 08; AR

NARDI, NORBERTO
Bridge; Dos Lagos Bridge; Corona, California; by Rebecca Ward; ph.; p. 79-80; Feb 08; AR

NATOMA ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building; Yerba Buena Lofts; San Francisco, California; by John King; ph.; p. 55-56; June 08; AR

Religious Building/Synagogue; Congregation Beth Sholom Synagogue; San Francisco, California; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-97; Aug 08; AR

NAZARIAN, SAM
Interior Design; Profile of Designer; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 74-76; Nov 08; ID

NBBJ
Health Care, Health Center; Banner Gateway Medical Center; Gilbert, Arizona; by No author listed; ph.; p. 52; Dec 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

NBBJ (cont’d)

Hospital; Banner Gateway Medical Center; Gilbert, Arizona; by Stephen Sharpe; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-119; Aug 08; AR

Hospital; E.W. and Mary Firstenburg Tower; Southwest Washington Medical Center; Vancouver, Washington; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 97-100; Feb 08; ID

Office Building/Interiors; R.C. Hedreen Company; Seattle, Washington; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 104-105; Dec 08; ID

Office Building/ Interiors; R.C. Hedreen Company; Seattle, Washington; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph.; p. 214-221; Aug 08; ID

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Alley24; Seattle, Washington; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 108-110; Nov 08; AR

NEAL, M.J.

Store; Anthony Nak Flagship Store; Austin, Texas; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; May 08; AR

NELSON, BYRD & WOLTZ

University/Landscape; The Dell; Charlottesville, Virginia; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 92-99; Aug 08; LA

NERI & HU

Health Care, Health Center; Y+Yoga Center; Shanghai, China; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 26-27; Dec 08; ID

NEW YORK PARKS & RECREATION

Recreation/Park; South Oxford Park; Brooklyn, New York; by Jim Dwyer; ph. pl. ill.; p. 74-80; July 08; LA

NEXT ARCHITECTS

Office Building/Interiors; Wieden + Kennedy; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 89-91; Nov 08; ID

NG, EDWARD

School; Guangxi School; Guangxi, China; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 57; May 08; ARev

NGHIA, VO TRONG

Bar; Bar and Community Center; Binh Duong Province, Thu Dau Mot, Vietnam; by Catherine Slessor; sec.; p. 69; Dec 08; ARev

NIKKEN SEKKEI

City and Regional Planning; Cool City; Large Scale Energy Efficiency; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; by Paul Finch; pl. ill. sec.; p. 70-73; Feb 08; ARev

NINEBARK

Industrial Building; Saving a Historic Grain Elevator; Mount Vernon, Indiana; by Eric Fulford; ph. pl. ill.; p. 32-39; July 08; LA

NOD

Art; Cake Park; Stockholm, Sweden; by Gweneth Newman Leigh; ph.; p. 150-152; Aug 08; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

NORDFJELL, ULF

Exhibition, Exhibit; Gothenburg Garden Festival; Gothenburg, Sweden; by Andrew Mead; ph.; p. 104; Sept 08; ARev

NORIEGA-ORTIZ, BENJAMIN

Hotel; Mondrian; Los Angeles, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 58; Dec 08; ID

Residence; New Residence; Sagaponack, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 238-247; July 08; ID

NOUVEL, JEAN

Recreation; Municipal Swimming Pool; Le Havre, France; by Seth Sherwood; ph.; p. 351; Oct 08; ID

Theater; Tyrone Guthrie Theater; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by Margaret Werry; ph. ref.; p. 131-135; May 08; JAE

NOYES, NICK

Residence; Healdsburg Residence; Healdsburg, California; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; July 08; RA

O’CONNOR, DANIEL

Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 210-219; Nov 08; ID

ODOS ARCHITECTS

Residence; 13a House; Dublin, Ireland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70; Mar 08; ARev

Residence; Friary Extension; Knocktoper, Ireland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-55; Mar 08; ARev

OEHME & VAN SWEDEN

Garden; Residential Garden; Southampton, New York; by Jenna Kennedy; ph. pl. table; p. 90-95; July 08; LA

Recreation/Park; North Point; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl.; p. 72-81; Nov 08; LA

Residence; Coastal Island Retreat; ASLA Award; Spring Island, South Carolina; by No author listed; ph.; p. 124-125; Aug 08; LA

OFFICE DA

Office Building; Obzee Fashion Headquarters; Seoul, Korea; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. sec.; p. 66-69; Jan 08; A

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; McAllen Building Condominiums; RA Design Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. sec.; p. 66-67; May 08; RA

Restaurant; Banq; Boston, Massachusetts; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 78-79; Dec 08; ID

OFFICE EM

Residence; Grass-Road House; RA Design Award; Simi Valley, California; by Shelley D. Hutchins; m. pl.; p. 93; May 08; RA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

OFFICE FOR METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE

Office Building/High Rise; CCTV Headquarters; Beijing, China; by Dave Barista; ph. ill.; p. 35-37; Oct 08; BD&C

Office Building/High Rise; China Central Television Headquarters; Beijing, China; by Janice Tuchman; ph. ill.; p. 126-129; July 08; AR

Office Building/High Rise; China Central TV Headquarters; Beijing, China; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. axon. ill.; p. 48-51; July 08; AR

Office Building/High Rise; Torre Bicentenario; Mexico City, Mexico; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. ill.; p. 42-45; Oct 08; AR

OFICINA DE ARQUITECTURA

Museum/Science, Technology; Museo del Acero Horno; Monterrey, Mexico; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 98-103; Jan 08; AR

O'HERLIHY, LORCAN

Art; Art and Architecture; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 170-174; Aug 08; ID

OLIN PARTNERSHIP

Government Building; U.S. Embassy and Security; Berlin, Germany; by Robert Campbell; ph. ill.; p. 61-62; Oct 08; AR

Government Building; U.S. Embassy Critics; Berlin, Germany; by Michael Z. Wise; ph.; p. 78-81; Sept 08; A

Memorial, Monument; Washington Monument Landscape; ASLA Award; Washington, District of Columbia; by No author listed; ph.; p. 120-121; Aug 08; LA

OLMSTED, FREDERICK LAW

Landscape Restoration; Branch Brook Park Restoration; Newark, New Jersey; by Faye Harwell and Brad Gardner; ph. pl. ill.; p. 78-89; Aug 08; LA

OLOOM

Art; L'Arbre de Flonville; Lausanne, Switzerland; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 221-223; Mar 08; ID

OLSON, SUNDBERG, KUNDIG & ALLEN

Residence; Delta Shelter; Mazama, Washington; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; May 08; AR

Residence; McCoy and Vogelzang Residence; Seattle, Washington; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-81; Feb 08; LA

Residence; Rolling Huts; Mazama, Washington; by Jane F. Kolleen; ph. pl. sec.; p. 134-137; Apr 08; AR

ONE PLUS PARTNERSHIP

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Gemdale Mellon Town; Shenzhen, China; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 120-121; Dec 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

O'NEILL, CONRAD & OPPELT

Office Building; Architect's Offices; San Antonio, Texas; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 72; Mar 08; RA

OPPENHEIM ARCHITECTURE

Apartment Building/High Rise; COR Building; Miami, Florida; by Nigel F. Maynard; pl. ill.; p. 55; Mar 08; RA

Apartment Building/High Rise; The Cube; Miami, Florida; by Robert Cassidy; ph. ill.; p. 32-34; Jan 08; BD&C

OPUS INTERDISCIPLINARY DESIGN STUDIO

Bar; Bar Solex; New York, New York; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 100-102; July 08; ID

ORCUTT & WINSLOW

Hospital; Banner Gateway Medical Center; Gilbert, Arizona; by Stephen Sharpe; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-119; Aug 08; AR

O'SHEA DESIGN PARTNERSHIP

Residence; Friary Extension; Knocktoher, Ireland; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-55; Mar 08; AR

OTAK

Recreation/Park; Occidental Park; Seattle, Washington; by Brice Maryman and Elizabeth Umbanhowar; ph.; p. 50-61; Apr 08; LA

OVALLE, JOSE CRUZ

University/Graduate School; Graduate Center; Adolfo Ibanez University; Santiago, Chile; by Jeanette Plaut; ph. pl. sec.; p. 104-111; Aug 08; AR

OWP/P

Health Care, Health Center; UW Cancer Center; Johnson Creek, Wisconsin; by Christopher Hudson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-126; Aug 08; AR

Research Facility, Laboratory; Toshiba Medical Research Institute; Vernon Hills, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 116; Dec 08; ID

OYLER & WU

Exhibition, Exhibit; Density Fields; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 178-179; Jan 08; ID

P+R+V

Store/Clothing; Mila Schon; Rome, Italy; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 254-255; June 08; ID

P49 DEESIGN

Hotel; Taj Tashi Thimphu; Thimphu, Bhutan; by Maria Shollenger; ph.; p. 308-314; Apr 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

PAIGE & STEELE
Hotel; Hazelton Hotel; Toronto, Ontario, Canada; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 212-219; Feb 08; ID

PAN-COSMOTECTURE
Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; New York, New York; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 182; July 08; AR

PARALLEL DESIGN
Residence; Guest House; Block Island, Rhode Island; by Alejandro Saralegui; ph.; p. 64-70; Jan 08; ID

PARA.PROJECT
Store/Clothing; 3.1 Phillip Lim; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 178-184; Nov 08; ID

PARRY, ERIC
Office Building/High Rise; 5 Aldermanbury Square; London, England; by Jay Merrick; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 84-89; June 08; AR;

PAULUS, ROB
Apartment Building; Ice House Lofts; Tucson, Arizona; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 106-107; June 08; B
Apartment Building; IndigoMODERN; Tucson, Arizona; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 98; Oct 08; B

PAYS DE ASSOCIATES
University/Physics Building; PDSI; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. pl. sec.; p. 172-176; Nov 08; AR

PB ELEMENTAL ARCHITECTURE
Kitchen; Kitchen; Seattle, Washington; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 22-23; Jan 08; RA
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Five-Unit Lofts; Seattle, Washington; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 15; June 08; RA

PCA ARCHITECTURE
Arts Center; Centre de Creation Contemporaine; Tours, France; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 261-262; May 08; AR

PEI PARTNERSHIP
Museum; Jianfu Palace Garden; Beijing, China; by Suzanne Stephens and Clifford Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-148; July 08; AR

PEIKERT GROUP
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Paseo Chapala; Santa Barbara, California; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 120; Oct 08; B
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Laguna Court; Santa Barbara, California; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 122; Oct 08; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

PELLETIER & SCHAAR
Residence; Meade Residence; Camano Island, Washington; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 104-105; Jan 08; B

PELLI, CESAR
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Paradise Project; Liverpool, England; by Catherine Slesor; ph. ill. m. map; p. 64-69; Jan 08; AR;

PENTAGRAM ARCHITECTS
Restaurant; Reinvention of Starbucks; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. pl. ill.; p. 52-57; July 08; A

PERKINS & WILL
Office Building/High Rise; Albirr Foundation Headquarters; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. ill. pl. sec. elev. det.; p. 62-65; Oct 08; AR;
Office Building/Interiors; One Hawthor Center; Holland, Michigan; by Andrew Slocumb West; ph.; p. 53; Oct 08; A
Office Building/Interiors; Two Adams Place; Boston, Massachusetts; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122; Dec 08; ID
Office Building; Hawthor Center; Holland, Michigan; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 30-31; Dec 08; ID
Office Building; One Hawthor Center; Holland, Michigan; by Sebastian Howard; p. 106-107; Nov 08; AR
School/High; GlenOak High School; Canton, Ohio; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 35-40; June 08; BD&C
Showroom; Hawthor Resource Center; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 158; Dec 08; ID
Showroom; Hawthor Showroom; New York, New York; by Judith Davidson; ph.; p. 139-142; Mar 08; ID
University/Medical Center; Adopt A Room; University of Minnesota Fairview Hospital; Minneapolis, Minnesota; by No author listed; ph.; p. 56; Oct 08; A
University/Research Facility, Laboratory; ISTB 1 Lab Facility; Arizona State University; Tempe, Arizona; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph. pl. sec.; p. 168-171; Nov 08; AR

PERRAULT, DOMINIQUE
University; Campus Center; Ewha Womans University; Seoul, South Korea; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl. sec.; p. 148-155; Nov 08; AR

PERSCHKE, KURT
Exhibition, Exhibit; RedBall Project; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 335; Mar 08; ID

PETRUCCI, DARREN
Residence; VH r-10 gHouse; Vineyard Haven, Massachusetts; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 126-133; Apr 08; AR
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

**PFEIFFER PARTNERS**

Observatory; Griffith Observatory; Los Angeles, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; May 08; AR

**PHIFER, THOMAS**

Architecture; Dallas Arts District; Dallas, Texas; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 268-268; May 08; ID

Residence; Salt Point House; Salt Point, New York; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-149; Jan 08; AR

**PHILIPS, APRIL**

Plaza; Union Square Critique; San Francisco, California; by Morris Newman; ph. pl.; p. 98-103; May 08; LA

**PHOOEY ARCHITECTS**

Community Center; Flemington Youth Center; Flemington, Australia; by David Sokol; ill.; p. 96-97; Oct 08; AR

**PIANO, RENZO**

Architecture; Profile of Architect; Gold Medal Honor Award; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. ill. elev.; p. 124-131; May 08; AR

Museum/Art; Broad Contemporary Art Museum; Los Angeles, California; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 53-54; Apr 08; AR

Museum/Art; Broad Contemporary Art Museum; Daylighting system; Los Angeles, California; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec. cea; p. 238-247; May 08; AR

Museum/Natural History; California Academy of Sciences; San Francisco, California; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. elev. sec.; p. 28-29; Feb 08; ARev

Office Building/High Rise; New York Times Building; New York, New York; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-51; Apr 08; ARev

Office Building/High Rise; New York Times Building; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-108; Feb 08; AR

Office Building/Interiors; New York Times; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl. sec.; p. 304-313; Sept 08; ID

Research Facility, Laboratory; Academy of Sciences; San Francisco, California; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-41; Nov 08; ARev

**PINOS, CARME**

Housing; Housing and Escola Massana Art College; Barcelona, Spain; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. elev. sec. m.; p. 84-85; May 08; ARev

**PIPPIN HOME DESIGNS**

Residence; Pippin Residence; Sherrills Ford, North Carolina; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 59-60; Sept 08; B

**PLASMA STUDIO**

Residence; House; Innichen, San Candido, Italy; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56; Mar 08; ARev

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

**PLASTIK ARCHITECTS**

Bathroom; Public Toilet; Gravesend, England; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 135-138; July 08; ID

**PLUS+**

Religious Building/Chapel; Youth Group Prayer Space; Ludwigshafen, Germany; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. ill. m.; p. 58-61; Feb 08; ARev

**POELZIG, HANS**

Exhibition, Exhibit; Hans Poelzig - Architect, Teacher, Artist; Frankfurt, Germany; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 96; May 08; ARev

**POLK, STANLEY, ROWLAND, CURZON & PORTER**

Office Building; Heifer International World Headquarters; Little Rock, Arkansas; by No author listed; ph.; p. 146; May 08; AR

**POLLACK ARCHITECTURE**

Office Building/Interiors; Vans Headquarters; Cypress, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102; Dec 08; ID

Office Building; Degenkolb Engineers; San Francisco, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 32; Dec 08; ID

**POLSHEK PARTNERSHIP**

Recreation/Visitor Center; Vietnam Veterans Memorial Visitor Center; Washington, District of Columbia; by Clay Risen; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; July 08; A

University; School of Communications; Syracuse University; Syracuse, New York; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 43-45; Feb 08; A

Utility Facility; Newtown Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant; Brooklyn, New York; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 339; Sept 08; ID

**PONTE & MELLOR**

Bathroom; Mellor-Pfieffe Residence; Watermark Award; Vienna, Virginia; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 81; Apr 08; B

**POSTE 9**

Store/Clothing; Balenciaga; Los Angeles, California; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 278-279; Apr 08; ID

**POTEET ARCHITECTS**

Art Gallery;inda Pace Foundation; San Antonio, Texas; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 190-197; Aug 08; ID

**PRA**

Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Ingrid Spencer; ill.; p. 53-54; Sept 08; AR

**PREDOCK, ANTOINE**

Museum; Canadian Museum of Human Rights; Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 45; May 08; ARev
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

PREDOCK, ANTOINE (cont’d)
University/Architecture School; School of Architecture & Planning; University of New Mexico; Albuquerque, New Mexico; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; Nov 08; A

PRITCHARD, MAX
Hotel; Southern Ocean Lodge; Kangaroo Island, Australia; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 134-138; Dec 08; AR

PTW
Recreation/Sports Facility; National Swimming Center; Beijing, China; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-103; July 08; AR

Recreation/Sports Facility; National Swimming Center; Beijing, China; by Joann Gonchar; ph. sec. det. ill. dia. cea; p. 150-159; July 08; AR

PUGH & SCARPA
Housing; Low-Cost Housing Prototype; New Orleans, Louisiana; by Catherine Slesser; ill. elev.; p. 67; May 08; AR

Interior Design; Profile of Firm; Interior Design Hall of Fame; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S14-S19; Dec 08; ID

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Cherokee Lofts; Los Angeles, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill.; p. 23; Mar 08; RA

PULTE HOMES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Denby Square at WestPark; Roseville, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 37-38; May 08; B

PUTMAN, ANDREE
Hotel; Morgans; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 58; Dec 08; ID

Q STUDIO
Showroom; Milliken & Company Showroom; New York, New York; by Judith Davidsen; ph.; p. 134-138; June 08; ID

QUATREFOIL INC.
Garden; Oregon Burn Center Healing Garden; Portland, Oregon; by Clare Cooper Marcus; ph. pl. elev.; p. 78-89; Apr 08; LA

QUIGLEY, ROB WELLINGTON
University/Student Center; Student Services Center; University of California, San Diego; San Diego, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 22; Nov 08; BD&C

QUINN & EVANS
Botanic Garden; Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens; Boothbay, Maine; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. ill. pl. sec.; p. 82-93; Nov 08; LA

QUINZE, ARNE
Exhibition, Exhibit; Rebirth; Paris, France; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 177-179; Aug 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

RADIC, SMILJAN
Architecture; Profile of Architect; Santiago, Chile; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. ill.; p. 106-111; Dec 08; AR

RAFFONE, MARTIN
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 147-150; Sept 08; ID

RAMIREZ, GERMAN
Library; Public Library; Villanueva, Colombia; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. sec. pl. cea; p. 154-156; Oct 08; AR

RAWN, WILLIAM
University/Performing Arts Center; 62 Center for Theatre and Dance; Williamstown, Massachusetts; by No author listed; ph.; p. 154; May 08; AR

RAY, CHRISTOPHER T.
Recreation/Park; Chestnut Park; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. ill.; p. 118-125; Sept 08; LA

RDK ENGINEERS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 63-65; Mar 08; BD&C

READER & SWARTZ
Residence; Swartenreader Haus; Winchester, Virginia; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 108; Mar 08; B

REDTOP ARCHITECTS
Architecture; Profile of Firm; New York, New York; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 47-48; July 08; AR

REED, HILLARY
Kitchen; Shore House; Watermark Award; Aurora, Colorado; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 84; Apr 08; B

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; The Heirloom Collection at Stapleton; Denver, Colorado; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 116; Sept 08; B

REUTER & SCHOGER
Hotel; Hotel Ellington; Berlin, Germany; by Michael Dumiak; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-127; Dec 08; AR

RHODESIDE & HARWELL
Landscape Restoration; Branch Brook Park Restoration; Newark, New Jersey; by Faye Harwell and Brad Garner; ph. pl. ill.; p. 78-89; Aug 08; LA

RICE, LYN
School/Vocational; Sheila C. Johnson Design Center; Parsons The New School for Design; New York; New York; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-132; Sept 08; AR

RICHANI, CHAKIB
Store/Clothing; Elie Saab; Paris, France; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 274-275; Apr 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

RICHARD & BAUER
Library; Arabian Public Library; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 96-101; June 08; AR
Library; Cesar Chavez Library; Laveen, Arizona; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph. pl. sec.; p. 152-156; Feb 08; AR

RIETVELD, GERRIT
Residence; Rietveld Schroder House; Utrecht, Netherlands; by Paul Emmons and Matthew Mindrup; ph. ill. m. ref.; p. 44-52; Nov 08; JAE

RIGG DESIGN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Carroll Townhouse; Brooklyn, New York; by Susan Mulcahy; ph. pl.; p. 182-189; Aug 08; ID

RIOS, CLEMENTI & HALE
Office Building/Interiors; Baroda Ventures; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 238-245; June 08; ID

University/Architecture School; Studio Building; Woodbury University; Burbank, California; by Kimberly Stevens; ph. pl.; p. 70-73; Nov 08; A

RMJM HILLIER
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Duplex; Princeton, New Jersey; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 108; Oct 08; B
School/Junior High, Middle; Episcopal Academy; Newtown Square, Pennsylvania; by Mark McMenamin; ph. pl. ill.; p. 28; Feb 08; ID

RMJM
Architecture; The Turnaround of RMJM; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. map ill.; p. 96-103; May 08; A

ROBB & STUCKY
Residence; New American Home 2008; Orlando, Florida; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl. ill.; p. 238-258; Feb 08; B

ROBINSON, EVE
Apartment Building/Interiors; Condominium Remodel; New York, New York; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 204-211; Feb 08; ID

ROCKHILL & ASSOCIATES
Residence; Nest House; RA Design Award; Hurricane Valley, Arkansas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 37; May 08; RA
Residence; Platform House; RA Design Award; Platte County, Missouri; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 89; May 08; RA

ROCKWELL GROUP
Hotel; Condado Plaza Hotel; San Juan, Puerto Rico; by Jose Fernando Vazquez-Perez; ph.; p. 214-218; Nov 08; AR
Hotel; Hotel Belvedere; Mykonos, Greece; by No author listed; ph.; p. 62; Dec 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

RODRIGUEZ ASSOCIATES
Apartment Building/Low Rise; Solara Apartment Community; Poway, California; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 94; Aug 08; B

ROGERS & MARVEL
Library; Mulberry Street Branch Library; New York, New York; by James Murdock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 148-151; Feb 08; AR
Recreation/Park; Governors Island Park; New York, New York; by Alex Ulam; ph. ill. map; p. 106-115; Apr 08; LA
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; 14 Townhouses; RA Design Award; Brooklyn, New York; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 72-72; May 08; RA

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Gowanus Green; Brooklyn, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ill. map; p. 23; Sept 08; RA

ROGERS, RICHARD
Exhibition, Exhibit; Richard Rogers + Architects: From the House to the City; London, England; by Victoria Newhouse; ph.; p. 65-66; July 08; AR

ROGERS, STIRK & HARBOUR
Art; Cloud; Kinetic sculpture; London, England; by Tim McKeough; ph.; p. 271-273; May 08; ID

Health Care, Health Center; Maggie’s Center; London, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 30-31; June 08; ARRev
Office Building/High Rise; Leadenhall Building; London, England; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. ill. sec.; p. 60-61; Oct 08; ARRev
Office Building; Offices; Washington, District of Columbia; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 88; May 08; ARRev

ROLSTON, DAVID
Recreation; Pizza Porch; RA Design Award; Dallas, Texas; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 91; May 08; RA

RÖM ARCHITECTURE STUDIO
Kitchen; Accessible Kitchen; Seattle, Washington; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 180; July 08; AR

RONAN, JOHN
Apartment Building/Interiors; Yale Steam Laundry Condominium; Washington, District of Columbia; by No author listed; ph.; p. 36; Dec 08; ID
Community Center; Gary Comer Youth Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Joann Gochar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-119; Feb 08; AR

ROSWAG & JANKOWSKI
Restaurant; Restaurant; Abu Dhabi, Al Ain, United Arab Emirates; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 79; May 08; ARRev
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

ROSZAK/ADC

 Residence; Private Residence; Northfield, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 156; May 08; AR

ROTTET STUDIO

 Office Building/Interiors; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Paris, France; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 286-293; May 08; ID

 Office Building/Interiors; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Washington, District of Columbia; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 296-297; May 08; ID

 Office Building/Interiors; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; New York, New York; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 294-295; May 08; ID

 Office Building/Interiors; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; London, England; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 298-299; May 08; ID

 Office Building/Interiors; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 107; Dec 08; ID

 Office Building/Interiors; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Paris, France; by No author listed; ph.; p. 107; Dec 08; ID

RS&H

 Office Building; CSX Corporate Headquarters; Jacksonville, Florida; by Lenora Jane Estes; ph.; p. 54-56; Sept 08; BD&C

 RSVP ARCHITECTURE STUDIO

 Restaurant; Root Hill Cafe; Brooklyn, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 74; Dec 08; ID

 RTKL

 Office Building/Interiors; RTKL Interior Design Studio; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 226-233; Jan 08; ID

 RUBIN, MICHAEL

 Apartment Building/Interiors; Chelsea Apartment; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 92; Dec 08; ID

 RUDOLPH, PAUL

 University/Architecture School; Art & Architecture Building; Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Joseph Giovannini; ph.; p. 60-63; Nov 08; A

 RUNBERG ARCHITECTURE GROUP

 Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Ashworth Cottages; Seattle, Washington; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 88; Aug 08; B

 RURAL STUDIO

 Club; Community Boys & Girls Club; Akron, Alabama; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 59; May 08; ARev

 Shelter; Hale County Animal Shelter; Hale County, Alabama; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 97; May 08; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

RWAN, WILLIAM

 University/Performing Arts Center; '62 Center for Theatre and Dance; Williams College; Williamstown, Massachusetts; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-119; Jan 08; AR

SAARINEN, EERO

 Architecture; Critique of Four Architecture Exhibits; by Martin Filler; ph.; p. 57-58; Sept 08; AR

SAKO ARCHITECTS

 Store/Clothing; Romanticism; Hangzhou, China; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 272-273; Apr 08; ID

SALMELA ARCHITECTS

 Residence; Keel Cabin; Makinen, Minnesota; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. elev.; p. 154-156; Jan 08; AR

 Residence; Salmela House; Duluth, Minnesota; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. elev.; p. 166-169; July 08; AR

 Residence; Streeter House; RA Design Award; Deephaven, Minnesota; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; May 08; RA

SAN FRANCISCO LEAGUE OF URBAN GARDENERS

 Recreation/Park; Cohen Alley; San Francisco, California; by Katherine Melcher; ph.; p. 28-30; July 08; LA

SANAA

 Museum/Art; New Museum of Contemporary Art; New York, New York; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; Apr 08; ARev

 Museum/Art; New Museum of Contemporary Art; New York, New York; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. ill. det.; p. 132-139; Mar 08; AR

SANDERS, JOEL

 Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; New York, New York; by Mark McMenamin; ph. ill.; p. 34-35; Dec 08; ID

SANEI & HOPKINS

 Shelter; M.E.S.H. 7 Mobile Shelter; Suffolk, Near Snape, England; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 59; Dec 08; ARev

SANS, XAVIER

 School/Elementary; Escola Artur Martorell Primary School; Barcelona, Spain; by Raul Barreneche; ph. elev.; p. 218-225; Jan 08; ID

SANT ARCHITECTS

 Apartment Building/Interiors; Azoulay Condominium; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 260-267; Oct 08; ID

SARACINO, ANTONIO PIO

 Office Building/Interiors; Tibi Offices and Showroom; New York, New York; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 83-86; Nov 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

SARAGOUSSI, MAURICE
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Affirmation Arts; New York, New York; by Mimi Zeiger; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; July 08; A

SARKIS, HASHIM
Housing; Fisherman's Housing Project; Tyre, Lebanon; by Jessica Dheere; ph. ill.; p. 110-113; Oct 08; AR

SASAKI ASSOCIATES
Recreation/Park; Olympic Forest Park; Beijing, China; by Frederick R. Steiner; ph. ill.; p. 90-97; Mar 08; LA

SASAKI, MUTSURO
Structural; Profile of Designer; Tokyo, Japan; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. sec. dia. ill.; p. 156-160; Mar 08; AR

SATER GROUP
Residence; New American Home 2008; Orlando, Florida; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl. ill.; p. 236-258; Feb 08; B

SAUERBRUCH & HUTTON
Office Building/Middle Rise; KW Banking Group Headquarters; Frankfurt, Germany; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 82; May 08; AR

SAUNDER, DEIRDRE
Plaza; Silver Plaza; Silver Spring, Maryland; by Daniel Jost; ph. table; p. 78-87; Sept 08; LA

SCALE ARCHITECTURE
Architecture; Profile of Firm; New York, New York; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 65-68; Nov 08; AR

SCAPE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Architectural Publication; Bird-Safe Building Guidelines; ASLA Award; by No author listed; ill.; p. 130-131; Aug 08; LA

SCHABUS, HANS
Exhibition, Exhibit; Next Time I'm Here, I'll Be There; London, England; by Mallery Roberts Morgan; ph.; p. 315; July 08; ID

SCHEMATA
Residence; 63.02* House; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 71-72; Aug 08; AR

SCHMIDT ASSOCIATES
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 72-74; Mar 08; BD&C Recreation/Park; West Park; Carmel, Indiana; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 108-117; Sept 08; LA

SCHRAGER, IAN
Interior Design; Profile of Designer; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 108-112; Apr 08; ID

SCHWARTZ & SILVER
Arts Center; Shaw Center for the Arts; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; by No author listed; ph.; p. 134; May 08; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

SCHWARTZ, FREDERIC
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Kalahari Mixed-Use Condominium; Harlem, New York; by Chris Olson; ph.; p. 51-54; Nov 08; BD&C

SCI-ARC
Exhibition, Exhibit; Merletti; Los Angeles, California; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 185-187; June 08; ID

SCULP(IT)
Residence; Live-Work Quarters; Antwerp, Belgium; by Maria Shollenberg; ph.; p. 243; Feb 08; ID

SEBASTIAN, ADRIAN
Recreation/Park; Mujeres Argentinas Park; Buenos Aires, Argentina; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-117; May 08; LA

SECHAUD, LAURENT
Market; Central Market; Koudougou, Burkina Faso; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. pl. cca; p. 160-163; Oct 08; AR

SEGAL, JONATHAN
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Union; San Diego, California; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 122-125; June 08; AR

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Union; San Diego, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 86; Oct 08; B

SEIBERT, MICHAEL
Residence; Seibert Residence; Palm Springs, California; by Debra Scott; ph.; p. 87-90; July 08; ID

SEIDEL & HOLZMAN
Apartment Building; Park Town Place; Campbell, California; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 118; Oct 08; B

SEPIELLI, SYLVIA
Hotel; Dolder Grand Hotel; Zurich, Switzerland; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 264-274; June 08; ID

SERIE ARCHITECTS
Restaurant; Blue Frog Acoustic Lounge and Studios; Mumbai, India; by Jennifer Richter; ph.; p. 79; Sept 08; AR

Restaurant; Blue Frog; Bombay, India; by Bethan Ryder; ph.; p. 333; June 08; ID

SEXTON, GEORGE
Museum/Ae; Queens Museum of Art; Daylighting system; Queens, New York; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. iso. graph cca; p. 238-247; May 08; AR

SHAH, SHAMIR
Apartment Building/Interiors; The Heywood; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 296-303; Sept 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

SHAHEER, MOHAMMED
Cultural Center; Sanskriti Kendra; New Delhi, India; by Minhaz Majumdar; ph. pl.; p. 102-111; June 08; LA

SHAMBACH, DAVID E.
Interior Design; Architect's Offices; Tucson, Arizona; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 64; Aug 08; RA

SHELTON & MINDEL
Apartment Building/Interiors; Central Park Residence; New York, New York; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 136-139; Dec 08; ID
Residence; Georgica Pond Residence; East Hampton, New York; by Nicholas Tamarkin; ph.; p. 126-129; Dec 08; ID

SHH
Office Building/Interiors; Manchester Square Office; London, England; by Bethan Ryder; ph. pl.; p. 186-193; Nov 08; ID

SHIMODA DESIGN GROUP
Showroom; Steelcase Work Life Center; Chicago, Illinois; by Nicholas Tamarkin; ph.; p. 156-157; Dec 08; ID
Store; NOKA Chocolate; Dallas, Texas; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 158-160; Apr 08; ID

SHINBERG & LEVINAS
Bathroom; Bathroom Addition; Bethesda, Maryland; by David Sokol; p. 164; July 08; AR

SHIPLEY ARCHITECTS
Recreation; Pizza Porch; RA Design Award; Dallas, Texas; by Meghan Druebed; ph.; p. 91; May 08; RA

SHOP
Waterfront Development; East River Waterfront Esplanade and Piers Project; New York, New York; by Katie Gerfen; pl. ill.; p. 70-71; Jan 08; A

SHUBIN & DONALDSON
Office Building/Interiors; Saatchi & Saatchi; Torrance, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 318-325; May 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Saatchi & Saatchi; Los Angeles, California; by No Author Listed; ph.; p. 103; Dec 08; ID

SIBILASSOCIATI
Radio Station; Radio 19; Genoa, Italy; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 252-253; June 08; ID

SIEGER DESIGN
Hospital; St. Franziskus-Hospital Munster; Munster, Germany; by Jen DeRose; ph.; p. 112-113; Feb 08; ID

SIMPSON, GUMPERTZ & HEGE
Office Building; 185 Berry Street at China Basin; Base isolation system; San Francisco, California; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 49; May 08; BD&C

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

SINTESI DESIGN
Residence; Bonrouhi Residence; Marina Del Rey, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S10-S14; Jan 08; ID

SIUTO STUDIO
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Brooklyn, New York; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 50; Mar 08; AR
Exhibition, Exhibit; Solar Pavilion 3; New York, New York; by Cohen; ph.; p. 223-225; Sept 08; ID

SIZA, ALVARO
Museum/Art; Iberic Camargo Art Museum; Porto Alegre, Brazil; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-59; Sept 08; AR
Museum; Iberic Camargo Museum; Porto Alegre, Brazil; by Ruth Verde Zeln and Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 130-137; Nov 08; AR

SK&I
Apartment Building/High Rise; Post Carlyle Square; Alexandria, Virginia; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 120; Oct 08; B
Apartment Building; The Warehouses at Union Row; Washington, District of Columbia; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 92; Oct 08; B

SKB ARCHITECTS
Interior Design; Architect's Office; Seattle, Washington; by Meghan Druebed; ph.; p. 72; July 08; RA
Office Building/Interiors; Microsoft Corporation; Bellevue, Washington; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl.; p. 310-317; May 08; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Hanley Wood; Washington, District of Columbia; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 77-80; Jan 08; ID

SKENE CALLING DE LA PENA
Residence; Dairy House; Somerset, England; by Diana Lind; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 138-142; Apr 08; AR

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
Apartment Building/High Rise; Al Sharq Tower; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill.; p. 80-81; Jan 08; A
City and Regional Planning; Five Visions for Hudson River Rail Yards; New York, New York; by Alex Ullam; pl. ill.; p. 94-105; Feb 08; LA
Office Building/High Rise; Pearl River Tower; Guangzhou, China; by Jeremy Melvin; ill.; p. 66-67; Oct 08; AR

Office Building/High Rise; Poly International Plaza; Guangzhou, China; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 100-101; Nov 08; AR
Office Building; China Poly Group; Beijing, China; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 219-221; July 08; ID

Office Building; Inland Steel Building Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; by Katie Gerfen; ph. sec. det. ill. pl.; p. 60-63; Aug 08; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL (cont'd)

Religious Building/Cathedral; Cathedral of Christ the Light; Oakland, California; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. ill. sec. m. det.; p. 76-85; Feb 08; A

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Burj Dubai; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. pl.; p. 80-83; Oct 08; AR

Waterfront Development; Hudson River Rail Yards Critique; New York, New York; by Michael Sorkin; ill.; p. 55-56; Feb 08; AR

SKYLAB ARCHITECTURE

Office Building/Interiors; North; Portland, Oregon; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 332-333; May 08; ID

Office Building/Interiors; North; Portland, Oregon; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 114-115; Dec 08; ID

SLADE ARCHITECTURE

Apartment Building/Interiors; Avalon Bowery Place II; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122; Dec 08; ID

Apartment Building/Interiors; Avalon Bowery Place II; New York, New York; by Bostwick; ph.; p. 260-265; Sept 08; ID

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Ricky Kenig Residence; Brooklyn, New York; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 144-145; Dec 08; ID

SMALLWOOD, REYNOLDS, STEWART & STEWART

Performing Arts Center; Cobb Energy Performing Arts Centre; Atlanta, Georgia; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 32-36; May 08; BD&C

SMQA

Bathroom; Outdoor Bath; Stuttgart, Germany; by Rob Gregory; ph. dia.; p. 68; Dec 08; AR

SMBW

University/Architecture School; Campbell Hall; University of Virginia; Charlottesville, Virginia; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 74-83; Nov 08; A

SMITH & GILL

Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 51; Dec 08; A

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Masdar Initiative Headquarters; Abu Dhabi, Masdar City, United Arab Emirates; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec. dia. ill.; p. 74-79; June 08; A

SMITH CONSULTING

Industrial Building; Hunter Industries Headquarters; San Marcos, California; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 36-41; Nov 08; BD&C

SMITH LIGHTING

Restaurant; Fuel Cafe; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; by David Dillon; ph.; p. 210-212; Nov 08; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

SMITH, JOHN

Residence; Sustainable Housing Prototype; Houston, Texas; by Shelley D. Hutchins; pl. ill.; p. 19; Jan 08; RA

SMITH, KEN

Recreation/Park; Orange County Great Park Comprehensive Master Plan; ASLA Award; Irvine, California; by No author listed; ill.; p. 128; Aug 08; LA

SMITHGROUP

Cemetery; Normandy American Cemetery Visitor Center; Colleville-sur-Mer, France; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-117; Mar 08; AR

Hospital; Kaiser Permanente Hospital Prototype; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 42-44; Mar 08; BD&C

Museum; Robert and Arlene Kogod Courtyard at the Smithsonian Institution; Glass roof; Washington, District of Columbia; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 98-103; Mar 08; AR

University/Residential; Lotus Living Laboratory; Stanford University; Palo Alto, California; by Dave Barista; ill. dia.; p. 34-40; Sept 08; BD&C

SMRT

Health Care, Health Center; Harold Alfond Center for Cancer Care; Augusta, Maine; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 51; May 08; BD&C

SNOHETTA

Performing Arts Center; National Opera House; Oslo, Norway; by Peter MacKeith; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-91; Aug 08; AR

Performing Arts Center; Opera House; Oslo, Norway; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 36-45; June 08; AR

Performing Arts Center; Oslo Opera House; Oslo, Norway; by Marc Treib; ph. pl.; p. 44-51; Nov 08; LA

Performing Arts Center; Oslo Opera House; Oslo, Norway; by Zoe Ryan and Andres Lepik; ph.; p. 63; Dec 08; A

SO-AN

Store; zadig & Voltaire Boutique; Paris, France; by Nadine Frey; ph.; p. 129-132; Apr 08; ID

SOBEK, WERNER

Residence; H16 House; Stuttgart, Germany; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 120-125; Apr 08; AR

SOLID SPACE

Hospital; Guy's Hospital; Proposed improvements; London, England; by No author listed; ph. pl. ill. sec. m.; p. 83-85; Nov 08; AR

AR

INDEX www.archindex.com
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

SOLOMON, CORDWELL & BUENZ
University/Library; Digital Library; Loyola University; Chicago, Illinois; by Dave Barista; ph. dia.; p. 51-58; June 08; BD&C

SPACESMITH
Office Building/Interiors; International Rescue Committee; by Sam Oches; ph.; p. 45-46; Aug 08; BD&C

SPF ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building/High Rise; The Haven; Nausori, Fiji; by Meghan Druegling; pl. ill. m.; p. 53; Mar 08; RA

SPOERRI, DANIEL
Art; His Terminus Haeret Sculpture Garden; Siena, Italy; by John O'Brien; ph. ref.; p. 64-68; June 08; LA

ST. FLORIAN, FRIEDRICH
Memorial, Monument; World War II Memorial and the National Mall; Washington, District of Columbia; by Elizabeth K. Meyer; ph.; p. 57-63; Feb 08; JAE

STANNARD & CONWAY
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Days End Residences; Seattle, Washington; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 84; Oct 08; B

STANTEC ARCHITECTURE
Hospital; Kaiser Permanente Hospital Prototype; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 42-44; Mar 08; BD&C
Research Facility, Laboratory; Academy of Sciences: San Francisco, California; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-41; Nov 08; ARev

STARR & WHITEHOUSE
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Gowanus Green; Brooklyn, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ill. map; p. 23; Sept 08; RA

STEELY ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Beaver Street Reprise; San Francisco, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 46-47; June 08; RA

STEFFIAN & BRADLEY
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; BackRiver Townhomes; Hingham, Massachusetts; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 110; Sept 08; B

STEINBOMER & ASSOCIATES
Art Gallery; Tarzonty Pavilion; Austin, Texas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 128; Oct 08; B

STELLE ARCHITECTS
Residence; Gardiners Bay Beach House; RA Design Award; Amagansett, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32-33; May 08; RA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

STERN & BUCEK
Residence; Menil House Conservation Project; Houston, Texas; by Bruce C. Webb; ph. pl.; p. 11-19; Sept 08; JAE

STEVENS, DOMINIC
Residence; Mimetic House; Dromahair, Near, Ireland; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 71-72; Apr 08; AR

STIMSON, STEPHEN
Residence; Turkey Hill Farm; North Salem, New York; by Jane Berger; ph. pl.; p. 34-43; Nov 08; LA

STRACHAN & FORGAN
Residence; Glen Park Residence; San Francisco, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 96; Oct 08; B

STUDIO 1:1
Hotel; Urban One; Shanghai, China; by Catherine Sole; ph. pl.; p. 272-279; July 08; ID

STUDIO 63
Store/Clothing; Novo; Hong Kong, China; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 270-271; Apr 08; ID

STUDIO 804
Arts Center; 5.4.7 Arts Center; Greensburg, Kansas; by Charles Linn; ph. pl.; p. 134-137; Oct 08; AR

STUDIO DAMILANO
Store; Botte d'Or; Limone, Italy; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 256-257; June 08; ID

STUDIO D'ARC
Kitchen; Live-Work Row House Kitchen; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 22-23; June 08; RA

Studio; Live/Work Space; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 64; June 08; RA

STUDIO Dwell
Apartment Building/High Rise; 156 W. Superior; RA Design Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Nigel F. Maynard; sec.; p. 69; May 08; RA

Kitchen; Single-Family Kitchen; Chicago, Illinois; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 20-21; Aug 08; RA

Residence; 2041 W. Cortland; RA Design Award; Chicago, Illinois; by Meghan Druegling; ph. pl.; p. 45; May 08; RA

STUDIO GRANDA
Art Gallery; Gallery and Apartments; Reykjavik, Iceland; by Catherine Slessor; ph. m.; p. 42; May 08; ARev

STUDIO H:T
Recycling; Denver Recycling Filter; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. dia.; p. 70-71; Aug 08; A

Residence; 32nd Street Modular; Denver, Colorado; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 68; Oct 08; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

STUDIO INTRAMUROS
Hotel; aka Central Park; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 59; Dec 08; ID

STUDIO MA
Apartment Building; PRD845; Phoenix, Arizona; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-129; June 08; AR

STUDIO MK27
Residence; Corten House; Sao Paulo, Brazil; by No author listed; ph.; p. 146; Dec 08; ID
School/Early Learning Center; Primetime Child Development; Sao Paulo, Brazil; by No author listed; ph.; p. 42; Dec 08; ID
Showroom; Micasa Volume B; Sao Paulo, Brazil; by No author listed; ph.; p. 154; Dec 08; ID

STUDIO MUMBAI
Residence; Palmyra House; Nandagaon, India; by Prathima Manohar; pl.; p. 104-109; Apr 08; AR
Residence; Palmyra House; Maharashtra, Nandagaon, India; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; Dec 08; AR
Residence; Subterranean Sanctuary; Maharashtra, Kashid, India; by Rob Gregory; pl.; p. 45; Mar 08; AR

STUDIO PEI-ZHU
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Beijing, China; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p. 84-85; July 08; AR
Office Building; Digital Beijing; Beijing, China; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph. pl. sec.; p. 104-107; July 08; AR

STUDIO URNOD
Apartment Building/Landscape; Apartment Terrace; New York, New York; by Louise Levathes; ph. pl. ill.; p. 100-104; Sept 08; LA

STUDIOS ARCHITECTURE
Night Club; Town Danceboutique; Washington, District of Columbia; by No author listed; ph.; p. 68; Dec 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Edmunds.com Corporate Headquarters; Santa Monica, California; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 104-105; Nov 08; AR
Office Building/Interiors; Liquidnet; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 112; Dec 08; ID
Office Building/Interiors; Liquidnet; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 293-305; Oct 08; ID

SUBSTANCE
Office Building/Interiors; Architect’s Offices; Des Moines, Iowa; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 80; Apr 08; RA

SUGIMOTO, TAKASHI
Interior Design; Profile of Designer; Interior Design Hall of Fame; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. S22-S26; Dec 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

SULLIVAN, GOULETTE & WILSON
Residence; 3311 Lakewood Avenue; Chicago, Illinois; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 106-107; Jan 08; B

SULLIVAN, LOUIS
Office Building/Interiors; Krause Music Store Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 140-143; July 08; AR

SUN HOMES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Palmer Hill Community; Stamford, Connecticut; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 37-38; Nov 08; B

SUNY ESF
Architectural Publication; 25th Anniversary Edition of Landscape Journal; ASLA Award; Madison, Wisconsin; by No author listed; ph.; p. 130; Aug 08; LA

SUPER POTATO
Restaurant; Bourbon Steak; Detroit, Michigan; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 254-255; July 08; ID
Restaurant; Shokusai Ishikura; Kirishima, Japan; by Benjamin Budde; ph. pl.; p. 210-219; June 08; ID

SUPERKUL
Residence; Home/Office; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Marla Misek Clark; ph. pl.; p. 46-47; Aug 08; RA

SUPPOSE DESIGN OFFICE
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Hiroshima, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. ill.; p. 100-105; Dec 08; AR

SURFACEDESIGN
Garden; Apartment Garden; San Francisco, California; by Susan Hines; ph. pl. elev.; p. 76-79; Jan 08; LA

SWA GROUP
Landscape Architecture; New Terrain for the North Lake Region of Chongming Island; ASLA Award; Shanghai, China; by No author listed; ill.; p. 127; Aug 08; LA
University/Landscape; Tanner Fountain; Harvard University; ASLA Award; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by No author listed; ph.; p. 131; Aug 08; LA

SWABACK PARTNERS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Talking Rock Master Planned Community; Prescott, Arizona; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 95; Aug 08; B

SWAROVSKI, NADJA
Industrial Design; Profile of Designer; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 72-76; July 08; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

TABANLIOGLU ARCHITECTS
Apartment Building/High Rise; Apartment Block; Istanbul, Turkey; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 76; May 08; ARev

TAKENAKA
Learning, Training Center; AGC Quality Manufacturing Training Center; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 264-266; May 08; AR

TANNER & HECHT
Apartment Building; Icon Condominiums; San Diego, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 65; Oct 08; B

TARRUELLA, LOPEZ & TRENCHS
Hotel; Eme Fusion Hotel; Seville, Spain; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 42-44; Mar 08; BD&C

TAYLOR & ASSOCIATES
Hospital; Kaiser Permanente Hospital Prototype; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 44-44; Mar 08; ID

TAYLOR, JULIAN
Bar; 24 London; London, England; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 223-225; Nov 08; AR

TECHENTIN & BUCKINGHAM
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Los Angeles, California; by David Sokol; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; Feb 08; AR

Residence; Techentin Residence; Los Feliz, California; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 224-231; July 08; ID

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
Residence; Solar Decathlon House; Washington, District of Columbia; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cea; p. 148-150; Mar 08; AR

TEEPLE ARCHITECTS
Housing; 60 Richmond Street East Housing Co-operative; Toronto, Ontario, Canada; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. ill.; p. 54; Mar 08; RA

TEN EYCK, CHRISTINE
Museum/Art; Phoenix Art Museum; Phoenix, Arizona; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 104-111; Mar 08; AR

TERRAIN-NYC
Residence; Unfolding Terrace; ASLA Award; Brooklyn, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 123; Aug 08; LA

TESKA ASSOCIATES
Landscape Restoration; Restoring the Works of Jens Jensen; Chicago, Illinois; by Adam Ragn Arvidson; ph. pl. ref.; p. 68-76; Aug 08; LA

THE LIVING
Wall; Living City; Active facades; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 56-57; Aug 08; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

THOMPSON, VENTULETT & STAINBACK
Bar; Pulse Bar Lighting Installation; Atlanta, Georgia; by Edward Keegan; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 41-44; Mar 08; A

THORNTON & TOMASETTI
Government Building; McGuire AFB Hangar; Burlington County, New Jersey; by Joel S. Weinstein; ph.; p. 20-24; Feb 08; TCS

TICK, SUZANNE
Industrial Design; Profile of Designer; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 106-110; Sept 08; ID

TIGERMAN & MCCURRY
Shelter; Pacific Garden Mission and Homeless Shelter; Chicago, Illinois; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl.; p. 78-85; Mar 08; A

TIGHE ARCHITECTURE
Residence; Nodul(ar) House; by Katie Gerfen; pl. ill. m.; p. 62-65; Jan 08; A

TNA
Residence; Mosaic House; Tokyo, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-71; Dec 08; ARev

TOH & SHIMAZAKI
Hospital; Guy’s Hospital; Proposed improvements; London, England; by No author listed; ph. ill. pl. sec. m.; p. 83-85; Nov 08; ARev

TOM, ELIOT & FISCH
Waterfront Development; South Beach Harbormaster’s Building; San Francisco, California; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 124-131; May 08; A

TORRES, MIGUEL
Library; Public Library; Villanueva, Colombia; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. sec. pl. cea; p. 154-156; Oct 08; AR

TORTI & GALLAS
Housing; Fort Irwin Family Housing; Fort Irwin, California; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 88; Oct 08; B

Residence; Path Concept House; Omaha, Nebraska; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 102; Oct 08; B

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Columbia Heights; Washington, District of Columbia; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 72; Oct 08; B

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Gilbert Court at the Greene; Beavercreek, Ohio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 112; Oct 08; B

TOURAINE & RICHMOND
Residence; One Window House; Venice, California; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 174-176; July 08; AR

Residence; Three Story House; Venice, California; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 69; Mar 08; ARev
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

TPG ARCHITECTURE
Office Building/Interiors; Mansueto Ventures; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 338-343; May 08; ID

TRACHTENBERG ARCHITECTS
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Rose Street Townhouses; Berkeley, California; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 56-57; Jan 08; RA

TRENKLER, MONICA
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Remodel; Stuttgart, Germany; by Mairi Beautyman; ph.; p. S12-S18; Sept 08; ID

TRINGALI, DOMINICK
Residence; Erickson Residence; Beaufort, South Carolina; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 104; Oct 08; B

TRIVERS ASSOCIATES
Government Building; City Hall Renovation; University City, Missouri; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec.; p. 92-99; Oct 08; A

TROJUNG & BRANEN
Health Care, Health Center; Harold Alfond Center for Cancer Care; Augusta, Maine; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 51; May 08; BD&C

TSAO & MCKOWN
Museum; Jianfu Palace Garden; Beijing, China; by Suzanne Stephens and Clifford Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-148; July 08; AR

TSCUMI, BERNARD
Performing Arts Center; Zenith Concert Hall; Limoges, France; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-124; Jan 08; AR

TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY
Residence; New Poetic Mountain Habitat; ASLA Award; Beijing, China; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122-123; Aug 08; LA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Fragrant Hill Villas; Beijing, China; by Ron Henderson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 26-32; Nov 08; LA

TURENSCAPE
Recreation/Park; Red Ribbon - Tanghe River Park; Hebei Province, Qinhuangdao, China; by Mary Padua; ph. pl. ill.; p. 90-99; Jan 08; LA

Recreation/Park; Tanghe River Park; Qinhuangdao, China; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 89; Nov 08; AR

TURNBULL, GRIFFIN & HAESLOOP
Kitchen; Breakfast Nook; The Sea Ranch, California; by Meghan Drueing; ph. sec.; p. 63; Sept 08; RA

Residence; Private Residence; RA Design Award; Carmel Valley, California; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 47; May 08; RA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

TURNER CONSTRUCTION
Architecture; Profile of Firm; by Cheryl Cullen; ph.; p. 66-67; Mar 08; BD&C

UN STUDIO
Theater; Agora Theater; Leuystad, Netherlands; by David Sokol; ph. pl. sec.; p. 206-213; May 08; AR

UNION NORTH
Hotel; Midland Hotel Restoration; Morecambe, England; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. ref.; p. 76-81; Sept 08; AR

UNITED DESIGNERS
Hotel; Dolder Grand Hotel; Zurich, Switzerland; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 264-274; June 08; ID

UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS COMMUNITY DESIGN CENTER
Housing; Low Impact Habitat for Humanity Development; Fayetteville, Arkansas; by Meghan Drueing; il.; p. 17-18; Aug 08; RA

Landscape Architecture; Porchescapes: An Affordable LEED Neighborhood Development; ASLA Award; Fayetteville, Arkansas; by No author listed; pl.; p. 128-129; Aug 08; LA

Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Habitat Trails; Rogers, Arkansas; by No author listed; m.; p. 164; May 08; AR

River, Waterway; Stream Remediation Program; Fayetteville, Arkansas; by No author listed; il.; p. 164; May 08; AR

Transit Station; Visioning Rail Transit; —, Arkansas; by No author listed; il.; p. 168; May 08; AR

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
University/Campus; American College of Building Arts; Charleston, South Carolina; by Hannah McCann; pl. elev.; p. 37-38; Aug 08; A

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON DESIGN/BUILD STUDIO
Recreation/Park; Children’s Garden of Hope; Guatemala City, Guatemala; by Daniel Winterbottom; pl.; p. 60-; Feb 08; LA

URBAN A&O
Architecture; Profile of firm; New York, New York; by Joann Gonchar; ph. m.; p. 80-83; Dec 08; AR

URBAN ECOLOGY
Landscape Architecture; Urban Ecology Brings Community Projects to Life; San Francisco, California; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. ill.; p. 50-59; Jan 08; LA

URBAN, JAMES
Plaza; Silver Plaza; Silver Spring, Maryland; by Daniel Jost; ph. table; p. 78-87; Sept 08; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

URAL-THINK TANK

Housing; Improving the Living Conditions of Barrios; Caracas, Venezuela; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. ill. sec.; p. 114-117; Oct 08; AR

URALBUS ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

Architecture; Profile of Firm; Shenzhen, China; by Michael Webb; ill. sec.; p. 88-89; July 08; ARev

USANGDONG ARCHITECTS

Showroom; Uwoolim Showroom; Seoul, South Korea; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 290-297; Oct 08; ID

UXUS

Restaurant; Ella Dining Room and Bar; Sacramento, California; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 124-128; June 08; ID

VALERIO, DEWALT & TRAIN

Structural/Steel; Staybridge Suites Hotel; Staggered truss project; Chicago, Illinois; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; Apr 08; BD&C

VAN VALKENBURGH, MICHAEL

Landscape Architecture; Port Lands Estuary; ASLA Award; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by No author listed; pl.; p. 126-127; Aug 08; LA

Plaza; Boston Children’s Museum Landscape; ASLA Award; Boston, Massachusetts; by No author listed; ph.; p. 118; Aug 08; LA

Residence; Passage to the Lake; ASLA Award; Stoneham, Maine; by No author listed; ph.; p. 125; Aug 08; LA

VARGAS & GREENAN

Residence; Living Smart Homes; Portland, Oregon; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 108; Jan 08; B

VELEZ, ANA ELVIRA

Botanic Garden; Medellin Botanical Gardens; Medellin, Colombia; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. ill.; p. 52-56; Sept 08; LA

VENTURI, SCOTT BROWN

School/ Junior High, Middle; Episcopal Academy; Newtown Square, Pennsylvania; by Mark McMenamin; ph. pl. ill.; p. 28; Feb 08; ID

V ERGASON, MICHAEL

Office Building/Landscape; Gannett/USA Today Headquarters; ASLA Award; McLean, Virginia; by No author listed; ph.; p. 121; Aug 08; LA

VILA, MARCELO

Recreation/Park; Mujeres Argentinas Park; Buenos Aires, Argentina; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-117; May 08; LA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont’d)

VINAS, GHISLAINE

Apartment Building/Interiors; Dobbies Residence; New York, New York; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; Dec 08; ID

Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Remodel; New York, New York; by Anne Block; ph.; p. 210-217; Jan 08; ID

VINCI & HAMP

Government Building; Illinois House and Senate Chambers; Springfield, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 56; Oct 08; A

Government Building; Illinois State Capitol Chamber Restoration; Springfield, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; May 08; AR

VISIBLE RESEARCH OFFICE

Residence; Torqued House; RA Design Award; Los Altos Hills, California; by Meghan Drueied; ill.; p. 93; May 08; RA

VJAA

University/Student Center; Charles W. Hostler Student Center; Beirut, Lebanon; by Thomas Fisher; ph.; p. 63; Dec 08; A

VOA ASSOCIATES

Government Building; Swedish Embassy Building; Washington, District of Columbia; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p. 55-58; Jan 08; A

Office Building/Interiors; Leo Burnett Offices; Chicago, Illinois; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 138-144; May 08; ID

Office Building/Interiors; Leo Burnett; Chicago, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96; Dec 08; ID

VON GERKAN, MARG & PARTNER

Religious Building/Church; Christian Church; Beijing, China; by Catherine Slessor; p. 62-65; July 08; ARev

VOORSANGER ARCHITECTS

Residence; Wildcat Ridge Residence; RA Design Award; Snowmass, Colorado; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; May 08; RA

W ARCHITECTS

Museum; National Museum of Singapore; —, Singapore; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 179-180; Feb 08; AR

WALKER & MACY

Recreation/Park; Harborside Fountain Park; Bremerton, Washington; by Mark Hinshaw; ph.; p. 96-101; June 08; LA

WALKER, PETER

Museum; Glenstone Private Residence and Museum; Potomac, Maryland; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 86-95; June 08; AR

University/Landscape; Tanner Fountain; Harvard University; ASLA Award; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by No author listed; ph.; p. 131; Aug 08; LA

49
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

WALLIN & GOMEZ
Residence; Private Residence; Northfield, Illinois; by No author listed; ph.; p. 156; May 08; AR

WALTERS & STORYK
Residence; Firehouse 12 LiveWork/Play Space; New Haven, Connecticut; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 48-49; Aug 08; RA

WASA/STUDIO A
Museum; Guggenheim Museum Renovation; New York, New York; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 153-154; Dec 08; AR

WEARSTLER, KELLY
Hotel; Tides South Beach; Miami Beach, Florida; by Linda Lee; ph.; p. 119-122; Oct 08; ID

WEIDLINGER ASSOCIATES
Aquarium; National Aquarium; Baltimore, Maryland; by Terry C. Peterson; ph.; p. 84-90; June 08; TCS

WEINTRAUB, LEE
Recreation/Playground; New York Hall of Science Playground; Queens, New York; by Marilyn Clemens; ph. pl. ill.; p. 112-119; Mar 08; LA

WEISS & MANFREDI
Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; Seattle, Washington; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 44-49; Feb 08; ARRev

Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; Seattle, Washington; by No author listed; ph.; p. 136; May 08; AR

University; Barnard College Nexus; —, New York; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. sec. axon. det.; p. 76-79; Jan 08; A

WES & PARTNER
Waterfront Development; Urban Landscape; Hamburg, Germany; by Layla Dawson; ph. pl.; p. 42-47; Nov 08; ARRev

WEST 8
Recreation/Park; Governors Island Park; New York, New York; by Alex Ulam; ph. ill. map; p. 106-115; Apr 08; LA

Recreation/Park; Park; Madrid, Spain; by Rob Gregory; ill.; p. 88; May 08; ARRev

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Gowanus Green; Brooklyn, New York; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ill. map; p. 23; Sept 08; RA

WHEELER & KEARNS
Office Building/Interiors; Krause Music Store Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 140-143; July 08; AR

WHITTAKER HOMES
Residential Development, Speculative Housing; New Town Village; St. Charles, Missouri; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 110; Nov 08; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

WHY ARCHITECTURE
Architecture; Profile of Firm; Culver City, California; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 49-50; Aug 08; AR

Museum/Art; Grand Rapids Art Museum; Grand Rapids, Michigan; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. ill. sec. iso.; p. 50-56; Feb 08; ARRev

WILCOX, BRADY
Store/Clothing; John Varvatos Boutique; New York, New York; by Tom Beer; ph.; p. 230-237; June 08; ID

WILFORD & SCHUPP
Library; Peace Palace Library Addition; The Hague, Netherlands; by Robert Maxwell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-81; June 08; ARRev

WILKINS, KEN
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Adams Crossing Carriage Homes; Adams, Pennsylvania; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 41-42; Mar 08; B

WILKINSON & EYRE
Convention Center; King's Waterfront Arena and Convention Center; Liverpool, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 58-61; Jan 08; ARRev

Garden; Gardens by the Bay; —, Singapore; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 68-71; Nov 08; ARRev

Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Paradise Project; Liverpool, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. m. map; p. 64-69; Jan 08; ARRev

WILKINSON, CLIVE
Office Building/Interiors; JWT Headquarters; New York, New York; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 100-101; Dec 08; ID

Office Building/Interiors; JWT; New York, New York; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 250-259; Sept 08; ID

Residence; Norwich Residence; Los Angeles, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 126; Dec 08; ID

Restaurant; Paperfish Restaurant; Los Angeles, California; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 276-283; Mar 08; ID

Restaurant; Paperfish; Los Angeles, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 74; Dec 08; ID

University/Graduate School; VCU Brandcenter; Richmond, Virginia; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 40-41; Dec 08; ID

WILKINSON, SAMUEL
Art; L'Arbre de Flonville; Lausanne, Switzerland; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 221-223; Mar 08; ID

WILLIAMS & TSIEEN
Museum/Art; Phoenix Art Museum; Phoenix, Arizona; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 104-111; Mar 08; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

WILLIAMS & TSIEI (cont'd)
University/Performing Arts Center; Creative and Performing Arts Center; University of Chicago; Chicago, Illinois; by Rob Gregory; ill. dia.; p. 87; May 08; AR

WILLIAMS ARCHITECTS
Recreation/Park; Central Park; Carmel, Indiana; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 108-117; Sept 08; LA

WIMBERLY, ALLISON, TONG & GOO
Office Practice; Rebranding the Architecture Firm; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph.; p. 74-77; Mar 08; A

WINGARDH, GERT
Government Building; Swedish Embassy Building; Washington, District of Columbia; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p. 55-58; Jan 08; A

Recreation/Visitor Center; Visitor Pavilion; Omberg, Sweden; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 83; May 08; A

WIRTZ INTERNATIONAL
Recreation/Park; Jubilee Park; London, England; by Caren Yglesias; ph. pl.; p. 130,132; Jan 08; LA

WITHEE & MALCOLM
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Pacifica; Long Beach, California; by No author listed; ph.; p. 19; Nov 08; BD&C

WOLF & LYON
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; The Casitas Condominiums; Stapleton, Colorado; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 68; Dec 08; B

WOLF, VINCENTE
Apartment Building/Interiors; Virtual Light Loft; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. axon.; p. 106-111; Sept 08; AR

Interior Design; Profile of Designer; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 64-68; July 08; ID

WOLFF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Landscape Restoration; Restoring the Works of Jens Jensen; Chicago, Illinois; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl. ref.; p. 68-76; Aug 08; LA

WOLGERS, DAN
Art; Cake Park; Stockholm, Sweden; by Gwenneth Newman Leigh; ph.; p. 150-152; Aug 08; LA

WONDERWALL
Store/Clothing; Bathing Ape; Tokyo, Japan; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 112-115; Sept 08; AR

Store/Clothing; Bathing Ape; Tokyo, Japan; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 260-265; Apr 08; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (cont'd)

WONG & LOGAN
Industrial Building; Ford Assembly Building Refurbishment; Richmond, California; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 62-65; Feb 08; AR

WOODLEY ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; The Heirloom Collection at Stapleton; Denver, Colorado; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 116; Sept 08; B

WORK ARCHITECTURE
Store/Clothing; Diane Von Furstenberg; New York, New York; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 152-153; Dec 08; ID

WORKAC
Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Diane von Furstenberg Studio Headquarters; New York, New York; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 134-139; July 08; AR

WRIGHT & WRIGHT
Housing; Volume Housing; Swindon, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62; May 08; AR

University/Library; Taylor Library; Corpus Christi College; Cambridge, England; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-71; June 08; A

WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD
Museum; Guggenheim Museum Renovation; New York, New York; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 153-154; Dec 08; AR

XPRLAR ARQUITECTURA
Residence; Orenes Residence; Murcia, Spain; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. 103-108; Oct 08; ID

YABU & PUSHELBERG
Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 280-289; Oct 08; ID

Hotel; Hazelton Hotel; Toronto, Canada; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 56-57; Dec 08; ID

Hotel; Hazelton Hotel; Ontario, Toronto, Canada; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 212-219; Feb 08; ID

Store/Clothing; Lane Crawford; Beijing, China; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 148-149; Dec 08; ID

YAMAGUCHI, MAKOTO
Residence; House; Tokyo, Japan; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev.; p. 76-77; Dec 08; AR

YASKI & POZNER
Plaza; Rabin Square; Tel Aviv, Israel; by Tali Hatuka and Rachel Kallus; ph. map elev. sec. ref. pl.; p. 85-94; May 08; JAE

YES-ARCHITECTURE
Residence; House; Sausal Be, Pistorf, Austria; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 83; Mar 08; AR
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ARCHITECTURE, THEORY (cont'd)

Subjectivity of Architectural Encounter; by Simone Brott; ph. ref.; p. 6-16; May 08; JAE
See also ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; ARCHITECTURE; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; INTERIOR DESIGN; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING

Design Immersion; Travel as creative fuel; Tip for sketching; by James Richards; ph. ill.; p. 142-146; Oct 08; LA
See also COMPUTER

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION

Architectural Education Today; by Lawrence W. Speck; p. 84-85; Nov 08; A
Chile, —; Six Ways to Approach Architecture through the Lens of Performance; by Rodrigo Tisi; ph. ref.; p. 69-75; May 08; JAE
France, Paris; Ecole Speciale d'Architecture; by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 34; Feb 08; ARev
Germany, Breslau; Arts Education; History of Breslau Academy of Art and Applied Arts; by Deborah Ascher Barnstone; ph. ref.; p. 46-55; Sept 08; JAE
Maryland, College Park; Placing Space; Architecture, Action, Dimension; University of Maryland; by Ronit Eisenbach; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 76-83; May 08; JAE
Student-Run Design-Build Workshops; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 120-126; Oct 08; AR
The Orders Between Design and Technology; by Ralph W. Liebling; ph.; p. 26-28; May 08; TCS
The Orders in Classical Architecture; by Carroll William Westfall; ill. elev. ref.; p. 95-107; May 08; JAE
Utah, Bluff; DesignBuildBLUFF; University of Utah; by Murrey Bernard; ph.; p. 50; Apr 08; AR
See also INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION; OFFICE PRACTICE

ARCHITECTURAL MODEL

Benefits of Physical Models; by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 38; Mar 08; ARev
Master Model Making; Cubic Dimension; by John Gendall; ph. m.; p. 71-75; Oct 08; A

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION

Bird-Safe Building Guidelines; ASLA Award; SCAPE Landscape Architecture; by No author listed; ill.; p. 130-131; Aug 08; LA
Getting Your Monograph Published; by Eva Hagberg; ph.; p. 45-47; July 08; A
Illinois, Chicago; Green Alley Handbook; Hitchcock Design Group; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 88-98; Sept 08; LA

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY

(cont'd)

ARCHITECTURAL INDEX www.archindex.com
ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
(cont'd)

Louisiana, California; Architectural Research
Growing Interest in Postoccupancy Evaluations;
Architects Designing Their Own Homes;
Subjectivity of Architectural Encounters; See also BEHAVIORAL STUDIES; Specific Topics.

ARCHITECTURE

Adaptive Reuse of Old Buildings: GrizForm Design, Melander Architects and et al.; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 53-54; Aug 08; RA
Aga Khan Awards; by Michael Z. Wise; ph.; p. 110-115; May 08; A
America's Best Builders; by Ethan Butterfield; ph. graph; p. 92-100; Mar 08; B
Anonymous Architecture Evades Description; by Andrew Crompton; ph. ill. pl. ref.; p. 24-29; Nov 08; JAE
Architects Designing Their Own Homes; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 29-38; July 08; RA
Architecture and Public Space; by Antoine Picon; ph. ill. map ref.; p. 6-12; Feb 08; JAE
Architecture as Strategy; by Adam Drisin and W.E. Newman; ph. ref.; p. 4-5; Feb 08; JAE
Architecture of Emotions; The work of Mathias Goeritz; Mathias Goeritz; by Louise Pelletier; ph. ref.; p. 6-13; Nov 08; JAE
Art and Architecture; Thierry W. Despont, Lorcan O’Herlihy and et al.; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 170-174; Aug 08; ID
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Sarajevo; War and Architecture; by Andrew Herscher; ph. map ref.; p. 35-43; Feb 08; JAE
California, Culver City; Profile of Firm; WHY Architecture; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 49-50; Aug 08; AR
California, Los Angeles; Profile of Firm; LeanArch; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 50-52; Feb 08; AR
California, Los Angeles; Profile of Firm; Techentin & Buckingham; by David Sokol; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; Feb 08; AR

ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

California, San Francisco; David Baker; Builder Hall of Fame; David Baker; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 144; Oct 08; B
Chile, Santiago; Profile of Architect; Smiljan Radic; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. ill.; p. 106-111; Dec 08; AR
China, —; Architecture for the Contemporary Art Market; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p. 66-69; July 08; AR
China, Beijing; Chinese Courtyard Houses; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 51-52; July 08; AR
China, Beijing; Modern Architecture in China; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 34-37; July 08; AR
China, Beijing; Profile of Firm; Studio Pei-Zhu; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p. 84-85; July 08; AR
China, Beijing; Profile of Firm; MAD; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p. 81-83; July 08; AR
China, Nanjing; Profile of Firm; Atelier Zhangqi; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. ill. m.; p. 68-73; Dec 08; AR
China, Shanghai; Profile of Firm; MADA s.p.a.m.; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p. 86-87; July 08; AR
China, Shenzhen; Profile of Firm; Urbanus Architecture & Design; by Michael Webb; ill. sec.; p. 88-89; July 08; AR
Choreography and Architectural Collaboration; by Beth Weinstein; ph. ill. pl. ref.; p. 25-33; May 08; JAE
Clarett Group; Profile of developer; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 118-122; Sept 08; ID
Colombia, Bogota; Profile of Firm; Daniel Bonilla; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 90-95; Dec 08; AR
Connecticut, New Haven; Profile of Firm; MOS; by Anya Kaplan-Seem; ph. ill. m.; p. 96-99; Dec 08; AR
Critique of Four Architecture Exhibits; by David Baker; Builder Hall of Fame; David Baker; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 144; Oct 08; B
Czech Republic, Zlin; Modernist History of Zlin; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 30-31; Mar 08; AR
England, —; Contributions of Wells Coates; Wells Coates; by Elizabeth Darling; ph. pl. sec. ref. ill.; p. 82-87; Sept 08; AR
England, Liverpool; Architecture in Liverpool; by Sean Griffiths; ph.; p. 24-25; Jan 08; AR
England, Liverpool; Architecture in Liverpool; by Brian Hatton; ph.; p. 22; Jan 08; AR
England, Liverpool; Evolving a Modern City; by Doug Clelland; ph.; p. 80-81; Jan 08; AR
England, Liverpool; Future Visions of Liverpool; by No author listed; ph. ill.; p. 35-37; Jan 08; AR
England, Liverpool; History of Liverpool and its Changing Fortunes; by Brian Hatton; ph. ill. map ref.; p. 39-50; Jan 08; AR
England, London; Profile of Architect; Gianni Botford; by Linda C. Lentz; ph. sec.; p. 112-115; Dec 08; AR
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Florida, Titusville; Perceptive Design; by Lauren Mitchell; ph. ill. map ref.; p. 20-26; Sept 08; JAE

France, Paris; Profile of Firm; BRS Architectes; by William Hanley; ph. ill.; p. 116-121; Dec 08; AR

Future of Foster + Partners; Foster & Partners; by Deyan Sudjic; ill.; p. 80-81; Aug 08; ARev

Germany, Berlin; Profile of Firm; Kuehn & Malvezzi; by Leslie Yudell; ph. ill.; p. 84-89; Dec 08; AR

Globalization of Architectural Practice; by Kenneth Powell; ill.; p. 84-85; Apr 08; ARev

How Computers are Changing the Art of Architecture; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 27-36; Aug 08; RA

Ideas of Buckminster Fuller; Buckminster Fuller; by Michael Sorkin; ph. m.; p. 69-70; Nov 08; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Profile of Firm; Demonica & Del Muro; by Violet Law; ph.; p. 52; Feb 08; AR

Immaterial Structures; Philosophy of Martin Heidegger; by Randall Teal; ph. ref.; p. 14-23; Nov 08; JAE

Japan, Hiroshima; Profile of Firm; Suppose Design Office; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. ill.; p. 100-105; Dec 08; AR

Japan, Tokyo; Critique of Stores Along Omotesando Street; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 87-88; May 08; AR

Kitaro Nishida’s Philosophy of Emptiness; by Jin Baek; ph. ill. ref.; p. 37-43; Nov 08; JAE

Lessons From Counterculture Architecture; by Alastair Gordon; ph.; p. 78-84; Apr 08; AR

Lightness of Building; by George Dodds; ref.; p. 3; Nov 08; JAE

London Conceptualists; Formation, activities and significance; by Sandra Kaji-O’Grady; ph. ill. ref.; p. 43-51; May 08; JAE

Maryland, Bethesda; Stephen Muse; Builder Hall of Fame; Stephen Muse; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 146; Oct 08; B

Massachusetts, Boston; Emerging Architectural Firms; Anmahian & Winton, Brian Healy and et al.; by Hubert Murray; ph. ill.; p. 106-112; May 08; AR

Massachusetts, Boston; Profile of Firm; Bauenstudio; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 49-50; Apr 08; AR

Massachusetts, Newton Centre; Alan J. Green; Builder Hall of Fame; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 145; Oct 08; B

Missouri, Kansas City; Profile of Firm; El Dorado Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 40-45; Aug 08; RA

New York, Brooklyn; Profile of Firm; Situ Studio; by Diana Lind; ph.; p. 50; Mar 08; AR

ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Messana & O’Rorke; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 40-44; June 08; RA

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Scalar Architecture; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 65-68; Nov 08; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Redtop Architects; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 47-48; July 08; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Krakowski & Pons; by Dianna Dilworth; ph. ill.; p. 83-84; May 08; AR

New York, New York; Profile of Firm; Urban A&O; by Joann Gonchar; ph. m.; p. 80-83; Dec 08; AR

Norman Foster Retrospective; Foster & Partners; by Paul Finch; ph. ill.; p. 74-79; Aug 08; ARev

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Firm Award Winner; Kieran & Timberlake; by Charles Linn; ph. ill.; p. 172-175; May 08; AR

Profile of Architect; Toyo Ito; by Dana Buntrock; ph.; p. 94-95; Jan 08; AR

Profile of Architect; Nicholas Grimshaw; by Robert Ivy; ph.; p. 104-105; Jan 08; AR

Profile of Architect; Peter Zumthor; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 86-87; Jan 08; AR

Profile of Architect; Sebastian Mariscal; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 46-51; Jan 08; RA

Profile of Architect; William Lim; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 66-70; Nov 08; ID

Profile of Architect; Ammar Eloueini; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 43-44; Dec 08; AR

Profile of Architect; Vann Molyvann; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 251; Nov 08; ID

Profile of Architect; Gold Medal Honor Award; Renzo Piano; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. ill. elev.; p. 124-131; May 08; AR

Profile of Firm; RDK Engineers; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 63-65; Mar 08; BD&C

Profile of Firm; Galante Architecture Studio; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 43-44; Jan 08; AR

Profile of Firm; Turner Construction; by Cheryl Cullen; ph.; p. 66-67; Mar 08; BD&C

Profile of Firm; HDR; by Peter Fabris; ph.; p. 50-52; Mar 08; BD&C

Profile of Firm; Mark G. Anderson; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 69-71; Mar 08; BD&C

Profile of Firm; Schmidt Associates; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 72-74; Mar 08; BD&C

Profile of Firm; Architecture in Formation; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; Mar 08; AR

Profile of Firm; Lord, Aeck & Sargent; by Cheryl Cullen; ph.; p. 57-59; Mar 08; BD&C

Profile of Firm; KJWW; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 54-56; Mar 08; BD&C

Profile of Firm; PRA; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 53-54; Sept 08; AR

Profile of Firm; Smith & Gill; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 51; Dec 08; A
ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)
Reshaping the Relationship of Architecture, Society and Culture; by Robert Adam; ph. graph ref.; p. 74-77; Feb 08; AR
Riding Out the Housing Slump; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 29-38; Jan 08; RA
Spaced Out: Radical Environments of the Psychedelic Sixties; by Alastair Gordon; ph.; p. 219-222; Apr 08; ID
Spain, Barcelona; Profile of Firm; Cadaval & Solà-Morales; by David Cohn; ph. ill. pl. m.; p. 74-79; Dec 08; AR
Sweden, Stockholm; Profile of Firm; Electric Dreams; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 47-48; June 08; AR
Texas, Dallas; Dallas Arts District; Bozoziis & Company, Thomas Phifer and et al.; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 266-268; May 08; ID
The Future of Architecture; by Ned Cramer; ill.; p. 45-48; Dec 08; A
The Modern Movement and Environmental Awareness; Le Corbusier; by James Dunnett; ph. ill.; p. 66-69; Feb 08; AR
The Turnaround of RMJM; RMJM and Hillier Architecture; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. map ill.; p. 96-103; May 08; A
Turkey, —; Visual Representations of Turkish Cities; by Bulent Batuman; ill. ph. ref.; p. 54-65; Nov 08; JAE
Understanding Le Corbusier; Le Corbusier; by William J. R. Curtis; ph. ill. ref.; p. 84-87; Oct 08; AR
United Arab Emirates, Dubai; Architecture in Dubai; by Peter Cook; ph. m.; p. 20; Jan 08; AR
Washington, Seattle; Profile of Architect; Eric Cobb; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 42-46; July 08; RA
Why Architect’s Talk So Much; by Martin Filler; ph.; p. 47-49; Dec 08; AR
See also ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY; INTERIOR DESIGN

ARGENTINA
Buenos Aires; Recreation/Park; Mujeres Argentinass Park; Marcelo Vila, Adrian Sebastian and et al.; Landscape Design by Irene Joselevich; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-117; May 08; LA

ARIZONA (cont’d)
Gilbert; Hospital; Banner Gateway Medical Center; NBBJ; by Stephen Sharpe; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-119; Aug 08; AR
Gilbert; Recreation/Park; Cosmo Dog Park; J2 Engineering and Environmental Design; by Rachel Hill; ph.; p. 112-119; June 08; LA
Glendale; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Central Business District; Will Bruder; by Catherine Sessler; ill.; p. 86; May 08; AR
Laveen; Library; Cesar Chavez Library; Line and Space; Interior Design by Richard & Bauer; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph. pl. sec.; p. 152-156; Feb 08; AR
Phoenix; Apartment Building; PRD845; Studio Ma; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-129; June 08; AR
Phoenix; Museum/Art; Phoenix Art Museum; Williams & Tsien; Landscape Design by Christine Ten Eyck; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 104-111; Mar 08; AR
Phoenix; Studio; Xeros Residence; Project of the Year; Blank Studio; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 28-31; May 08; RA
Prescott; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Talking Rock Master Planned Community; Swaback Partners; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 95; Aug 08; B
Scottsdale; Exhibition; Exhibit; RedBall Project; Kurt Perschke; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 335; Mar 08; ID
Scottsdale; Library; Arabian Public Library; Richard & Bauer; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 96-101; June 08; AR
Scottsdale; Recreation; Lost Dog Wash Trailhead; ASLA Award; Floor Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 119; Aug 08; LA
Scottsdale; Residence; Redding Residence; Kendle Design Collaborative; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 98; Aug 08; B
Scottsdale; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Safari Drive; Miller & Hull; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 16-17; Mar 08; RA
Scottsdale; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; The Duke; RA Design Award; Circle West; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; May 08; RA
Scottsdale; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Cintarosa Ranch at Desert Mountain; DTJ Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 102; Oct 08; B
Tempe; Arts Center; Tempe Arts Center; Barton Myers and Architektur; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 108-113; Jan 08; AR
Tempe; University/Research Facility, Laboratory; ISTB 1 Lab Facility; Arizona State University; Perkins & Will and Dick & Fritsche; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph. pl. sec.; p. 169-171; Nov 08; AR
Tempe; University/Residential; Hassayampa Academic Village; Arizona State University; RA Design Award; Machado & Silvetti and Gould & Evans; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 79-79; May 08; RA
ARIZONA (cont'd)

Tucson; Apartment Building; Ice House Lofts; Rob Paulus; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 106-107; June 08; B

Tucson; Apartment Building; IndigoMODERN; Rob Paulus; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 98; Oct 08; B

Tucson; Gate; Entry Gates; Ibarra & Rosano; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. ill.; p. 58-59; Sept 08; RA

Tucson; Interior Design; Architect's Offices; DesignBuild Collaborative, David E. Shambach and Lanning Architecture; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 64; Aug 08; RA

Tucson; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; The Double; Ibarra & Rosano; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 58-59; Jan 08; RA

Tucson; Studio; Work Studio; Ibarra & Rosano; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 80; Jan 08; RA

ARKANSAS

—###; Transit Station; Visioning Rail Transit; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by No author listed; ill.; p. 168; May 08; AR

Beaver Lake; City and Regional Planning; Lost Rock Vacation Home Community; Frank Harmon, Marlon Blackwell and Buildingstudio; Master Planning by Stuart Fulbright; by Meghan Drueing; ph. m.; p. 23; Apr 08; RA

Fayetteville; Housing; Low Impact Habitat for Humanity Development; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by Meghan Drueing; ill.; p. 17-18; Aug 08; RA

Fayetteville; Landscape Architecture; Porchscapes: An Affordable LEED Neighborhood Development; ASLA Award; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by No author listed; pl.; p. 128-129; Aug 08; LA

Fayetteville; Recreation; Blessings Golf Club; Marlon Blackwell; Interior Design by Meredith Boswell; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. elev.; p. 68-75; July 08; A

Fayetteville; Residence; L-Stack House; Marlon Blackwell; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec.; p. 170-173; July 08; AR

Fayetteville; River, Waterway; Stream Remediation Program; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by No author listed; ill.; p. 164; May 08; AR

Gentry; Library; Gentry Library; Marlon Blackwell; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec.; p. 138-143; Oct 08; AR

Hurricane Valley; Residence; Nest House; RA Design Award; Rockhill & Associates; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 37; May 08; RA

Little Rock; Office Building; Heifer International World Headquarters; Polk, Stanley, Rowland, Curzon & Porter; by No author listed; ph.; p. 146; May 08; AR

ARKANSAS (cont'd)

Rogers; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Habitat Trails; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by No author listed; m.; p. 164; May 08; AR

ART

Art and Architecture; Thierry W. Despont, Lorcan O’Herlihy and et al.; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 170-174; Aug 08; ID

Art in the Landscape; Ahmad Nadalain; by Robert C. Morgan; ph.; p. 58-62; June 08; LA

ASICS Promotional Campaign; Janne Kyttanen; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 225-227; Apr 08; ID

California, Los Angeles; Urban Light; Chris Burden; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 351; Apr 08; ID

England, London; Cloud; Kinetic sculpture; Rogers, Stirk & Harbour; by Tim McKeough; ph.; p. 271-273; May 08; ID

Italy, Siena; Hic Terminus Haeret Sculpture Garden; Daniel Spoerri; by John O’Brien; ph. ref.; p. 64-68; June 08; LA

Merry Norris Contemporary Art; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 72-76; Aug 08; ID

Portraits by Amy Archer; Amy Archer; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 76-81; Aug 08; AR

Sweden, Stockholm; Cake Park; NOD; Art by Dan Wolgers; by Gwenneth Newman Leigh; ph.; p. 150-152; Aug 08; LA

Switzerland, Lausanne; L’Arbre de Flonville; Oloom and Samuel Wilkinson; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 221-223; Mar 08; ID

The World of Madelon Vriesendorp; by Eve Kahn; ph. ill.; p. 116-117; May 08; A

See also MUSEUM

ART GALLERY

California, Los Angeles; Blum and Poe Gallery; Exhibition design: Escher & Gene Wardena; by Paulette Single; ph.; p. 69-73; Sept 08; JAE

California, Los Angeles; Honor Fraser Gallery; Johnston MarkLee; by Paul Young; ph.; p. 92-96; Aug 08; ID

England, London; Victoria and Albert Museum; Block Architecture; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev. sec. iso.; p. 78-79; Feb 08; ARev

Iceland, Reykjavik; Gallery and Apartments; Studio Granda; by Catherine Slessor; ph. m.; p. 42; May 08; ARev

New York, New York; Arario Gallery; David Adjaye; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 185-186; Mar 08; AR

New York, New York; Haunch of Venison Gallery; Steven Learner; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph.; p. 222-229; Aug 08; ID

New York, New York; Haunch of Venison; Steven Learner; by No author listed; ph.; p. 84; Dec 08; ID

Texas, Austin; Tarrytown Pavilion; Steinbomer & Associates; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 128; Oct 08; B
ART GALLERY (cont’d)

Texas, San Antonio; Linda Pace Foundation; Poteet Architects; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 190-197; Aug 08; ID
See also ARTS CENTER; MUSEUM; SHOW-ROOM; UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM

ARTS CENTER

Arizona, Tempe; Tempe Arts Center; Barton Myers and Architekten; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph. pl. sec. map; p. 108-113; Jan 08; AR

France, Tours; Centre de Creation Contemporaine; PCA Architecture; Lighting Design by ACT Design; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 261-262; May 08; ID

Ireland, Letterkenny; Letterkenny Arts Center; MacGabhann Architects; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; June 08; AR

Kansas, Greensburg; 5.4.7 Arts Center; Studio 804; by Charles Linn; ph. pl.; p. 134-137; Oct 08; AR

Louisiana, Baton Rouge; Shaw Center for the Arts; Schwartz & Silver; by No author listed; ph.; p. 134; May 08; AR

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Walker Art Center Expansion; Herzog & de Meuron; Original Design by Edward Larrabee Barnes; by John Comazzi; ph. ref.; p. 131-135; May 08; JAE

Wales, Aberystwyth; Aberystwyth Arts Center; Thomas Heatherwick; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 49; May 08; ARev
See also MUSEUM; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

AUDIO-VISUAL

China, Beijing; Xicui Entertainment Center; Media wall; Simone Giossta; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 69-70; July 08; AR
See also ELECTRICAL

AUSTRALIA (cont’d)

Sydney; Bar; Argyle; Dreamtime Australia Design; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 88-89; Dec 08; ID
Sydney; Office Building/Interiors; Stockland Office Refurbishment; Bligh, Voller & Nield; by Frank Duffy; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 90-93; June 08; ARev

AUSTRALIA

Sydney; Bar; Argyle; Dreamtime Australia Design; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 88-89; Dec 08; ID
Sydney; Office Building/Interiors; Stockland Office Refurbishment; Bligh, Voller & Nield; by Frank Duffy; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 90-93; June 08; ARev

AUSTRALIA

Sydney; Bar; Argyle; Dreamtime Australia Design; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 88-89; Dec 08; ID
Sydney; Office Building/Interiors; Stockland Office Refurbishment; Bligh, Voller & Nield; by Frank Duffy; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 90-93; June 08; ARev

BANGALADESH

Rudrapur; Housing; Family Housing; Anna Heringer; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-61; May 08; ARev
Rudrapur; Residence; Three Residences and Training Center; Anna Heringer; by Paul Finch; ph. pl.; p. 46-49; Dec 08; ARev

BANK

California, San Francisco; Montgomery & Co. Investment Bank; Brayton & Hughes; by James Nestor; ph.; p. 60-64; Feb 08; ID
See also OFFICE BUILDING
BAR

Australia, Sydney; Argyle; Dreamtime Australia Design; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 88-89; Dec 08; ID

California, Sacramento; Ella Dining Room and Bar; UXUS; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 124-128; June 08; ID

Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Milestones Grill + Bar; II by IV Design Associates; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 250-251; July 08; ID

Connecticut, New Haven; Firehouse 12 Live/Work/Play Space; Gray & Organschi; Acoustical Design by Walters & Storyk; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 48-49; Aug 08; RA

England, London; 24 London; Julian Taylor; Lighting Design by Into Lighting Design; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 223-225; Nov 08; AR

Georgia, Atlanta; Pulse Bar Lighting Installation; Thompson, Ventulet & Stainback; by Edward Keegan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 41-44; Mar 08; A

Japan, Osaka; DBL; Glamorous Co.; by No author listed; ph.; p. 68; Dec 08; ID

Massachusetts, Boston; Six Restaurant and Lounge; 3SixD; by No author listed; ph.; p. 68; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Bar Solex; Opus Interdisciplinary Design Studio; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 100-102; July 08; ID

Vietnam, Binh Duong Province, Thu Dau Mot; Bar and Community Center; Vo Trong Nghia; by Catherine Slessor; sec.; p. 69; Dec 08; ARev

Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Downtown Bar; Johnsen & Schmaling; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. pl.; p. 96-99; Sept 08; AR

See also CLUB; NIGHT CLUB; RESTAURANT

BARN

See RURAL DESIGN

BATHROOM

Belgium, Knokke; Penthouse Bathroom; Doorzon Interieurarchitecten; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 129-132; July 08; ID

California, San Francisco; Townhouse Bathroom Renovation; John Lum; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 186; July 08; AR

China, Jinhua City; Public Lavatories; DnA Design; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 87; Dec 08; ARev

Colorado, Aurora; Shore House; Watermark Award; Knudson & Gloss; Interior Design by Hillary Reed; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 84; Apr 08; B

Commercial Restrooms; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. cea; p. 60-70; Nov 08; BD&C

District of Columbia, Washington; Remodeled Bathroom; Robert M. Gurney; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 22; Aug 08; RA

BATHROOM (cont'd)

England, Gravesend; Public Toilet; Plastik Architects; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 135-138; July 08; ID

Finland, Kirkkonummi; Vacation Home Bathroom; Heien & Company; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 26; July 08; RA

Florida, Winter Park; Bathroom; Watermark Award; Phil Kean; Interior Design by CRT Studio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 77; Apr 08; B

Germany, Stuttgart; Outdoor Bath; SMAQ; by Rob Gregory; ph. dia.; p. 68; Dec 08; ARev

Illinois, Highland Park; Bathroom; Cohen & Hacker; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30; Apr 08; RA

Maryland, Bethesda; Bathroom Addition; Shinberg & Levinas; by David Sokol; p. 184; July 08; AR

Mexico, Mexico City; Casa Domus Bathroom; Garduno Arquitectos; by David Sokol; p. 186; July 08; AR

New York, New York; Apartment Renovation; L.E.FT; by Lisa Selin Davis; ph. ill.; p. S16-S20; Mar 08; ID

New York, New York; Loft Renovation; David Yum; by Suzanne Gannon; ph.; p. 24; June 08; RA

Oregon, Astoria; Netshe Washroom; RA Design Award; Chadbourne & Doss; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 89; May 08; RA

Texas, Austin; Hidden Cove Residence Bathroom; Watermark Award; Alter Studio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 79; Apr 08; B

Texas, Austin; McKinney Bathroom; McKinney Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 34; Mar 08; RA

Texas, Austin; Public Lavatory; Vc Miro & Rivera; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; Dec 08; ARev

Virginia, Vienna; Mellor-Pfieffle Residence; Watermark Award; Ponte & Mellor; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 81; Apr 08; B

Washington, Redmond; Master Bath; Finne Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30; Sept 08; RA

Washington, Seattle; Bathroom; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24; Jan 08; RA

BEAUTY SALON

See STORE

BEDROOM

Michigan, Suttons Bay; Model 'T' Rolling Bed; RA Design Award; David Hanawalt; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 91; May 08; RA
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES

Cultural Differences in Seeking Sun or Shade; by Sally Augustin; ill. ref.; p. 69-71; July 08; LA
See also ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY; ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH; Specific Topics

BELGIUM

Antwerp; Office Building/Interiors; Fragile; Import/Export; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 232-237; July 08; ID
Antwerp; Residence; Live-Work Quarters; Sculpture; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 243; Feb 08; ID
Brussels; Restaurant; Cook and Book; Cedric Legein; by Sheila H. Pierce; ph.; p. 130-132; Mar 08; ID
Knokke; Bathroom; Penthouse Bathroom; Doorzon Interieurarchitecten; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 129-132; July 08; ID

BHUTAN

Thimphu; Hotel; Taj Tashi Thimphu; KTGY Inter-Associates; Interior Design by P49 Design; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 308-314; Apr 08; ID

BICYCLE

Building Better Bike Racks; by Hans Steege; ph. ref. table ill.; p. 88-98; Nov 08; TCS

BOAT

Fathom Dream Voyager; Zeff Design; by No author listed; ph.; p. 134; Dec 08; ID
Fathom; Zeff Design; by Peter Webster; ph.; p. 202-209; Jan 08; ID

BOOK

New York City, A Glimpse in the Puddle; Monica Castiglioni; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 288-295; Sept 08; ID
Spaced Out: Radical Environments of the Psychedelic Sixties; by Alastair Gordon; ph.; p. 219-222; Apr 08; ID

BOSNIA-HERZOGOVINA

Sarajevo; Architecture; War and Architecture; by Andrew Herscher; ph. map ref.; p. 35-43; Feb 08; JAE

BOTANIC GARDEN

Colombia, Medellin; Medellin Botanical Gardens; Lorenzo Castro and Ana Elvira Velez; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. ill.; p. 52-56; Sept 08; LA
Maine, Boothbay; Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens; Quinn & Evans; Master Planning by EDAW; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. ill. pl. sec.; p. 82-93; Nov 08; LA
See also GARDEN; RECREATION

BRAZIL

Porto Alegre; Museum/Art; Ibere Camargo Art Museum; Alvaro Siza; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-59; Sept 08; AR
Porto Alegre; Museum; Ibere Camargo Museum; Alvaro Siza; by Ruth Verde Zein and Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 130-137; Nov 08; AR
Sao Paulo; Child Care Center; Primetime Child Development; Marco Kogan; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 81-84; Aug 08; ID
Sao Paulo; Residence; Corten House; Studio mk27; by No author listed; ph.; p. 146; Dec 08; ID
Sao Paulo; Residence; Shells Beach Residence; Arthur Casas; by No author listed; ph.; p. 126; Dec 08; ID
Sao Paulo; Showroom; Micasa Volume B; Studio mk27; by No author listed; ph.; p. 154; Dec 08; ID

BRIDGE

Austria, Innsbruck; River Inn Bridge; Zaha Hadid; by Joann Gonchar; ph.; p. 186-193; May 08; AR
California, Corona; Dos Lagos Bridge; Norberto Nardi; by Rebecca Ward; ph.; p. 79-80; Feb 08; AR

BUILDING CODE

Building Codes and the Use of Metal; by Scott Kriner; ph.; p. 18-24; Aug 08; TCS
Contract Documents and the Building Code; by Ronald L. Geren; ph.; p. 22-26; Jan 08; TCS
Debate Over Residential Sprinkler Requirement; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 29-32; May 08; B
New Fire Door Requirements in NFPA 80; by Keith E. Pardoe; ph.; p. 70-76; Feb 08; TCS

BUILDING PRODUCTS

Advantages of Housewrap; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 75-76; Jan 08; B
Benefits of Fiber-cement Cladding; by Allison Barlaz; ph. elev.; p. 52-64; July 08; TCS
Building Better Bike Racks; by Hans Steege; ph. ref. table ill.; p. 88-98; Nov 08; TCS
Building Codes and the Use of Metal; by Scott Kriner; ph.; p. 18-24; Aug 08; TCS
Evaluating the Environmental Impact of Alternative Building Products; by B. J. Novitski; ph. cea sec.; p. 148-157; Apr 08; AR
BUILDING PRODUCTS (cont'd)

Integrating Components for Building Envelope Integrity; by Edward J. Retzbach; ph. ill. ref.; p. 92-101; June 08; TCS

Postal Service Standard Changes for Mailboxes; by Denny A. Lawson; ph. ref.; p. 18-21; Oct 08; TCS

Stainless Steel as a Sustainable Curtain Wall and Roofing Material; by Catherine Houska; ph. ref. table; p. 48-62; Aug 08; TCS

Stock Parts Yield Clever Details; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 67-68; Sept 08; RA

Verifying Sustainability of Building Products; by Steven R. Thorsell; ph.; p. 20-21; Nov 08; TCS

Wood-plastic Composite Decking; by Sue Snuggs; ph.; p. 28-34; Sept 08; TCS

BUILDING SYSTEMS

Assessing Air Barriers; by Mark Kennedy and Craig Boucher; ph. dia. ill.; p. 68-76; Nov 08; TCS

Bolted Structural Glazing Systems; by Layne Evans; ph. cea.; p. 177-181; Oct 08; AR

Post-installed Anchor Systems; by Bernard Cruz; ph. table; p. 148-156; May 08; TCS

Whole-House Central Vacuum Systems; by Dan Daley; ph.; p. 67; Aug 08; B

BURKINA FASO

Koudougou; Market; Central Market; Lauren Sechaud; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. pl. cea.; p. 160-163; Oct 08; AR

BUS STATION

France, Paris; Regional Bus Center; Fiber-Reinforced Ductal Concrete; Emmanuel Combarel Dominique Marrec Architectes; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 53-56; June 08; A

C

CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Burbank; University/Architecture School; Studio Building; Woodbury University; Rios, Clementi & Hale; by Kimberly Stevens; ph. pl.; p. 70-73; Nov 08; A

Campbell; Apartment Building; Park Town Place; Seidel & Holzman; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 118; Oct 08; B

Carmel Valley; Residence; Private Residence; RA Design Award; Turnbull, Griffin & Haesloop; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 47; May 08; RA

Claremont; University/Residential; Flora Sanborn Hall; Fitzger College; Carrier & Johnson; by Dave Barista; ph. sec.; p. 42-48; Sept 08; BD&C

Corona; Bridge; Dos Lagos Bridge; Norberto Nardi; by Rebecca Ward; ph.; p. 79-80; Feb 08; AR

Culver City; Architecture; Profile of Firm; WHY Architecture; by Sam Lubell; ph.; p. 49-50; Aug 08; AR

Cypress; Office Building/Interiors; Vans Headquarters; Pollack Architecture; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102; Dec 08; ID

Emeryville; Office Building/Interiors; Pixar; Gensler Associates; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 94-95; Dec 08; ID

Emeryville; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Blue Star Corner Townhomes; David Baker; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 70; Dec 08; B

Escondido; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Chaparral Creek; McKinley Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 147; Feb 08; B

Escondido; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; City Square; KTGY Group; by Pat Curry; ph. pl.; p. 49-52; Jan 08; B

Fort Irwin; Housing; Fort Irwin Family Housing; Torti & Gallas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 88; Oct 08; B

Fremont; Residence; Morgan Square Residence; Dahlin Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 93; Aug 08; B

Fremont; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Irvington Terrace; MVE & Partners; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 104; Oct 08; B

Fresno; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Madison Place; Kevin L. Crook; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 35-36; Aug 08; B

Healdsburg; Residence; Healdsburg Residence; Nick Noyes; by Meghan Drudeing; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; July 08; RA

Healdsburg; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Grove; Flynn, Craig & Grant; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 91; Aug 08; B

Hercules; Library; Hercules Library; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson and Will Bruder; by Lisa Findley; ph. sec.; p. 142-147; Feb 08; AR

Hercules; Library; Hercules Public Library; HGA and Will Bruder; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 63-67; May 08; BD&C
CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Huntington Beach; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; The Trails at Brightwater; Bassenian & Lagoni; by Carolyn Weber; ph. pl.; p. 96; Aug 08; B

Irvine; Apartment Building; The Village at Irvine Spectrum; MVE & Partners; by Pat Curry; p. 67; Oct 08; B

Irvine; Recreation/Park; Orange County Great Park Comprehensive Master Plan; ASLA Award; Ken Smith; by No author listed; ill.; p. 126; Aug 08; LA

Irvine; Recreation; The Club at Central Park West; KTGY Group; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 76; Oct 08; B

La Jolla; Research Facility, Laboratory; Salk Institute for Biological Studies; Louis Kahn; by Kiel Moe; ph. pl. ill. sec. ref.; p. 17-24; May 08; JAE

La Quinta; Recreation; La Quinta Desert Villas Resort Clubhouse; William Hezmalhalch; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 114; Oct 08; B

Long Beach; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Pacifica; Withee & Malcolm; by No author listed; ph.; p. 19; Nov 08; BD&C

Los Altos Hills; Residence; Torqued House; RA Design Award; Visible Research Office; by Meghan Druding; ill.; p. 93; May 08; RA

Los Angeles; Apartment Building/Interiors; Azoulay Condominium; Sant Architects; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 260-267; Oct 08; ID

Los Angeles; Apartment Building; Library Court; Levin & Associates; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 112; Sept 08; B

Los Angeles; Architecture; Profile of Firm; LeanArch; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 50-52; Feb 08; AR

Los Angeles; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Techentin & Buckingham; by David Sokol; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; Feb 08; AR

Los Angeles; Art Gallery; Blum and Poe Gallery; Exhibition design; Escher & GuneWarden; by Paulette Singley; ph. pl.; p. 69-73; Sept 08; JAE

Los Angeles; Art Gallery; Honor Fraser Gallery; Johnston MarkLee; by Paul Young; ph.; p. 92-96; Aug 08; ID

Los Angeles; Art; Urban Light; Chris Burden; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 351; Apr 08; ID

Los Angeles; Deck; Outdoor Living Space; Minarc; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 126; Oct 08; B

Los Angeles; Exhibition, Exhibit; Between Earth and Heaven; The Architecture of John Lautner; John Lautner; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 65-66; Sept 08; AR

Los Angeles; Exhibition, Exhibit; Between Earth and Heaven; The Architecture of John Lautner; John Lautner; by Craig Kellogg; ph. ill.; p. 178-180; June 08; ID

Los Angeles; Exhibition, Exhibit; Density Fields; Oyler & Wu; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 178-179; Jan 08; ID

CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Los Angeles; Exhibition, Exhibit; Merletti; SCI-Arc; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 185-187; June 08; ID

Los Angeles; Hotel; Mondrian; Benjamin Noriega-Ortiz; by No author listed; ph.; p. 58; Dec 08; ID

Los Angeles; Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; Assemblage*; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 179; July 08; AR

Los Angeles; Museum/Art; Broad Contemporary Art Museum; Daylighting system; Renzo Piano and Gensler Associates; Lighting Design by Arup; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec. cca; p. 238-247; May 08; AR

Los Angeles; Museum/Art; Broad Contemporary Art Museum; Renzo Piano; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 53-54; Apr 08; AR

Los Angeles; Museum/Art; Getty Villa; Machado & Silvetti; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 53-54; Apr 08; AR

Los Angeles; Observatory; Griffith Observatory; Pfeiffer Partners; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; May 08; AR

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Added Value; Gensler Associates; Original Design by Arthur Froehlich; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96; Dec 08; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Added Value; Gensler Associates; by Greg Goldin; ph.; p. 188-195; Feb 08; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Architect's Office; Lehrer Architects; by No author listed; ph.; p. 154; May 08; AR

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Baroda Ventures; Rios, Clementi & Hale; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 238-245; June 08; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Edelman; Gensler Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 112; Dec 08; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Latham & Watkins; Gensler Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 106; Dec 08; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Lehrer Architects; Lehrer Architects; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 212-213; May 08; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; RTKL Interior Design Studio; RTKL; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 226-233; Jan 08; ID

Los Angeles; Office Building/Interiors; Saatchi & Saatchi; Shubin & Donaldson; by No author listed; ph.; p. 103; Dec 08; ID

Los Angeles; Plaza; Emergence of Plazas in Los Angeles; by Christopher Hawthorne; ph.; p. 146; Mar 08; LA

Los Angeles; Residence; Brentwood Residence; Belzberg Architects; Interior Design by MLK Studio; by Cohen; ph.; p. 306-315; Oct 08; ID

Los Angeles; Residence; Greenfield Residence; Minarc; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 114; Oct 08; B
CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Los Angeles; Residence; Greenfield; RA Design Award; Minarc; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; pl.; p. 85; May 08; RA

Los Angeles; Residence; Lago Vista Guest House and Retreat; Aleks Istanbullu; by No author listed; ph.; p. 135; Dec 08; ID

Los Angeles; Residence; Norwich Residence; Clive Wilkinson; by No author listed; ph.; p. 126; Dec 08; ID

Los Angeles; Residence; Skyline Residence; Belzberg Architects; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 124-125; Dec 08; ID

Los Angeles; Residence; Vienna Way Residence; Marmol & Radziner; by No author listed; ph.; p. 127; Dec 08; ID

Los Angeles; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Maltman Bungalows; Drisko Studio; by Christopher Hawthorne; ph.; pl.; p. 116-119; Apr 08; AR

Los Angeles; Restaurant; Paperfish Restaurant; Clive Wilkinson; by Eddie Cohen; ph.; p. 276-283; Mar 08; ID

Los Angeles; Restaurant; Paperfish; Clive Wilkinson; by No author listed; ph.; p. 74; Dec 08; ID

Los Angeles; River, Waterway: Los Angeles River Revitalization Master Plan; Mark Johnson and Richard Farley; by No author listed; ill.; p. 166; May 08; AR

Los Angeles; School; School Construction in the Los Angeles Unified School District; by Elizabeth Evitts Dickinson; ph.; p. 70-75; Apr 08; A

Los Angeles; Store/Clothing; 3.1 Phillip Lim; Para-Project; by Eddie Cohen; ph.; p. 178-184; Nov 08; ID

Los Angeles; Store/Clothing; Balenciaga; Poste 9; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 278-279; Apr 08; ID

Los Angeles; Store/Clothing; Maison Martin Margiela and Nameg Stores; Johnston Marklee; by Eddie Cohen; ph.; p. 250-259; Apr 08; ID

Los Angeles; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Cherokee Lofts; Pugh & Scarpa; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill.; p. 23; Mar 08; RA

Los Feliz; Residence; Interior Renovation; Hansen Design; by Eddie Cohen; ph.; p. 230-237; Aug 08; ID

Los Feliz; Residence; Techtien Residence; Tecthentin & Buckingham; by Eddie Cohen; ph.; p. 224-231; July 08; ID

Malibu; Residence; Malibu Beach House; ASLA Award; Pamela Burton; by No author listed; ph.; p. 124; Aug 08; LA

Malibu; Residence; Residence; Griffin & Enright; by Eddie Cohen; ph.; p. 220-229; June 08; ID

Manhattan Beach; Kitchen; Kitchen Renovation; Make Architecture; by Christy Hobart; p. 142-146; July 08; ID

Marina Del Rey; Residence; Bonrouhi Residence; Sintesi Design; by Eddie Cohen; ph.; p. S10-S14; Jan 08; ID

CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Monterey; Hospital; Community Hospital; HOK; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-123; Aug 08; AR

Oakland; Religious Building/Cathedral; Cathedral of Christ the Light; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Kendall & Heaton; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. ill. sec. m. det.; p. 76-85; Feb 08; A

Orange; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Depot Walk; William Hezmalhalch; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 82; Oct 08; B

Oxnard; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Seabridge Marina; MVE & Partners; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 98; Oct 08; B

Pajaro; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Nuevo Amanecer; KTGY Group; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 36-37; Jan 08; BD&C

Palm Springs; Residence; Seibert Residence; Marble & Fairbanks; Interior Design by Michael Seibert; by Debra Scott; ph.; p. 87-90; July 08; ID

Palo Alto; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Vantage of Palo Alto; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 49-50; Aug 08; B

Palo Alto; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Vantage by Warrington; KTGY Group; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 54-56; Feb 08; B

Palo Alto; University/Residential; Lotus Living Laboratory; Stanford University; Smith Group; by Dave Barista; ill. dia.; p. 34-40; Sept 08; BD&C

Palos Verdes; Residence; Altamira Ranch; ASLA Award; Marmol & Radziner; by No author listed; ph.; p. 126-127; Aug 08; LA

Pasadena; Furniture, Furnishings; From Classroom to Production Line; Art Center College of Design; Bernhardt Design; by Karen D. Singh; ph.; p. 166-167; May 08; ID

Pasadena; University/Residential; Residential Accommodation; Art Center College of Design; Daly & Genik; by Rob Gregory; ill. pers.; p. 65; May 08; AR

Pomona; Landscape Architecture Education; Regenerative Strategies for Landscape Design; California Polytechnic State University; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph.; ref.; p. 40-49; July 08; LA

Porto Valley; Residence; Kelly Residence; Arthur Dyson; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 74; Oct 08; B

Poway; Apartment Building/Low Rise; Solaris Apartment Community; Rodriguez Associates; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 94; Aug 08; B

Richmond; Industrial Building; Ford Assembly Building Refurbishment; Wong & Logan; Original Design by Albert Kahn; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 62-65; Feb 08; AR

Roseville; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Denby Square at WestPark; Pulte Homes; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; pl.; p. 37-38; May 08; B
CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Sacramento; Restaurant; Ella Dining Room and Bar; UXUS; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 124-128; June 08; ID

San Diego; Apartment Building; Current Condo-miniums; Carrier & Johnson; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 94; Oct 08; B

San Diego; Apartment Building; Icon Condomini ums; Tanner & Hecht; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 65; Oct 08; B

San Diego; Residence; Casa Futura; Kevin DeFreitas; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 106-107; Mar 08; B

San Diego; Residence; deFreitas Residence; Kevin DeFreitas; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; pl.; p. 60-61; Jan 08; RA

San Diego; Restaurant; The Guild; Matthew Ellis; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 57-58; Nov 08; BD&C

San Diego; University/Student Center; Student Services Center; University of California, San Diego; Rob Wellington Quigley; by No author listed; ph.; p. 22; Nov 08; BD&C

San Diego; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Union; Jonathan Segal; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 86; Oct 08; B

San Diego; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; The Union; Jonathan Segal; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph.; pl.; p. 122-125; Jun 08; AR

San Francisco Area; Residence; Private Tudor Estate; RA Design Award; John Malick; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; pl.; p. 104; May 08; RA

San Francisco; Apartment Building; Yerba Buena Lofts; Natoma Architects; by John King; ph.; p. 55-56; June 08; AR

San Francisco; Architecture; David Baker; Builder Hall of Fame; David Baker; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 144; Oct 08; B

San Francisco; Bank; Montgomery & Co. Investment Bank; Brayton & Hughes; by James Nestor; ph.; p. 60-64; Feb 08; ID

San Francisco; Bathroom; Townhouse Bathroom Renovation; John Lum; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 186; July 08; AR

San Francisco; Elderly Housing; Parkview Terraces; Fougeron Architecture and KKwan & Henni; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; pl.; p. 200-202; Oct 08; AR

San Francisco; Exhibition, Exhibit; Hiroshi Sugimoto at de Young Museum; Mark Cavagnero; by Alison Bing; p. 188-189; Feb 08; AR

San Francisco; Exhibition, Exhibit; Olafur Eliasson; Take Your Time; by Nate Lippens; ph.; p. 190-194; Feb 08; AR

San Francisco; Garden; Apartment Garden; Surfacedesign; by Susan Hines; ph. pl. elev.; p. 76-79; Jan 08; LA

San Francisco; Garden; Pacific Heights Residence; Andrea Cochran; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 26-30; Feb 08; LA

CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

San Francisco; Garden; Riley Residence Garden; Richard McPherson; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. table; p. 104-111; May 08; LA

San Francisco; Housing; Crescent Cove; David Baker; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 76; Oct 08; B

San Francisco; Kitchen; Island Kitchen; CCS Architecture; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 182; July 08; AR

San Francisco; Kitchen; Open Box 2 Kitchen Remodel; Watermark Award; Feldman Architecture; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; pl.; p. 76; Apr 08; B

San Francisco; Landscape Architecture; Urban Ecology Brings Community Projects to Life; Urban Ecology; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; pl. ill.; p. 50-59; Jan 08; LA

San Francisco; Museum/Natural History; California Academy of Sciences; Renzo Piano; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. elev. sec.; p. 28-29; Feb 08; ARev

San Francisco; Museum; Jewish Museum; Daniel Libeskind; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-77; Apr 08; ARev

San Francisco; Office Building/High Rise; Infinity Towers; Performance based earthquake design; Heller & Manus and Architectonica; Structural design by Magnusson & Klemencic; by Nadine M. Post; ph. dia. ill. cca.; p. 142-151; Jun 08; AR

San Francisco; Office Building; 185 Berry Street at China Basin; Base isolation system; HOK; Structural design by Simpson, Gumpertz & Heger; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 49; May 08; BD&C

San Francisco; Office Building; Degenkolb Engineers; Pollack Architecture; by No author listed; ph.; p. 32; Dec 08; ID

San Francisco; Plaza; Curran House Courtyard and Roof Garden; David Baker; Landscape Design by Andrea Cochran; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; Feb 08; LA

San Francisco; Plaza; Union Square Critique; Michael Fotheringham and April Phillips; by Morris Newman; ph. pl.; p. 98-103; May 08; LA

San Francisco; Plaza; Union Square Postactivation Analysis; by Michael Fotheringham; ill.; p. 146-148; May 08; LA

San Francisco; Recreation/Park; Cohen Alley; San Francisco League of Urban Gardeners; by Katherine Melcher; ph.; p. 28-30; July 08; LA

San Francisco; Religious Building/Synagogue; Congregation Beth Sholom Synagogue; Natoma Architects; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-97; Aug 08; AR

San Francisco; Research Facility, Laboratory; Academy of Sciences; Renzo Piano and Stantec Architecture; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-41; Nov 08; ARev

San Francisco; Residence; Beaver Street Reprise; Steely Architecture; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 46-47; June 08; RA
CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

San Francisco; Residence; Forgan Residence; Strachan Forgan; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 90; Aug 08; B

San Francisco; Residence; Glen Park Residence; Strachan & Forgan; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 96; Oct 08; B

San Francisco; Residence; Tehama Grassshopper; Fougeron Architecture; by No author listed; ph.; p. 152; May 08; AR

San Francisco; Residence; Tehama Grassshopper; RA Design Award; Fougeron Architecture; by Cheryl Weber; ph. sec.; p. 52-53; May 08; RA

San Francisco; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Hunters Point-Candlestick Point; by John Caulfield; ill. map; p. 25-28; June 08; B

San Francisco; Waterfront Development; South Beach Harbormaster’s Building; Tom, Eliot & Fisch; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-131; May 08; A

San Francisco; Window; Light Steel Frame Windows; Fougeron Architecture; by Cheryl Weber; ph. sec.; p. 64; Sept 08; RA

San Marcos; Industrial Building; Hunter Industries Headquarters; Smith Consulting; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 36-41; Nov 08; BD&C

Santa Ana; School/High; Hector Godinez High School; LPA; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 32-35; June 08; BD&C

Santa Barbara; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Paseo Chapala; Peikert Group; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 120; Oct 08; B

Santa Barbara; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Laguna Court; Peikert Group; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 122; Oct 08; B

Santa Barbara; University/Landscape; Lagoon Park; ASLA Award; by No author listed; ph.; p. 120; Aug 08; LA

Santa Monica; Housing; 26th Street Housing; Kanner Architects; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-190; Oct 08; AR

Santa Monica; Housing; 26th Street Low-Income Housing; Kanner Architects; by No author listed; ph.; p. 133; May 08; AR

Santa Monica; Housing; 26th Street Low-Income Housing; RA Design Award; Kanner Architects; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 80-81; May 08; RA

Santa Monica; Housing; Berkeley Place Family Housing; DE Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 118; Oct 08; B

Santa Monica; Housing; Tahiti Housing Complex; Daly & Genik; by Frances Anderton; ph.; p. 63; Dec 08; A

Santa Monica; Office Building/Interiors; Edmunds.com Corporate Headquarters; Studios Architecture; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 104-105; Nov 08; AR

CALIFORNIA (cont’d)

Santa Monica; Parking, Garage; Civic Center Parking Structure; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 226-229; May 08; AR

Santa Monica; Recreation/Park; Santa Monica Airport Park; Ah’be Landscape Architects; by Morris Newman; ph. pl.; p. 54-58; Oct 08; LA

Santa Rosa; Residence; Gaut-Camarillo Residence; Arkin & Till; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 106; Oct 08; B

Sausalito; Hotel; Cavallo Point - The Lodge at Golden Gate; Leddy, Maytum & Stacy and Architectural Resources Group; Interior Design by Brayton & Hughes; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 128-133; Dec 08; AR

Sebastopol; Apartment Building; Florence Lofts; IBIS Builds; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 43-46; June 08; B

Simi Valley; Residence; Grass-Road House; RA Design Award; Office Em; by Shelley D. Hutchins; m. pl.; p. 93; May 08; RA

The Sea Ranch; Kitchen; Breakfast Nook; Turnbull, Griffin & Haesloop; by Meghan Druding; ph. sec.; p. 63; Sept 08; RA

Torrance; Office Building/Interiors; Saatchi & Saatchi; Shubin & Donaldson; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 319-325; May 08; ID

Venice; Residence; One Window House; Touaine & Richmond; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 174-176; July 08; AR

Venice; Residence; Three Story House; Touaine & Richmond; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 69; Mar 08; AR

Westside; Residence; Ranch House; Moller & Willrich; Interior Design by De Lisle, Philippotts & Staub; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 194-201; Nov 08; ID

CANADA

British Columbia, Osoyoos; Structural/Earth; Nk’Mip Desert Cultural Center; Rammed earth construction; Hotson, Bakker, Boniface & Haden; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill. sec.; p. 162-163; Mar 08; AR

British Columbia, Vancouver; Environmental Impact; Planning for Climate Change; by David Flanders et al.; ph. ill. ref.; p. 82-87; May 08; LA

British Columbia, Vancouver; Restaurant; Milestones Grill + Bar; Il by IV Design Associates; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 250-251; July 08; ID

Manitoba, Winnipeg; Museum; Canadian Museum of Human Rights; Antoine Predock; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 45; May 08; AR

Ontario, Toronto; Hotel; Hazelton Hotel; Paige & Steele; Interior Design by Yabu & Pushelberg; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 212-219; Feb 08; ID

Ontario, Toronto; Housing; 60 Richmond Street East Housing Co-operative; Teeple Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. ill.; p. 54; Mar 08; RA
CANADA (cont’d)
Ontario, Toronto; Landscape Architecture; Port Lands Estuary; ASLA Award; Michael Van Valkenburgh; by No author listed; pl.; p. 126-127; Aug 08; LA
Ontario, Toronto; Residence; Home/Office; Superkul; by Marla Misek Clark; ph. pl.; p. 46-47; Aug 08; RA
Ontario, Toronto; Residence; Three Bedroom Family Home; Donald Chong; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Mar 08; ARev
Ontario, Toronto; School; Thomas L. Wells Public School; Baird, Sampson & Neuert; by No author listed; ph.; p. 142; May 08; AR
Toronto; Hotel; Hazleton Hotel; Yabu & Pushelberg; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 56-57; Dec 08; ID
Toronto; Housing; Evangel Hall; Architects-Alliance; by Alex Bozikovic; ph. pl.; p. 197-198; Oct 08; AR
Toronto; Office Building/Interiors; Juggernaut; Giannone & Petricone; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 90-91; Dec 08; ID
Toronto; Office Building/Interiors; Torsys Headquarters; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; by David Sokol; ph. pl.; p. 198-205; Aug 08; ID
Toronto; Office Building/Interiors; Torsys; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; by No author listed; ph.; p. 106; Dec 08; ID
Toronto; Store; Eko; Dialogue 38; by No author listed; ph.; p. 154; Dec 08; ID
Toronto; University/Interiors; Centre for Ethics; University of Toronto; Giannone & Petricone; by No author listed; ph.; p. 116; Dec 08; ID
CEILING
Acoustical Ceiling Restoration; by Ken Woolf; ph. table; p. 86-92; Apr 08; TCS
Cost Benefits of Suspended Ceilings; by Sam Oches; ph. table; p. 58-60; Sept 08; BD&C
Creating Faux Tin Ceilings; by Ken Fistrovich; ph.; p. 44-49; Sept 08; TCS
Metal and Wood Ceiling Systems; by Nancy Marcolino and Michael Chusid; ph. ref.; p. 76-85; Apr 08; TCS
CERAMIC TILE
New Developments in Ceramic Tile; Sebastian Conran; by Will Hunter; ph.; p. 94-96; Sept 08; ARev

CHILD CARE CENTER
Brazil, Sao Paulo; Primetime Child Development; Marcio Kogan; by Raúl Barreneche; ph.; p. 81-84; Aug 08; ID
See also SCHOOL/EARLY LEARNING CENTER

CHILE
—; Architectural Education; Six Ways to Approach Architecture through the Lens of Performance; by Rodrigo Tisi; ph. ref.; p. 69-75; May 08; JAE
—; Dam; Santa Juana and Pucalaro Dams; Carlos Martner; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. sec. pl. ill.; p. 100-105; Apr 08; LA
Santiago, de Chile; Residence; Wall House; FAR: Frohn & Rojas; by Jeanette Plaut; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98-103; Apr 08; AR
Santiago; Architecture; Profile of Architect; Smiljan Radic; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. ill.; p. 106-111; Dec 08; AR
Santiago; Office Building; Office and Shop; Alberto Mozó; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-53; Dec 08; ARev
Santiago; Showroom; Honda Showroom; German Del Sol; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 80; May 08; ARev
Santiago; University/Graduate School; Graduate Center; Adolfo Ibáñez University; Jose Cruz Ovalle; by Jeanette Plaut; ph. pl. sec.; p. 104-111; Aug 08; AR

CHINA
—; Architectural Design, Theory; Innovative Super-Tower Design; by Thomas Kerwin; ill.; p. 78-80; July 08; ARev
—; Architecture; Architecture for the Contemporary Art Market; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p. 66-69; July 08; ARev
—; City and Regional Planning; Lessons for Future Urban Development; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 70-73; July 08; ARev
—; Economic Analysis; Future of China; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. 61-62; Dec 08; A
Beijing; Airport; Terminal 3 at Beijing Capital International Airport; Foster & Partners; Structural Design by Arup; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-119; July 08; AR
Beijing; Airport; Terminal 3 Roof Systems; Foster & Partners; by Matthew Wells; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 50-55; Aug 08; ARev
Beijing; Airport; Terminal 3; Foster & Partners; by Chris Abel; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 24-49; Aug 08; ARev
Beijing; Airport; Terminal 3; Foster & Partners; by Deyan Sudjic; ph.; p. 58-61; Aug 08; ARev
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CHINA (cont'd)
Beijing: Airport; Terminal 3; Traveller’s tale; Foster & Partners; by Catherine Slessor; ph. dia.; p. 64-69; Aug 08; AR
Beijing: Airport; Terminal 3; Traveller’s tale; Foster & Partners; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 62-63; Aug 08; AR
Beijing: Apartment Building/High Rise; Linked Hybrid; Steven Holt; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 130-131; July 08; AR
Beijing: Architecture; Chinese Courtyard Houses; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 51-52; July 08; AR
Beijing: Architecture; Modern Architecture in China; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 34-37; July 08; AR
Beijing: Architecture; Profile of Firm; MAD; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p. 81-83; July 08; AR
Beijing: Architecture; Profile of Firm; Studio Pei-Zhu; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p. 84-85; July 08; AR
Beijing: City and Regional Planning; Growth of Beijing; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 84-85; July 08; AR
Beijing: City and Regional Planning; Growth of Beijing; by Robert Iby; ph. map; p. 81-83; July 08; AR
Beijing: Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning; Terminal 3 Mechanical Systems; Foster & Partners; Mechanical Design by Arup; by David Stillman; ph. dia.; p. 56-57; Aug 08; AR
Beijing: Hotel; Emperor Hotel; Graft; by No author listed; ph.; p. 62; Dec 08; ID
Beijing: Hotel; The Emporer Hotel; Graft; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 279-284; June 08; ID
Beijing: Museum; Jianfu Palace Garden; Tsao & McKown and Pei Partnership; by Suzanne Stephens and Clifford Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-148; July 08; AR
Beijing: Office Building/High Rise; CCTV Headquarters; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; Structural Design by Arup; by Dave Barista; ph. ill.; p. 35-37; Oct 08; BD&C
Beijing: Office Building/High Rise; China Central Television Headquarters; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; Structural Design by Arup; by Janice Tuchman; ph. ill.; p. 126-129; July 08; AR
Beijing: Office Building/High Rise; China Central TV Headquarters; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. axon. ill.; p. 48-51; July 08; AR
Beijing: Office Building; China Poly Group; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 219-221; July 08; ID
Beijing: Office Building; Digital Beijing; Studio Pei-Zhu; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph. pl. sec.; p. 104-107; July 08; AR
Beijing: Performing Arts Center; National Center for the Performing Arts; Paul Andreu; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-125; July 08; AR

CHINA (cont’d)
Beijing: Plaza; Olympic Green; by Thomas Boswell; ph.; p. 194-196; Oct 08; LA
Beijing: Recreation/Park; Central Park of Modern Art; Landscape Architecture and Research Center; Master Planning by Johnson & Fain; by Ron Henderson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-109; Jan 08; LA
Beijing: Recreation/Park; Olympic Forest Park; Sasaki Associates; by Frederick R. Steiner; ph. ill. pl.; p. 90-97; Mar 08; LA
Beijing: Recreation/Sports Facility; Beijing National Stadium; Herzog & de Meuron and China Architectural Design & Research Group; by Lee Bey and Joan Ockman; ph.; p. 63; Dec 08; A
Beijing: Recreation/Sports Facility; National Swimming Center; PTW; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-103; July 08; AR
Beijing: Recreation/Sports Facility; National Swimming Center; China Construction Design International and PTW; Structural Design by Arup; by Joann Gonchar; ph. sec. det. ill. dia. cce; p. 150-159; July 08; AR
Beijing: Recreation/Sports Facility; National Stadium; Herzog & de Meuron; by Alex Pasternack; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; July 08; AR
Beijing: Recreation/Sports Facility; National Stadium; Herzog & de Meuron and China Architectural Design & Research Group; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 38-47; July 08; AR
Beijing: Recreation; Xiciui Entertainment Center; Media wall; Simone Girotra; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 69-70; July 08; AR
Beijing: Religious Building/Church; Christian Church; Von Gerkan, Marg & Partner; by Catherine Slessor; p. 62-65; July 08; AR
Beijing: Residence; New Poetic Mountain Habitat; ASLA Award; Tsinghua University; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122-123; Aug 08; LA
Beijing: Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Fragrant Hill Villas; Beijing Yuan Jing and Beijing Si Kong; Landscape Design by Tsinghua University; by Ron Henderson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 26-32; Nov 08; LA
Beijing: Restaurant; Nishimura Restaurant; CL3 Architects; by Alex Pasternack; ph. pl.; p. 100-104; Sept 08; AR
Beijing: Restaurant; Nishimura Restaurant; CL3 Architects; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; July 08; AR
Beijing: Social Issues; Vanishing Backstreets of Beijing; by Michael Meyer; ph.; p. 72-76; July 08; AR
Beijing: Store/Clothing; Lane Crawford; Yabu & Pushelberg; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 148-149; Dec 08; ID
Beijing: Street; Baiy Road Renovation and Decline; by Ron Henderson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 138-140; June 08; LA
CHINA (cont'd)
Beijing; University/Museum; Art Museum; Central Academy of Fine Arts; Arata Isozaki; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 55-61; July 08; ARev
Beijing; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Sanlitun North; LOT-EK and Kengo Kuma; by Bradford McKee; ph. pl. axon.; p. 86-83; Apr 08; A
Beijing; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Linked Hybrid; Steven Holl; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. pl. m. ill.; p. 50-53; Oct 08; ARev
Chengdu; Showroom; CR Land Art Pavilion; CL3 Architects; by No author listed; ph.; p. 158; Dec 08; ID
Guangxi; School; Guangxi School; Edward Ng; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 57; May 08; ARev
Guangzhou; Office Building/High Rise; Pearl River Tower; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Jeremy Melvin; ill.; p. 66-67; Oct 08; ARev
Guangzhou; Office Building/High Rise; Poly International Plaza; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 100-101; Nov 08; AR
Guangzhou; Office Building/Interiors; Ogilvy & Mather; M Moser Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 112; Dec 08; ID
Hangzhou; School/Art School; China Art Academy; Amateur Architecture Studio; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 54-57; July 08; ARev
Hangzhou; Store/Clothing; Romanticism; Sako Architects; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 272-273; Apr 08; ID
Hebei Province, Qinhuangdao; Recreation/Park; Red Ribbon - Tanghe River Park; Turenscape; by Mary Padua; ph. pl. ill.; p. 90-99; Jan 08; LA
Hong Kong; Apartment Building/Interiors; Living Pod; Joey Ho; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; Dec 08; ID
Hong Kong; Exhibition, Exhibit; Bamboo Pavilion; CL3 Architects; by No author listed; ph.; p. 46; Dec 08; ID
Hong Kong; Restaurant; MX Restaurant; Steve Leung and Alan Chan; by Maria Shollenberg; ph.; p. 214-216; May 08; ID
Hong Kong; Store/Clothing; Novo; Studio 63; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 270-271; Apr 08; ID
Jinhua City; Bathroom; Public Lavatories; DNA Design; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 87; Dec 08; ARev
Nanjing; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Atelier Zhenglei; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. ill. m.; p. 68-73; Dec 08; AR
Nanjing; Residence; Slit House; AZL Atelier Zhenglei; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Dec 08; ARev
Orange County; Social Issues; Copying America's Environmental Mistakes; Bassenian & Lagoni; by Daniel Brook; ph.; p. 58-65; July 08; LA

CHINA (cont'd)
Qinhuangdao; Recreation/Park; Tanghe River Park; Turenscape; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 89; Nov 08; AR
Shanghai; Architecture; Profile of Firm; MADA s.p.a.m.; by Michael Webb; ph. ill.; p. 86-87; July 08; ARev
Shanghai; Health Care, Health Center; Y+Yoga Center; Neri & Hu; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 26-27; Dec 08; ID
Shanghai; Hotel; Urbn One; A00 Architecture; Interior Design by Studio 1:1; by Catherine Soile; ph. pl.; p. 272-279; July 08; ID
Shanghai; Landscape Architecture; New Terrain for the North Lake Region of Chongming Island; ASLA Award; SWA Group; by No author listed; ill.; p. 127; Aug 08; LA
Shenzhen; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Urbanus Architecture & Design; by Michael Webb; ill. sec.; p. 88-89; July 08; ARev
Shenzhen; Exhibition, Exhibit; 2007 Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism; by Violet Law; ph.; p. 75-76; Feb 08; AR
Shenzhen; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Gemdale Mellon Town; One Plus Partnership; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 120-121; Dec 08; ID
Xiamen; Landscape Architecture; Garden Expo; Atelier DJJG and BLY; by Leehu Loon; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-69; Nov 08; LA

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Architects and Urban Planning; Foster & Partners, Daniel Libeskind and et al.; by Joan Ockman; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-67; Mar 08; A
Architecture and American Urbanism, 1940-1942; by Eric Mumford; ph. chart ill. map ref.; p. 25-34; Feb 08; JAE
Arizona, Buckeye; Sustainable Suburbs; by Bradford McKee; ph. map.; p. 58-65; June 08; A
Arkansas, Beaver Lake; Lost Rock Vacation Home Community; Frank Harmon, Marlon Blackwell and Buildingstudio; Master Planning by Stuart Fulbright; by Meghan Drueing; ph. m.; p. 23; Apr 08; RA
China, —; Lessons for Future Urban Development; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 70-73; July 08; ARev
China, Beijing; Growth of Beijing; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph.; p. 84-85; July 08; AR
China, Beijing; Growth of Beijing; by Robert Ivy; ph. map.; p. 81-83; July 08; AR
Cities of the Future; by Edward Keegan; ill.; p. 53-54; Apr 08; A
Demise of Suburbia?; by Joel Kotkin and Christopher B. Leinberger; ph.; p. 60; Dec 08; A
England, Birkenhead; Potential for Urban Renaissance; by Trevor Skempton; ph. ill. map ref.; p. 76-79; Jan 08; ARev
England, Liverpool; Evolving a Modern City; by Doug Clelland; ph.; p. 80-81; Jan 08; ARev
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (cont'd)

England, Liverpool; Urban Mythography and Civic Pride; by David Dunster; pl. m. ref.; p. 71-74; Jan 08; ARev

England, London; London Festival of Architecture; by No author listed; ph. pl. ill. sec. m.; p. 78-85; Nov 08; ARev

Finland, Helsinki; Helsinki City Planning; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph.; p. 63-69; Oct 08; A

Kenya, Dadaab; Dadaab Urban Plan; Deborah Gans; Landscape Design by Denise Hoffman Brandt; by David Sokol; map; p. 98-99; Oct 08; AR

Land Planning for Sustainability; by Jenny Sullivan; ill.; p. 74-75; July 08; B

Michigan, Kalamazoo; X-treme Landscape Architecture Design Challenge; Young designer's charrette; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. ref. ill.; pl. p. 60-67; Jan 08; LA

Mississippi, East Biloxi; Model for Rebuilding After Katrina; Gulf Coast Community Design Studio; by James S. Russell; ph.; p. 100-105; Oct 08; AR

Missouri, St. Louis; Gateway Mall; Improvements to the riverfront area; HOK Planning Group, Balmori Associates and et al.; Master Planning by EDAW; by George Hazelrigg; pl. ill.; p. 148-157; Oct 08; LA

New York, New York; Five Visions for Hudson River Rail Yards; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and et al.; by Alex Ulam; pl. ill.; p. 94-105; Feb 08; LA

Problems with Auto-Dependent Subdivisions; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 72-73; July 08; B

Taiwan, Taichung; Taichung Gateway Park; Stan Allen; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill.; p. 88-93; Jan 08; A

Texas, Dallas; Student Urban Design Competition; by Claude Thompson; ph. ill. chart graph; p. 52-57; June 08; LA

United Arab Emirates, Dubai; Cool City; Large Scale Energy Efficiency; Nikken Sekkei; by Paul Finch; pl. ill. sec.; p. 70-73; Feb 08; ARev

United Arab Emirates, Dubai; The Need for Green Design and Thoughtful Urbanism; by Lance Hosey; ph.; p. 50-51; Dec 08; A

Washington, Seattle; Municipal Development Regulations and Ecosystem Performance; by Brice Maryman and Elizabeth Umbanhowar; ph. pl. ill. map; p. 82-89; July 08; LA

See also ARCHITECTURE; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT; SPECULATIVE HOUSING; UNIVERSITY; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

CLUB (cont'd)

Massachusetts, Boston; Stix Restaurant and Club; 3SIX0; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 122-125; Sept 08; AR

See also AIRPORT; BAR; NIGHT CLUB; RECREATION; RESTAURANT

COATINGS

See PAINT, COATINGS

COLOMBIA

Bogota; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Daniel Bonilla; by Beth Broome; ph. ill.; p. 90-95; Dec 08; AR

Chia; Recreation/Park; Parque Chia; Grupo Verde y Noboru Kawashima; Master Planning by Commercial Design Corp.; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 52-58; Nov 08; LA

Medellin; Botanic Garden; Medellin Botanical Gardens; Lorenzo Castro and Ana Elvira Velez; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. ill.; p. 52-56; Sept 08; LA

Villanueva; Library; Parque Biblioteca Espana; Giancarlo Mazzanti; by Beth Broome; ph. sec.; p. 138-147; Nov 08; AR

COLORADO

Aspen; Residence; Independence Retreat; Charles Cunniffe; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 108; Oct 08; B

Aspen; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Obermeyer Place Mixed-Use Community; CCY Architects; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 63; Oct 08; B

Aurora; Kitchen; Shore House; Watermark Award; Knudson & Gloss; Interior Design by Hillary Reed; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 84; Apr 08; B

Boulder; Environmental Impact; Greening Your Office; Boulder Associates; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 51; Oct 08; A

Castle Pines; Garden; Gan Eden; Residential Landscape; Marpa Design Studio; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. table; p. 106-113; Aug 08; LA

Del Norte; Housing; Casas de Rio Grande; RA Design Award; Falseide Architects; by Meghan Dreuding; ph. pl.; p. 83; May 08; RA

Denver; Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; David Adjaye; by David Sokol; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; Mar 08; AR

Denver; Museum/Art; Museum of Contemporary Art; David Adjaye and Davis Partnership; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-69; Apr 08; ARev

Denver; Residence; 32nd Street Modular; Studio H:T; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 66; Oct 08; B
COLORADO (cont’d)
Denver; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; The Heirloom Collection at Stapleton; Woodyley Architectural Group; Interior Design by Hillary Reed; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 116; Sept 08; B
Denver; School/Playground; Learning Landscapes Initiative; Improving Schoolyards at Denver Public Schools; Design Concepts and GPD Land Design; by Daniel Jost; ph. ill. pl.; p. 40-56; Aug 08; LA
Littleton; Memorial, Monument; Columbine Memorial; DHM Design; by Kim Sorvig; ph. ill. sec.; p. 158-165; Oct 08; LA
Snowmass; Residence; Wildcat Ridge Residence; RA Design Award; Voorsanger Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 42-43; May 08; RA
Stapleton; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; The Casitas Condominiums; Wolf & Lyon; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 68; Dec 08; B

COMMUNITY CENTER
Alabama, Akron; Community Boys & Girls Club; Rural Studio; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 59; May 08; ARev
Australia, Flemington; Flemington Youth Center; Phooey Architects; by David Sokol; ill.; p. 96-97; Oct 08; AR
Denmark, Copenhagen; Ghetto Heroes Academy; Youth center; Bjarke Ingels and De Smedt; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph. pl.; p. 292-299; Mar 08; ID
England, London; Coin Street Neighbourhood Centre; Haworth & Tompkins; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-148; Oct 08; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Gary Comer Youth Center; John Ronan; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-119; Feb 08; AR
Massachusetts, Boston; Korean Church of Boston; Brian Healy; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. axon.; p. 72-75; Jan 08; A
Vietnam, Binh Duong Province, Thu Dau Mot; Bar and Community Center; Vo Trong Nghia; by Catherine Slessor; sec.; p. 69; Dec 08; ARev
See also CULTURAL CENTER; GOVERNMENT BUILDING; RECREATION

COMPUTER (cont’d)
Integrated Project Delivery Using Building Information Modeling; by Jeff Yoders; ph. ill.; p. 30-44; Apr 08; BD&C
Managing Your Email; by Jeff Yoders; ill.; p. 23; Jan 08; BD&C
New Input Devices; Multi-touch panel interface; by Mark Lindhult and Vinash Srivastava; ph. ref.; p. 82-87; Feb 08; LA
Photoshop CS4; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 29-30; Nov 08; BD&C
Safeguarding Your Files; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 59; May 08; A
Sharing Digital Data; by James L. Sipes; ill. ref.; p. 68-73; Mar 08; LA
Site Modeling; by Tim Johnson and David Goldberg; ill.; p. 90-98; Apr 08; LA
Technology for Urban Forest Management; by James L. Sipes; ph. map ref.; p. 68-75; Jan 08; LA
The Future of Building Information Modeling; by Mimi Zeiger; chart; p. 55-56; Nov 08; A
Transitioning to Building Information Modeling; by Jeff Yoders; ill.; p. 42-45; June 08; BD&C
See also OFFICE PRACTICE; Specific Topics

CONCERT HALL
See ARTS CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

CONCRETE
Avoiding Concrete Failures with Supplementary Cementitious Materials; by Greg Daderko; ph. ref. chart graph; p. 26-38; July 08; TCS
Carbon Fiber Reinforced Precast Concrete; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 68-69; Aug 08; A
Cementitious-Based Building Materials and Sustainability; by No author listed; ph. graph cca; p. 159-163; Apr 08; AR
Creating Colored Concrete; by Howard Janocy; ph. ref.; p. 44-54; Mar 08; TCS
Designing with Autoclaved Aerated Concrete; by William D. Palmer; ph. ill. table; p. 40-50; July 08; TCS
Energy and Atmosphere Credits for Concrete; by Martha G. VanGeem and Medgar L. Marceau; ph. ill. table ref.; p. 44-54; Nov 08; TCS
Fixing Concrete Floors for Final Finishes; by H. Peter Golter; ph.; p. 58-65; Jan 08; TCS
France, Paris; Regional Bus Center; Fiber-Reinforced Ductal Concrete; Emmanuel Combarel Dominique Marrec Architectes; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 53-56; June 08; A
Importance of Proper Formwork; by Dave Gibson and Ken Pratt; ph. table; p. 28-36; Jan 08; TCS
Innovations in Concrete Construction; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 46-48; Jan 08; BD&C
CONCRETE (cont'd)

Insulating Concrete Forms and Integrated Framing Assemblies; by J. Andrew Keith and Chris Keith; ph. table; p. 48-54; Dec 08; TCS

Managing Moisture Migration in Slab-on-grade; by David W. Altenhofen; ph. dia. ref.; p. 38-47; Jan 08; TCS

Manufacture of Concrete Masonry Units; by Bradford McKee; ph.; p. 68-73; Mar 08; A

New Concrete Technology; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. cea; p. 39-44; Oct 08; BD&C

Reducing the Ecological Impact of Concrete Construction; by P. Kumar Mehta; ph. ref.; p. 48-57; Jan 08; TCS

The Importance of Correct Curing; by Jennifer Crisman; ph. table; p. 56-62; Mar 08; TCS

VOC Regulations for Concrete Applications; by Dianne Carey; ph. table ref.; p. 38-42; Mar 08; TCS

See also STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE; STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE

CONNECTICUT

New Haven; Architecture; Profile of Firm; MOS; by Anya Kaplan-Seem; ph. ill. m.; p. 96-99; Dec 08; AR

New Haven; Exhibition, Exhibit; Ecology. Design. Synergy; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; p. 61-62; Jan 08; AR

New Haven; Residence; Firehouse 12 Live/Work/Play Space; Gray & Organschi; Acoustical Design by Walters & Storyk; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 48-49; Aug 08; RA

New Haven; University/Architecture School; Art & Architecture Building; Yale University; Gwathmey & Siegal; Original Design by Paul Rudolph; by Joseph Giovannini; ph.; p. 60-63; Nov 08; A

New Haven; University/Art School; Sculpture Building; Yale University; Kieran & Timberlake; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 39-40; May 08; BD&C

New Haven; University/Arts Center; Sculpture Building and Gallery; Yale University; Kieran & Timberlake; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-167; Nov 08; AR

New Haven; University/Environmental Studies Building; School of Forestry and Environmental Studies; Yale University; Hopkins Architects; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec. m.; p. 78-83; Apr 08; ARRev

Stamford; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Palmer Hill Community; Sun Homes; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 37-38; Nov 08; B

Wilton; Recreation; Pool House; Hariri & Hariri; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 132-133; Dec 08; ID

CONSERVATION

The Water Crisis; Conserving water during drought conditions; by John Caulfield and Nigel F. Maynard; ph. map; p. 150-158; Jan 08; B

Water-Saving Techniques; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 61-62; Mar 08; RA

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; ECOLOGY; ENERGY; SOLAR; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

CONSERVATORY

See BOTANIC GARDEN; RECREATION

CONVENTION CENTER

England, Liverpool; King's Waterfront Arena and Convention Center; Wilkinson & Eyre; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 58-61; Jan 08; ARRev

See also HOTEL

CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

New York, Brooklyn; Brooklyn House of Detention; Trends in jail architecture; by Elizabeth Evitts Dickinson; ph.; p. 66-71; June 08; A

COSTA RICA

Santa Teresa; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Florblanca Reserva; William Hezmalhalch; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 70; Oct 08; B

CULTURAL CENTER

Canada, British Columbia, Osoyoos; Nk'Mip Desert Cultural Center; Rammed earth construction; Hotson, Bakker, Boniface & Haden; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill. sec.; p. 162-163; Mar 08; AR

Florida, Miami; Inter-American Cultural and Trade Center; Louis Kahn; by Robert A. Gonzalez; ph. ill. m. ref.; p. 27-40; Sept 08; JAE

Illinois, Chicago; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Krueck & Sexton; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 82-83; Dec 08; ID

India, New Delhi; Sanskriti Kendra; Uppal Ghosh; Landscape Design by Mohammed Shaheer; by Minhaz Majumdar; ph. pl.; p. 102-111; June 08; LA

Spain, Madrid; CaixaForum; Herzog & de Meuron; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-117; June 08; AR

See also ARTS CENTER; MUSEUM; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

CURTAIN WALL

See WALL

CZECH REPUBLIC

Zlin; Architecture; Modernist History of Zlin; by Michael Webb; ph.; p. 30-31; Mar 08; ARRev
DAM
Chile, —; Santa Juana and Puclaro Dams; Carlos Martner; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. sec. pl. ill.; p. 100-105; Apr 08; LA

DECK
California, Los Angeles; Outdoor Living Space; Minarc; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 126; Oct 08; B
Florida, Winter Park; Ibiza Outdoor Living Space; Phil Kean; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 128; Oct 08; B

DELWARE
Rehoboth Beach; Residence; Henlopen House; Becker & Morgan; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 110; Jan 08; B

DENMARK
Copenhagen; Housing; Mountain Dwellings; Housing and car parking; Bjarke Ingels; by Catherine Sessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-55; Dec 08; ARev
Copenhagen; Recreation/Recreation Center; Ghetto Heroes Academy; Youth center; Bjarke Ingels and De Smedt; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph. pl.; p. 292-299; Mar 08; ID
Copenhagen; Zoo; Elephant House; Foster & Partners; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 28-29; July 08; ARev
Helsingor; Museum/Science, Technology; Danish Maritime Museum; Bjarke Ingels Group; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 48; May 08; ARev
Lolland; Museum/Art; Fuglsang Kunstmuseum; Tony Fretton; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-63; June 08; ARev

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (cont’d)
Washington; Government Building; Whitten Building Landscape; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. ill.; p. 46-59; Mar 08; LA
Washington; Kitchen; Ambassador’s Kitchen; Giampietro Monti; by Jen DeRose; ph. iso.; p. S41-S43; Mar 08; ID
Washington; Landscape Restoration; National Mall Repairs in Need; by Braulio Agnese; ph.; p. 48-49; Dec 08; A
Washington; Memorial, Monument; Washington Monument Landscape; ASLA Award; Olin Partnership; by No author listed; ph.; p. 120-121; Aug 08; LA
Washington; Memorial, Monument; World War II Memorial and the National Mall; Friedrich St. Florian; by Elizabeth K. Meyer; ph.; p. 57-63; Feb 08; JAE
Washington; Museum/Art; Donald W. Reynolds Center for American Art and Portraiture; Hartman & Cox; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 178-182; Mar 08; AR
Washington; Museum; Robert and Arlene Kogod Courtyard at the Smithsonian Institution; Glass roof; Foster & Partners and SmithGroup; Landscape Design by Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 98-103; Mar 08; AR
Washington; Night Club; Town Danceboutique; Studios Architecture; by No author listed; ph.; p. 68; Dec 08; ID
Washington; Office Building/Interiors; Columbia Center; Hickok & Cole; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122; Dec 08; ID
Washington; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Hanley Wood; SkB Architects; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 77-80; Jan 08; ID
Washington; Office Building/Interiors; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Rottet Studio; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 296-297; May 08; ID
Washington; Office Building/Offices; Rogers, Stirk & Harbour; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 88; May 08; ARev
Washington; Office Building/Offices; Rogers, Stirk & Harbour; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 88; May 08; ARev
Washington; Performing Arts Center; Sidney Harman Hall; Diamond & Schmitt; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 112-114; Nov 08; AR
Washington; Recreation/Visitor Center; Vietnam Veterans Memorial Visitor Center; Polshek Partnership; Exhibition Design by Ralph Appelbaum; by Clay Risen; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; July 08; A
Washington; Research Facility, Laboratory; Gait Lab; Walter Reed Army Medical Center; Eierbe & Becket; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. sec.; p. 47-51; Apr 08; A
Washington; Residence; 28th Street Residence; Christian Zapatka; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 100; Oct 08; B
Washington; Residence; Rock Creek Residence; Muse Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 116; Oct 08; B
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (cont'd)

Washington; Residence; Solar Decathlon House; Technical University; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cea; p. 148-150; Mar 08; AR

Washington; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Q14 Condominiums; Bonstra & Haresign; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 112; Oct 08; B

Washington; River, Waterway; Anacostia River Revitalization; Lee & Papa, EDAW and Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Kuhn; by George Hazelrigg; ph. pl. sec. dia. ill.; p. 102-11; Mar 08; LA

Washington; Solar; Solar Decathlon; by Seth Wilberding; ph.; p. 40-49; Feb 08; LA

Washington; Storage; Moveable Shelves; istudio; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 62; Sept 08; RA

Washington; Toys; National Building Museum Construction Toys Collection; by Hannah McCann; ph.; p. 78-85; Apr 08; A

Washington; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Columbia Heights; Torti & Gallas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 72; Oct 08; B

DOOR

Access Control and Security; by Rick Current and Joseph Jenkins; ph. dia.; p. 58-66; June 08; TCS

Air Curtains vs. Vestibules; by Phil Thomas; ph. ill.; p. 66-72; Dec 08; TCS

Air Doors and Curtains; by Bob Bradshaw; ph. ill. dia.; p. 122-130; May 08; TCS

Benefits of Wood Doors and Windows; by No author listed; ph. cea; p. 153-157; June 08; AR

Design Criteria for Windows and Doors; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. cea; p. 51-58; Apr 08; BD&C

Entry Doors for Curb Appeal; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 78; Jan 08; B

Horizontal Sliding Fire Doors; by Karin Tietlow; ph. pl. elev. cca; p. 157-161; Dec 08; AR

Insulating Concrete Forms and Integrated Framing Assemblies; by J. Andrew Keith and Chris Keith; ph. table; p. 48-54; Dec 08; TCS

New Fire Door Requirements in NFPA 80; by Keith E. Pardoe; ph.; p. 70-76; Feb 08; TCS

Sensing Solutions for Motorized Doors; by Flossie Mohler; ph. dia. table ref.; p. 62-68; Feb 08; TCS

DRAINAGE

Modular Trench Drainage; by Ray Wofford; ph. ref.; p. 110-116; June 08; TCS

Pennsylvania, Lowber; Marchand Mine Treatment System; Fiberglass reinforced plastic; by Dennis Vorse; ph. ref. table; p. 96-102; Dec 08; TCS

E

EARTHQUAKE

California, San Francisco; 185 Berry Street at China Basin; Base isolation system; HOK; Structural Design by Simpson, Gumpertz & Heger; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 49; May 08; BD&C

California, San Francisco; Infinity Towers; Performance based earthquake design; Heller & Manus and Arquitectonica; Structural Design by Magnusson & Klemencic; by Nadine M. Post; ph. dia. ill. cea; p. 142-151; June 08; AR

See also STRUCTURAL

ECOLOGY

Architecture of the Whole; by Simon Sadler; ph. ill. pl. ref.; p. 108-129; May 08; JAE

Coastal Cities Adaptation to Rising Waters; by Lance Hosey; pl. ill.; p. 47-48; Mar 08; A

Our Waste Filled Future; by Lance Hosey; ph.; p. 53-54; Sept 08; A

Reducing the Ecological Impact of Concrete Construction; by P. Kumar Mehta; ph. ref.; p. 48-57; Jan 08; TCS

Role of Landscape in Ecological Awareness and Environmentalism; by Catherine Slessor; ref. ph.; p. 30-31; Nov 08; ARev

See also CONSERVATION; ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Building Forecast for 2008; by Ethan Butterfield; ill. chart graph; p. 94-98; Jan 08; B

China, —; Future of China; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. 61-62; Dec 08; A

Effect of High Oil Prices; by David F. Seiders; ph.; p. 99; Sept 08; B

Foreclosures Affect on Land and Home Prices; by Ivy Zelman; ph. p. 83; Sept 08; B

Housing Market in Decline; by Ivy Zelman; ph.; p. 53; May 08; B

Navigating the Economic Downturn; by Steve Zurier; ill. chart; p. 220-226; Feb 08; B

Sagging Economy and Architectural Firms; by Kermit Baker; chart; p. 64-67; Dec 08; A

Small Builders and the Economic Downturn; by Steve Zurier; ph. chart; p. 114-118; Mar 08; B

The Falling Economy; by Braulio Agnese; ill.; p. 52-53; Dec 08; A

ECUADOR

Quito; Residence; Generic House; Arquitectura X; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 44; Mar 08; ARev

EDUCATION

See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION; LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

72
ELDERLY HOUSING
California, San Francisco; Parkview Terraces; Fougeron Architecture and Kwan & Henmi; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 200-202; Oct 08; AR
Continued Care Retirement Communities; New models for senior living; by Elizabeth Evitts Dickinson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 70-75; Sept 08; A

ELECTRICAL
Backup Generators; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 87-88; Sept 08; B
Ensuring Power Continuity; by Ed Larsen and Wendell Leisinger; ph. ill.; p. 60-66; Apr 08; TCS
High-Performance Mechanical, Electrical and Controls Systems; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. cca; p. 63-68; Sept 08; BD&C
New York, New York; One Bryant Park; Cogeneration; Cook & Fox; by Joann Gonchar; ph. dia. graph cca; p. 152-155; Mar 08; AR
Rural Electrification Administration; by Hannah McCann; ill.; p. 53-56; Feb 08; A
See also ENERGY: HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; LIGHTING

EMPLOYMENT
Hiring and Retaining Talented Staff; by B. J. Novitski; ph.; p. 71-72; Mar 08; AR
Performance Reviews as a Forward Looking Tool; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 45; Apr 08; A
Terminating Employees; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 39; Feb 08; A
See also OFFICE PRACTICE

ENERGY
Energy and Atmosphere Credits for Concrete; by Martha G. VanGeem and Medgar L. Marceau; ph. ill. table ref.; p. 44-54; Nov 08; TCS
See also CONSERVATION; ELECTRICAL; HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

ENGLAND (cont'd)
Gravesend; Bathroom; Public Toilet; Plastik Architects; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 135-138; July 08; ID
Littlehampton; Restaurant; East Beach Cafe; Thomas Heatherwick; by Henry Ng; ph.; p. 65-66; Jan 08; AR
Liverpool; Architecture; Architecture in Liverpool; by Brian Hatton; ph.; p. 22; Jan 08; ARev
Liverpool; Architecture; Architecture in Liverpool; by Sean Griffiths; ph.; p. 24-25; Jan 08; ARev
Liverpool; Architecture; Future Visions of Liverpool; by No author listed; ph. ill.; p. 35-37; Jan 08; ARev
Liverpool; Architecture; History of Liverpool and its Changing Fortunes; by Brian Hatton; ph. ill. map ref.; p. 39-50; Jan 08; ARev
Liverpool; City and Regional Planning; Evolving a Modern City; by Doug Clelland; ph.; p. 80-81; Jan 08; ARev
Liverpool; City and Regional Planning; Urban Mythography and Civic Pride; by David Dunster; pl. m. ref.; p. 71-74; Jan 08; ARev
Liverpool; Convention Center; King's Waterfront Arena and Convention Center; Wilkinson & Eyre; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 58-61; Jan 08; ARev
Liverpool; Exhibition, Exhibit; Le Corbusier - The Art of Architecture; Le Corbusier; by Brian Hatton; ph.; p. 96; Nov 08; ARev
Liverpool; Mapping; Mapping Liverpool; by No author listed; map; p. 26-34; Jan 08; ARev
Liverpool; Performing Arts Center; Bluecoat Addition and Renovation; BIQ Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-57; Jan 08; ARev
Liverpool; School; History of Blue Coat School; by Joseph Sharples; ph. ill.; p. 52-53; Jan 08; ARev
Liverpool; University/Art School; Art and Design Academy; John Moores University; Rick Mather; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 62-63; Jan 08; ARev
Liverpool; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Paradise Project; Cesar Pelli, Wilkinson & Eyre and John McAslan; Master Planning by Building Design Partnership; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. m. map; p. 64-69; Jan 08; ARev
Liverpool; Waterfront Development; Ambitious Plans for Mersey Docks; by Brian Hatton; ph. ill.; p. 75; Jan 08; ARev
London; Apartment Building/Interiors; Domestic Interior; Timothy Hatton; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 64-69; Sept 08; ARev
London; Apartment Building/Middle Rise; Residential Tower; Bolles & Wilson; by Rob Gregory; ill. sec.; p. 64; May 08; ARev
London; Architecture; Profile of Architect; Gianni Botsford; by Linda C. Lentz; ph. sec.; p. 112-115; Dec 08; AR

73
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT (cont'd)

United Arab Emirates, Dubai; Cool City; Large Scale Energy Efficiency; *Nikken Sekkei*; by Paul Finch; pl. ill. sec.; p. 70-73; Feb 08; ARev

Virginia, Kilmarock; Coastal Development in Times of Climate Change; by Mary H. Cooper Ellis; ph. map; p. 74-82; Mar 08; LA

See also CONSERVATION; ENERGY; SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

ESCALATOR

Escalator Basics; by Karin Tetlow; ill. sec. table cea; p. 171-175; Oct 08; AR

EVALUATION

See Specific Building Type

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

Arizona, Scottsdale; RedBall Project; *Kurt Perschke*; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 335; Mar 08; ID

California, Los Angeles; Between Earth and Heaven: The Architecture of John Lautner; *John Lautner*; by Craig Kellogg; ph. ill.; p. 178-180; June 08; ID

California, Los Angeles; Between Earth and Heaven: The Architecture of John Lautner; *John Lautner*; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 65-66; Sept 08; AR

California, Los Angeles; Blum and Poe Gallery; Exhibition design; *Escher & GuneWardaena*; by Paulette Singley; ph. pl.; p. 69-73; Sept 08; JAÉ

California, Los Angeles; Density Fields; Oyler & Wu; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 178-179; Jan 08; ID

California, Los Angeles; Merletti; SCI-Arc; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 185-187; June 08; ID

California, San Francisco; Hiroshi Sugimoto at de Young Museum; *Mark Cavagnero*; by Alison Bing; p. 188-189; Feb 08; AR

California, San Francisco; Olafur Eliasson; Take Your Time; by Nate Lippens; ph.; p. 190-194; Feb 08; AR

China, Hong Kong; Bamboo Pavilion; CL3 Architects; by No author listed; ph.; p. 46; Dec 08; ID

China, Shenzhen; 2007 Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism; by Violet Law; ph. p. 75-76; Feb 08; AR

Connecticut, New Haven; Ecology. Design. Synergy; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph.; p. 61-62; Jan 08; AR

Critique of Four Architecture Exhibits; *Buckminster Fuller, Eero Saarinen and John Lautner*; by Martin Filler; ph.; p. 57-58; Sept 08; AR

Defensible Dress; *Howeler & Yoon*; by J. Meejin Yoon; ph. ill.; p. 59-68; May 08; JAÉ

District of Columbia, Washington; Solar Decathlon; by Seth Wilberding; ph.; p. 40-49; Feb 08; LA

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (cont'd)

England, Liverpool; Le Corbusier - The Art of Architecture; *Le Corbusier*; by Brian Hatton; ph.; p. 96; Nov 08; ARev

England, London; Next Time I'm Here, I'll Be There; *Hans Schabus*; by Mallery Roberts Morgan; ph.; p. 315; July 08; ID

England, London; Richard Rogers + Architects: From the House to the City; *Richard Rogers*; by Victoria Newhouse; ph.; p. 65-66; July 08; AR

Exhibition Design; by Sarah Amelar; ph.; p. 61-66; Mar 08; AR

France, Chaumont-sur-Loire; Chaumont Garden Festival; by Sutherland Lyall; ph.; p. 88; Aug 08; ARev

France, Paris; Rebirth; *Arne Quinze*; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 177-179; Aug 08; ID

Germany, Frankfurt; Hans Poelzig - Architect, Teacher, Artist; *Hans Poelzig*; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 96; May 08; ARev

Germany, Frankfurt; Tee Haus at Museum of Applied Art; *Kengo Kuma*; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 67; June 08; AR

Greece, Athens; White Noise White Light; *Howeler & Yoon*; by J. Meejin Yoon; ph. ill.; p. 59-68; May 08; JAÉ

Hover; *Howeler & Yoon*; by J. Meejin Yoon; ph. ill.; p. 59-68; May 08; JAÉ

Illinois, Chicago; Unseen Current; *Ball & Nogues*; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 163-165; Nov 08; ID

Italy, Venice; 11th International Architecture Exhibition of the Venice Biennale 2008; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 77-80; Nov 08; AR

Italy, Venice; 2008 Venice Biennale; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 34-35; Oct 08; ARev

Italy, Venice; 2008 Venice Biennale; by Peter Cook; ph. ref.; p. 36; Oct 08; ARev

Italy, Venice; Landscape Installation; Venice Biennale 2008; *Gustafson & Porter and Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol*; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 54-59; Nov 08; AR

Italy, Venice; Out There: Architecture Beyond Building; *Diller, Scoppito & Renfro, Gehry Partners and et al.*; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 235-237; Oct 08; ID

Italy, Venice; Venice Architecture Biennale; by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 28; Nov 08; ARev

Louisiana, New Orleans; Hover Installation; *Howeler & Yoon*; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 156-157; Feb 08; ID

Louisiana, New Orleans; Make It Right Installation; *Graft*; Lighting Design by L’Observatoire International; by David Sokol; p. 367; May 08; ID

Louisiana, New Orleans; Pink Project; *Graft*; Lighting Design by L’Observatoire International; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 44-45; Dec 08; ID

Low Rez Hi Fi; *Howeler & Yoon*; by J. Meejin Yoon; ph. ill.; p. 59-68; May 08; JAÉ

75
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (cont'd)

Massachusetts, North Adams; Sol LeWitt: A Wall Drawing Retrospective; Sol LeWitt; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 55-56; Dec 08; AR

Michigan, Ann Arbor; PET Wall Installation; Dan Flavin; by Blaine Brownell; ph. ref.; p. 30-36; Nov 08; JAE

Michigan, Detroit; Fast Forward, Play Back; by Ronit Eisenbach; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 56-63; Sept 08; JAE

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Worlds Away: New Suburban Landscapes; by Ned Cramer; ph.; ill.; p. 72-75; Feb 08; A

Netherlands, Amsterdam; Spectra Installation; Ryoji Ikeda; Lighting Design by Speirs & Major; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 161-162; Aug 08; AR

New York, Bronx; Kiku: The Art of Japanese Chrysanthemum; New York Botanical Garden; Tetsunori Kawana; by Sam Serafy; ph.; p. 21-22; Jan 08; LA

New York, Brooklyn; New York Photo Festival; David Howell; by No author listed; ph.; p. 46; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Buckingham Fuller: Starting with the Universe; Buckingham Fuller; by William Hanley; ph.; p. 61-62; Aug 08; AR

New York, New York; Home Delivery: Fabricating the Modern Dwelling; Kieran & Timberlake, MIT School of Architecture and Planning and et al.; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 57-62; Sept 08; A

New York, New York; Home Delivery: Fabricating the Modern Dwelling; Kieran & Timberlake, Edmiston & Gauthier and et al.; by Joann Gonchar; ph. cea ill.; p. 136-147; Sept 08; AR

New York, New York; Lee Friedlander: A Ramble in Olmsted Parks; by Joshua Gray; ph.; p. 24; Apr 08; LA

New York, New York, Paris/New York; Design Fashion Culture 1925-1940; by Donald Albrecht et al.; ph. ill.; p. 218-220; Sept 08; ID

New York, New York; Showtime House Media Room; Luca Andrisani; by No author listed; ph.; p. 46; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Solar Pavilion 3; Situ Studio; by Cohen; ph.; p. 223-225; Sept 08; ID

So What; ASLA Award; Ahs Landscape Architects; by No author listed; ph.; p. 129; Aug 08; LA

Spain, Barcelona; Height: Between Possibility and Responsibility; World Architecture Festival; by Jeremy Melvin; ill.; p. 38-41; Oct 08; Art Rev

Sweden, Gothenburg; Gothenburg Garden Festival; Ulf Nordfjell; by Andrew Mead; ph.; p. 104; Sept 08; Art Rev

The World of Madelon Vriesendorp; by Eve Kahn; ph. ill.; p. 116-117; May 08; A

See also ARTS CENTER; CONVENTION CENTER; MUSEUM; SHOWROOM; UNIVERSITY

F

FABRIC

Tensile Fabric Roofing; by Kevin Mayer; ph.; p. 30-36; June 08; TCS

FACTORY

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

FENCE

Massachusetts, Lincoln; Cor-Ten-Steel FLEXfence; Mikyoung Kim; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 75-76; Mar 08; AR

Massachusetts, Lincoln; Fenced Dog Run; Mikyoung Kim; by Marty Carlock; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 116-123; Apr 08; LA

FIJI

Nausori; Apartment Building/High Rise; The Haven; SPF Architects; by Meghan Drueing; pl. ill. m.; p. 53; Mar 08; RA

FINANCIAL

2007 Local Leaders; Market share of builders in top markets; by John Caulfield; ill. table; p. 74-98; June 08; B

Advice for Financial Emergencies; by Ethan Butterfield; ph. ill.; p. 51-52; June 08; B

Banks Stalling on Foreclosure Sales; by John Caulfield; ill.; p. 31-34; Nov 08; B

Builder 100 Over the Years; by Ethan Butterfield; graph; p. 82-85; May 08; B

Builder Top 100; by Ethan Butterfield; ph. table graph; p. 75-78; May 08; B

Changes in FHA Financing Leads to Increased Market Share; by Alison Rice; ill. chart table; p. 74-77; Dec 08; B

Debt Crisis and Builder Bankruptcies; by Boyce Thompson; ill.; p. 116-120; Nov 08; B

Diversifying Your Business; by Ethan Butterfield; ill.; p. 55-56; Mar 08; B

Financial Management and Operational Strategies; Cost-cutting advice for builders; by Ethan Butterfield; ph. ill.; p. 87-88; Feb 08; B

Florida, Fort Myers; Housing Market in Southwest Florida; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 92-93; Apr 08; B

Foreclosures and the Housing Market; by John Caulfield; ill.; p. 27-30; Aug 08; B

Illinois, —; Ripple Effects of Neumann Homes Bankruptcy; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 88-89; Apr 08; B

Making Hard Choices in a Down Market; by Boyce Thompson; ill.; p. 124-128; Sept 08; B

Managing Cash Flow; by Ethan Butterfield; ill.; p. 230-234; Feb 08; B

Managing Client Expectations to Reduce Professional Liability Risk; by No author listed; ph. cea; p. 137-141; Jan 08; AR
FINANCIAL (cont'd)
Moving Your Business Forward, Profitably; by John Caulfield; ph. ill.; p. 100-105; Sept 08; B
Obtaining and Managing a Line of Credit; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 33; Aug 08; A
Renegotiating a Loan; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 80-84; Aug 08; B
Servicing Construction Debt; by John Caulfield; ill.; p. 76-78; Aug 08; B
Surviving Bankruptcy; by John Caulfield; ph. ill.; p. 35-38; Mar 08; B
Surviving the Downturn; by Ethan Butterfield; ill.; p. 67-68; Sept 08; B
Tennessee, Memphis; Gardens at Stonebriar; Matthews Brothers bankruptcy; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 90-91; Apr 08; B
See also ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

FINLAND
Haemeenlinna; Government Building; Provincial Archive; Heikkinen & Kononen; Graphic Design by Aimo Katajamaatik; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. m.; p. 54; Mar 08; ARev
Helsinki; City and Regional Planning; Helsinki City Planning; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. ill.; p. 63-69; Oct 08; A
Inkoo; Residence; Weekend House; A-Piste Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-85; Mar 08; ARev
Kirkkonummi; Bathroom; Vacation Home Bathroom; Helin & Company; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 26; July 08; RA
Kirkkonummi; Kitchen; Vacation Home Kitchen; Helin & Company; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24-25; July 08; RA

FIRE PROTECTION
CPVC Performance in Seismic Sprinklers; by Matthew Kuwatch; ph.; p. 114-120; May 08; TCS
Debate Over Residential Sprinkler Requirement; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 29-32; May 08; B
Fire-rated Wood Construction; by Fulton Desler; ph. table ill.; p. 100-112; May 08; TCS
Horizontal Sliding Fire Doors; by Karin Teltow; ph. pl. elev. cca; p. 157-161; Dec 08; AR
New Fire Door Requirements in NFPA 80; by Keith E. Pardoe; ph.; p. 70-76; Feb 08; TCS

FIREPLACE
Show-Stopping Fireplaces; by Christopher J. Luce; ph. ill.; p. 81-82; Feb 08; B
Wood Stoves and Inserts; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 57-58; May 08; B

FLOOD
Decreasing the Costs of Flooding; by James L. Sipes and Kimberly A. Sipes; map ill. ref.; p. 76-81; May 08; LA

FLOOR, FLOORING
Engineered-Wood Flooring; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 49-50; Apr 08; B
Fixing Concrete Floors for Final Finishes; by H. Peter Gotter; ph.; p. 58-65; Jan 08; TCS
Managing Moisture Migration in Slabs-on-grade; by David W. Altenhofen; ph. dia. ref.; p. 38-47; Jan 08; TCS
Native Hardwoods in Green Design; by Gil Thur; ph. chart table; p. 74-86; Dec 08; TCS
See also CONCRETE

FLORIDA
Alys Beach; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Alys Beach Town Plan; Duany & Plater-Zyberk; by Rich Sinsacca; ph.; p. 43-44; May 08; B
Amelia Island; Residence; Amelia Park Residence; by Rich Sinsacca; ph.; p. 39-40; Oct 08; B
Estero; Office Building/Interiors; International Design Center; Juan Montoya; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 196-203; Feb 08; ID
Fort Myers; Financial; Housing Market in Southwest Florida; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 92-93; Apr 08; B
Jacksonville; Office Building/Interiors; CSX Corporate Headquarters; RS&H; by Lenora Jane Estes; ph.; p. 54-56; Sept 08; BD&C
Jacksonville; Residence; Bungalow; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 109; Nov 08; B
Miami Beach; Hotel; Tides South Beach; Kelly Wearstler; by Linda Lee; ph.; p. 119-122; Oct 08; ID
Miami; Apartment Building/High Rise; COR Building; Oppenheim Architecture; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. ill.; p. 55; Mar 08; RA
Miami; Apartment Building/High Rise; The Cube; Oppenheim Architecture; by Robert Cassidy; ph. ill.; p. 32-34; Jan 08; BD&C
Miami; Cultural Center; Inter-American Cultural and Trade Center; Louis Kahn; by Robert A. Gonzalez; ph. ill. m. ref.; p. 27-40; Sept 08; JAE
Miami; University/Museum; Frost Art Museum; Florida International University; HOK; by Edward Keegan; ph. det.; p. 51-52; Nov 08; A
Orlando; Residence; Builder's 2008 Show Home; Geoffrey Mouen; Interior Design by Brown & Deddens; by Jenny Sullivan and Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. dia.; p. 156-192; Feb 08; B
Orlando; Residence; New American Home 2008; Safer Group; Interior Design by Robb & Stucky; by Rich Sinsacca; ph. pl. ill.; p. 239-259; Feb 08; B
Parrish; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Forest Creek; BSB Design; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 111; Sept 08; B
Port St. Lucie; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Verano Marketing Campaign; by Rich Sinsacca; ph.; p. 63; Jan 08; B
FLORIDA (cont'd)

Titusville; Architecture; Perceptive Design; by Lauren Mitchell; ph. ill. map ref.; p. 20-26; Sept 08; JAE

Winter Park; Bathroom; Bathroom; Watermark Award; Phil Kean; Interior Design by CRT Studio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 77; Apr 08; B

Winter Park; Deck; Ibiza Outdoor Living Space; Phil Kean; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 128; Oct 08; B

FOREST MANAGEMENT

Benefits of Certified Wood; by No author listed; ph. chart caa; p. 165-169; Oct 08; AR

Technology for Urban Forest Management; by James L. Sipes; ph. map ref.; p. 68-75; Jan 08; LA

FOUNTAIN

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Tanner Fountain; Harvard University; ASLA Award; Peter Walker and SWA Group; by No author listed; ph.; p. 131; Aug 08; LA

See also WATER

FRANCE

Chaumont-sur-Loire; Exhibition, Exhibit; Chaumont Garden Festival; by Sutherland Lyall; ph.; p. 88; Aug 08; ARev

Colleville-sur-Mer; Cemetery; Normandy American Cemetery Visitor Center, SmithGroup and John Lampros; Exhibition Design by Gallagher & Associates; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-117; Mar 08; AR

Dijon; Housing; Housing Development; Shigeru Ban; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 66; May 08; ARev

Eckbolesheim; Performing Arts Center; Zenith de Strasbourg; Massimiliano Fuksas and Doriana Fuksas; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 98-103; Aug 08; AR

Le Havre; Recreation; Municipal Swimming Pool; Jean Nouvel; by Seth Sherwood; ph.; p. 351; Oct 08; ID

Limoges; Performing Arts Center; Zenith Concert Hall; Bernard Tschumi; by Philip Jodidio; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-124; Jan 08; AR

Paris; Architectural Education; Ecole Speciale d'Architecture; by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 34; Feb 08; ARev

Paris; Architecture; Profile of Firm; BRS Architectes; by William Hanley; ph. ill.; p. 116-121; Dec 08; AR

Paris; Concrete; Regional Bus Center; Fiber-Reinforced Ductal Concrete; Emmanuel Combarel Dominique Marrec Architectes; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 53-56; June 08; A

Paris; Exhibition, Exhibit; Rebirth; Arne Quinze; by Judy Faylor; ph.; p. 177-179; Aug 08; ID

Paris; Hotel; Hotel Everland; L/B; by Seth Sherwood; ph.; p. 301-306; Apr 08; ID

FRANCE (cont'd)

Paris; Office Building/Interiors; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Rottet Studio; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 286-293; May 08; ID

Paris; Office Building/Interiors; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Rottet Studio; by No author listed; ph.; p. 107; Dec 08; ID

Paris; Restaurant; Jules Verne Restaurant; Patrick Jouin; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 230-237; Mar 08; ID

Paris; Showroom; Citroen C42 Showroom; Manuelle Gautrand; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 222-225; May 08; AR

Paris; Showroom; Citroen Showroom; Manuelle Gautrand; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 222-224; May 08; ID

Paris; Showroom; Citroen Showroom; Manuelle Gautrand; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 194-201; Jan 08; ID

Paris; Storage/Clothing; Lanvin Store; Architecture & Associates; by Ian Phillips; ph. axon.; p. 242-249; Apr 08; ID

Paris; Store/Clothing; Christian Dior Flagship Store; Peter Marino; by Mallery Roberts Morgan; ph.; p. 162-169; Feb 08; ID

Paris; Store/Clothing; Christian Dior; Peter Marino; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; Dec 08; ID

Paris; Store/Clothing; Elie Saab; Chakib Richani; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 274-275; Apr 08; ID

Paris; Store; Shu Uemura; Agence Christophe Pillet; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 268-269; Apr 08; ID

Paris; Store; zadig & voltaire Boutique; So-An; by Nadine Frey; ph.; p. 129-132; Apr 08; ID

Tours; Arts Center; Centre de Creation Contemporaine; PCA Architecture; Lighting Design by ACT Design; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 261-262; May 08; AR

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS

California, Pasadena; From Classroom to Production Line; Art Center College of Design; Bernhardt Design; by Karen D. Singh; ph.; p. 166-167; May 08; ID

Egg Chair; Arne Jacobsen; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 213-215; Mar 08; ID

See also SHOWROOM

G

GARAGE

See PARKING, GARAGE
GARDEN

California, San Francisco; Apartment Garden; Surfacedesign; by Susan Hines; ph. pl. elev.; p. 76-79; Jan 08; LA
California, San Francisco; Pacific Heights Residence; Andrea Cochran; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 26-30; Feb 08; LA
California, San Francisco; Riley Residence Garden; Richard McPherson; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. table; p. 104-111; May 08; LA
Colorado, Castle Pines; Gan Eden; Residential landscape; Marpa Design Studio; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. table; p. 106-113; Aug 08; LA
Illinois, Chicago; Children’s Garden at Morton Arboretum; EDAW; by Samuel F. Dennis, Jr.; ref. pl.; p. 26-37; Jan 08; LA
Illinois, Chicago; Lurie Rooftop Garden; ASLA Award; Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; by No author listed; ph.; p. 117; Aug 08; LA
Italy, Venice; Landscape Installation; Venice Biennale 2008; Gustafson & Porter and Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; by Catherine Sliesser; ph.; pl.; p. 54-59; Nov 08; ARev
New York, New York; Apartment and Garden; A + I Architecture; by No author listed; ph.; p. 134; Dec 08; ID
New York, Southampton; Residential Garden; Lemmen & Paul; Landscape Design by Oehme & van Sweden; by Jenna Kennedy; ph. pl. table; p. 90-95; July 08; LA
Oregon, Portland; Oregon Burn Center Healing Garden; Quatrefoil Inc.; by Clare Cooper Marcus; ph. pl. elev.; p. 78-89; Apr 08; LA
Pennsylvania, Kennett Square; Longwood Gardens; Garden viewing devices; by Chip Sullivan; ph.; p. 106-107; Sept 08; LA
Scotland, Dumfries; The Garden of Cosmic Speculation; Charles Jencks; by Robert Maxwell; ph. pl.; p. 48-53; Nov 08; ARev
Singapore, —; Gardens by the Bay; Wilkinson & Eyre; Interior Design by Grant Associates; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 68-71; Nov 08; ARev
See also BOTANIC GARDEN; LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES; RECREATION; Specific Building Type

GATE

Arizona, Tucson; Entry Gates; Ibarra & Rosano; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. ill. elev.; p. 58-59; Sept 08; RA

GEORGIA (cont’d)

Atlanta; Bar; Pulse Bar Lighting Installation; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; by Edward Keegan; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 41-44; Mar 08; A
Atlanta; Performing Arts Center; Cobb Energy Performing Arts Centre; Smallwood, Reynolds, Stewart & Stewart; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 32-36; May 08; BD&C
Atlanta; Photography; Digital Models of Urban Development; by Mimi Zeiger; ph.; p. 76-77; Apr 08; A
Atlanta; Restaurant; STATS; ASD; by No author listed; ph.; p. 54; Oct 08; A

GERIATRIC

See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOSPITAL

GERMANY

—; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; BATC Tower; Llewellyn, Davies & Yeang; by Jeremy Melvin; ill. m.; p. 54-55; Oct 08; ARev
Bad Aibling; Health Care, Health Center; Therme Bad Aibling Spa; Behnisch & Behnisch; by Mairi Beautyman; ph. pl.; p. 180-187; Feb 08; ID
Berlin; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Kuehn & Malvezzi; by Leslie Yudell; ph.; ill.; p. 84-89; Dec 08; AR
Berlin; Government Building; U.S. Embassy and Security; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; Landscape Design by Olin Partnership; by Robert Campbell; ph. ill.; p. 61-62; Oct 08; AR
Berlin; Government Building; U.S. Embassy Critics; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; Landscape Design by Olin Partnership; by Michael Z. Wise; ph.; p. 78-81; Sept 08; A
Berlin; Health Care, Health Center; Kinderdentist, Graff; by No author listed; ph.; p. 52; Dec 08; ID
Berlin; Hotel; Hotel Ellington; Reuter & Schogner; by Michael Dumiak; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-127; Dec 08; AR
Berlin; Housing; Interwar Social Housing; by Clay Risen; ph.; p. 41-43; Dec 08; A
Breslau; Architectural Education; Arts Education; History of Breslau Academy of Art and Applied Arts; by Deborah Ascher Barnstone; ph. ref.; p. 46-55; Sept 08; JAE
Cologne; Museum/Art; Kolumba, Art Museum of the Archdiocese of Cologne; Peter Zumthor; by Bettina Carrington; ph.; pl.; p. 78-85; Jan 08; AR
Frankfurt; Exhibition, Exhibit, Hans Poelzig - Architect, Teacher, Artist; Hans Poelzig; by Layla Dawson; ph.; p. 96; May 08; ARev
Frankfurt; Exhibition, Exhibit; Tee Haus at Museum of Applied Art; Kenzo Kuma; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 67; June 08; AR
Frankfurt; Office Building/Middle Rise; KfW Banking Group Headquarters; Sauberbruch & Hutton; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 82; May 08; ARev
GERMANY (cont'd)

Hamburg; Government Building; Chamber of Commerce; Behnisch Architekten; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph. ill.; p. 208-210; May 08; ID

Hamburg; Office Building; Unilever Headquarters; Behnisch Architekten; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 81; May 08; ARev

Hamburg; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Marco Polo Tower; Behnisch Architekten; by Meghan Druding; ph. ill.; p. 57; Mar 08; RA

Hamburg; Waterfront Development; Urban Landscape; EMBT; Landscape Design by WES & Partner; by Layla Dawson; ph. pl.; p. 42-47; Nov 08; ARev

Kronberg im Taunus; Residence; Haus Florz; Meixner, Schluter & Wendt; by Christian Brensing; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Apr 08; ARev

Ludwigshafen; Religious Building/Chapel; Youth Group Prayer Space; Plus+; by Peter Blundell Jones; ph. ill. m.; p. 58-61; Feb 08; ARev

Munich; Industrial Building; BMW Welt Car Delivery Center; Coop Himmelblau; by Joseph Giovannini; ph.; p. 73-76; May 08; A

Munich; Industrial Building; BMW Welt Car Delivery Center; Coop Himmelblau; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 86-97; Mar 08; AR

Munich; Restaurant; BMW Welt Restaurant; FG Stijl; by Audra Shanley; ph.; p. 172-176; Mar 08; AR

Munster; Hospital; St. Franziskus-Hospital Munster; Sieger Design; by Jen DeRose; ph.; p. 112-113; Feb 08; ID

Schorndorf; Office Building/Interiors; Joussen Karlczek; Ippolito & Fleitz; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 336-337; May 08; ID

Stuttgart; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Remodel; Ippolito & Fleitz; Art by Monica Trenkler; by Maiari Beautyman; ph.; p. S12-S18; Sept 08; ID

Stuttgart; Bathroom; Outdoor Bath; SMAQ; by Rob Gregory; ph. dia.; p. 68; Dec 08; ARev

Stuttgart; Hospice; Hospiz St. Martin; Aldinger & Aldinger; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 104-108; Feb 08; ID

Stuttgart; Office Building/Interiors; Insurance Offices; Ippolito & Fleitz; by Maiari Beautyman; ph. pl.; p. 202-209; Nov 08; ID

Stuttgart; Residence; H16 House; Werner Sobek; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 120-125; Apr 08; AR

Stuttgart; Restaurant; Bella Italia Weine; Ippolito & Fleitz; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 258-259; July 08; ID

GHANA

Accra; Apartment Building/High Rise; Villaggio II; Alfred, Hall, Monaghan & Morris; by Jeremy Melvin; ill. elev.; p. 72-75; Oct 08; ARev

Accra; Housing; Housing Projects; Constructs; by Joann Gonchar; ph. ill.; p. 118-119; Oct 08; AR

GLASS

Bolted Structural Glazing Systems; by Layne Evans; ph. cea.; p. 177-181; Oct 08; AR

Glass Rods as Structural Components; Eric Owen Moss; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p. 48-51; Aug 08; A

New Glass Technologies; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. cea.; p. 61-68; June 08; BD&C

Studying Architectural Glass Performance; by Wayne E. Boor; ph. chart table; p. 22-34; Oct 08; TCS

Suspected Film in Insulated Glass Units; by Bruce Lang; ph. ref.; p. 34-39; Apr 08; TCS

See also WINDOW

GLAZING

Fire-rated Ceramic Glazing; by Jeff Razwick; ph.; p. 76-82; June 08; TCS

GOVERNMENT BUILDING

Building Information Modeling and Government Facilities; by Jeff Yoders; ph.; p. 24-33; Dec 08; BD&C

District of Columbia, Washington; Swedish Embassy Building; Gert Wingardh and VOA Associates; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p. 55-58; Jan 08; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Whitten Building Landscape; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. ill.; p. 46-59; Mar 08; LA

England, Gravesend; Public Toilet; Plastik Architects; by Susan Welsh; ph.; p. 135-138; July 08; ID

Finland, Haemeenlinna; Provincial Archive; Heikkinen & Komonen; Graphic Design by Aimo Katajamaki; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill.; p. 54; May 08; ARev

Germany, Berlin; U.S. Embassy and Security; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; Landscape Design by Olin Partnership; by Robert Campbell; ph. ill.; p. 61-62; Oct 08; AR

Germany, Berlin; U.S. Embassy Critique; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; Landscape Design by Olin Partnership; by Michael Z. Wise; ph.; p. 78-81; Sept 08; A

Germany, Hamburg; Chamber of Commerce; Behnisch Architekten; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph. ill.; p. 208-210; May 08; ID

Hawaii, Honolulu; U.S.M.C. Forces Pacific Headquarters Command Operations Center; Audio Video Systems; by No author listed; ph.; p. 56; Oct 08; A

Hong Kong, ---; Central Police Station Compound; Herzog & de Meuron; by Lynne Jackson; ph.; p. 56; May 08; ARev

Illinois, Springfield; Illinois House and Senate Chambers; Vinci & Hamps; by No author listed; ph.; p. 56; Oct 08; A

Illinois, Springfield; Illinois State Capitol Chamber Restoration; Vinci & Hamps; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; May 08; A

INDEX www.archindex.com
GOVERNMENT BUILDING (cont’d)

Italy, Rome; Central Statistics Office; Mario Cucinella; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec. m.; p. 76-77; May 08; ARev

Missouri, Kansas City; IRS Pennway Complex; BNIM and 360 Architects; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 45-46; May 08; BD&C

Missouri, University City; City Hall Renovation; Trivers Associates; Original Design by Herbert C. Chivers; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec.; p. 92-99; Oct 08; A

Netherlands, Nijverdal; House of Culture and Administration; Claus & Kaan; by David Sokol; ph. pl.; p. 238-245; Mar 08; ID

New Jersey, Burlington County; McGuire AFB Hangar; Thornton & Tomasetti; by Joel S. Weinstein; ph.; p. 20-24; Feb 08; TCS

Oregon, Eugene; Wayne L. Morse U.S. Courthouse; Morphosis and DLR Group; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 26-30; May 08; BD&C

Spain, Cordoba; Palace of Justice; Mecanoo Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 52; May 08; ARev

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; MUSEUM; UNIVERSITY

GREECE

Athens; Exhibition, Exhibit; White Noise White Light; Howeler & Yoon; by J. Meejin Yoon; ph. ill.; p. 59-68; May 08; JAE

Mykonos; Hotel; Hotel Belvedere; Rockwell Group; by No author listed; ph.; p. 62; Dec 08; ID

GUATEMALA

Guatemala City; Recreation/Park; Children’s Garden of Hope; University of Washington Design/Build Studio; by Daniel Winterbottom; pl.; p. 60; Feb 08; LA

H

HARDWARE

Designing Door Closers; by Ryan Rouse; ph. table; p. 132-136; May 08; TCS

Security, Life Safety and Building Codes; by Scott J. Tobias; ph. dia. ill. table; p. 56-64; Dec 08; TCS

Top 12 Mistakes with Hardware Specification; by Lloyd Seliber; ph.; p. 66-70; July 08; TCS

Trends in Door Hardware; by Lenora Jane Estes; ph.; p. 40-42; Aug 08; BD&C

HAWAII

Honolulu; Government Building; U.S.M.C. Forces Pacific Headquarters Command Operations Center; Audio Video Systems; by No author listed; ph.; p. 56; Oct 08; A

HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER

Arizona, Gilbert; Banner Gateway Medical Center; NBBJ; by No author listed; ph.; p. 52; Dec 08; ID

China, Shanghai; Y+Yoga Center; Neri & Hu; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 26-27; Dec 08; ID

England, London; Maggie’s Center; Rogers, Stirk & Harbour; Landscape Design by Dan Graham; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 30-31; June 08; ARev

Germany, Bad Aibling; Therme Bad Aibling Spa; Behnisch & Behnisch; by Mairi Beautyman; ph. pl.; p. 180-187; Feb 08; ID

Germany, Berlin; Kinderdentist; Graft; by No author listed; ph.; p. 52; Dec 08; ID

Humanizing Behavioral Healthcare Design; Cannon Design; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ill.; p. 30-40; Feb 08; BD&C

Ireland, Dublin; Daycare and Respite Center; Niall McLaughlin; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 53; May 08; ARev

Ireland, Killarney; Espa at the Europe Hotel & Resort; HBA/Hirsch Bedner; by No author listed; ph.; p. 28; Dec 08; ID

Ireland, Limerick; Private Spa; Carmody & Groarke; by Rob Gregory; ill. sec.; p. 70; May 08; ARev

Maine, Augusta; Harold Alfond Center for Cancer Care; TRO/Jung & Brannen and SMRT; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 51; May 08; BD&C

New York, New York; Guerlain Spa and Fitness Center at the Waldorf-Astoria; AC Martin; by Kimberly Goad; ph.; p. 159-162; Oct 08; ID

New York, New York; Guerlain Spa; AC Martin; by No author listed; ph.; p. 28; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Sense Spa; Zeff Design; by No author listed; ph.; p. 29; Dec 08; ID

Spain, Panticosa; Termas de Tiberio Spa; Moneo & Brock; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 165-168; Oct 08; ID

Utah, Murray; Intermountain Medical Center; Anshen & Allen; by No author listed; ph.; p. 52; Dec 08; ID

Wisconsin, Johnson Creek; UW Cancer Center; OW/P; by Christopher Hudson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-126; Aug 08; AR

See also HOSPITAL; RECREATION

HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING

Air-handling Units; The case for performance-based specifications; by Roger L. Howard; ph. table; p. 70-77; Mar 08; TCS

Cathedral Ceiling Ventilation and Insulation; by David L. Roodvoets and Tony Mallingur; ph. graph det. ref.; p. 46-56; June 08; TCS

Chilled Beams; Energy-conserving technology; by B. J. Novitski; dia. cca ph. ill.; p. 183-191; Nov 08; AR
HEATING, VENTILATING, AIRCONDITIONING (cont'd)

China, Beijing; Terminal 3 Mechanical Systems; Foster & Partners; Mechanical Design by Arup; by David Stillman; ph. dia.; p. 56-57; Aug 08; AR

Design Possibilities for Building-Integrated HVAC; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. dia. cea pl.; p. 127-135; Jan 08; AR

Efficient HVAC Design Through Whole-Building Analysis; by Michael Waite; ph. ill. chart; p. 40-50; Apr 08; TCS

Flexible-Duct Systems; by Ted Cushman; ph.; p. 51-52; Sept 08; B

High-Performance Mechanical, Electrical and Controls Systems; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. cea; p. 63-68; Sept 08; BD&C

Importance of Vented Bathrooms; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 70; Nov 08; B

Improving Air Quality Inside Health Care Facilities; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. dia. cea pl.; p. 130-139; Aug 08; AR

Large Low Velocity Fans; by No author listed; ph. cea elev.; p. 149-153; Sept 08; AR

New Codes for Grease Ducts; by Shaun Ray; ph. ill.; p. 60-64; Oct 08; TCS

New York, New York; One Bryant Park; Cocogeneration; Cook & Fox; by Joann Gonchar; ph. dia. graph cea; p. 152-155; Mar 08; AR

Re-thinking Ice Storage Systems; by Paul Valenta; ph. chart table; p. 52-58; Apr 08; TCS

Trends in Fabric Air Dispersion; by Jeff Klopfenstein; ph.; p. 54-60; Feb 08; TCS

See also ENERGY; SOLAR

HIGHWAY

Norway, Lofoten Islands, Torvdalshalensen; Torvdalshalensen Rest Area; 70°N Arktikut; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 58; Dec 08; AR

Upgrading America's Infrastructure; by Amanda Kolson Hurley and Andrew Slocomb West; p. 58-65; Feb 08; A

HISTORIC, PRESERVATION

England, Twickenham; Strawberry Hill Conservation Plan; Inskip & Jenkins; Landscape Design by Landscape Agency; by Marion Harney; ill. pl. ref.; p. 72-77; Nov 08; AR

Indiana, Mount Vernon; Saving a Historic Grain Elevator; NINebark and Green 3; by Eric Fulford; ph. ill.; p. 32-39; July 08; LA

Massachusetts, Concord; Minute Man National Historic Park Restoration; Carol R. Johnson; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. ill.; p. 50-56; July 08; LA

New York, Buffalo; Erie Canal Harbor; Flynn & Battaglia; Landscape Design by Mathews & Nielsen; by Daniel Jost; ph. ill.; p. 72-91; Oct 08; LA

HISTORIC PRESERVATION (cont'd)

New York, New York; Guggenheim Museum Renovation; WASA/Studio A; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 153-154; Dec 08; AR

See also Specific Building Type

HONG KONG

—; Government Building; Central Police Station Compound; Herzog & de Meuron; by Lynne Jackson; ph.; p. 56; May 08; AR

HOSPICE

Germany, Stuttgart; Hospiz St. Martin; Aldinger & Aldinger; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 104-108; Feb 08; ID

HOSPITAL

Arizona, Gilbert; Banner Gateway Medical Center; NBBJ and Orcutt & Winslow; by Stephen Sharpe; ph. pl. sec.; p. 116-119; Aug 08; AR

California, Monterey; Community Hospital; HOK; by Sam Lubelt; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-123; Aug 08; AR

England, London; Guy's Hospital; Proposed Improvements; Solid Space, Toh & Shimazaki and et al.; by No author listed; ph. ill. pl. sec. m.; p. 83-85; Nov 08; AR

Germany, Munster; St. Franziskus-Hospital Munster; Sieger Design; by Jen DeRose; ph.; p. 112-113; Feb 08; ID

Kaiser Permanente Hospital Prototype; SmithGroup and Stantec Architecture; Interior Design by Taylor & Associates; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 42-44; Mar 08; BD&C

Texas, Plano; Children's Medical Center; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; by No author listed; ph.; p. 20; Nov 08; BD&C

Virginia, Roanoke; Carilion Roanoke Memorial Hospital Consolidation; HSMM AECON and HOK; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 42-43; May 08; BD&C

Washington, Vancouver; E.W. and Mary Firstenburg Tower; Southwest Washington Medical Center; NBBJ; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 97-100; Feb 08; ID

See also HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER; UNIVERSITY/MEDICAL CENTER

HOTEL

Australia, Kangaroo Island; Southern Ocean Lodge; Max Pritchard; by Raul Barrenechea; ph.; pl. p. 134-138; Dec 08; AR

Bhutan, Thimphu; Taj Tashi Thimphu; KTGY Inter-Associates; Interior Design by P49 Deesign; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 308-314; Apr 08; ID

California, Los Angeles; Mondrian; Benjamin Noriega-Ortiz; by No author listed; ph.; p. 58; Dec 08; ID
HOTEL (cont'd)

California, Sausalito; Cavallo Point - The Lodge at Golden Gate; Leddy, Maytum & Stacy and Architectural Resources Group; Interior Design by Brayton & Hughes; by Suzanne Stephens; ph.; p. 128-133; Dec 08; AR

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Hazelton Hotel; Paige & Steele; Interior Design by Yabu & Pushelberg; by Mark Pupo; ph.; p. 212-219; Feb 08; ID

Canada, Toronto; Hazelton Hotel; Yabu & Pushelberg; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 56-57; Dec 08; ID

China, Beijing; Emperor Hotel; Graff; by No author listed; ph.; p. 62; Dec 08; ID

China, Beijing; The Emperor; Graff; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 279-284; June 08; ID

China, Shanghai; Urban One; A00 Architecture; Interior Design by Studio 1:1; by Catherine Soie; ph.; p. 272-279; July 08; ID

England, Morecambe; Midland Hotel Restoration; Union North and Avanti Architects; Original Design by Oliver Hill; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. ref.; p. 76-81; Sept 08; AR

Florida, Miami Beach; Tides South Beach; Kelly Wearstler; by Linda Lee; ph.; p. 119-122; Oct 08; ID

France, Paris; Hotel Everland; L/B; by Seth Sherwood; ph.; p. 301-306; Apr 08; ID

Germany, Berlin; Hotel Ellington; Reuter & Schoger; by Michael Dumiak; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-127; Dec 08; AR

Greece, Mykonos; Hotel Belvedere; Rockwell Group; by No author listed; ph.; p. 62; Dec 08; ID

Hotel Trends Around the World; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 28-34; Oct 08; BD&C

Hungary, Budapest; Lanchid 19 Design Hotel; Laszlo Benczur and KBDesign; by Michael Dumiak; ph.; p. 269-270; May 08; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Staybridge Suites Hotel; Staggered truss project; Valerio, Dewalt & Train; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; ill.; p. 49-50; Apr 08; BD&C

Japan, Niseko; Kira Kira Apartment Hotel; Klein & Dytham; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 74; May 08; ARev

Japan, Niseko; Kona Kona Apartment Hotel; Klein & Dytham; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 74; May 08; ARev

Japan, Okinawa; OPJ Resort Hotel; Jun Aoki; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. sec. m.; p. 73; May 08; ARev

Massachusetts, Boston; Liberty Hotel; Champalimaud; by No author listed; ph.; p. 58; Dec 08; ID

Mexico, Puebla; Hotel Boutique La Purificadora; Legorreta & Legorreta; by No author listed; ph.; p. 158; May 08; AR

Nevada, Las Vegas; CityCenter; Gensler Associates; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and et al.; by Jay W. Schneider and Jeff Yoders; ph. ill.; p. 24-34; Aug 08; BD&C

HOTEL (cont'd)

New York, New York; aka Central Park; Studio Intramuros; by No author listed; ph.; p. 59; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Empire Hotel; Goodman & Charlton; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 261-267; Jan 08; ID

New York, New York; Guerlain Spa and Fitness Center at the Waldorf-Astoria; AC Martin; by Kimberly Goad; ph.; p. 159-162; Oct 08; ID

New York, New York; Morgans; Andree Putman; by No author listed; ph.; p. 58; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Renaissance New York Hotel; Jordan Mozer; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 66-67; Dec 08; ID

Puerto Rico, San Juan; Condado Plaza Hotel; Rockwell Group; Lighting Design by Focus Lighting; by Jose Fernando Vazquez-Perez; ph.; p. 214-218; Nov 08; AR

Spain, Barcelona; Hotel Forest; Light emitting facade; Cloud 9; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; ill.; p. 52-55; Aug 08; A

Spain, Navarre, Tudela; Aire de Bardenas Hotel; Lopez & Rivero; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 42-45; Dec 08; AR

Spain, Seville; Eme Fusion Hotel; Tarruella; Lopez & Trenchs; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 60-61; Dec 08; ID

Spain, Seville; Hotel Holos; Morales & Giles; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. 316-320; Apr 08; ID

Switzerland, Zurich; Dolder Grand Hotel; Foster & Partners; FSI Design and Sylvia Seppieli; Interior Design by United Designers; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 264-274; June 08; ID

See also RECREATION; SHELTER

HOUSING

Arkansas, Fayetteville; Low Impact Habitat for Humanity Development; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by Meghan Drueing; ill.; p. 17-18; Aug 08; RA

Bangladesh, Rudrapur; Family Housing; Anna Heringer; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 60-61; May 08; ARev

California, Fort Irwin; Fort Irwin Family Housing; Torti & Gallas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 88; Oct 08; B

California, San Francisco; Crescent Cove; David Baker; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 76; Oct 08; B

California, Santa Monica; 26th Street Housing; Kanner Architects; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-190; Oct 08; AR

California, Santa Monica; 26th Street Low-Income Housing; Kanner Architects; by No author listed; ph.; p. 133; May 08; AR

California, Santa Monica; 26th Street Low-Income Housing; RA Design Award; Kanner Architects; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; May 08; RA

83
HOUSING (cont'd)

California, Santa Monica; Berkeley Place Family Housing; DE Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.: p. 118; Oct 08; B

California, Santa Monica; Tahiti Housing Complex; Daly & Genik; by Frances Anderton; ph.: p. 63; Dec 08; A

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; 60 Richmond Street East Housing Co-operative; Teeple Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. ill.; p. 54; Mar 08; RA

Canada, Toronto; Evangel Hall; Architects-Alliance; by Alex Bozikovic; ph. pl.; p. 197-198; Oct 08; A

Colorado, Del Norte; Casas de Rio Grande; RA Design Award; Faleide Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 83; May 08; RA

Denmark, Copenhagen; Mountain Dwellings; Housing and car parking; Bjarke Ingels; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-55; Dec 08; ARev

England, East London; Adelaide Wharf; Altford, Hall, Monaghan & Morris; by Stephen Mullin; ph.: p. 86-91; Nov 08; ARev

England, Swindon; Volume Housing; Wright & Wright; by Catherine Slessor; pl. sec. ill.; p. 62; May 08; ARev

France, Dijon; Housing Development; Shigeru Ban; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 66; May 08; ARev

Germany, Berlin; Interwar Social Housing; by Clay Risen; ph.: p. 41-43; Dec 08; A

Ghana, Accra; Housing Projects; Constructs; by Joann Gonchar; ph. ill.; p. 118-119; Oct 08; A

Ideas of Buckminster Fuller; Buckminster Fuller; by Michael Sorkin; ph. m.; p. 69-70; Nov 08; A

Lebanon, Tyre; Fisherman's Housing Project; Hashim Sarkis; by Jessica Dheere; ph. ill.; p. 110-113; Oct 08; AR

Louisiana, New Orleans; Low-Cost Housing Prototype; Pugh & Scarpa; by Catherine Slessor; ill. elev.; p. 67; May 08; ARev

Norway, Alessund; Apartment Blocks; Jarmund & Vigsnaes; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 63; May 08; ARev

Norway, Svinnesund; Transit City Housing; Code; by David Sokol; ill.; p. 94-96; Oct 08; AR

South Africa, Cape Town; 10x10 Project; MMA; by Marcus Fairs; ph. pers.; p. 32-33; May 08; ARev

South Africa, Cape Town; Freedom Park; MMA; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. cca; p. 156-160; Oct 08; AR

South Africa, Soshanguve; Affordable Housing Prototype; BSB Design; by Meghan Drueing; p. 14-15; Jan 08; RA

Spain, Barcelona; Housing and Escola Massana Art College; Carme Pinos; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. elev. sec. m.; p. 84-85; May 08; ARev

HOUSING (cont'd)

Spain, Madrid; Social Housing Project; Morphosis and BDU; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38-43; Feb 08; ARev

Sustainable Housing on a Budget; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 39-48; Mar 08; RA

Texas, Dallas; Prototype Infill Housing; RA Design Award; Edward M. Baum; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 71; May 08; RA

The Future of Housing; by John Caulfield; ill.; p. 68-72; Apr 08; B

Venezuela, Caracas; Improving the Living Conditions of Barrios; Urban-Think Tank; Graphic Design by Integral Ruedi Bauer; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. ill. sec.; p. 114-117; Oct 08; AR

Washington, Seattle; Euro-Styled Affordable Housing; Mithun Partners and Hybrid Architecture; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 39-40; Jan 08; BD&C

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; ELDERLY HOUSING; RESIDENCE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING; SHELTER; UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL

HUNGARY

Budapest; Hotel; Lanchid 19 Design Hotel; Laszlo Benczur and KBDesign; by Michael Dumlaik; ph.; p. 269-270; May 08; AR

ICELAND

Reyjavík; Art Gallery; Gallery and Apartments; Studio Granda; by Catherine Slessor; ph. m.; p. 42; May 08; ARev

IDAHO

Ketchum; Residence; Ketchum Residence; ASLA Award; Lutsko Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122; Aug 08; LA

Rexburg; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Rexburg Meadows; Jessop Design Group; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 118; Sept 08; B

ILLINOIS

—; Financial; Ripple Effects of Neumann Homes Bankruptcy; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 88-89; Apr 08; B

Burr Ridge; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Burr Ridge Village Center; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 148; Feb 08; B

Chicago; Apartment Building/High Rise; 156 W. Superior; RA Design Award; Miller & Hull and Studio Dwell; by Nigel F. Maynard; sec.; p. 69; May 08; RA

Chicago; Apartment Building; Near North Apartments; Wind turbine; Murphy & Jahn; by David Sokol; ph. sec. cca; p. 146-147; Mar 08; AR
ILLINOIS (cont'd)
Chicago; Architectural Publication; Green Alley Handbook; Hitchcock Design Group; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 88-98; Sept 08; LA
Chicago; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Demonica & Del Muro; by Violet Law; ph.; p. 52; Feb 08; AR
Chicago; Community Center; Gary Comer Youth Center; John Ronan; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-119; Feb 08; AR
Chicago; Cultural Center; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Krueck & Sexton; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 82-83; Dec 08; ID
Chicago; Exhibition; Exhibit; Unseen Current; Ball & Nogues; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 163-165; Nov 08; ID
Chicago; Garden; Children's Garden at Morton Arboretum; EDAW; by Samuel F. Dennis, Jr.; ph. ref. pl.; p. 26-37; Jan 08; LA
Chicago; Garden; Lurie Rooftop Garden; ASLA Award; Gustafsson, Guthrie & Nichol; by No author listed; ph.; p. 117; Aug 08; LA
Chicago; Industrial Building; Testa/JAB Headquarters; Epstein; by Dave Barista; ill.; p. 34-36; Nov 08; BD&C
Chicago; Kitchen; Single-Family Kitchen; Studio Dw ell; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; pl.; p. 20-21; Aug 08; RA
Chicago; Landscape Restoration; Restoring the Works of Jens Jensen; Wolff Landscape Architecture, Teska Associates and Hoerr & Schaudt; Original Design by Jens Jensen; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl. ref.; p. 66-76; Aug 08; LA
Chicago; Memorial, Monument; Haymarket Police Memorial; by Richard M. Sommer and Glenn Forley; ph. ill. ref.; p. 13-24; Feb 08; JAE
Chicago; Office Building/Interiors; IDA Headquarters; Envision Design; by No author listed; ph.; p. 32; Dec 08; ID
Chicago; Office Building/Interiors; International Interior Design Association; Envision Design; by Jay Pridmore; ph.; p. 128-134; May 08; ID
Chicago; Office Building/Interiors; Krause Music Store Renovation; Wheeler & Kearns and McGuire & Igleski; Original Design by Louis Sullivan; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 140-143; July 08; AR
Chicago; Office Building/Interiors; Leo Burnett Offices; VOA Associates; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 138-144; May 08; ID
Chicago; Office Building/Interiors; Leo Burnett; VOA Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96; Dec 08; ID
Chicago; Office Building; Inland Steel Building Renovation; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Katie Gerfen; ph. sec. det. ill. pl.; p. 60-63; Aug 08; A
Chicago; Recreation/Park; Millenium Park; Urban parks make a comeback; by Peter Harnik; ph.; p. 50-52; Oct 08; LA

ILLINOIS (cont'd)
Chicago; Residence; 2041 W. Cortland; RA Design Award; Studio Dw ell; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 45; May 08; RA
Chicago; Residence; 3311 Lakewood Avenue; Sullivan, Goulette & Wilson; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 106-107; Jan 08; B
Chicago; Residence; Lynch Residence; Brininstool & Lynch; by Nancy Ganiard Smith; ph. pl.; p. 280-287; July 08; ID
Chicago; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Oakwood Shores Affordable Housing Community; FitzGerald Associates; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 116; Oct 08; B
Chicago; Restaurant; L20; Dirk Denison; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; Dec 08; ID
Chicago; School/Special; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Krueck & Sexton; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 194-199; May 08; AR
Chicago; Shelter; Pacific Garden Mission and Homeless Shelter; Tigerman & McCurry; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl.; p. 78-85; Mar 08; A
Chicago; Showroom; Steelcase Work Life Center; Shimoda Design Group; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 156-157; Dec 08; ID
Chicago; Stairway; Claremont House Stairway; Brininstool & Lynch; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill. det. dia.; p. 56-57; Sept 08; RA
Chicago; Structural/Steel; Staybridge Suites Hotel; Staggered truss project; Valerio, Dewalt & Train; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; Apr 08; BD&C
Chicago; Sustainable Architecture; Richard M. Daley and the Greening of Chicago; by Cassie Walker; ph.; p. 108-112; June 08; ID
Chicago; University/Library; Digital Library; Loyola University; Solomon, Cordwell & Buenz; by Dave Barista; ph. dia.; p. 51-58; June 08; BD&C
Chicago; University/Performing Arts Center; Creative and Performing Arts Center; University of Chicago; Williams & Tsien; by Rob Gregory; ill.; dia.; p. 87; May 08; AR
Chicago; University/Residential; Two Dormitories; Illinois Institute of Technology; Dirk Denison; by Katie Gerfen; ill. dia. axon.; p. 102-105; Oct 08; A
Highland Park; Bathroom; Bathroom; Cohen & Hacker; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30; Apr 08; RA
Highland Park; Kitchen; Whimsical Kitchen; Cohen & Hacker; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 28-29; Apr 08; RA
Northfield; Residence; Private Residence; Roszek/ADC and Wallin & Gomez; by No author listed; ph.; p. 156; May 08; AR
Springfield; Government Building; Illinois State Capitol Chamber Restoration; Vinci & Hamp; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; May 08; AR
Springfield; Government Building; Illinois House and Senate Chambers; Vinci & Hamp; by No author listed; ph.; p. 56; Oct 08; A
INDIA

Bombay; Restaurant; Blue Frog; Serie Architects; by Bethan Ryder; ph.; p. 333; June 08; ID
Calcutta; Market; Barabazaar; Concept of hybrid space; by Martin Beattie; map ph. sec. ref.; p. 45-55; Feb 08; JAE
Maharashtra, Kashid; Residence; Subterranean Sanctuary; Studio Mumbai; by Rob Gregory; pl.; p. 45; Mar 08; AR
Maharashtra, Nandgaon; Residence; Palmrya House; Studio Mumbai; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 64-65; Dec 08; AR
Mumbai; Restaurant; Blue Frog Acoustic Lounge and Studios; Serie Architects; by Jennifer Richter; ph.; p. 79; Sept 08; AR
Nandgaon; Residence; Palmrya House; Studio Mumbai; by Prathima Manohar; pl.; p. 104-109; Apr 08; AR
New Delhi; Cultural Center; Sanskriti Kendra; Uppal Ghost; Landscape Design by Mohammmed Shaheer; by Minhazz Majumdar; ph.; p. 102-111; June 08; LA

INDIANA

Carmel; Recreation/Park; Central Park; Williams Architects; Landscape Design by JJR; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 108-117; Sept 08; LA
Carmel; Recreation/Park; West Park; Schmidt Associates; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 108-117; Sept 08; LA
Indianapolis; Walkway; River Promenade; Angela Danadjieva; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 94-101; Nov 08; LA
Mount Vernon; Industrial Building; Saving a Historic Grain Elevator; NINeark and Green 3; by Eric Fulford; ph. pl. ill.; p. 32-39; July 08; LA
New Harmony; Recreation/Visitor Center; Atheneum; Richard Meier; by Jennifer Richter; ph.; p. 170-171; May 08; AR
Pune; Recreation/Sports Facility; Maharashtra Cricket Ground; Hopkins Architects; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 68; May 08; AR

INDONESIA

Nias Island; Recreation/Playground; Playground for Orphans; Peter Fattinger; by Elizabeth Zevallos; ph.; p. 77-78; Oct 08; AR

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

Alabama, The Shoals; National Alabama Corp. Manufacturing Plant; by Dave Barista; ill. ph.; p. 41-45; Nov 08; BD&C
California, Richmond; Ford Assembly Building Refurbishment; Wong & Logan; Original Design by Albert Kahn; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 62-65; Feb 08; AR
California, San Marcos; Hunter Industries Headquarters; Smith Consulting; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 36-41; Nov 08; BD&C
Germany, Munich; BMW Welt Car Delivery Center; Coop Himmelblau; by Joseph Giovannoni; ph.; p. 73-76; May 08; A
Germany, Munich; BMW Welt Car Delivery Center; Coop Himmelblau; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 86-97; Mar 08; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Testa/JAB Headquarters; Epstein; by Dave Barista; ill.; p. 34-36; Nov 08; BD&C
Indiana, Mount Vernon; Saving a Historic Grain Elevator; NINebark and Green 3; by Eric Fulford; ph. pl. ill.; p. 32-39; July 08; LA
Italy, Venice; Water Purification Plant; C+S Associates; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82; Dec 08; AR
See also UTILITY FACILITY

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Profile of Designer; Nadja Swarovski; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 72-76; July 08; ID
Profile of Designer; Jiun Ho; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 64-68; Aug 08; ID
Profile of Designer; Suzanne Tick; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 106-110; Sept 08; ID

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING

See PREFABRICATION

INFRASTRUCTURE

See HIGHWAY

INSULATION

Benefits of Damp-Sprayed Cellulose; by Thelma Arceo; ph. ref.; p. 66-71; Jan 08; TCS
Cathedral Ceiling Ventilation and Insulation; by David L. Roodvets and Tony Mallinger; ph. graph det. ref.; p. 46-56; June 08; TCS
Insulating Concrete Forms and Integrated Framing Assemblies; by J. Andrew Keith and Chris Keith; ph. table; p. 48-54; Dec 08; TCS
Insulation Innovation for Brick Veneer Metal Stud; by Michael Gurevich; ph. det.; p. 18-20; May 08; TCS
Polyurethane Foams; by Tom Fishback; ph. ref.; p. 118-124; Aug 08; TCS
INSULATION (cont’d)
Structural Insulated Panels in Commercial and Institutional Applications; by Dave Barista; ph. ref.; p. 52-57; May 08; BD&C
Sustainability of Rock and Slag Wool Insulation; by Angus E. Crane; ph. ref.; p. 56-66; Nov 08; TCS
See also WALL

INSURANCE
See LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE

INTERIOR DESIGN
Arizona, Tucson; Architect’s Offices; Design-Build Collaborative, David E. Shambach and Lanning Architecture; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 64; Aug 08; RA
Gold Key Awards for Excellence in Hospitality Design; by Sheila Kim-Jamet; ph.; p. 185-204; Oct 08; ID
Influence of Vilhelm Hammershoi on Interior Space; by Jamie Forbert; ph.; p. 48-49; Sept 08; ARev
New York, New York; Madison Square; RA Design Award; Desai & Chia; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 87; May 08; RA
New York, New York; Profile of Non-Profit Design Firm; Alpha Workshops; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 108-114; Mar 08; ID
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Industrial Loft Conversion; RA Design Award; John Hubert; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 87; May 08; RA
Profile of Designer; Vincente Wolf, by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 64-68; July 08; ID
Profile of Designer; Sam Nazarian; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 74-76; Nov 08; ID
Profile of Designer; Lulu De Kwiatkowski; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 98-102; June 08; ID
Profile of Designer; Ian Schrager; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 108-112; Apr 08; ID
Profile of Designer; Interior Design Hall of Fame; Takashi Sugimoto; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. S22-S26; Dec 08; ID
Profile of Designer; Interior Design Hall of Fame; Edwin Hauer; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. S38-S42; Dec 08; ID
Profile of Firm; Interior Design Hall of Fame; Harris & Roberts; by Julie V. Lavine; ph.; p. S30-S34; Dec 08; ID
Profile of Firm; Interior Design Hall of Fame; Pugh & Scarp; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S14-S19; Dec 08; ID
Richard Wright, Auctioneer; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 110-114; May 08; ID
Study of Interior Design Details; Ryuji Nakamura, Barkow & Leibinger and et al.; by Linda C. Lentz; ph.; p. 84-90; Sept 08; AR
Washington, Seattle; Architect’s Office; SkB Architects; by Meghan Druding; ph.; p. 72; July 08; RA
See also ARCHITECTURE; LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE; Specific Building Type

INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION
California, Pasadena; From Classroom to Production Line; Art Center College of Design; Bernardt Design; by Karen D. Singh; ph.; p. 166-167; May 08; ID
Study-abroad Program; by Judith Gura; ph.; p. 156-158; Nov 08; ID

INTERNET
See COMPUTER

IOWA
Des Moines; Office Building/Interiors; Architect’s Offices; Substance; by Meghan Druding; ph.; p. 80; Apr 08; RA
Waukee; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Glynn Village; Hubbell Homes; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 120; Sept 08; B

IRELAND
Dromahair, Near; Residence; Mimetic House; Dominic Stevens; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 71-72; Apr 08; AR
Dublin; Health Care, Health Center; Daycare and Respite Center; Niall McLaughlin; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. m.; p. 53; May 08; ARev
Dublin; Residence; 13a House; Odos Architects; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec.; p. 70; Mar 08; ARev
Dublin; Residence; House; Boyd & Cody; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec.; p. 57; Mar 08; ARev
Dublin; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Elm Park Mixed-Use Development; Bucholz & McEvoy; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 102-103; Nov 08; AR
Dublin; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Elm Park; Bucholz & McEvoy; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 32; Feb 08; ARev
Dublin; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Elm Park; Bucholz & McEvoy; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-79; Dec 08; ARev
Killarney; Health Care, Health Center; Espa at the Europe Hotel & Resort; HBA/Hirsch Bedner; by No author listed; ph.; p. 28; Dec 08; ID
Knocktopher; Residence; Friary Extension; Odos Architects and O’Shea Design Partnership; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-55; Mar 08; ARev
Letterkenny; Arts Center; Letterkenny Arts Center; MacGabhann Architects; by Raymund Ryan; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; June 08; ARev
Limerick; Health Care, Health Center; Private Spa; Carmody & Groarke; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 70; May 08; ARev
Limerick; Recreation; Private Spa; Carmody & Groarke; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-75; Sept 08; ARev

ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE
Aga Khan Awards; by Michael Z. Wise; ph.; p. 110-115; May 08; A
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ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)

Saudi Arabia, Riyadh; AlBirr Foundation Headquarters; Perkins & Will; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. ill. pl. sec. elev. det.; p. 62-65; Oct 08; ARev

ISRAEL

Tel Aviv; Plaza; Rabin Square; Yaski & Pozner; by Tali Hatuka and Rachel Kallus; ph. map elev. sec. ref. pl.; p. 85-94; May 08; JAE

Tel Aviv; Recreation/Park; Ariel Sharon Park; Peter Latz; by Isabel Kershner; ph. ill. sec.; p. 84-89; Mar 08; LA

ITALY

Bologna; Recreation; Casalunga Golf Resort; Antonio Iascone; by Josephine Minutillo; ph.; p. 252-258; Jan 08; ID

Como; Recreation/Recreation Center; Bathing Facility; Marco Castelletti; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 72; May 08; ARev

Genoa; Performing Arts Center; La Casa della Musica; Elena Lupi; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 250-251; June 08; ID

Innichen, San Candido; Residence; House; Plasma Studio; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56; Mar 08; ARev

Limone; Store; Boîte d’Or; Studio Damilano; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 256-257; June 08; ID

Milan; Library; Milan Library; Bolles & Wilson; by Peter Cook; ph. m.; p. 32; July 08; ARev

Milan; Office Building/Interiors; Fornari Headquarters; Giorgio Borruso; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 110-111; Dec 08; JAE

Milan; Office Building/Interiors; Open Care; +1AA; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 248-249; June 08; ID

Milan; Store/Clothing; Zu + Elements; Giorgio Borruso; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; Dec 08; ID

Milan; University/Business School; Universita Luigi Bocconi; Grafton Architects; by Paul Finch; ph. sec.; p. 30-31; Dec 08; ARev

Rome; Government Building; Central Statistics Office; Mario Cucinella; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. sec. m.; p. 76-77; May 08; ARev

Rome; Store/Clothing; Mila Schon; P+R+V; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 254-255; June 08; ID

Siena; Art; Hic Terminus Haeret Sculpture Garden; Daniel Spoerri; by John O’Brien; ph. ref.; p. 64-68; June 08; LA

Venice; Exhibition, Exhibit; 11th International Architecture Exhibition of the Venice Biennale 2008; by Beth Broome; ph.; p. 77-80; Nov 08; AR

Venice; Exhibition, Exhibit; 2008 Venice Biennale; by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 34-35; Oct 08; ARev

ITALY (cont’d)

Venice; Exhibition, Exhibit; 2008 Venice Biennale; by Peter Cook; ph. ref.; p. 36; Oct 08; ARev

Venice; Exhibition, Exhibit; Out There: Architecture Beyond Building; Diller, Scofidio & Renfro, Gehry Partners and et al.; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 235-237; Oct 08; ID

Venice; Exhibition, Exhibit; Venice Architecture Biennale; by Peter Cook; ph.; p. 28; Nov 08; ARev

Venice; Garden; Landscape Installation; Venice Biennale 2008; Gustafson & Porter and Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 54-59; Nov 08; ARev

Venice; Industrial Building; Water Purification Plant; C+S Associates; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82; Dec 08; ARev

J

JAPAN

Atsugi; University/Engineering Building; Workshop; Kanagawa Institute of Technology; Junya Ishigami; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl.; p. 124-128; Nov 08; AR

Hachioji City; University/Library; New Library; Tama Art University; Toyo Ito; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-93; Jan 08; AR

Hiroshima; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Suppose Design Office; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. ill.; p. 100-105; Dec 08; AR

Hyogo Prefecture, Miki; Recreation/Sports Facility; Miki Disaster Management Park Beans Dome; Shuhei Endo; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-107; June 08; AR

Kanagawa; University; Kaito Workshop; Junya Ishigami; by Yuki Sumner; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; Sep 08; ARev

Kanagawa; University; Kaito Workshop; Kanagawa Institute of Technology; Junya Ishigami; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-57; Dec 08; ARev

Karuizawa; Residence; Black Box; Go Hasegawa; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; Mar 08; ARev

Karuizawa; Residence; Vacation House; Milligram Architectural Studio; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. S17-S20; Jan 08; ID

Karuizawa; Residence; Vacation House; Kotaro Ise; by Benjamin Budde; ph. pl.; p. 250-259; Oct 08; ID

Kirishima; Restaurant; Shokusai Ishikura; Super Potato; by Benjamin Budde; ph. pl.; p. 210-219; June 08; ID

Kumamoto; Residence; Final Wooden House; Sou Fujimoto; by Yuki Sumner; ph. ill. sec.; p. 70-71; Sept 08; ARev

Niseko; Apartment Building/Middle Rise; Kira Kira Apartment Hotel; Klein & Dytham; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 74; May 08; ARev
JAPAN (cont’d)

Niseko; Apartment Building/Middle Rise; Kona Kona Apartment Hotel; *Klein & Dytham*; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 74; May 08; AR

Okinawa; Hotel; OPJ Resort Hotel; *Jun Aoki*; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. sec.; p. 73; May 08; AR

Osaka; Bar; DBL; *Glamorous Co.*; by No author listed; ph.; p. 68; Dec 08; ID

Osaka; Restaurant; DBL Restaurant; *Glamorous Co.*; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 256-257; July 08; ID

Sapporo; Residence; House; *Shinichiro Asasaka*; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-79; Mar 08; AR

Sendai; Residence; Nora House; *Atelier Bow-Wow*; by Naomi R. Pollock; pl. sec.; p. 110-115; Apr 08; AR

**Tokyo, Moriguchi City:** Residence; Shelf-Pod House; *Kazuya Morita*; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-47; Mar 08; AR

Tokyo; Apartment Building; Eight Unit Housing Development; *Nakae, Takagi & Ohno*; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. m.; p. 60-61; Dec 08; AR

Tokyo; Architecture; Critique of Stores Along Omotesando Street; by Michael Sorkin; ph.; p. 87-88; May 08; AR

Tokyo; Learning, Training Center; AGC Quality Manufacturing Training Center; *Takenzaka*; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 264-266; May 08; AR

Tokyo; Office Building; Nicolas G. Hayek Center; *Shigeru Ban*; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 200-205; May 08; AR

Tokyo; Office Building; Nicolas G. Hayek Center; Swatch Group headquarters; *Shigeru Ban*; by Benjamin Buddle; ph.; p. 311; Jan 08; ID

Tokyo; Residence; 63.02° House; *Schemata*; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 71-72; Aug 08; AR

Tokyo; Residence; Colours House; *Kazuyasu Kochi*; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68; Mar 08; AR

Tokyo; Residence; Courtyard House; *Masahiro Harada and MAO/Mount Fuji Architects*; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-43; Mar 08; AR

Tokyo; Residence; Herringbone Home; *Masahiro Harada and MAO/Mount Fuji Architects*; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-81; Dec 08; AR

Tokyo; Residence; House; *Makoto Yamaguchi*; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev.; p. 76-77; Dec 08; AR

Tokyo; Residence; Mosaic House; *TNA*; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-71; Dec 08; AR

Tokyo; Store/Clothing; Alexandre Herchcovitch Boutique; *Arthur Casas*; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 288-295; Apr 08; ID

Tokyo; Store/Clothing; Bathing Ape; *Wonderwall*; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 260-265; Apr 08; ID

Tokyo; Store/Clothing; Bathing Ape; *Wonderwall*; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 112-115; Sept 08; AR

JAPAN (cont’d)

Tokyo; Structural; Profile of Designer; *Mutsuro Sasaki*; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. sec. dia. ill.; p. 156-160; Mar 08; AR

K

KANSAS

Greensburg; Arts Center; 5.4.7 Arts Center; *Studio 804*; by Charles Linn; ph. pl.; p. 134-137; Oct 08; AR

Herington; Office Building; Hodgdon Powder Company; *El Dorado Architects*; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl.; p. 134-137; Feb 08; AR

KENYA

Dadaab; City and Regional Planning; Dadaab Urban Plan; *Deborah Gans*; Landscape Design by *Denise Hoffman Brandt*; by David Sokol; map; p. 98-99; Oct 08; AR

KIOSK

Spain, Madrid; Market Kiosk; *Brut Deluxe*; by Anya Kaplan-Seem; ph.; p. 63-64; Dec 08; AR

KITCHEN

California, Los Angeles; Kitchen Remodel; *Assemblage*+; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 179; July 08; AR

California, Manhattan Beach; Kitchen Renovation; *Make Architecture*; by Christy Hobart; p. 142-146; July 08; ID

California, San Francisco; Island Kitchen; *CCS Architecture*; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 182; July 08; AR

California, San Francisco; Open Box 2 Kitchen Remodel; Watermark Award; *Feldman Architecture*; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 76; Apr 08; B

California, The Sea Ranch; Breakfast Nook; *Tumbull, Griffin & Hae sloppy*; by Meghan Drueing; ph. sec.; p. 63; Sept 08; RA

Colorado, Aurora; Shore House; Watermark Award; *Knudson & Gloss*; Interior Design by *Hillary Reed*; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 84; Apr 08; B

District of Columbia, Washington; Ambassador’s Kitchen; *Giampietro Monti*; by Jen DeRose; ph. iso.; p. S41-S43; Mar 08; ID

Finland, Kirkkonummi; Vacation Home Kitchen; *Helin & Company*; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24-25; July 08; RA

Illinois, Chicago; Single-Family Kitchen; *Studio Dwel l*; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 20-21; Aug 08; RA

Illinois, Highland Park; Whimsical Kitchen; *Cohen & Hacker*; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 28-29; Apr 08; RA
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KITCHEN (cont'd)

Michigan, Port Austin; Herrington Residence Kitchen; Watermark Award; Shelley Herrington; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 78; Apr 08; B

New Jersey, Hunterdon County; Hunterdon Kitchen; IS&L Architecture Studio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 124; Oct 08; B

New York, New York; Kitchen Remodel; Pan-Cosmotecture; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 182; July 08; AR

New York, New York; Kitchen Renovation; Jeffrey Beers; by Stephen Treffinger; ph.; p. S22-S26; Sept 08; ID

New York, New York; Loft Renovation; David Yum; by Suzanne Gannon; ph.; p. S8-S12; Mar 08; ID

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Live-Work Row House Kitchen; Studio d'ARC; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 22-23; June 08; RA

Texas, Austin; Lost Barton Kitchen; Watermark Award; CGA Partners; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 80; Apr 08; B

Texas, Austin; Maryanna Drive Residence; Watermark Award; AlterStudio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 82; Apr 08; B

Texas, Austin; McKinney Kitchen; McKinney Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; Mar 08; RA

Texas, Dallas; Pool House Kitchen; Cunningham Architects; by Denise Gee; ph.; p. S26-S28; Mar 08; ID

Washington, Seattle; Accessible Kitchen; Röm Architecture Studio; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 180; July 08; AR

Washington, Seattle; Kitchen Remodel; Finne Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 28-29; Sept 08; RA

Washington, Seattle; Kitchen; Pb Elemental Architecture; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 22-23; Jan 08; RA

Washington, Vancouver; Kitchen Renovation; Holton, Bakker, Boniface & Haden; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 181; July 08; AR

See also RESIDENCE

KOREA

Seoul; Office Building; Obzee Fashion Headquarters; Himma Architecture Studio and Office dA; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. sec.; p. 66-69; Jan 08; A

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Aesthetics and Sustainability; The performance of appearance; by Elizabeth K. Meyer; ph. ill. m.; p. 92-131; Oct 08; LA

Archetypal Landscapes; by Julie Moir Messervy; ph.; p. 86-89; Jan 08; LA

Arkansas, Fayetteville; Porchscapes: An Affordable LEED Neighborhood Development; ASLA Award; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by No author listed; pl.; p. 128-129; Aug 08; LA

California, San Francisco; Urban Ecology Brings Community Projects to Life; Urban Ecology; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl. ill.; p. 50-59; Jan 08; LA

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Port Lands Estuary; ASLA Award; Michael Van Valkenburgh; by No author listed; pl.; p. 126-127; Aug 08; LA

Careers in Landscape Architecture; by Linda McIntyre and Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. ill.; p. 34-48; Apr 08; LA

China, Shanghai; New Terrain for the North Lake Region of Chongming Island; ASLA Award; SWA Group; by No author listed; ill.; p. 127; Aug 08; LA

China, Xi'an; Garden Expo; Atelier DYG and BLY; by Leejuh Loon; ph. ill.; p. 60-69; Nov 08; LA

District of Columbia, Washington; World War II Memorial and the National Mall; Friedrich St. Florian; by Elizabeth K. Meyer; ph.; p. 57-63; Feb 08; JAE

France, Chaumont-sur-Loire; Chaumont Garden Festival; by Sutherland Lyall; ph.; p. 88; Aug 08; ARev

Life as a Sole Practitioner; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 70-83; June 08; LA

Louisiana, New Orleans; Viet Village Urban Farm; ASLA Award; Mossop & Michaels; by No author listed; ill.; p. 116; Aug 08; LA

Massachusetts, West Stockbridge; Profile of Designer; Stone in the landscape; Golden Bough; by Marty Carlock; ph.; p. 44-49; Jan 08; LA

Michigan, Kalamazoo; X-treme Landscape Architecture Design Challenge; Young designer's charrette; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. ref. ill. pl.; p. 60-67; Jan 08; LA

New York, New York; Design Trust for Public Space; ph. ill.; p. 94-98; Oct 08; ID

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Sites to Visit in Philadelphia; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ill. map; p. 96-111; July 08; LA

Profile of Designer; Warren Byrd; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; p. 100-105; Aug 08; LA

Profile of Designer; Julie Moir Messervy; by Susan Hines; ph. ref.; p. 80-85; Jan 08; LA

LABORATORY

See RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE (cont’d)
Profile of Firm; Greenways Inc.; by Linda McIntyre; ph. map; p. 88-97; May 08; LA
Role of Landscape in Ecological Awareness and Environmentalism; by Catherine Slesser; ref. ph.; p. 30-31; Nov 08; ARev
Sustainable Design and Construction of Sites; by Theodore Eisenman; ill.; p. 46-53; May 08; LA
See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; GARDEN; RECREATION; URBAN DESIGN; MULTI-USE PROJECT; Specific Building Type

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION
ASLA Student Awards; by Joshua Gray; pl. ill.; p. 36-51; Sept 08; LA
California, Pomona; Regenerative Strategies for Landscape Design; California Polytechnic State University; by Frank Edgerton Martin; ph. ref.; p. 40-49; July 08; LA
Edward C. Martin, Ambassador for Gardens; by Claude Thompson; ph.; p. 138-141; Oct 08; LA
Texas, Dallas; Student Urban Design Competition; by Claude Thompson; ph. ill. chart graph; p. 52-57; June 08; LA

LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES
Amending Clayey Soils; by Barrett L. Kays; ph. map ref.; p. 64-74; May 08; LA
Designing Garden Displays and Exhibitions; by W. Gary Smith and Gwen L. Stauffer; ph. ref.; p. 26-32; Apr 08; LA
Landscaping Adds Curb Appeal; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 90; Sept 08; B
See also LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

LANDSCAPE RESTORATION
District of Columbia, Washington; National Mall Repairs in Need; by Braulio Agnese; ph.; p. 48-49; Dec 08; A
Illinois, Chicago; Restoring the Works of Jens Jensen; Wolff Landscape Architecture, Teska Associates and Hoerr & Schaudt; Original Design by Jens Jensen; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl. ref.; p. 68-76; Aug 08; LA
Massachusetts, Concord; Minute Man National Historic Park Restoration; Carol R. Johnson; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. pl. ill.; p. 50-56; July 08; LA
Massachusetts, Martha’s Vineyard; Tashmoo Farm Landscape; Horluchi & Solien; by Jane Berger; ph. map; p. 112-119; July 08; LA
Massachusetts, Stockbridge; Naumkeag Estate Restoration; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; Aug 08; LA
Michigan, White Lake; James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center; MSI Design; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 66-77; Sept 08; LA

LANDSCAPE RESTORATION (cont’d)
Minnesota, Hibbing; Reclaiming the Landscape at Open Pit Mines; by Diane Hellekson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 24-35; Sept 08; LA
New Jersey, Newark; Branch Brook Park Restoration; Rhodeside & Harwell; Original Design by Frederick Law Olmsted; by Faye Harwell and Brad Garner; ph. pl. ill.; p. 78-89; Aug 08; LA

LAW
AIA Contracts and Building Information Modeling; by Werner Sabo and James K. Zahn; ph.; p. 26-27; Sept 08; TCS
Architect’s Duty to Protect Owners from Construction Defects; by Werner Sabo and James K. Zahn; ph.; p. 22-23; Apr 08; TCS
ConsensusDOCS; New breed of contract documents; by Adam T. Mow; ph. ref.; p. 26-28; Feb 08; TCS
Copyright Law; by Jeffrey C. Brown; ill.; p. 47; Feb 08; A
Copyright Licenses; by Werner Sabo and James K. Zahn; ph.; p. 30-32; May 08; TCS
FBI Investigation into Home Buyer Incentives; by Ethan Butterfield; ill.; p. 53-54; Nov 08; B
Legal Issues and Building Information Modeling; by Werner Sabo and James K. Zahn; ph.; p. 20-21; June 08; TCS
Mediation for Architects; by B. J. Novitski; ill.; p. 69-70; Sept 08; AR
New AIA Agreements Support Integrated Project Delivery; by B. J. Novitski; p. 59; July 08; AR
Rules for Electronic Documentation; by Gregg Bundschuh; ph. ref.; p. 28-30; Nov 08; TCS
Shop Drawings and Architect’s Approval; by Werner Sabo and James K. Zahn; ph. ref.; p. 22-24; Dec 08; TCS
Terminating Employees; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. 39; Feb 08; A
Updated AIA Contracts Resolve Many Issues; by B. J. Novitski; p. 55; Jan 08; AR
See also BUILDING CODE; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; INTERIOR DESIGN; OFFICE PRACTICE

LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER
Bangladesh, Rudrapur; Three Residences and Training Center; Anna Heringer; by Paul Finch; ph. pl.; p. 46-49; Dec 08; ARev
Japan, Tokyo; AGC Quality Manufacturing Training Center; Takenaka; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 264-266; May 08; AR
Michigan, White Lake Township; James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center; ASLA Award; MSI Design; by No author listed; ph.; p. 121; Aug 08; LA
Michigan, White Lake; James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center; MSI Design; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 66-77; Sept 08; LA
LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER (cont'd)

Project FROG; School of the future; by No author listed; ph. ill.; p. 75-123; Nov 08; BD&C
See also SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

LEBANON

Beirut; University/Student Center; Charles W. Hostler Student Center; VJAA; by Thomas Fisher; ph.; p. 63; Dec 08; A

Faqra; Residence; Basil Mountain Escape; ASLA Award; Vladimir Djurovic; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122; Aug 08; LA

Tyre; Housing; Fisherman's Housing Project; Hashim Sarkis; by Jessica Dheere; ph. ill.; p. 110-113; Oct 08; AR

LEGAL

See LAW

LIBRARY

Arizona, Laveen; Cesar Chavez Library; Line and Space; Interior Design by Richard & Bauer; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph. pl. sec.; p. 152-156; Feb 08; AR

Arizona, Scottsdale; Arabian Public Library; Richard & Bauer; by Nancy Levinson; ph. pl.; p. 96-101; June 08; AR

Arkansas, Gentry; Gentry Library; Marlon Blackwell; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec.; p. 138-143; Oct 08; AR

California, Hercules; Hercules Library; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson and Will Bruder; by Lisa Findley; ph. pl. sec.; p. 142-147; Feb 08; AR

California, Hercules; Hercules Public Library; HGA and Will Bruder; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 63-67; May 08; BD&C

Colombia, Medellin; Parque Biblioteca Espana; Giancarlo Mazzanti; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec.; p. 138-147; Nov 08; AR

Colombia, Villanueva; Public Library; Miguel Torres, German Ramirez and et al.; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. sec. pl. cea; p. 154-156; Oct 08; AR

Italy, Milan; Milan Library; Bolles & Wilson; by Peter Cook; ph. m.; p. 32; July 08; ARev

Netherlands, The Hague; Peace Palace Library Addition; Wilford & Schupp; Original Design by Louis Cordonnier; by Robert Maxwell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-81; June 08; ARev

New York, Bronx; New York Library Francis Martin Branch; 1100 Architect; by No author listed; ph.; p. 84; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Mulberry Street Branch Library; Rogers & Marvel; by James Murdock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 148-151; Feb 08; AR

LIBRARY (cont'd)

Spain, Torre-Pacheco; Municipal Library; Martin Lejarregua; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 192-199; June 08; ID

Sweden, Stockholm; City Library Extension; Heike Hanada; Original Design by Erik Gunnar Asplund; by Rasmus Waern; ph.; p. 18-19; Jan 08; ARev
See also UNIVERSITY/LIBRARY

LIGHTHOUSE

See MARINE

LIGHTING

Advancements in LED Lighting; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 67-68; Nov 08; B

California, Los Angeles; Broad Contemporary Art Museum; Daylighting system; Renzo Piano and Gensler Associates; Lighting Design by Arup; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec. cea; p. 238-247; May 08; AR

California, San Francisco; Hiroshi Sugimoto at de Young Museum; Mark Cavagnero; by Alison Bing; p. 188-189; Feb 08; AR

Energy-Conscious Architectural Lighting; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 65-66; Apr 08; RA

Georgia, Atlanta; Pulse Bar Lighting Installation; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; by Edward Keegan; ph. pl. sec. m.; p. 41-44; Mar 08; A

How Optical Systems Increase Luminare Efficiency; by James Brigagliano; ph. ill. table cea; p. 58-61; Oct 08; A

Massachusetts, Boston; LED Lighting at Old North Church; Light Insight; by Edward Keegan; ill.; p. 63-64; May 08; A

Medusa Chandelier; Timothy Horn; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 267; Aug 08; ID

Michigan, Ann Arbor; PET Wall Installation; Dan Flavin; by Blaine Brownell; ph. ref.; p. 30-36; Nov 08; JAE

Parans Fiber Optic Skylight System; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 46-47; Apr 08; BD&C

Spain, Barcelona; Hotel Forest; Light emitting facade; Cloud 9; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 52-55; Aug 08; A

Sustainable Outdoor Lighting; by George Preston; ph. ill. graph ref.; p. 102-109; June 08; TCS

LOUISIANA

Baton Rouge; Arts Center; Shaw Center for the Arts; Schwartz & Silver; by No author listed; ph.; p. 134; May 08; AR

New Orleans; Exhibition, Exhibit; Hover Installation; Howeler & Yoon; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 156-157; Feb 08; ID
L0UISIANA (cont’d)

New Orleans: Exhibition, Exhibit; Make It Right Installation; Graf; Lighting Design by L’Observatoire International; by David Sokol; p. 367; May 08; ID

New Orleans: Exhibition, Exhibit; Pink Project; Graf; Lighting Design by L’Observatoire International; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 44-45; Dec 08; ID

New Orleans: Housing; Low-Cost Housing Prototype; Pugh & Scarpa; by Catherine Slesser; ill. elev.; p. 67; May 08; ARev

New Orleans: Landscape Architecture; Viet Village Urban Farm; ASLA Award; Mosaic & Michaels; by No author listed; ill.; p. 116; Aug 08; LA

New Orleans; Roof, Roofing; DesCours Festival Canopy; Howard & Yoon; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 58-59; Aug 08; A

New Orleans: Waterfront Development; New Orleans Riverfront; Reinventing the Crescent; ASLA Award; Hargreaves Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 129; Aug 08; LA

M

MAINE

Augusta; Health Care, Health Center; Harold Alford Center for Cancer Care; TRO/Jung & Brannen and SMRT; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 51; May 08; BD&C

Boothbay; Botanic Garden; Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens; Quinn & Evans; Master Planning by EDAW; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. ill. pl. sec.; p. 82-93; Nov 08; LA

Brunswick; University/Museum; Museum of Art; Bowdoin College; Machado & Silvetti; Original Design by McKim, Mead & White; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-125; Feb 08; AR

Stoneham; Residence; Passage to the Lake; ASLA Award; Michael Van Valkenburgh; by No author listed; ph.; p. 125; Aug 08; LA

MALAYSIA

Kuala Lumpur; Apartment Building/High Rise; Linked Towers; Foreign Office Architects; by Jeremy Melvin; pl. ill. sec.; p. 68-71; Oct 08; ARev

MALL

See PLAZA; SHOPPING CENTER; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

MANUFACTURED HOUSING

See PREFABRICATION

MAPPING

England, Liverpool; Mapping Liverpool; by No author listed; map; p. 26-34; Jan 08; ARev

MARINE

Morocco, Tangier; Maritime Terminal; Odile Decq; by Catherine Slesser; pl. ill. sec.; p. 89; May 08; ARev

MARKET

Burkina Faso, Koudougou; Central Market; Laurent Sechaud; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. pl. cea.; p. 160-163; Oct 08; AR

India, Calcutta; Barabazaar; Concept of hybrid space; by Martin Beattie; map ph. sec. ref.; p. 45-55; Feb 08; JAE

Philippines, Manila; Landmark market and Food Court; Hugh A. Boyd; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 218-220; May 08; ID

Philippines, Manila; Landmark Supermarket; Hugh A. Boyd; by No author listed; ph.; p. 155; Dec 08; ID

Spain, Madrid; Market Kiosk; Brut Deluxe; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 86; Dec 08; ARev

MARKETING

See OFFICE PRACTICE

MARYLAND

Annapolis; Residence; South River Residence; Good Architecture; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; Oct 08; B

Baltimore; Apartment Building; The Assembly Building at Clipper Mill; RA Design Award; Cho, Benn & Holback; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; May 08; RA

Baltimore; Aquarium; National Aquarium; Chermayeff & Poole; Structural Design by Weidlinger Associates; by Terry C. Peterson; ph.; p. 84-90; June 08; TCS

Beltsville; Stormwater Management; Low Impact Development Center; Bioretention strategies; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ill. pl.; p. 62-63; Apr 08; LA

Bethesda; Architecture; Stephen Muse; Builder Hall of Fame; Stephen Muse; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 146; Oct 08; B

Bethesda; Bathroom; Bathroom Addition; Shinberg Levinas; by David Sokol; p. 184; July 08; AR

Chevy Chase; Residence; DuGoff Bor Residence; GTM; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 102; Jan 08; B

College Park; Architectural Education; Placing Space; Architecture, Action, Dimension; University of Maryland; by Ronit Eisenbach; ph. pl. ill. ref.; p. 76-83; May 08; JAE

Forest Glen; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; National Park Seminary; Alexander Co.; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 104; June 08; B

Howard County; Residence; Piedmont Farm; Muse Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 68; Oct 08; B
MARYLAND (cont'd)

Mount Ranier; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Mount Ranier Artist Lofts; HGA; by Beth Broome; ph. pl.; p. 193-195; Oct 08; AR

Potomac; Museum; Glenstone Private Residence and Museum; Gwathmey & Siegel; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 86-95; June 08; AR

Silver Spring; Plaza; Silver Plaza; James Urban and Land Design; Art by Deirdre Saunder; by Daniel Jost; ph. table; p. 78-87; Sept 08; LA

Taylor's Island; Residence; Lobloily House; Kieran & Timberlake; by No author listed; ph.; p. 136; May 08; AR

MASSACHUSETTS (cont'd)

Boston; Architecture; Emerging Architectural Firms; Anmahian & Winton, Brian Healy and et al.; by Hubert Murray; ph. ill.; p. 106-112; May 08; AR

Boston; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Bauenstudio; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 49-50; Apr 08; AR

Boston; Bar; Stix Restaurant and Lounge; 3Six0; by No author listed; ph.; p. 68; Dec 08; ID

Boston; Community Center; Korean Church of Boston; Brian Healy; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. axon.; p. 72-75; Jan 08; A

Boston; Hotel; Liberty Hotel; Champalimaud; by No author listed; ph.; p. 58; Dec 08; ID

Boston; Lighting; LED Lighting at Old North Church; Light Insight; by Edward Keegan; ill.; p. 63-64; May 08; A

Boston; Memorial, Monument; Veterans Memorial; Northeastern University; by Marc Roehrle and Mo Zell; ph. ill.; p. 4-10; Sept 08; JAE

Boston; Office Building/Interiors; Two Adams Place; Perkins & Will; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122; Dec 08; ID

Boston; Plaza; Boston Children's Museum Landscape; ASLA Award; Michael Van Valkenburgh; by No author listed; ph.; p. 118; Aug 08; LA

Boston; Recreation/Park; Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway; Kathryn Gustafson, Carol R. Johnson and EDAW; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p. 28-34; Mar 08; LA

Boston; Residence; Outside-In Loft; RA Design Award; Howeler & Yoon; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 55; May 08; RA

Boston; Residence; Quadrant Loft; Merge Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; June 08; RA

Boston; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; McAllen Building Condominiums; RA Design Award; Office dA and Burt & Hill; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. sec.; p. 66-67; May 08; RA

Boston; Restaurant; Banq; Office dA; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 78-79; Dec 08; ID

Boston; Restaurant; Stix Restaurant and Club; 3Six0; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 122-125; Sept 08; AR

Cambridge; Recreation/Park; North Point; Carr, Lynch & Sandell; Landscape Design by Oehme & van Sweden; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl.; p. 72-81; Nov 08; LA

Cambridge; Recreation; Community Rowing Boathouse; Anmahian & Winton; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. elev.; p. 82-87; Jan 08; A

Cambridge; University/Landscape; Tanner Fountain; Harvard University; ASLA Award; Peter Walker and SWA Group; by No author listed; ph. p. 131; Aug 08; LA

Cambridge; University/Museum; Exterior Wall Failure at Werner Otto Hall; Harvard University; Gwathmey & Siegel; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 53-54; Aug 08; AR

MASONRY

Benefits of Proper Masonry Maintenance; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 98; Feb 08; TCS

Benefits of Thin Brick; by Randy Wilson; ph. table ref.; p. 74-79; Oct 08; TCS

Building with Brick and Masonry; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; p. ea ill.; p. 48-53; Aug 08; BD&C

Effects of Thermal Movement on Masonry; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 82; Mar 08; TCS

Environmental Benefits of Brick; by Charles B. Clark; ph. ill. ref.; p. 66-72; Oct 08; TCS

Flashing in Masonry; by David Sevinski and Patrick J. Conway; ph. ill.; p. 30-40; Feb 08; TCS

Historical Significance of Masonry; by Mimi Zeiger; ph. ill. sec.; p. 37-39; Dec 08; A

Maintaining Masonry; by Mark K. Howell and Adrienne DeRan; ph.; p. 42-52; Feb 08; TCS

Matching Mortar for Repairing; by Deborah Slaton and Kenneth M. Itle; ph.; p. 82; Sept 08; TCS

New Roles for Masonry and Steel Construction; by Keith Lshway and Diane Throop; ph. ill. ref.; p. 76-81; Aug 08; TCS

Single-wythe CMU Walls; by Kevin Cavanaugh; ph. ill.; p. 136-146; May 08; TCS

Stucco and Stamping to Create the Look of Masonry; by Howard Jancy and Steve Chmelar; ph.; p. 84-99; May 08; TCS

Steel lintel Failure; by Deborah Slaton and Kenneth M. Itle; ph.; p. 74; Jan 08; TCS

The Making of Brick; by Bradford McKee; ph.; p. 118-123; May 08; A

See also STONE; STRUCTURAL/MASONRY

MASSACHUSETTS

Auburn; Residence; Wik Cottage; Eck & MacNeely; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 64; Oct 08; B
MEMORIAL, MONUMENT (cont'd)
Massachusetts, Boston; Veterans Memorial; Northeastern University; by Marc Roehrle and Mo Zell; ph. ill.; p. 4-10; Sept 08; JAE
Missouri, Kansas City; Liberty Memorial and National World War I Museum; ASA/; Original Design by H. Van Buren Magonigle; by Charles Linn; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; Feb 08; AR
Missouri, Kansas City; Liberty Memorial Restoration and Museum; ASA/; by No author listed; ph.; p. 134; May 08; AR
Virginia, Arlington; Pentagon Memorial; KBAS; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 263; Dec 08; ID

METALWORK
Avoiding Metal Fastener Failure; by Gregg Melvin and Michael Chusid; ph. ill.; p. 64-74; Aug 08; TCS
Benefits of Cast Iron; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 74; July 08; TCS

MEXICO
Mexico City; Bathroom; Casa Domus Bathroom; Garduno Arquitectos; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 186; July 08; AR
Mexico City; Office Building/High Rise; Torre Bicentenario; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. ill.; p. 42-45; Oct 08; AR
Mexico City; Office Building/Interiors; Grupo Lar; Erawe Diseno; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 328-329; May 08; ID
Mexico City; Recreation/Park; Fountain Promenade at Chapultepec Park; ASLA Award; Grupo de Diseno Urbano; by No author listed; ph.; p. 119; Aug 08; LA
Monterrey; Museum/Science, Technology; Museo del Acero Horno; Nicholas Grimshaw and Oficina de Arquitectura; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 96-103; Jan 08; AR
Puebla; Hotel; Hotel Boutique La Purificadora; Legorreta & Legorreta; by No author listed; ph.; p. 158; May 08; AR
San Miguel de Allende; Residence; Houshmand Residence; David Howell; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 200-209; June 08; ID

MICHIGAN (cont'd)
Detroit; Restaurant; Bourbon Steak; Super Potato; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 254-255; July 08; ID
East Lansing; University/Museum; Art Museum; Michigan State University; Zaha Hadid; by Catherine Slessor; ill. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Apr 08; AR
Grand Rapids; Museum/Art; Grand Rapids Art Museum; wHY Architecture; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. ill. sec. iso.; p. 50-56; Feb 08; AR
Holland; Office Building/Interiors; One Hawthorn Center; Perkins & Will and Eva Maddox Branded Environments; by Andrew Slocomb West; ph.; p. 53; Oct 08; A
Holland; Office Building; Haworth Center; Perkins & Will; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 30-31; Dec 08; ID
Holland; Office Building; One Hawthorn Center; Perkins & Will; by Sebastian Howard; p. 106-107; Nov 08; AR
Kalamazoo; City and Regional Planning; X-treme Landscape Architecture Design Challenge; Young designer's charrette; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. ref. ill. pl.; p. 60-67; Jan 08; LA
Port Austin; Kitchen; Herrington Residence Kitchen; Watermark Award; Shelley Herrington; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; pl. p. 78; Apr 08; B
Suttons Bay; Bedroom; Model T Rolling Bed; RA Design Award; David Hanawalt; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 91; May 08; RA
White Lake Township; Learning, Training Center; James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center; ASLA Award; MSI Design; by No author listed; ph.; p. 121; Aug 08; LA
White Lake; Landscape Restoration; James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center; MSI Design; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 66-77; Sept 08; LA

MINNESOTA
Deephaven; Residence; Streeter House; RA Design Award; Salmela Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; May 08; RA
Duluth; Residence; Salmela House; Salmela Architects; by Jane F. Koleleyn; ph. pl. elev.; p. 166-169; July 08; AR
Hibbing; Landscape Restoration; Reclaiming the Landscape at Open Pit Mines; by Diane Helleson; ph. pl. ill.; p. 24-35; Sept 08; LA
Makinen; Residence; Keel Cabin; Salmela Architects; by Jane F. Koleleyn; ph. pl. elev.; p. 154-156; Jan 08; AR
Minneapolis; Arts Center; Walker Art Center Expansion; Herzog & de Meuron; Original Design by Edward Larrabee Barnes; by John Comazzi; ph. ref.; p. 131-135; May 08; JAE
Minneapolis; Exhibition, Exhibit; Worlds Away; New Suburban Landscapes; by Ned Cramer; ph. ill.; p. 72-75; Feb 08; A
MINNESOTA (cont'd)

Minneapolis; Office Building; Phillips Fund; Domain Architecture; Interior Design by Gunkelman & Flesher; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 112-114; Oct 08; ID

Minneapolis; Theater; Tyrone Guthrie Theater; Jean Nouvel; by Margaret Werry; ph. ref.; p. 131-135; May 08; JAE

Minneapolis; University/Medical Center; Adopt A Room; University of Minnesota Fairview Hospital; Perkins & Will; by No author listed; ph.; p. 56; Oct 08; A

Orono; Recreation; Lake Minnetonka Boat house; Albertsson & Hansen; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 126; Oct 08; B

St. Paul; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Mixed-Use High-Rise Tower; David Adjaye; by Rob Gregory; ill.; p. 64; May 08; ARev

MISSISSIPPI

East Biloxi; City and Regional Planning; Model for Rebuilding After Katrina; Gulf Coast Community Design Studio; by James S. Russell; ph.; p. 100-105; Oct 08; AR

MISSOURI

Kansas City; Architecture; Profile of Firm; El Dorado Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 40-45; Aug 08; RA

Kansas City; Government Building; IRS Pennway Complex; BNIM and 360 Architects; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 45-46; May 08; BD&C

Kansas City; Memorial, Monument; Liberty Memorial Restoration and Museum; ASA; by No author listed; ph.; p. 134; May 08; AR

Kansas City; Museum/Art; Nelson Atkins Museum of Art expansion; Steven Holt; by No author listed; ph.; p. 144; May 08; AR

Kansas City; Museum; Liberty Memorial and National World War I Museum; ASA; Original Design by H. Van Buren Magonigle; by Charles Linn; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; Feb 08; AR

Platte County; Residence; Platform House; RA Design Award; Rockhill & Associates; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 89; May 08; RA

St. Charles; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; New Town Village; Whittaker Homes; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 110; Nov 08; B

St. Louis; City and Regional Planning; Gateway Mall; Improvements to the riverfront area; HOK Planning Group, Balmori Associates and et al.; Master Planning by EDAW; by George Hazelrigg; pl. ill.; p. 148-157; Oct 08; LA

St. Louis; Museum/Art; Saint Louis Art Museum; David Chipperfield; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 74-75; Apr 08; ARev

St. Louis; Office Building/Interiors; Offices of Momentum Worldwide; Lawrence Group; by Judith Davidsen; ph.; p. 121-124; Mar 08; ID

MISSOURI (cont'd)

University City; Government Building; City Hall Renovation; Trivers Associates; Original Design by Herbert C. Chivers; by Vernon Mays; ph. sec.; p. 92-99; Oct 08; A

MOBILE HOME

Unimog Residence; Living Is; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 81-84; July 08; ID

MOISTUREPROOFING

Envelope Strategies for Moisture Control; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. ill. map cea det.; p. 69-76; Jan 08; BD&C

Winning the War Against Moisture; by Sean M. O'Brien; ph. ref.; p. 70-78; Sept 08; TCS

MONACO

Monte Carlo; Restaurant; No Time; Federico Delrosso; by No author listed; ph.; p. 74; Dec 08; ID

MONTANA

Bozeman; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Capstone Condos; Justin Harmon; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 38-40; Aug 08; B

MONUMENT

See MEMORIAL, MONUMENT

MOROCCO

Tanger; Marine; Maritime Terminal; Odile Decq; by Catherine Slessor; ill. sec.; p. 89; May 08; ARev

MOTEL

See HOTEL

MOVIES

Architecture in Film; by Nik Nikolov; ill. ref.; p. 41-45; Sept 08; JAE

MULTI-USE BUILDING

See URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

MUSEUM

Alaska, Anchorage; Anchorage Museum at Rasmuson Center; David Chipperfield; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 74-75; Apr 08; ARev

Brazil, Porto Alegre; Ibere Camargo Museum; Alvaro Siza; by Ruth Verde Zein and Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 130-137; Nov 08; AR

California, San Francisco; Jewish Museum; Daniel Libeskind; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 76-77; Apr 08; ARev

Canada, Manitoba, Winnipeg; Canadian Museum of Human Rights; Antoine Predock; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 45; May 08; ARev
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MUSEUM (cont’d)

China, Beijing; Jianfu Palace Garden; Tsao & McKown and Pei Partnership; by Suzanne Stephens and Clifford Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-148; July 08; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; National Building Museum Construction Toys Collection; by Hannah McCann; ph.; p. 78-85; Apr 08; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Robert and Arlene Kogod Courtyard at the Smithsonian Institution; Glass roof; Foster & Partners and SmithGroup; Landscape Design by Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 98-103; Mar 08; AR

Maryland, Potomac; Glenstone Private Residence and Museum; Gwathmey & Siegal; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 86-95; June 08; AR

Missouri, Kansas City; Liberty Memorial and National World War I Museum; ASA; Original Design by H. Van Buren Magonigle; by Charles Linn; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; Feb 08; AR

Missouri, Kansas City; Liberty Memorial Restoration and Museum; ASA; by No author listed; ph.; p. 134; May 08; AR

Museums After Bilbao; by Joseph Giovannini; ph.; p. 83-85; Mar 08; AR

New Museum Critiques; by Martin Filler; ph.; p. 51-52; June 08; AR

New York, New York; Guggenheim Museum Renovation; WASH/Studio A; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 153-154; Dec 08; AR

Overblown Museums and Their Quiet Counterparts; by Martin Filler; ph. ill.; p. 53-54; Mar 08; AR

Poland, Gdansk; European Solidarity Center; FORT; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m. pl. sec.; p. 30-31; Feb 08; AR

Singapore, —; National Museum of Singapore; W Architects; Lighting Design by Lighting Planners Associates; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 179-180; Feb 08; AR

ART

Arizona, Phoenix; Phoenix Art Museum; Williams & Tsien; Landscape Design by Christine Ten Eyck; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 104-111; Mar 08; AR

Brazil, Porto Alegre; Ibere Camargo Art Museum; Alvaro Siza; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-59; Sept 08; AR

California, Los Angeles; Broad Contemporary Art Museum; Renzo Piano; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 53-54; Apr 08; AR

California, Los Angeles; Broad Contemporary Art Museum; Daylighting system; Renzo Piano and Gensler Associates; Lighting Design by Arup; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec. cea; p. 238-247; May 08; AR

MUSEUM (cont’d)

California, Los Angeles; Getty Villa; Machado & Silvetti; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 53-54; Apr 08; AR

Colorado, Denver; Museum of Contemporary Art; David Adjaye; by David Sokol; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-131; Mar 08; AR

Colorado, Denver; Museum of Contemporary Art; David Adjaye and Davis Partnership; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-69; Apr 08; AR

Denmark, Lolland; Fuglsang Kunstmuseum; Tony Fretton; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-63; June 08; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Donald W. Reynolds Center for American Art and Portraiture; Hartman & Cox; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 178-182; Mar 08; AR

England, London; Victoria and Albert Museum; Block Architecture; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev. sec. iso.; p. 78-79; Feb 08; AR

Germany, Cologne; Kolumba, Art Museum of the Archdiocese of Cologne; Peter Zumthor; by Bettina Carrington; ph. pl.; p. 78-85; Jan 08; AR

Michigan, Grand Rapids; Grand Rapids Art Museum; WHY Architecture; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 50-56; Feb 08; AR

Missouri, Kansas City; Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art expansion; Steven Holl; by No author listed; ph.; p. 144; May 08; AR

Missouri, St. Louis; Saint Louis Art Museum; David Chipperfield; by Rob Gregory; ph.; p. 74-75; Apr 08; AR

New York, New York; New Museum of Contemporary Art; SANAA and Gensler Associates; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. ill. det.; p. 132-139; Mar 08; AR

New York, New York; New Museum of Contemporary Art; SANAA and Gensler Associates; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; Apr 08; AR

New York, Queens; Queens Museum of Art; Daylighting system; Nicholas Grimshaw and Ammann & Whitney; Lighting Design by George Sexton; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. iso. graph cea; p. 238-247; May 08; AR

Spain, Cadiz; NMAC Foundation Expansion; Alberto Campo Baeza; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. m.; p. 44; May 08; AR

Spain, Madrid; CaixaForum; Herzog e de Meuron; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 46-55; June 08; AR

Spain, Madrid; Prado Museum Expansion; Jose Rafael Moneo; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-125; Mar 08; AR

NATURAL HISTORY

California, San Francisco; California Academy of Sciences; Renzo Piano; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 28-29; Feb 08; AR

www.archindex.com
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Singapore, ——; National Museum of Singapore; Lightemotion; Exhibition Design by GSM Design; by David Sokol; p. 152-154; Feb 08; AR

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY
Denmark, Helsingor; Danish Maritime Museum; Bjarke Ingels Group; by Rob Gregory; pl. ii.; p. 48; May 08; ARev
Mexico, Monterrey; Museo del Acero Horno; Nicholas Grimshaw and Oficina de Arquitectura; by Beth Broome; ph. pl.; p. 96-103; Jan 08; AR
Scotland, Glasgow; Transportation Museum; Zaha Hadid; by Catherine Slessor; ill. sec.; p. 43; May 08; ARev
Switzerland, Lucerne; Transport Museum; Gigon & Guyer; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 46; May 08; ARev

See also CULTURAL CENTER; EXHIBITION; EXHIBIT; UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM

MUSIC HALL
See ARTS CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

NEBASKA

Douglas County; Research Facility, Laboratory; Laboratory; RA Design Award; Randy Brown; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 40-41; May 08; RA

Douglas County; Residence; Laboratory; Randy Brown; by No author listed; ph.; p. 160; May 08; AR

Omaha; Residence; Crabapple House; RA Design Award; Randy Brown; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; May 08; RA

Omaha; Residence; Eco Village Residence; Randy Brown; by No author listed; ph.; p. 36; Dec 08; ID

Omaha; Residence; Laboratory; Randy Brown; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 111; Mar 08; B

Omaha; Residence; Path Concept House; Torti & Gallas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 102; Oct 08; B

Omaha; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Hidden Creek; Crabapple House; Randy Brown; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 52-55; Jan 08; RA

Omaha; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Hidden Creek; Elm House; Randy Brown; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 52-55; Jan 08; RA

NEPAL
Kathmandu; School/Elementary; Vicky Sherpa Foundation Primary School; EMBT; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 51; May 08; ARev

NETHERLANDS

Amsterdam; Exhibition, Exhibit; Spectra Installation; Ryoji Ikeda; Lighting Design by Speirs & Major; by Robert Such; ph.; p. 161-162; Aug 08; AR

Amsterdam; Office Building/Interiors; BNA Royal Institute of Dutch Architects; BAR Architects; by Tracy Metz; ph.; p. 116-121; Sept 08; AR

Amsterdam; Office Building/Interiors; Wieden + Kennedy; Next Architects; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 89-91; Nov 08; ID

Amsterdam; Plants; Anne Frank Tree; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 20-22; Feb 08; LA

Lelystad; Theater; Agora Theater; UN Studio; by David Sokol; ph. pl.; p. 206-213; May 08; AR

Nijverdal; Government Building; House of Culture and Administration; Claus & Kaan; by David Sokol; ph. pl.; p. 238-245; Mar 08; ID

The Hague; Library; Peace Palace Library Addition; Wilford & Schuppl; Original Design by Louis Cordonnier; by Robert Maxwell; ph. pl.; p. 76-81; June 08; ARev

Utrecht; Residence; Chapel Conversion; Zecc Architects; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. S32-S36; Mar 08; ID

Utrecht; Residence; Rietveld Schroder House; Gerrit Rietveld; by Paul Emmons and Matthew Mindrup; ph. ill. m. ref.; p. 44-52; Nov 08; JAE

NEVADA

Las Vegas; Residence; Builder LivingHome; Kieran & Timberlake; by Rich Biscaica; ill.; p. 45-46; Nov 08; B

Las Vegas; Store/Department; Barneys; Jeffrey Hutchinson; by Debra Scott; ph.; p. 148-152; Apr 08; ID

Las Vegas; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; CityCenter; Gensler Associates, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox et al.; by Jay W. Schneider and Jeff Yoders; ph. ill.; p. 24-34; Aug 08; BD&C

NEW JERSEY

Burlington County; Government Building; McGuire AFB Hangar; Thornton & Tomasetti; by Joel S. Weinstein; ph.; p. 20-24; Feb 08; TCS

Butler; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; River Place; Thomas J. Brennan; Interior Design by Mary Cook; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 31-32; June 08; B

Hunterdon County; Kitchen; Hunterdon Kitchen; ISL & Architecture Studio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 124; Oct 08; B

Newark; Landscape Restoration; Branch Brook Park Restoration; Rhodeside & Harwell; Original Design by Frederick Law Olmsted; by Faye Harwell and Brad Garner; ph. pl. ill.; p. 78-89; Aug 08; LA
NEW YORK (cont’d)

New Rochelle; Apartment Building; Knickerbocker Lofts; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. ill.; p. 108; June 08; B

New York; Airport; JetBlue Terminal; Gensler Associates, Anthony C. Baker and Daroff Design; by Sara Hart; ph. sec. pl.; p. 68-77; Dec 08; A

New York; Apartment Building/High Rise; Calendonia Condominiums; Ciodagh Design; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 266-281; Sept 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/High Rise; HL23 Condominium Building; Neil Denari; by Katie Gerfen; ph.; p. 83-86; May 08; A

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment; Yabu & Pushelberg; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 280-289; Oct 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; Fox & Nahem; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 170-179; Feb 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; Martin Raffone; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 147-150; Sept 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment Renovation; Daniel O’Connor; Interior Design by 2Michael; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 210-219; Nov 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Apartment and Garden; A + I Architecture; by No author listed; ph.; p. 134; Dec 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Avalon Bowery Place II; Slade Architecture; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122; Dec 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Avalon Bowery Place II; Slade Architecture; by Bostwick; ph.; p. 260-265; Sept 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Central Park Residence; Shelton & Mindel; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 136-139; Dec 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Chelsea Apartment; Michael Rubin; by No author listed; ph.; p. 92; Dec 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Condominium Remodel; Eve Robinson; by Jane Margolies; ph.; p. 204-211; Feb 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Dobbie Residence; Ghislaine Vinas; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; Dec 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Greene Street Residence; S. Russell Groves; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; Dec 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; S. Russell Groves; by Paula Rackow; ph.; p. 131-134; Sept 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; Michael Zenreich; Interior Design by 2Michael; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph. pl.; p. 284-291; Mar 08; ID

NEW YORK (cont’d)

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; London Terrace Apartment Renovation; D.B. Kim; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 138-142; Sept 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Renovation; Joel Sanders and Balmori Associates; by Mark McMenamin; ph. ill.; p. 34-35; Dec 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Condominium; Incorporated Architecture; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 93-96; Nov 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Loft Remodel; Ghislaine Vinas; by Annie Block; ph. pl.; p. 210-217; Jan 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Penthouse Loft; Victoria Blau and Architecteam; by Gregory Cerio; ph. pl.; p. 240-249; Sept 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Riverhouse Model Apartment; Thom Filicia; by No author listed; ph.; p. 36; Dec 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; SmartSpace Apartment Conversions; AvroKO; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 62-63; Jan 08; RA

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; The Heywood; Shamir Shah; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 296-303; Sept 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Virtual Light Loft; Dean & Wolf; Interior Design by Vincente Wolf; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. axon.; p. 106-111; Sept 08; AR

New York; Apartment Building/Interiors; Yarom Loft; Caimi & Asnaghi; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 5-5-S10; Sept 08; ID

New York; Apartment Building/Landscape; Apartment Terrace; Studio Urrn; by Louise Levathes; ph. pl. ill.; p. 100-104; Sept 08; LA

New York; Apartment Building; Switch Building; NArchitects; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 139-139; June 08; AR

New York; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Redtop Architects; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.; p. 47-48; July 08; AR

New York; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Messana & O’Rorke; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 40-44; June 08; RA

New York; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Grzywinski & Pons; by Dianna Dilworth; ph. ill.; p. 83-84; May 08; AR

New York; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Scalar Architecture; by Ingrid Spencer; ph. ill.; p. 65-66; Nov 08; AR

New York; Architecture; Profile of firm; Urban AQ; by Joann Gonchar; ph. m.; p. 80-83; Dec 08; AR

New York; Art Gallery; Arario Gallery; David Adjaye; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 185-186; Mar 08; AR

New York; Art Gallery; Haunch of Venison Gallery; Steven Learner; by Christine Schwartz Hartley; ph.; p. 222-229; Aug 08; ID
NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York; Art Gallery; Haunch of Venison; Steven Learner; by No author listed; ph.; p. 84; Dec 08; ID

New York; Bar; Bar Solex; Opus Interdisciplinary Design Studio; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 100-102; July 08; ID

New York; Bathroom; Manhattan Loft Bathroom; Desai & Chia; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24; June 08; RA

New York; City and Regional Planning; Five Visions for Hudson River Rail Yards; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and al.; by Alex Ullman; pl. ill.; p. 94-105; Feb 08; LA

New York; Exhibition; Exhibit; Buckminster Fuller: Starting with the Universe; Buckminster Fuller; by William Hanley; ph.; p. 61-62; Aug 08; AR

New York; Exhibition; Exhibit; Home Delivery: Fabricating the Modern Dwelling; Kieran & Timberlake, MIT School of Architecture and Planning and al.; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 57-62; Sept 08; A

New York; Exhibition; Exhibit; Home Delivery: Fabricating the Modern Dwelling; Kieran & Timberlake, Edmiston & Gauthier and al.; by Joann Gonchar; ph. cea ill.; p. 138-147; Sept 08; AR

New York; Exhibition, Exhibit; Lee Friedlander: A Ramble in Olmsted Parks; by Joshua Gray; ph.; p. 24; Apr 08; LA

New York; Exhibition; Exhibit; Paris/New York: Design Fashion Culture 1925-1940; by Donald Albrecht et al.; ph. ill.; p. 218-220; Sept 08; ID

New York; Exhibition; Exhibit; Showtime House Media Room; Luca Andrisani; by No author listed; ph.; p. 46; Dec 08; ID

New York; Exhibition, Exhibit; Solar Pavilion 3; S itu Studio; by Cohen; ph.; p. 223-225; Sept 08; ID

New York; Health Care, Health Center; Guerlain Spa; AC Martin; by No author listed; ph.; p. 28; Dec 08; ID

New York; Health Care, Health Center; Sense Spa; Zeff Design; by No author listed; ph.; p. 29; Dec 08; ID

New York; Hotel; aka Central Park; Studio Intramuros; by No author listed; ph.; p. 59; Dec 08; ID

New York; Hotel; Empire Hotel; Goodman & Charton; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 261-267; Jan 08; ID

New York; Hotel; Guerlain Spa and Fitness Center at the Waldorf-Astoria; AC Martin; by Kimberly Godd; ph.; p. 159-162; Oct 08; ID

New York; Hotel; Morgans; Andree Putman; by No author listed; ph.; p. 58; Dec 08; ID

New York; Hotel; Renaissance New York Hotel; Jordan Mazur; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 66-67; Dec 08; ID

New York; Interior Design; Madison Square; RA Design Award; Desai & Chia; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 87; May 08; RA

NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York; Interior Design; Profile of Non-Profit Design Firm; Alpha Workshops; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 108-114; Mar 08; ID

New York; Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; Pan-Cosmotechnique; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 182; July 08; AR

New York; Kitchen; Kitchen Renovation; Jeffrey Beers; by Stephen Treffinger; ph.; p. S22-S26; Sept 08; ID

New York; Kitchen; Loft Renovation; David Yum; by Suzanne Gannon; ph.; p. S8-S12; Mar 08; ID

New York; Landscape Architecture; Design Trust for Public Space; ph. ill.; p. 94-98; Oct 08; ID

New York; Library; Mulberry Street Branch Library; Rogers & Marvel; by James Murdock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 148-151; Feb 08; AR

New York; Museum/Art; New Museum of Contemporary Art; SANAA and Gensler Associates; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 52-59; Apr 08; ARev

New York; Museum/Art; New Museum of Contemporary Art; SANAA and Gensler Associates; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec. ill. det.; p. 132-139; Mar 08; AR

New York; Museum; Guggenheim Museum Renovation; WASSA/Studios A; Original Design by Frank Lloyd Wright; by Sara Hart; ph.; p. 153-154; Dec 08; AR

New York; Office Building/High Rise; Hearst Tower Critique; Foster & Partners; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 47-48; Jan 08; AR

New York; Office Building/High Rise; New York Times Building; Renzo Piano and FXFowle Architects; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-51; Apr 08; ARev

New York; Office Building/High Rise; New York Times Building; Renzo Piano and FXFowle Architects; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-105; Feb 08; AR

New York; Office Building/High Rise; One Bryant Park; Cogeneration; Cook & Fox; by Joann Gonchar; ph. dia. graph cca; p. 152-155; Mar 08; AR

New York; Office Building/High Rise; One Bryant Park; Cook & Fox; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-59; Oct 08; ARev

New York; Office Building/High Rise; Seagram Building at 50; Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe and Philip Johnson; by Giancarlo La Giorgia; ph.; p. 58; Dec 08; A

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Financial Office; Hariri & Hariri; by Judith Davidsen; ph.; p. 282-287; Sept 08; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Groupe Clarins; Gerner, Kronick & Valcarcel; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 149-152; May 08; ID
NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Heckscher Foundation for Children; Christoff & Finio; by Shonquis Moreno; ph.; p. 162-165; June 08; AR

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Johnson & Johnson; Lalive & March; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 276-285; May 08; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Johnson & Johnson; Lalive & March; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96; Dec 08; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; JWT Headquarters; Clive Wilkinson; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 100-101; Dec 08; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Mansueto Ventures; TPG Architecture; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 338-343; May 08; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; New York Times; Renzo Piano; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl. sec.; p. 304-313; Sept 08; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Rottet Studio; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 294-295; May 08; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Rottet Studio; by No author listed; ph.; p. 107; Dec 08; ID

New York; Office Building/Interiors; Tibi Offices and Showroom; Steve E. Blatz and Antonio Pio Saracino; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 83-96; Nov 08; ID

New York; Office Building; AOL; Mancini & Duffy; by No author listed; ph.; p. 32; Dec 08; ID

New York; Recreation/Park; Adrian Benepe, Commissioner of Parks; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; p. 50-59; Feb 08; LA

New York; Recreation/Park; Governors Island Park; West 8, Rogers & Marvel and et al.; by Alex Ullam; ph. ill. map; p. 106-115; Apr 08; LA

New York; Recreation/Park; Zuccotti Park; Cooper & Robertson; by No author listed; ph.; p. 163; May 08; AR

New York; Residence; Central Park South Apartment; Gwathmey Siegel; by No author listed; ph.; p. 148; May 08; AR

New York; Residence; Klinsky Residence; 212box; by No author listed; ph.; p. 147; Dec 08; ID

New York; Residence; Light Box Loft; Desai & Chia; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 48-49; June 08; RA

NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Townhouse Renovation; LTL; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 142-144; June 08; ID

New York; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Townhouse Renovation; Meyer & Davis; by Linda Lee; ph. pl.; p. 170-177; Nov 08; ID

New York; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Upper East Side Townhouse; Meyer & Davis; by No author listed; ph.; p. 146; Dec 08; ID

New York; Restaurant; Park Avenue Restaurant; AvroKo; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 166-168; June 08; AR

New York; School/Vocational; Sheila C. Johnson Design Center; Parsons The New School for Design; Lyn Rice; by Beth Brome; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-132; Sept 08; AR

New York; School; New School; 1100 Architect; by No author listed; ph.; p. 42; Dec 08; ID

New York; Showroom; Haworth Resource Center; Perkins & Will; by No author listed; ph.; p. 158; Dec 08; ID

New York; Showroom; Haworth Showroom; Perkins & Will; by Judith Davidsen; ph.; p. 139-142; Mar 08; ID

New York; Showroom; Maharam; Fernlund & Logan; by No author listed; ph.; p. 158; Dec 08; ID

New York; Showroom; Milliken & Company Showroom; Q Studio; by Judith Davidsen; ph.; p. 134-138; June 08; ID

New York; Store/Clothing; Diane Von Furstenberg; Work Architecture; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 152-153; Dec 08; ID

New York; Store/Clothing; John Varvatos Boutique; Loffredo & Brooks; Interior Design by Brady Wilcox; by Tom Beer; ph.; p. 230-237; June 08; ID

New York; Store/Clothing; Poleclo Store; Luca Andrisani; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 280-281; Apr 08; ID

New York; Store/Clothing; Yohji Yamamoto Boutique; Junya Ishigami; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 119-122; Apr 08; ID

New York; Store; Apple Cube Fifth Avenue; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; by Ryan E. Smith; ph. ref.; p. 67-69; Nov 08; JAE

New York; Store; La Maison Unique; Thomas Heatherwick; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 42-43; Jan 08; BD&C

New York; Studio; La Boutique; EOA; by Robyn Dutra; ph.; p. 70-74; Feb 08; ID

New York; University/Administration; Office of Strategic Assessment, Planning, and Design; Lewis, Tsurumaki & Lewis; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ill.; p. 55-57; Feb 08; BD&C

New York; University/Library; Slide Library; Columbia University; Marble & Fairbanks; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. pers.; p. 64-67; Aug 08; A
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NEW YORK (cont'd)

New York; University/Social Sciences School; Department of Philosophy; New York University; Steven Holl; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 171-173; June 08; AR

New York; University; Department of Philosophy; New York University; Steven Holl; by No author listed; ph.; p. 42; Dec 08; ID

New York; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Diane von Furstenberg Studio Headquarters; WORKac; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 134-139; July 08; AR

New York; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Affirmation Arts; Peter Matthews and Maurice Saragoussi; by Mimi Zeiger; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; July 08; A

New York; Waterfront Development; East River Waterfront Esplanade and Piers Project; SHoP; by Katie Gerfen; pl. ill.; p. 70-71; Jan 08; A

New York; Waterfront Development; Hudson River Rail Yards Critique; Steven Holl, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and et al.; by Michael Sorkin; ill.; p. 55-56; Feb 08; AR

North Salem; Residence; Turkey Hill Farm; Thomas Fleeton; Landscape Design by Stephen Stimson; by Jane Berger; ph. pl.; p. 34-43; Nov 08; LA

Queens; Museum/Art; Queens Museum of Art; Daylighting system; Nicholas Grimshaw and Ammann & Whitney; Lighting Design by George Sexton; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. iso. graph cia; p. 238-247; May 08; AR

Queens; Recreation/Playground; New York Hall of Science Playground; BKSJ; Landscape Design by Lee Weintraub; by Marilyn Clemens; ph. pl. ill.; p. 112-119; Mar 08; LA

Sagaponack; Residence; New Residence; Brian E. Boyle; Interior Design by Benjamin Noriega-Ortiz; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 238-247; July 08; ID

Sagaponack; Restaurant; Townline BBQ; CCS Architecture; by Alejandro Saralegui; ph.; p. 92-96; July 08; ID

Salt Point; Residence; Salt Point House; Thomas Phifer; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-149; Jan 08; AR

Shelter Island; Residence; Little Ram Island House; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by Diana Lind; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-165; July 08; AR

Southampton; Garden; Residential Garden; Lernon & Paul; Landscape Design by Oehme & van Sweden; by Jenna Kennedy; ph. pl. table; p. 90-95; July 08; LA

Southampton; Residence; Cottage; McMillen; by Ann Pyne; ph.; p. 214-216; July 08; ID

Sullivan County; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Catskill Farms; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 150; May 08; B

Syracuse; University; School of Communications; Syracuse University; Polshek Partnership; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 43-45; Feb 08; A

NEW YORK (cont'd)

Troy; University/Performing Arts Center; Experimental Media and Performing Arts Center; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Nicholas Grimshaw; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 70-71; Apr 08; ARev

NIGHT CLUB

District of Columbia, Washington; Town Danceboutique; Studios Architecture; by No author listed; ph.; p. 68; Dec 08; ID

See also BAR; CLUB; RECREATION; RESTAURANT

NORTH CAROLINA

Biltmore Forest; Residence; Chauncey Knoll; Carlton Architecture; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 100; Oct 08; B

Chapel Hill; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Briar Chapel TND; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 112; Nov 08; B

Durham; University/Residential; Duke Smart Home; College residences as green laboratories; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 34-40; Sept 08; BD&C

Raleigh; Airport; Terminal 2; Fentress Architects; by No author listed; ph.; p. 19; Nov 08; BD&C

Raleigh; Residence; Kenoyer Residence; DDK Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 110; Mar 08; B

Raleigh; Residence; Strickland-Ferris Residence; Frank Harmon; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 150-152; Jan 08; AR

Raleigh; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; The Oaks at Fallon Park; DDK Design; by Jenny Sullivan; m. pl.; p. 51-52; Feb 08; B

Sherrills Ford; Residence; Pippin Residence; Pippin Home Designs; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 59-60; Sept 08; B

NORWAY

Alesund; Housing; Apartment Blocks; Jarmund & Vigsnes; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. ill.; p. 63; May 08; ARev

Lofoten Islands, Torvdalshalsen; Highway; Torvdalshalsen Rest Area; 70°N Arkitektur; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 58; Dec 08; ARev

Molde; Performing Arts Center; Theater and Jazz House; 3XN; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 47; May 08; ARev

Oslo; Performing Arts Center; National Opera House; Snohetta; by Peter MacKeith; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-91; Aug 08; AR

Oslo; Performing Arts Center; Opera House; Snohetta; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 36-45; June 08; ARev

Oslo; Performing Arts Center; Oslo Opera House; Snohetta; by Marc Treib; ph. pl.; p. 44-51; Nov 08; LA
OFFICE BUILDING

Arkansas, Little Rock; Heifer International World Headquarters; Polk, Stanley, Rowland, Curzon & Porter; by No author listed; ph.; p. 146; May 08; AR

California, San Francisco; 185 Berry Street at China Basin; Base isolation system; HOK; Structural Design by Simpson, Gumpertz & Heger; by Dave Barista; ph.; p. 49; May 08; BD&C

California, San Francisco; Degenkolb Engineers; Pollack Architecture; by No author listed; ph.; p. 32; Dec 08; ID

Chile, Santiago; Honda Showroom; German Del Sol; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 80; May 08; AR

Chile, Santiago; Office and Shop; Alberto Mozó; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-53; Dec 08; AR

China, Beijing; China Poly Group; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 219-221; July 08; ID

China, Beijing; Digital Beijing; Studio Pei-Zhu; by Jen Lin-Liu; ph. pl. sec.; p. 104-107; July 08; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Offices; Rogers, Stirk & Harbour; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m.; p. 88; May 08; AR

England, London; Unilever Headquarters; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by No author listed; ph.; p. 138; May 08; AR

Florida, Jacksonville; CSX Corporate Headquarters; RS&H; by Lenora Jane Estes; ph.; p. 54-56; Sept 08; BD&C

Germany, Hamburg; Unilever Headquarters; Behnisch Architekten; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 81; May 08; AR

OFFICE BUILDING (cont'd)

High Performance Speculative Office Buildings; by Dave Barista; ph. ill.; p. 26-35; Mar 08; BD&C

Illinois, Chicago; Inland Steel Building Renovation; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Katie Gerfen; ph. sec. det. ill. pl.; p. 60-63; Aug 08; A

Japan, Tokyo; Nicolas G. Hayek Center, Shigeru Ban; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 200-205; May 08; AR

Japan, Tokyo; Nicolas G. Hayek Center; Swatch Group headquarters; Shigeru Ban; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 311; Jan 08; ID

Kansas, Herington; Hodgdon Powder Company; El Dorado Architects; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl.; p. 134-137; Feb 08; AR

Korea, Seoul; Obzee Fashion Headquarters; Himma Architecture Studio and Office dA; by Katie Gerfen; ill. sec.; p. 66-69; Jan 08; A

Michigan, Holland; Haworth Center; Perkins & Will; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 30-31; Dec 08; ID

Michigan, Holland; One Haworth Center; Perkins & Will; by Sebastian Howard; p. 106-107; Nov 08; AR

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Phillips Fund; Domain Architecture; Interior Design by Gunklman & Flesher; by Bradley Lincoln; ph.; p. 112-114; Oct 08; ID

New York, New York; AOL; Mancini & Duffy; by No author listed; ph.; p. 32; Dec 08; ID

Spain, Santiago de Compostela; Sociedad General de Autores y Editores; Ensemble Studio; Master Planning by Arata Isozaki; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 268-275; Mar 08; ID

Switzerland, Zurich; Cocoon Building; Camenzind Evolution; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-63; Dec 08; AR

Texas, San Antonio; Architect's Offices; O'Neil, Conrad & Oppelt and Alamo Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 72; Mar 08; RA

HIGH RISE

California, San Francisco; Infinity Towers; Performance based earthquake design; Heller & Manus and Arquitectonica; Structural Design by Magnusson & Klemencic; by Nadine M. Post; ph. dia. ill. cca; p. 142-151; June 08; AR

China, Beijing; CCTV Headquarters; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; Structural Design by Arup; by Dave Barista; ph. ill.; p. 35-37; Oct 08; BD&C

China, Beijing; China Central Television Headquarters; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; Structural Design by Arup; by Janice Tuchman; ph. ill.; p. 126-129; July 08; AR

China, Beijing; China Central TV Headquarters; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. axon. ill.; p. 48-51; July 08; AR
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OFFICE BUILDING (cont'd)
HIGH RISE (cont'd)

China, Guangzhou; Pearl River Tower; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Jeremy Melvin; ill.; p. 66-67; Oct 08; ARev

China, Guangzhou; Poly International Plaza; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 100-101; Nov 08; AR

England, London; 5 Aldermanbury Square; Eric Parry; by Jay Merrick; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 84-89; June 08; ARev

England, London; Leadenhall Building; Rogers, Stirk & Harbour; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. ill. sec.; p. 60-61; Oct 08; ARev

Mexico, Mexico City; Torre Bicentenario; Office for Metropolitan Architecture; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. ill.; p. 42-45; Oct 08; ARev

New York, New York; Hearst Tower Critique; Foster & Partners; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 47-48; Jan 08; AR

New York, New York; New York Times Building; Renzo Piano and FFXowle Architects; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 94-105; Feb 08; AR

New York, New York; New York Times Building; Renzo Piano and FFXowle Architects; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-51; Apr 08; ARev

New York, New York; One Bryant Park; Cook & Fox; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-59; Oct 08; ARev

New York, New York; One Bryant Park; Cogeneration; Cook & Fox; by Joann Gonchar; ph. dia. graph cea; p. 152-155; Mar 08; AR

New York, New York; Seagram Building at 50: Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe and Philip Johnson; by Giancarlo La Giorgia; ph.; p. 58; Dec 08; A

Saudi Arabia, Riyadh; Alibrr Foundation Headquarters; Perkins & Will; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. ill. pl. sec. elev. det.; p. 62-65; Oct 08; ARev

INTERIORS

Australia, Sydney; Stockland Office Refurbishment; Bligh, Voller & Nield; by Frank Duffy; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p. 90-93; June 08; ARev

Belgium, Antwerp; Fragile; Import.Export; by Maria Shollenberg; ph.; p. 232-237; July 08; ID

California, Cypress; Vans Headquarters; Pollock Architecture; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102; Dec 08; ID

California, Emeryville; Pixar; Gensler Associates; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 94-95; Dec 08; ID

California, Los Angeles; Added Value; Gensler Associates; by Greg Goldin; ph.; p. 188-195; Feb 08; ID

OFFICE BUILDING (cont'd)
INTERIORS (cont'd)

California, Los Angeles; Added Value; Gensler Associates; Original Design by Arthur Froelich; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96; Dec 08; ID

California, Los Angeles; Architect's Office; Lehrer Architects; by No author listed; ph.; p. 154; May 08; AR

California, Los Angeles; Baroda Ventures; Rios, Clementi & Hale; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 238-245; June 08; ID

California, Los Angeles; Edelman; Gensler Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 112; Dec 08; ID

California, Los Angeles; Latham & Watkins; Gensler Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 106; Dec 08; ID

California, Los Angeles; Offices of Lehrer Architects; Lehrer Architects; by Maria Shollenberg; ph.; p. 212-213; May 08; ID

California, Los Angeles; RTKL Interior Design Studio; RTKL; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 226-233; Jan 08; ID

California, Los Angeles; Saatchi & Saatchi; Shubin & Donaldson; by No author listed; ph.; p. 103; Dec 08; ID

California, Santa Monica; Edmunds.com Corporate Headquarters; Studios Architecture; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 104-105; Nov 08; AR

California, Torrance; Saatchi & Saatchi; Shubin & Donaldson; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 318-325; May 08; ID

Canada, Toronto; Juggernaut; Giannone & Petricone; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 90-91; Dec 08; ID

Canada, Toronto; Torys Headquarters; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; by David Sokol; ph. pl.; p. 198-205; Aug 08; ID

Canada, Toronto; Torys; Kuwabara, Payne, McKenna & Blumberg; by No author listed; ph.; p. 106; Dec 08; ID

China, Guangzhou; Ogilvy & Mather; M Moser Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 112; Dec 08; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Columbia Center; Hickok & Cole; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122; Dec 08; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Offices of Hanley Wood; SKB Architects; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 77-80; Jan 08; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Rottet Studio; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 296-297; May 08; ID

England, London; Manchester Square Office; SHH; by Bethan Ryder; ph. pl.; p. 186-193; Nov 08; ID

England, London; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Rottet Studio; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 298-299; May 08; ID
OFFICE BUILDING (cont'd)

INTERIORS (cont'd)

Florida, Estero; International Design Center; Juan Montoya; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 196-203; Feb 08; ID

France, Paris; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Rottet Studio; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 286-293; May 08; ID

France, Paris; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Rottet Studio; by No author listed; ph.; p. 107; Dec 08; ID

Germany, Schorndorf; Joussen Karliczek; Ippolito & Fleitz; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 336-337; May 08; ID

Germany, Stuttgart; Insurance Offices; Ippolito & Fleitz; by Mairi Beautyman; ph. pl.; p. 202-209; Nov 08; ID

Illinois, Chicago; IIDA Headquarters; Envision Design; by No author listed; ph.; p. 32; Dec 08; ID

Illinois, Chicago; International Interior Design Association; Envision Design; by Jay Pridmore; ph.; p. 128-134; May 08; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Krause Music Store Renovation; Wheeler & Kearns and McGuire & Igleski; Original Design by Louis Sullivan; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 140-143; July 08; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Leo Burnett Offices; VOA Associates; by Ruth Lopez; ph.; p. 138-144; May 08; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Leo Burnett; VOA Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96; Dec 08; ID

International Rescue Committee; Spacesmith; by Sam Oches; ph.; p. 45-46; Aug 08; BD&c

Iowa, Des Moines; Architect's Offices; Substance; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 80; Apr 08; RA

Italy, Milan; Fornari Headquarters; Giorgio Borroso; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 110-111; Dec 08; ID

Italy, Milan; Open Care; 5+1AA; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 248-249; June 08; ID

Massachusetts, Boston; Two Adams Place; Perkins & Will; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122; Dec 08; ID

Mexico, Mexico City; Grupo Lar; Erswae Diseno; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 328-329; May 08; ID

Michigan, Detroit; Team Detroit; Gensler Associates; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 300-309; May 08; ID

Michigan, Detroit; Team Detroit; Gensler Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 102; Dec 08; ID

Michigan, Holland; One Haworth Center; Perkins & Will and Eva Maddox Branded Environments; by Andrew Slocomb West; ph.; p. 53; Oct 08; A

OFFICE BUILDING (cont'd)

INTERIORS (cont'd)

Missouri, St. Louis; Offices of Momentum Worldwide; Lawrence Group; by Judith Davidisen; ph.; p. 121-124; Mar 08; ID

Netherlands, Amsterdam; BNA/Royal Institute of Dutch Architects; BAR Architects; by Tracy Metz; ph.; p. 116-121; Sept 08; AR

Netherlands, Amsterdam; Wieden + Kennedy; Next Architects; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 98-91; Nov 08; ID

New York, Brooklyn; Corcoran Group; AR Environetics; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 330-331; May 08; ID

New York, New York; Financial Office; Hariri & Hariri; by Judith Davidisen; ph.; p. 282-287; Sept 08; ID

New York, New York; Groupe Clarins; Gerner, Kronick & Valcarcel; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 149-152; May 08; ID

New York, New York; Heckscher Foundation for Children; Christoff & Finio; by Shonquis Moreno; ph.; p. 162-165; June 08; AR

New York, New York; Johnson & Johnson; Laire & March; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 276-285; May 08; ID

New York, New York; Johnson & Johnson; Laire & March; by No author listed; ph.; p. 96; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; JWT Headquarters; Clive Wilkinson; by Deborah Wilk; ph.; p. 100-101; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; JWT; Clive Wilkinson; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.; p. 250-259; Sept 08; ID

New York, New York; Liquidnet; Studios Architecture; by No author listed; ph.; p. 112; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Liquidnet; Studios Architecture; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl.; p. 298-305; Oct 08; ID

New York, New York; Mansueto Ventures; TPG Architecture; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 338-343; May 08; ID

New York, New York; New York Times; Renzo Piano; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by Craig Kellogg; ph. pl. sec.; p. 304-313; Sept 08; ID

New York, New York; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Rottet Studio; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 294-295; May 08; ID

New York, New York; Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker; Rottet Studio; by No author listed; ph.; p. 107; Dec 08; ID

New York, New York; Tibi Offices and Showroom; Steve E. Blatz and Antonio Pio Saracino; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 83-86; Nov 08; ID

Oregon, Portland; North; Skylab Architecture; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 332-333; May 08; ID

Oregon, Portland; North; Skylab Architecture; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 114-115; Dec 08; ID
OFFICE BUILDING (cont’d)

INTERIORS (cont’d)
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Comcast Center; Daroff Design and DDI Architects; Interior Design by Gensler Associates; by C. C. Sullivan; ph.: p. 270-279; Oct 08; ID

South Korea, Seongnam; On Media; Heeaho D&G; by Mark McMenamin; ph.: p. 334-335; May 08; ID

Spain, Santiago de Compostela; Dinahosting Headquarters; Antidoto de Deseno; by Raul Barreneche; ph.: p. 147-152; July 08; ID

Washington, Bellevue; Microsoft Corporation; SKB Architects; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph.: p. 310-317; May 08; ID

Washington, Seattle; Edelman; Gensler Associates; by No author listed; ph.: p. 116; Dec 08; ID

Washington, Seattle; R.C. Hedreen Company; NBBJ; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph.: p. 214-221; Aug 08; ID

Washington, Seattle; R.C. Hedreen Company; NBBJ; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.: p. 104-105; Dec 08; ID

LANDSCAPE
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Heinz 57 Center; Green roof case study; Burt, Hill, Kosar & Rittelmann; by Linda McIntyre; ph. sec. table; p. 58-65; Sept 08; LA

Virginia, McLean; Gannett/USA Today Headquarters; ASLA Award; Michael Vergason; by No author listed; ph.: p. 121; Aug 08; LA

MIDDLE RISE
Germany, Frankfurt; KfW Banking Group Headquarters; Sauerbruch & Hutton; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 82; May 08; AR

See also BANK; GOVERNMENT BUILDING; INDUSTRIAL BUILDING; LIGHTING; PLAZA; SHOWROOM; STUDIO; UNIVERSITY

OFFICE PRACTICE

Alternative Practice Models; Design collective; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 35-46; Apr 08; RA

Billing Advice; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.: p. 43; July 08; A

Building Information Modeling; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 13-22; May 08; RA

Client-Architect Tours; by Dan Daley; ph.: p. 65-66; Sept 08; A

Colorado, Boulder; Greening Your Office; Boulder Associates; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.: p. 51; Oct 08; A

Creating a Culture that Supports Innovative Design; by Andrew Pressman; ph.: p. 65-66; Feb 08; AR

Developing a Winning Request for Proposal; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.: p. 47; June 08; A

OFFICE PRACTICE (cont’d)

Diversify to Weather Downturn; by John Caulfield; ph.: p. 60-64; Dec 08; B

Enduring the Economic Downturn; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 35-46; Sept 08; RA

Fear and Loathing of RFI’s; by John Bunzick; ph.: p. 16-17; Mar 08; TCS

Finding a Niche During Slow Times; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.: p. 148-154; May 08; B

Hiring and Retaining Talented Staff; by B. J. Novitski; ph.: p. 71-72; Mar 08; AR

Hiring and Training the Millennial Generation; by B. J. Novitski; ph.: p. 65; Aug 08; AR

In Search of New Markets; by John Caulfield; ill.; p. 122-126; Jan 08; B

Information Storage; Filing and logging procedures; by John Bunzick; ph.: p. 26-28; Aug 08; TCS

Ins and Outs of International Practice; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ill.: p. 82-87; Sept 08; A

Keeping Travel Costs Under Control; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.: p. 39; Mar 08; A

Keys to Outsourcing; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.: p. 43; Sept 08; A

Managing a Distributed Workforce; by B. J. Novitski; ph.: p. 83-84; Nov 08; AR

Managing Client Expectations to Reduce Professional Liability Risk; by No author listed; ph. cea; p. 137-141; Jan 08; AR

Negotiating a Lease; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.: p. 47; Jan 08; A

Obtaining and Managing a Line of Credit; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.: p. 33; Aug 08; A

Performance Reviews as a Forward Looking Tool; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.: p. 45; Apr 08; A

Pro Bono Services; by Casius Pealer; ph.: p. 69-70; Oct 08; AR

Rebranding the Architecture Firm; Wimberly, Allison, Tong & Goo; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph.: p. 74-77; Mar 08; A

Riding Out the Housing Slump; by Cheryl Weber; ill.: p. 29-38; Jan 08; RA

Safeguarding Your Files; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.: p. 59; May 08; A

Smart Recruiting; Lawrence Group; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.: p. 49; Nov 08; A

Surviving Current Market Conditions; by John Caulfield; ph.: p. 114-118; Jan 08; B

Taking Care of the Client; by B. J. Novitski; ill.; p. 59-60; Dec 08; AR

Taking on Owner’s Rep Work; by Alec Applebaum; ph.: p. 69; Apr 08; AR

Terminating Employees; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.: p. 39; Feb 08; A

Turning the Corner for Small Design-Oriented Offices; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. m. pl. ill.; p. 72-80; June 08; AR
OFFICE PRACTICE (cont’d)

Voice Message Systems; by Matthew Phair; ill.; p. 31-32; Sept 08; BD&C

See also ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY; ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING; ARCHITECTURE; COMPUTER; INTERIOR DESIGN; LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES; LAW; SPECIFICATIONS

OHIO

Beavercreek; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Gilbert Court at the Greene; Torti & Gallas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 112; Oct 08; B

Canton; School/High; GlenOak High School; Perkins & Will and Balog, Steines, Hendricks & Manchester; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 35-40; June 08; BD&C

OKLAHOMA

—; Residence; 222 Residence; RA Design Award; Elliott & Associates; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 38-39; May 08; RA

Arcadia; Restaurant; Pops; Elliott & Associates; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 70-73; Dec 08; ID

Oklahoma City; Restaurant; Fuel Cafe; Elliott & Associates; Lighting Design by Smith Lighting; by David Dillon; ph.; p. 210-212; Nov 08; AR

Oklahoma City; Restaurant; Red Prime Steak; Elliott & Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; Dec 08; ID

Oklahoma City; Restaurant; Red Prime Steak; Elliott & Associates; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 260-261; July 08; ID

Oklahoma City; Theater; Lyric Theatre; Elliott & Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 84; Dec 08; ID

Oklahoma City; City; Walkway; Underground Pedestrian Tunnel; Elliott & Associates; by David Socol; ph.; p. 147-150; Aug 08; AR

OREGON

Astoria; Bathroom; Netshed Washroom; RA Design Award; Chadbourne & Doss; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 89; May 08; RA

Eugene; Government Building; Wayne L. Morse U.S. Courthouse; Morphosis and DLR Group; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 26-30; May 08; BD&C

Eugene; University/Medical Center; Athletic Medical Center; University of Oregon; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 186-193; Jan 08; ID

Eugene; University; Athletic Medicine Center; University of Oregon; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 50-51; Dec 08; ID

Portland; Apartment Building/High Rise; 937 Condominiums; Holst Architecture; Interior Design by Ankrom & Moisan; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 58; Mar 08; RA

OREGON (cont’d)

Portland; Garden; Oregon Burn Center Healing Garden; Quatrefoil Inc.; by Clare Cooper Marcus; ph. pl. elev.; p. 78-89; Apr 08; LA

Portland; Office Building/Interiors; North; Skylab Architecture; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 332-333; May 08; ID

Portland; Office Building/Interiors; North; Skylab Architecture; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 114-115; Dec 08; ID

Portland; Residence; Living Smart Homes; Vargas & Greenan; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 108; Jan 08; B

Portland; Stormwater Management; Rainwater Design at Stephen Epler Hall; Portland State University; Mithun Partners; Landscape Design by Atlas; by Eliza Pennypacker and Stuart P. Echols; ph. ref. pl.; p. 28-39; Aug 08; LA

Salem; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Pringle Creek Cottage; Opis Architecture; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 90; Oct 08; B

P

PAINT, COATINGS

Cold Weather Painting; by Ted Cushman; ph.; p. 67-68; Feb 08; B

Ultraviolet Curable Coatings; by Ken Burton; ph.; p. 36-42; Sept 08; TCS

PARK

See GARDEN; RECREATION

PARKING, GARAGE

California, Santa Monica; Civic Center Parking Structure; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 226-229; May 08; AR

Denmark, Copenhagen; Mountain Dwellings; Housing and car parking; Bjarke Ingels; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-55; Dec 08; AR

Tennessee, Memphis; Parkit Here Airport Parking Lot; Archimania; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. elev.; p. 230-232; May 08; AR

PENAL

See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

PENNSYLVANIA

Adams; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Adams Crossing Carriage Homes; Ken Wilkins; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 41-42; Mar 08; B

Kennett Square; Garden; Longwood Gardens; Garden viewing devices; by Chip Sullivan; ph.; p. 106-107; Sept 08; LA
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER (cont'd)

Italy, Genoa; La Casa della Musica; Elena Lupi; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 250-251; June 08; ID

Norway, Molde; Theater and Jazz House; 3XV; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 47; May 08; ARev

Norway, Oslo; National Opera House; Sноhetta; by Peter MacKeith; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-91; Aug 08; AR

Norway, Oslo; Opera House; Sноhetta; by Peter Davey; ph. pl. sec.; p. 36-45; June 08; ARev

Norway, Oslo; Oslo Opera House; Sноhetta; by Marc Treib; ph. pl.; p. 44-51; Nov 08; LA

Norway, Oslo; Oslo Opera House; Sноhetta; by Zoe Ryan and Andres Lepik; ph.; p. 63; Dec 08; A

Taiwan, Taichung; Taichung Metropolitan Opera House; Toto Ito; by Rob Gregory; ill. sec. m.; p. 40-41; May 08; ARev

See also ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY/PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

PERU

Lima; School/Art School; School of Visual Arts; Barclay & Crousse; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 58; May 08; ARev

PHILIPPINES

Manila; Market; Landmark market and Food Court; Hugh A. Boyd; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 218-220; May 08; ID

Manila; Market; Landmark Supermarket; Hugh A. Boyd; by No author listed; ph.; p. 155; Dec 08; ID

PHOTOGRAPHY

Georgia, Atlanta; Digital Models of Urban Development; by Mimi Zeiger; ph.; p. 76-77; Apr 08; A

New York City, A Glimpse in the Puddle; Monica Castiglioni; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 288-295; Sept 08; ID

PLANETARIUM

California, San Francisco; California Academy of Sciences; Renzo Piano; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. elev. sec.; p. 28-29; Feb 08; ARev

See also UNIVERSITY

PLANTS

Benefits of Tree Planting; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; p. 88-93; Feb 08; LA

Designing With Vines; by Paula Raffi; ph. ref.; p. 58-67; Aug 08; LA

Netherlands, Amsterdam; Anne Frank Tree; by Susan Hines; ph.; p. 20-22; Feb 08; LA

Plants with Bold, Spiky Foliage; by C. Colston Burrell; ph. table ref.; p. 28-39; June 08; LA

Street Trees and Safety; by Elizabeth Macdonald; ph. ref. pl.; p. 54-63; May 08; LA
PLANTS (cont’d)
Woodland Saxifragas; by C. Colston Burrell; ph. ref.; p. 38-42; Jan 08; LA
See also BOTANIC GARDEN; GARDEN; LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES

PLASTIC
Pros and Cons of Vinyl; by Bradford McKee; ill.; p. 88-91; Oct 08; A

PLAYGROUND
See RECREATION/PLAYGROUND

PLAZA
California, Los Angeles; Emergence of Plazas in Los Angeles; by Christopher Hawthorne; ph.; p. 146; Mar 08; LA
California, San Francisco; Curran House Courtyard and Roof Garden; David Baker, Landscape Design by Andrea Cochran; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; Feb 08; LA
California, San Francisco; Union Square Critique; Michael Fotheringham and April Phillips; by Morris Newman; ph. pl.; p. 98-103; May 08; LA
California, San Francisco; Union Square Postactivation Analysis; by Michael Fotheringham; ill.; p. 146-148; May 08; LA
China, Beijing; Olympic Green; by Thomas Boswell; ph.; p. 194-196; Oct 08; LA
Designing Clay Brick Pavements; by Brian E. Trimble; ph. table ill. ref.; p. 118-126; June 08; TCS
Germany, Hamburg; Urban Landscape; EMBT; Landscape Design by WES & Partner; by Layla Dawson; ph. pl.; p. 42-47; Nov 08; ARev
Israel, Tel Aviv; Rabin Square; Yaski & Pozner, by Tali Hatuka and Rachel Kallus; ph. map elev. sec. ref.; p. 85-94; May 08; JAE
Maryland, Silver Spring; Silver Plaza; James Urban and LandDesign; Art by Deirdre Saunder; by Daniel Jost; ph. table; p. 78-87; Sept 08; LA
Massachusetts, Boston; Boston Children’s Museum Landscape; ASLA Award; Michael Van Valkenburgh; by No author listed; ph.; p. 118; Aug 08; LA
Norway, Oslo; Oslo Opera House; Snohetta; by Marc Treib; ph. pl.; p. 44-51; Nov 08; LA
Spain, Teruel; Plaza del Torico; B720; Lighting Design by Artec 3; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 154-158; Aug 08; AR
See also OFFICE BUILDING; UNIVERSITY/LANDSCAPE; URBAN DESIGN; MULTIPLE USE PROJECT

PLUMBING (cont’d)
High-Efficiency Toilets; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 48; Oct 08; B
High-Performance Mechanical, Electrical and Controls Systems; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. cea; p. 63-68; Sept 08; BD&C
Natural Gas Tankless Hot Water Heaters; by Celeste Novak; ph. ill. table cea; p. 161-165; Sept 08; AR
On-Demand, Tank-Free Water Heaters; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 53-54; June 08; RA
Super-Low-Flow Showerheads; by Shawn Martin; ph.; p. 36-38; Aug 08; BD&C
See also HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR

POLAND
Gdansk; Museum; European Solidarity Center; FORT; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill. m. pl. sec.; p. 30-31; Feb 08; ARev

POLLUTION, AIR
Improving Air Quality Inside Health Care Facilities; by Josepshine Minutillo; ph. dia. cea pl.; p. 130-139; Aug 08; AR

PORTUGAL
Porto; Residence; Outeiro Street House; Ezzo Arquitectura; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-53; Mar 08; ARev

PREFABRICATION
New York, New York; Home Delivery: Fabricating the Modern Dwelling; Kieran & Timberlake, MIT School of Architecture and Planning and et al.; by Vernon Mays; ph.; p. 57-62; Sept 08; A
Prefabrication and the Sustainable Building Model; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 73-74; Feb 08; B
Sustainable Office Units; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 47-48; Nov 08; BD&C
Truth About Modular Homes; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 141-146; Jan 08; B
See also APARTMENT BUILDING; RESIDENCE; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT; SPECULATIVE HOUSING

PUERTO RICO
San Juan; Hotel; Condado Plaza Hotel; Rockwell Group; Lighting Design by Focus Lighting; by Jose Fernando Vazquez-Perez; ph.; p. 214-218; Nov 08; AR

www.archindex.com The ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
RECREATION
Arizona, Scottsdale; Lost Dog Wash Trailhead; ASLA Award; Floor Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 119; Aug 08; LA
Arkansas, Fayetteville; Blessings Golf Club; Marlon Blackwell; Interior Design by Meredith Boswell; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. elev.; p. 68-75; July 08; A
California, Irvine; The Club at Central Park West; KGY Group; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 76; Oct 08; B
California, La Quinta; La Quinta Desert Villas Resort Clubhouse; William Hezmalhalch; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 114; Oct 08; B
China, Beijing; Xiciu Entertainment Center; Media wall; Simone Giostra; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 69-70; July 08; AR
Connecticut, Wilton; Pool House; Hariri & Hariri; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 132-133; Dec 08; ID
England, London; Parkside and Blossom Square Pavilions; Potters' Fields Park; DSDHA; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 84-85; Dec 08; ARev
France, Le Havre; Municipal Swimming Pool; Jean Nouvel; by Seth Sherwood; ph.; p. 351; Oct 08; ID
Ireland, Limerick; Private Spa; Carmody & Groatke; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; sec.; p. 72-75; Sept 08; ARev
Italy, Bologna; Casalunga Golf Resort; Antonio lascone; by Josephine Minutello; ph.; p. 252-258; Jan 08; ID
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Community Rowing Boathouse; Annahian & Winton; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. elev.; p. 82-87; Jan 08; A
Minnesota, Orono; Lake Minnetonka Boathouse; Albertsson & Hansen; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 126; Oct 08; B
Rhode Island, Westerly; Watch Hill Yacht Club; Burgin & Lambert; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 106; Oct 08; B
Senegal, Adivana; Club Med Resort; Edouard Francois; by Paul Finch; ill. map; p. 75; May 08; ARev
Spain, Girona; Casa Movil Holiday Cabins; Burd & Haward; by Rob Gregory; p. 72; May 08; ARev
Texas, Dallas; Pizza Porch; RA Design Award; Shipley Architects; Landscape Design by David Rolston; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 91; May 08; RA
Argentina, Buenos Aires; Mujeres Argentinas Park; Marcelo Vila, Adrian Sebastian and et al.; Landscape Design by Irene Joselevich; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-117; May 08; LA
Arizona, Gilbert; Cosmo Dog Park; JZ Engineering and Environmental Design; by Rachel Hill; ph. pl.; p. 112-119; June 08; LA
California, Irvine; Orange County Great Park Comprehensive Master Plan; ASLA Award; Ken Smith; by No author listed; ill.; p. 128; Aug 08; LA
California, San Francisco; Cohen Alley; San Francisco League of Urban Gardeners; by Katherine Melcher; ph.; p. 28-30; July 08; LA
California, San Francisco; Union Square Critic; Michael Fotheringham and April Philips; by Morris Newman; ph. pl.; p. 98-103; May 08; LA
California, San Francisco; Union Square Postactivation Analysis; by Michael Fotheringham; ill.; p. 146-148; May 08; LA
China, Santa Monica; Santa Monica Airport Park; Ah'be Landscape Architects; by Morris Newman; ph. pl.; p. 54-58; Oct 08; LA
China, Beijing; Central Park of Modern Art; Landscape Architecture and Research Center; Master Planning by Johnson & Fain; by Ron Henderson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-109; Jan 08; LA
China, Beijing; Olympic Forest Park; Sasaki Associates; by Frederick R. Steiner; ph. ill.; p. 90-97; Mar 08; LA
China, Hebei Province, Qinhuangdao; Red Ribbon - Tanghe River Park; Turenscape; by Mary Padua; ph. pl.; p. 90-99; Jan 08; LA
China, Qinhuangdao; Tanghe River Park; Turenscape; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 89; Nov 08; AR
Colombia, Chia; Parque Chia; Grupo Verde and Noboru Kawashima; Master Planning by Commercial Design Corp.; by Jimena Martignoni; ph. pl.; p. 52-58; Nov 08; LA
England, London; Jubilee Park; Wirtz International; by Caren Yglesias; ph. pl.; p. 130,132; Jan 08; LA
Guatemala, Guatemala City; Children's Garden of Hope; University of Washington Design/Build Studio; by Daniel Winterbottom; ph. pl.; p. 60; Feb 08; LA
Illinois, Chicago; Children's Garden at Morton Arboretum; EDAW; by Samuel F. Dennis; Jr.; ph. ref. pl.; p. 26-37; Jan 08; LA
RECREATION (cont’d)

PARK (cont’d)

Illinois, Chicago; Millenium Park; Urban parks make a comeback; by Peter Hamik; ph.; p. 50-52; Oct 08; LA

Illinois, Chicago; Restoring the Works of Jens Jensen; Wolff Landscape Architecture, Teska Associates and Hoerr & Schaudt; Original Design by Jens Jensen; by Adam Regn Arvidsson; ph. pl. ref.; p. 68-76; Aug 08; LA

Indiana, Carmel; Central Park; Williams Architects; Landscape Design by J/JR; by Adam Regn Arvidsson; ph. pl.; p. 108-117; Sept 08; LA

Indiana, Carmel; West Park; Schmidt Associates; by Adam Regn Arvidsson; ph. pl.; p. 108-117; Sept 08; LA

Indiana, Mount Vernon; Saving a Historic Grain Elevator; NLlNebraska and Green 3; by Eric Fulford; ph. pl. ill.; p. 32-39; July 08; LA

Israel, Tel Aviv; Ariel Sharon Park; Peter Latz; by Isabel Kershner; ph. ill. sec.; p. 84-89; Mar 08; LA

Massachusetts, Boston; Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Greenway; Kathryn Gustafson, Carol R. Johnson and EDAW; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p. 28-34; Mar 08; LA

Massachusetts, Cambridge; North Point; Carr, Lynch & Sandell; Landscape Design by Oehme & van Sweden; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl.; p. 72-81; Nov 08; LA

Massachusetts, Concord; Minute Man National Historic Park Restoration; Carol R. Johnson; by Jane Roy Brown; ph. pl. ill.; p. 50-56; July 08; LA

Mexico, Mexico City; Fountain Promenade at Chapultepec Park; ASLA Award; Grupo de Diseño Urbano; by No author listed; ph.; p. 119; Aug 08; LA

Michigan, White Lake; James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center; MSI Design; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 66-77; Sept 08; LA

New Jersey, Newark; Branch Brook Park Restoration; Rhodeside & Harwell; Original Design by Frederick Law Olmsted; by Faye Harwell and Brad Garner; ph. pl. ill.; p. 78-89; Aug 08; LA

New York, Brooklyn; South Oxford Park; New York Parks & Recreation; by Jim Dwyer; ph. pl. ill.; p. 74-80; July 08; LA

New York, Buffalo; Erie Canal Harbor; Flynn & Battaglia; Landscape Design by Mathews & Nielsen; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. ill.; p. 72-91; Oct 08; LA

New York, New York; Adrian Benepre, Commissioner of Parks; by Linda McIntyre; ph.; p. 50-59; Feb 08; LA

New York, New York; Governors Island Park; West 8, Rogers & Marvel and et al.; by Alex Ullam; ph. ill. map; p. 106-115; Apr 08; LA

RECREATION (cont’d)

PARK (cont’d)

New York, New York; Zuccotti Park; Cooper & Robertson; by No author listed; ph.; p. 163; May 08; AR

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Chestnut Park; Delta Group; Sculpture by Christopher T. Ray; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. ill.; p. 118-125; Sept 08; LA

Spain, Madrid; Park; West 8; by Rob Gregory; ill.; p. 88; May 08; ARev

Sweden, Stockholm; Cake Park; NOD; Art by Dan Wolgers; by Gwenneth Newman Leigh; ph.; p. 150-152; Aug 08; LA

Taiwan, Taichung; Taichung Gateway Park; Stan Allen; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill.; p. 88-93; Jan 08; A

Texas, Fort Worth; Heritage Plaza; Lawrence Halprin; by Adam Regn Arvidsson; p. 22-24; Jan 08; LA

Turkey, Antalya; Minicity Model Park; Emre Arolat; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-67; Dec 08; ARev

Washington, Bremerton; Harborside Fountain Park; Walker & Macy; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl.; p. 96-101; June 08; LA

Washington, Seattle; Freeway Park; Lawrence Halprin; by Peter Hamik and Ben Welle; ph. ill.; p. 32-39; Feb 08; LA

Washington, Seattle; Occidental Park; Otak; Original Design by Jones & Jones; by Brice Maryman and Elizabeth Umbanhowar; ph.; p. 50-61; Apr 08; LA

Washington, Seattle; Olympic Sculpture Park; Weiss & Manfredi; Landscape Design by Charles Anderson; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 44-49; Feb 08; ARev

Washington, Seattle; Olympic Sculpture Park; Weiss & Manfredi; by No author listed; ph.; p. 136; May 08; AR

World Peace Parks; by Susan Hines; ph. map ref.; p. 36-45; Mar 08; LA

PLAYGROUND

Colorado, Denver; Learning Landscapes Initiative; Improving Schoolyards at Denver Public Schools; Design Concepts and GPD Land Design; by Daniel Jost; ph. ill. pl.; p. 40-56; Aug 08; LA

Indonesia, Nias Island; Playground for Orphans; Peter Fattinger, by Elizabeth Zevallos; ph.; p. 77-78; Oct 08; AR

New York, Queens; New York Hall of Science Playground; BSK Studio; Landscape Design by Lee Weintraub; by Marilyn Clemens; ph. pl. ill.; p. 112-119; Mar 08; LA

RECREATION CENTER

Denmark, Copenhagen; Ghetto Heroes Academy; Youth Center; Bjarke Ingels and De Smedt; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph. pl.; p. 292-299; Mar 08; ID
RECREATION (cont’d)

RECREATION CENTER (cont’d)
Italy, Como; Bathing Facility; Marco Castelletti; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 72; May 08; ARev

SPORTS FACILITY
China, Beijing; Beijing National Stadium; Herzog & de Meuron and China Architectural Design & Research Group; by Lee Bey and Joan Ockman; ph.; p. 63; Dec 08; A

China, Beijing; National Stadium; Herzog & de Meuron; by Alex Pasternak; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-99; July 08; AR

China, Beijing; National Stadium; Herzog & de Meuron and China Architectural Design & Research Group; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 38-47; July 08; ARev

China, Beijing; National Swimming Center; PTW; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 100-103; July 08; AR

China, Beijing; National Swimming Center; China Construction Design International and PTW; Structural Design by Arup; by Joann Gonchar; ph. sec. det. ill. dia. cca; p. 150-159; July 08; AR

England, Liverpool; King’s Waterfront Arena and Convention Center; Wilkinson & Eyre; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 58-61; Jan 08; ARev

India, Pune; Maharashtra Cricket Ground; Hopkins Architects; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 68; May 08; ARev

Japan, Hyogo Prefecture, Miki; Miki Disaster Management Park Beans Dome; Shuhei Endo; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-107; June 08; AR

VISITOR CENTER
District of Columbia, Washington; Vietnam Veterans Memorial Visitor Center; Polshek Partnership; Exhibition Design by Ralph Appelbaum; by Clay Risen; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; July 08; A

France, Colleville-sur-Mer; Normandy American Cemetery Visitor Center; SmithGroup and John Lampros; Exhibition Design by Gallagher & Associates; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 112-117; Mar 08; AR

Indiana, New Harmony; Athenaeum; Richard Meier; by Jennifer Richter; ph.; p. 170-171; May 08; AR

Scotland, Edinburgh; Royal Botanic Gardens Visitor Center; Edward Cullinan; by Rob Gregory; ill.; p. 71; May 08; ARev

Sweden, Östergotland; Visitor Pavilion; Gert Wingardh; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 83; May 08; ARev

Wyoming, Moose; Craig Thomas Discovery and Visitor Center; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; Exhibition Design by Ralph Appelbaum; by John King; ph. pl. ill.; p. 130-133; Feb 08; AR

RECREATION (cont’d)
See also COMMUNITY CENTER; GARDEN; HOTEL; NIGHT CLUB; PLAZA; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

RECYCLING
Denver Recycling Filter; Studio H:T; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. dia.; p. 70-71; Aug 08; A

Reuse of Big Box Stores; by Julia Christensen; ph.; p. 84-87; Oct 08; A

The Art of Deconstruction; by Bill Moore and Michael R. Taylor; ph.; p. 90-100; Aug 08; TCS

See also SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

REGIONAL PLANNING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING
Texas, San Antonio; Friends Meetinghouse; Lake & Flato; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 126-129; Feb 08; AR

CATHEDRAL
California, Oakland; Cathedral of Christ the Light; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and Kendall & Heaton; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. ill. sec. m. det.; p. 76-85; Feb 08; A

CHAPEL
Germany, Ludwigshafen; Youth Group Prayer Space; Plus; by Peter Blindell Jones; ph. ill. m.; p. 58-61; Feb 08; ARev

Massachusetts, Boston; Korean Church of Boston; Brian Healy; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill. axon.; p. 72-75; Jan 08; A

CHURCH
China, Beijing; Christian Church; Von Gerkan, Marg & Partner; by Catherine Slessor; p. 62-65; July 08; ARev

Massachusetts, Boston; LED Lighting at Old North Church; Light Insight; by Edward Keegan; ill.; p. 63-64; May 08; A

SYNAGOGUE
California, San Francisco; Congregation Beth Sholom Synagogue; Natoma Architects; by Sarah Amelar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 92-97; Aug 08; AR

See also UNIVERSITY/RELIGIOUS BUILDING

REMODELING
See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; Specific Building Type

RESEARCH
See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH; BEHAVIORAL STUDIES; RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY; Specific Subjects
RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY

California, La Jolla; Salk Institute for Biological Studies; Louis Kahn; by Kiel Moe; ph. pl. ill. sec. ref.; p. 17-24; May 08; JAE

California, San Francisco; Academy of Sciences; Renzo Piano and Stanton Architecture; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 32-41; Nov 08; ARev

District of Columbia, Washington; Galt Lab; Walter Reed Army Medical Center; Ellerbe Becket; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. sec.; p. 47-51; Apr 08; A

Illinois, Vernon Hills; Toshiba Medical Research Institute; OWP/P; by No author listed; ph.; p. 116; Dec 08; ID

Nebraska, Douglas County; Laboratory; RA Design Award; Randy Brown; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 40-41; May 08; RA

See also HOSPITAL; UNIVERSITY

RESIDENCE

Nodul(ar) House; Tighe Architecture; by Katie Gerfen; pl. ill. m.; p. 62-65; Jan 08; A

ARIZONA

Phoenix; Xeros Residence; Project of the Year; Blank Studio; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 28-31; May 08; RA

Scottsdale; Redding Residence; Kendle Design Collaborative; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 98; Aug 08; B

ARKANSAS

Fayetteville; L-Stack House; Marlon Blackwell; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec.; p. 170-173; July 08; AR

Hurricane Valley; Nest House; RA Design Award; Rockhill & Associates; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 37; May 08; RA

AUSTRALIA

Glenburn; Glenburn House; Sean Godsell; by Leon van Schaik; ph. pl. ill.; p. 90-97; Apr 08; AR

Melbourne; Northcote Residence; Bellomo & Macleod; by Raul Barrencache; ph.; p. S28-S32; Sept 08; ID

AUSTRIA

Innsbruck; Loft Conversion; Daniel Fugenschuh; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-59; Mar 08; ARev

Luftenberg; Copper Clad House; Hertl Architekten; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 82; Mar 08; ARev

Sausal Bei, Pistorf; House; Yes-Architecture; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 83; Mar 08; ARev

Waidhofen; Krammer House; Hertl Architekten; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; Mar 08; ARev

RESIDENCE (cont’d)

BANGLADESH

Rudrapur; Three Residences and Training Center; Anna Heringer; by Paul Finch; ph. pl.; p. 46-49; Dec 08; ARev

BELGIUM

Antwerp; Live-Work Quarters; Sculp(it); by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 243; Feb 08; ID

BRAZIL

Sao Paulo; Corten House; Studio mk27; by No author listed; ph.; p. 146; Dec 08; ID

Sao Paulo; Shells Beach Residence; Arthur Casas; by No author listed; ph.; p. 126; Dec 08; ID

CALIFORNIA

Beverly Hills; Lago Vista Guesthouse; RA Design Award; Aleks Istanbulhu; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 36; May 08; RA

Beverly Hills; Lago Vista; Aleks Istanbulhu; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 264-271; July 08; ID

Carmel Valley; Private Residence; RA Design Award; Turnbull, Griffin & Haesloop; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 47; May 08; RA

Fremont; Morgan Square Residence; Dahlin Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 93; Aug 08; B

Healdsburg; Healdsburg Residence; Nick Noyes; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; July 08; RA

Los Altos Hills; Torqued House; RA Design Award; Visible Research Office; by Meghan Drueing; ill.; p. 93; May 08; RA

Los Angeles; Brentwood Residence; Belzberg Architects; Interior Design by MLK Studio; by Cohen; ph.; p. 306-315; Oct 08; ID

Los Angeles; Greenfield Residence; Minarc; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 114; Oct 08; B

Los Angeles; Greenfield; RA Design Award; Minarc; by Nigel F. Maynrd; ph. pl.; p. 85; May 08; RA

Los Angeles; Lago Vista Guest House and Retreat; Aleks Istanbulhu; by No author listed; ph.; p. 135; Dec 08; ID

Los Angeles; Norwich Residence; Clive Wilkinson; by No author listed; ph.; p. 126; Dec 08; ID

Los Angeles; Skyline Residence; Belzberg Architects; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 124-125; Dec 08; ID

Los Angeles; Vienna Way Residence; Marmol & Radziner; by No author listed; ph.; p. 127; Dec 08; ID

Los Feliz; Interior Renovation; Hansen Design; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 230-237; Aug 08; ID

Los Feliz; Tecthen住宅设计; Tecthen & Buckingham; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 224-231; July 08; ID

Malibu; Malibu Beach House; ASLA Award; Pamela Burton; by No author listed; ph.; p. 124; Aug 08; LA
RESIDENCE (cont'd)

CALIFORNIA (cont'd)

Malibu: Residence; *Griffin & Enright*; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 220-229; June 08; ID
Marina Del Rey: Bonrouhi Residence; *Sintesi Design*; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. S10-S14; Jan 08; ID
Palm Springs: Seibert Residence; *Marble & Fairbanks*; Interior Design by Michael Seibert; by Debra Scott; ph.; p. 87-90; July 08; ID
Palo Verdes; Altamira Ranch; ASLA Award; *Marmol & Radziner*; by No author listed; ph.; p. 126-127; Aug 08; LA
Portola Valley: Kelly Residence; Arthur Dyson; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 74; Oct 08; B
San Diego: Casa Futura; *Kevin DeFreitas*; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 106-107; Mar 08; B
San Diego: deFreitas Residence; *Kevin DeFreitas*; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 60-61; Jan 08; RA
San Francisco Area: Private Tudor Estate; RA Design Award; *John Malick*; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; pl.; p. 104; May 08; RA
San Francisco: Beaver Street Reprise; *Steele Architecture*; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; pl.; p. 46-47; June 08; RA
San Francisco: Forgan Residence; *Strachan Forgan*; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 90; Aug 08; B
San Francisco: Glen Park Residence; *Strachan & Forgan*; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 96; Oct 08; B
San Francisco: Tehama Grassshopper; *Fougeron Architecture*; by No author listed; ph.; p. 152; May 08; AR
San Francisco: Tehama Grassshopper; RA Design Award; *Fougeron Architecture*; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; sec.; p. 52-53; May 08; RA
Santa Rosa: Gault-Camarillo Residence; *Arkin & Tilt*; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 106; Oct 08; B
Simi Valley: Grass-Road House; RA Design Award; *Office Em*; by Shelley D. Hutchins; m. pl.; p. 93; May 08; RA
Venice: One Window House; *Touraine & Richmond*; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 174-176; July 08; AR
Venice: Three Story House; *Touraine & Richmond*; by Rob Gregory; ph.; pl.; p. 69; Mar 08; ARRev
Woodsie: Ranch House; *Moller & Willrich*; Interior Design by *De Lisle, Philpotts & Staub*; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 194-201; Nov 08; ID

CANADA

Ontario, Toronto: Home/Office; *Superkul*; by Marla Misek Clark; ph.; p. 46-47; Aug 08; RA
Ontario, Toronto: Three Bedroom Family Home; *Donald Chong*; by Rob Gregory; ph.; pl.; p. 62-63; Mar 08; ARRev

CHILE

Santiago de Chile: Wall House; FAR; *Frohn & Rojas*; by Jeannette Plaut; ph. pl. sec.; p. 98-103; Apr 08; AR

CHINA

Beijing: New Poetic Mountain Habitat; ASLA Award; *Tsinghua University*; by No author listed; ph.; p. 122-123; Aug 08; LA
Nanjing: Sitl House; AZL *Atelier Zhanglei*; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Dec 08; ARRev

COLORADO

Aspen: Independence Retreat; *Charles Cunniff*; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 108; Oct 08; B
Denver: 32nd Street Modular; *Studio H:T*; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 66; Oct 08; B
Snowmass: Wildcat Ridge Residence; RA Design Award; *Voorsanger Architects*; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 42-43; May 08; RA

CONNECTICUT

New Haven: Firehouse 12 Live/Work/Play Space; *Gray & Organski*; Acoustical Design by Walters & Storyk; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; pl.; p. 48-49; Aug 08; RA

DELAWARE

Rehoboth Beach; Henlopen House; *Becker & Morgan*; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 110; Jan 08; B

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington: 28th Street Residence; *Christian Zapata*; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 100; Oct 08; B
Washington: Rock Creek Residence; *Muse Architects*; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 116; Oct 08; B
Washington: Solar Decathlon House; *Technical University*; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cia.; p. 148-150; Mar 08; AR

ECUADOR

Quito: Generic House; *Arquitectura X*; by Rob Gregory; ph.; pl.; p. 44; Mar 08; ARRev

ENGLAND

London: Broome House; *Jon Broome*; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev.; p. 80-83; Feb 08; ARRev
Somerset: Dairy House; *Skene Catling de la Pena*; by Diana Lind; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p. 138-142; Apr 08; AR
Twickenham: Strawberry Hill Conservation Plan; *Inskip & Jenkins*; Landscape Design by *Landscape Agency*; by Marion Harney; ill. pl. ref.; p. 72-77; Nov 08; ARRev

FINLAND

Inkoo: Weekend House; *A-Pistle Architects*; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 84-85; Mar 08; ARRev

FLORIDA

Amelia Island; Amelia Park Residence; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 39-40; Oct 08; B
## RESIDENCE (cont'd)

### FLORIDA (cont'd)
- **Jacksonville**: Bungalow; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.: p. 109; Nov 08; B
- **Orlando**: Builder's 2008 Show Home; **Geoffrey Mouer**; Interior Design by **Brown & Deddens**; by Jenny Sullivan and Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl. dia.: p. 156-192; Feb 08; B
- **Orlando**: New American Home 2008; **Sater Group**; Interior Design by Robb & Stucky; by Rich Binsacca; ph. pl. ill.: p. 238-258; Feb 08; B

### GERMANY
- **Kronberg Im Taunus**: Haus Flohr; **Meixner, Schluter & Wendt**; by Christian Brenges; ph. pl. sec.; p. 86-89; Apr 08; AR
- **Stuttgart**: H16 House; **Werner Sobek**; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 120-125; Apr 08; AR

### IDAHO
- **Ketchum**: Ketchum Residence; **ASLA Award; Lutsko Associates**; by No author listed; ph.: p. 122; Aug 08; LA

### ILLINOIS
- **Chicago**: 2041 W. Cortland; RA Design Award; **Studio Dwell**; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 45; May 08; RA
- **Chicago**: 3311 Lakewood Avenue; **Sullivan, Goulette & Wilson**; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.: p. 106-107; Jan 08; B
- **Chicago**: Lynch Residence; **Brininstool & Lynch**; by Nancy Ganiard Smith; ph. pl.; p. 280-287; July 08; ID
- **Northfield**: Private Residence; **Roszak/ADC and Wallin & Gomez**; by No author listed; ph.: p. 156; May 08; AR

### INDIA
- **Maharashtra, Kashid**: Subterranean Sanctuary; **Studio Mumbai**; by Rob Gregory; pl.: p. 45; Mar 08; AR
- **Maharashtra, Nandgaon**: Palmyra House; **Studio Mumbai**; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; Dec 08; AR
- **Nandgaon**: Palmyra House; **Studio Mumbai**; by Prathima Manohar; pl.: p. 104-109; Apr 08; AR

### IRELAND
- **Dromahair, Near**: Mimetic House; **Dominic Stevens**; by Ingrid Spencer; ph.: p. 71-72; Apr 08; AR
- **Dublin**: 13A House; **Odos Architects**; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70; Mar 08; AR
- **Dublin**: House; **Boyd & Cody**; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 57; Mar 08; AR
- **Knocktopher**: Friary Extension; **Odos Architects and O'Shea Design Partnership**; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 54-55; Mar 08; AR

## RESIDENCE (cont'd)

### ITALY
- **Innichen, San Candido**: House; **Plasma Studio**; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56; Mar 08; AR

### JAPAN
- **Karuizawa**: Black Box; **Go Hasegawa**; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-77; Mar 08; AR
- **Karuizawa**: Vacation House; **Kotaro Ie**; by Benjamin Budder; ph. pl.; p. 250-259; Oct 08; ID
- **Karuizawa**: Vacation House; **Milligram Architectural Studio**; by Benjamin Budder; ph.: p. S17-S20; Jan 08; ID
- **Kumamoto**: Final Wooden House; **Sou Fujimoto**; by Yuki Sumner; ph. ill. sec.; p. 70-71; Sept 08; AR
- **Sapporo**: House; **Shinichiro Assakawa**; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-79; Mar 08; AR
- **Sendai**: Nara House; **Atelier Bow-Wow**; by Naomi R. Pollock; pl. sec.; p. 110-115; Apr 08; AR
- **Tokyo, Moriguchi City**: Shelf-Pod House; **Kazuya Morita**; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 46-47; Mar 08; AR
- **Tokyo**: 63.02 House; **Schemata**; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.: p. 71-72; Aug 08; AR
- **Tokyo**: Colours House; **Kazuyasu Kichi**; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 68; Mar 08; AR
- **Tokyo**: Courtyard House; **Masahiro Harada and MAO/Mount Fuji Architects**; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 42-43; Mar 08; AR
- **Tokyo**: Herringbone Home; **Masahiro Harada and MAO/Mount Fuji Architects**; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 80-81; Dec 08; AR
- **Tokyo**: House; **Makoto Yamaguchi**; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. elev.; p. 76-77; Dec 08; AR
- **Tokyo**: Mosaic House; **TNA**; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 70-71; Dec 08; AR

### LEBANON
- **Fagra**: Basl Mountain Escape; **ASLA Award; Vladimir Djurovic**; by No author listed; ph.: p. 122; Aug 08; LA

### MAINE
- **Stoneham**: Passage to the Lake; **ASLA Award; Michael Van Valkenburgh**; by No author listed; ph.: p. 125; Aug 08; LA

### MARYLAND
- **Annapolis**: South River Residence; **Good Architecture**; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 60-61; Oct 08; B
- **Chevy Chase**: DuGoff Bor Residence; **GTM**; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.: p. 102; Jan 08; B
- **Howard County**: Piedmont Farm; **Muse Architects**; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 68; Oct 08; B
RESIDENCE (cont'd)

MARYLAND (cont'd)
Potomac; Glenstone Private Residence and Museum; Gwathmey & Siegal; Landscape Design by Peter Walker; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl.; p. 86-95; June 08; AR
Taylor's Island; Lobolly House; Kieran & Timberlake; by No author listed; ph.; p. 138; May 08; AR

MASSACHUSETTS
Auburn; Wik Cottage; Eck & MacNeely; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 64; Oct 08; B
Boston; Outside-In Loft; RA Design Award; Howeler & Yoon; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 55; May 08; RA
Boston; Quadrant Loft; Merge Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 50-51; June 08; RA
Vineyard Haven; VH r-10 gHouse; Darren Petrucci; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 126-133; Apr 08; AR

MEXICO
San Miguel de Allende; Houshmand Residence; David Howell; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 200-209; June 08; ID

MINNESOTA
Deephaven; Streater House; RA Design Award; Salmela Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 34-35; May 08; RA
Duluth; Salmela House; Salmela Architects; by Jane F. Kolleenny; ph. pl. elev.; p. 166-169; July 08; AR
Makenin; Keel Cabin; Salmela Architects; by Jane F. Kolleenny; ph. pl. elev.; p. 154-156; Jan 08; AR

MISSOURI
Platte County; Platform House; RA Design Award; Rockhill & Associates; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 89; May 08; RA

NEBRASKA
Douglas County; Laboratory; Randy Brown; by No author listed; ph.; p. 160; May 08; AR
Omaha; Crabapple House; RA Design Award; Randy Brown; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; May 08; RA
Omaha; Eco Village Residence; Randy Brown; by No author listed; ph.; p. 36; Dec 08; ID
Omaha; Laboratory; Randy Brown; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 111; Mar 08; B
Omaha; Path Concept House; Torti & Gallas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 102; Oct 08; B

NETHERLANDS
Utrecht; Chapel Conversion; Zecc Architects; by Fred A. Bernstein; ph.; p. S32-S36; Mar 08; ID
Utrecht; Rietveld Schroder House; Gerrit Rietveld; by Paul Emmens and Matthew Mindrup; ph. ill. m. ref.; p. 44-52; Nov 08; JAE

RESIDENCE (cont'd)

NEVADA
Las Vegas; Builder LivingHome; Kieran & Timberlake; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 45-46; Nov 08; B

NEW YORK
Amagansett; Beach House; ASLA Award; Ditto; by No author listed; ph.; p. 125; Aug 08; LA
Amagansett; Gardiners Bay Beach House; RA Design Award; Stelle Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32-33; May 08; RA
Bridgehampton; Levy and Berwin Residence; D'Apostrophe Design; by Claire Henry; ph. pl.; p. 246-253; Mar 08; ID
Brooklyn; Unfolding Terrace; ASLA Award; Terrain-NYC; by No author listed; ph.; p. 123; Aug 08; LA
East Hampton; Georgica Pond Residence; Shelton & Mindel; by Nicholas Tamarkin; ph.; p. 128-129; Dec 08; ID
Montauk; Lake House Roof Trusses; Murdock & Young; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill.; p. 54-55; Sept 08; RA
New Paltz; House at the Shawangunks; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-164; Jan 08; AR
New York; Central Park South Apartment; Gwathmey & Siegal; by No author listed; ph.; p. 148; May 08; AR
New York; Kinsky Residence; 212box; by No author listed; ph.; p. 147; Dec 08; ID
New York; Light Box Loft; Desai & Chia; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 48-49; June 08; RA
North Salem; Turkey Hill Farm; Thomas Felton; Landscape Design by Stephen Stimson; by Jane Berger; ph. pl.; p. 34-43; Nov 08; LA
Sagaponack; New Residence; Brian E. Boyle; Interior Design by Benjamin Noriega-Ortiz; by Jen Renzi; ph. pl.; p. 238-247; July 08; ID
Salt Point; Salt Point House; Thomas Phifer; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec.; p. 144-149; Jan 08; AR
Shelter Island; Little Ram Island House; Kohn, Pedersen & Fox; by Diana Lind; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-165; July 08; AR
Southampton; Cottage; McMillen; by Ann Pyne; ph.; p. 214-216; July 08; ID

NORTH CAROLINA
Biltmore Forest; Chauncey Knoll; Carlton Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 100; Oct 08; B
Raleigh; Kenoyer Residence; KDK Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 110; Mar 08; B
Raleigh; Strickland-Ferris Residence; Frank Harmon; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 150-152; Jan 08; AR
Sherrills Ford; Pippin Residence; Pippin Home Designs; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 59-60; Sept 08; B
RESIDENCE (cont’d)

NORWAY

Trondheim; Three-Layer House; Brendeland & Kristoffersen; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 83; Dec 08; AR

OKLAHOMA

—; 222 Residence; RA Design Award; Elliott & Associates; by Cheryl Weber; ph. pl.; p. 38-39; May 08; RA

OREGON

Portland; Living Smart Homes; Vargas & Greenan; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 108; Jan 08; B

PORTUGAL

Porto; Outeiro Street House; Ezzo Arquitectura; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 50-53; Mar 08; AR

RHODE ISLAND

Block Island; Guest House; Parallel Design; by Alejandro Saralegui; ph.; p. 64-70; Jan 08; ID

SOUTH CAROLINA

Beaufort; Erickson Residence; Dominick Tringali; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 104; Oct 08; B

SPAIN

Murcia; Orenes Residence; Xpiral Arquitectura; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. 103-108; Oct 08; ID

SWITZERLAND

Zurich; Zurich Residence; Architekturbureau Garzotto; by Craig Kellogg; ph. dia.; p. 117-120; June 08; ID

TENNESSEE

Louisville; Weeks House; RA Design Award; McCarty, Holsaple, McCarty; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 50-51; May 08; RA

TEXAS

Austin; Stonehedge Residence; RA Design Award; Miro & Rivera; by Cheryl Weber; ph. sec.; p. 57; May 08; RA

Houston; Menil House Conservation Project; Stern & Bucek; Original Design by Philip Johnson; by Bruce C. Webb; ph. pl.; p. 11-19; Sept 08; JAE

Houston; Sustainable Housing Prototype; John Smith; by Shelley D. Hutchins; pl. ill.; p. 19; Jan 08; RA

Marfa; weeHouse; Alchemy Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 54-55; July 08; RA

RESIDENCE (cont’d)

VIRGINIA

Winchester; Swartzenreader Haus; Reader & Swartz; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 108; Mar 08; B

WASHINGTON

Camano Island; Meade Residence; Pelletier & Scharf; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 104-105; Jan 08; B

Mazama; Delta Shelter; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; May 08; AR

Mazama; Rolling Huts; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec.; p. 134-137; Apr 08; AR

San Juan Island; San Juan Island Residence; ASLA Award; Paul Broadhurst; by No author listed; ph.; p. 126; Aug 08; LA

Seattle; CityView No. 1; 360 Design Studio; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p; 109; Mar 08; B

Seattle; Lake Washington Residence; Johnston Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 80; Oct 08; B

Seattle; McCoy and Vogelzang Residence; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; Landscape Design by Charles Anderson; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-81; Feb 08; LA

Twisp; Twisp Cabin; Johnston Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 52-53; July 08; RA

WEST VIRGINIA

Upper Tract; Shack at Hinkle Farm; Jeffery Broadhurst; by Christopher Kieran; ph. pl. elev.; p. 158-160; Jan 08; AR

WISCONSIN

Green Lake; Camouflage House; Johnsen & Schmaling; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; Mar 08; AR

Milwaukee; Urban Infill 02; RA Design Award; Johnsen & Schmaling; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 77; May 08; RA

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; BATHROOM; GARDEN; HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; INTERIOR DESIGN; KITCHEN; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

Alabama, Hoover; James Hill at Ross Bridge; Dungan & Nequettte; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 115; Sept 08; B

Arizona, Prescott; Talking Rock Master Planned Community; Swaback Partners; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 95; Aug 08; B

Arizona, Scottsdale; Safari Drive; Miller & Hull; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 16-17; Mar 08; RA
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Arkansas, Fayetteville; Low Impact Habitat for Humanity Development; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by Meghan Druding; ill.; p. 17-18; Aug 08; RA
Arkansas, Rogers; Habitat Trails; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by No author listed; m.; p. 164; May 08; AR
California, Fresno; Madison Place; Kevin L. Crook; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; pl.; p. 35-36; Aug 08; B
California, Healdsburg; The Grove; Flynn, Craig & Grant; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 91; Aug 08; B
California, Los Angeles; Maltman Bungalows; Drisko Studio; by Christopher Hawthorne; ph.; pl.; p. 116-119; Apr 08; AR
California, Oxnard; Seabridge Marina; MVE & Partners; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 98; Oct 08; B
California, Pajaro; Nuevo Amanceo; KTGY Group; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 36-37; Jan 08; BD&C
California, Santa Barbara; Laguna Court; Peikert Group; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 122; Oct 08; B
Connecticut, Stamford; Palmer Hill Community; Sun Homes; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; pl.; p. 37-38; Nov 08; B
Costa Rica, Santa Teresa; Fiorblanca Reserva; William Hezmahalch; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 70; Oct 08; B
Florida, Alys Beach; Alys Beach Town Plan; Duany & Plater-Zyberk; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 43-44; May 08; B
Florida, Parrish; Forest Creek; BSB Design; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 111; Sept 08; B
Illinois, Chicago; Oakwood Shores Affordable Housing Community; Fitzgerald Associates; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 116; Oct 08; B
Iowa, Waukee; Glynn Village; Hubbell Homes; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 120; Sept 08; B
Maryland, Forest Glen; National Park Seminary; Alexander Co.; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 104; June 08; B
Maryland, Mount Ranier; Mount Ranier Artist Lofts; HGA; by Beth Broome; ph.; pl.; p. 193-195; Oct 08; AR
Missouri, St. Charles; New Town Village; Whitaker Homes; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 110; Nov 08; B
Montana, Bozeman; Capstone Condos; Justin Harmon; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; pl.; p. 38-40; Aug 08; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont'd)

New Jersey, Butler; River Place; Thomas J. Brennan; Interior Design by Mary Cook; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; pl.; p. 31-32; June 08; B
New York, Sullivan County; Catskill Farms; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 150; May 08; B
North Carolina, Chapel Hill; Briar Chapel TND; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 112; Nov 08; B
North Carolina, Raleigh; The Oaks at Fallon Park; KDK Design; by Jenny Sullivan; m.; pl.; p. 51-52; Feb 08; B
Tennessee, Memphis; Gardens at Stonebriar; Matthews Brothers bankruptcy; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 90-91; Apr 08; B
Texas, Houston; Naomi Place; Innovation Design Consulting Group; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 122; Sept 08; B
Utah, Park City; Trappers' Cabins at Promontory; DTJ Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; pl.; p. 89; Aug 08; B
Utah, South Jordan; Summerlaine at The District; JSA Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 114; Sept 08; B
Virginia, Gloucester; Robinson's Pond; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; pl.; p. 34-36; June 08; B
Washington, Port Townsend; Spring Valley; Ross Chapin; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 108; Nov 08; B
Washington, Seattle; Ashworth Cottages; Runberg Architecture Group; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; pl.; p. 88; Aug 08; B
Washington, Seattle; Five-Unit Lofts; PB Elemental Architecture; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 15; June 08; RA
Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Oak Hill; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 113; Sept 08; B

MARKETING, SALES
Appealing to the Next Generation of Sales Agents; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 59-60; Nov 08; B
California, Escondido; Chaparral Creek; McKinley Associates; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; pl.; p. 147; Feb 08; B
Colorado, Denver; The Heirloom Collection at Stapleton; Woodley Architectural Group; Interior Design by Hillary Reed; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 116; Sept 08; B
Florida, Port St. Lucie; Verano Marketing Campaign; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 63; Jan 08; B
Illinois, Burr Ridge; Burr Ridge Village Center; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; pl.; p. 148; Feb 08; B
Referral Programs for Generating Traffic; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 59-60; Mar 08; B
Sales Management; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 75-76; Sept 08; B
Texas, Kaufman County; Heartland Advertising Campaign; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 64; Jan 08; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont'd)

MARKETING, SALES (cont'd)
The Business of Sales; by Ethan Butterfield; ill.; p. 41-42; Apr 08; B
Tips and Tactics for Sales Success; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 95-96; Feb 08; B
Tips and Tactics for Sales Success; by Pat Curry; p. 55-56; Aug 08; B
Tips for Moving Home Inventory; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 130-136; Jan 08; B
Turning Prospects into Buyers; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 158-164; May 08; B
Using Media Relations for Sales Success; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 49-50; May 08; B
Weathering Market Conditions; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 41-42; Dec 08; B

SPEC RESIDENCE
Arizona, Scottsdale; Cintarosa Ranch at Desert Mountain; DTJ Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 102; Oct 08; B
California, Huntington Beach; The Trails at Brightwater; Bassenian & Lagoni; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; pl.; p. 96; Aug 08; B
Nebraska, Omaha; Hidden Creek; Crabapple House; Randy Brown; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; m.; p. 52-55; Jan 08; RA
Nebraska, Omaha; Hidden Creek; Elm House; Randy Brown; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; pl.; p. 52-55; Jan 08; RA
Oregon, Salem; Pringle Creek Cottage; Opsis Architecture; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; pl.; p. 90; Oct 08; B
Pennsylvania, Adams; Adams Crossing Carriage Homes; Ken Wilkins; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; pl.; p. 41-42; Mar 08; B
Utah, Park City; Trapper’s Cabins at Promontory; Colter model; DTJ Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 122; Oct 08; B

TOWNHOUSE
Arizona, Scottsdale; The Duke; RA Design Award; Circle West; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 64-65; May 08; RA
Arizona, Tucson; The Double; Ibarra & Rosano; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; pl.; p. 58-59; Jan 08; RA
California, Berkeley; Rose Street Townhouses; Trachtenberg Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; pl.; p. 56-57; Jan 08; RA
California, Emeryville; Blue Star Corner Townhomes; David Baker; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 70; Dec 08; B
California, Escondido; City Square; KTGY Group; by Pat Curry; ph.; pl.; p. 49-52; Jan 08; B
California, Orange; Depot Walk; William Hezmalhalch; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 82; Oct 08; B
California, Roseville; Denby Square at WestPark; Pulte Homes; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 37-38; May 08; B

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont'd)
TOWNHOUSE (cont'd)
California, Santa Barbara; Paseo Chapala; Peikert Group; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 120; Oct 08; B
China, Beijing; Fragrant Hill Villas; Beijing Yuan Jing and Beijing Si Kong; Landscape Design by Tsinghua University; by Ron Henderson; ph. ill.; p. 26-32; Nov 08; LA
Colorado, Stapleton; The Casitas Condominiums; Wolf & Lyon; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 68; Dec 08; B
District of Columbia, Washington; Q14 Condominiums; Bonstra & Haresign; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p.; 112; Oct 08; B
Idaho, Rexburg; Rexburg Meadows; Jessop Design Group; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 118; Sept 08; B
Massachusetts, Boston; McAllen Building Condominiums; RA Design Award; Office dA and Burt & Hill; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. sec.; p. 66-67; May 08; RA
Massachusetts, Hingham; BackRiver Townhomes; Steffian & Bradley; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 110; Sept 08; B
Massachusetts, Plymouth; Winslowe’s View Townhomes; Dann, Norris & Batting; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 72; Dec 08; B
New Jersey, Princeton; Duplex; RMJM Hillier; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 108; Oct 08; B
New York, Brooklyn; 14 Townhouses; RA Design Award; Rogers & Marvel; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; pl.; p. 72-72; May 08; RA
New York, Brooklyn; Carroll Townhouse; Rigg Design; by Susan Mulcahy; ph.; pl.; p. 182-189; Aug 08; ID
New York, Brooklyn; Ricky Kenig Residence; Slade Architecture; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 144-145; Dec 08; ID
New York, Greenwich Village; Townhouse Renovation; Murphy, Burnham & Buttrick; by Sophie Donelson; ph.; p. 155-158; Sept 08; ID
New York, Harlem; Kalahari Mixed-Use Condominium; Frederich Schwartz; by Chris Olson; ph.; p. 51-54; Nov 08; BD&C
New York, New York; Townhouse Renovation; LTL; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 142-144; June 08; ID
New York, New York; Townhouse Renovation; Meyer & Davis; by Linda Lee; ph.; pl.; p. 170-177; Nov 08; ID
New York, New York; Upper East Side Townhouse; Meyer & Davis; by No author listed; ph.; p. 146; Dec 08; ID
Texas, Austin; Hillside Condominiums; JZMK; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 69; Dec 08; B
Washington, Seattle; Croft Place Townhomes; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 35-38; July 08; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (cont’d)

TOWNHOUSE (cont’d)
Washington, Seattle; Days End Residences; Stannard & Conway; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 84; Oct 08; B
See also ELDERLY HOUSING; RESIDENCE; UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL

RESORT
See HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER; HOTEL; RECREATION

RESTAURANT
Belgium, Brussels; Cook and Book; Cedric Legein; by Sheila H. Pierce; ph.; p. 130-132; Mar 08; ID
California, Los Angeles; Paperfish Restaurant; Clive Wilkinson; by Edie Cohen; ph. pl.; p. 276-283; Mar 08; ID
California, Los Angeles; Paperfish; Clive Wilkinson; by No author listed; ph.; p. 74; Dec 08; ID
California, Sacramento; Ella Dining Room and Bar; UXUS; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 124-128; June 08; ID
California, San Diego; The Guild; Matthew Ellis; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 57-58; Nov 08; ID
Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Milestones Grill + Bar; Il by IV Design Associates; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 250-251; July 08; ID
China, Beijing; Nishimura Restaurant; CL3 Architects; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 90-91; July 08; ID
China, Beijing; Nishimura Restaurant; CL3 Architects; by Alex Pasternack; ph.; p. 100-104; Sept 08; AR
China, Hong Kong; MX Restaurant; Steve Leung and Alan Chan; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 214-216; May 08; ID
England, Littlehampton; East Beach Cafe; Thomas Heatherwick; by Henry Ng; ph.; p. 65-66; Jan 08; AR
England, London; Sakenohana; Kengo Kuma; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 252-253; July 08; ID
France, Paris; Jules Verne Restaurant; Patrick Jouin; by Ian Phillips; ph. pl.; p. 230-237; Mar 08; ID
Georgia, Atlanta; STATS; ASD; by No author listed; ph.; p. 54; Oct 08; A
Germany, Munich; BMW Welt Restaurant; FG Stijl; by Audra Shanley; ph.; p. 172-176; Mar 08; AR
Germany, Stuttgart; Bella Italia Weine; Ippolito & Fleitz; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 258-259; July 08; ID
Illinois, Chicago; L20; Dirk Denison; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; Dec 08; ID

RESTAURANT (cont’d)
India, Bombay; Blue Frog; Serie Architects; by Bethan Ryder; ph.; p. 333; June 08; ID
India, Mumbai; Blue Frog Acoustic Lounge and Studios; Serie Architects; by Jennifer Richter; ph.; p. 79; Sept 08; AR
Japan, Kirishima; Shokusai Ishikura; Super Potato; by Benjamin Budde; ph. pl.; p. 210-219; June 08; ID
Japan, Osaka; DBL Restaurant; Glamarous Co.; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 256-257; July 08; ID
Massachusetts, Boston; Bang; Office dA; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 78-79; Dec 08; ID
Massachusetts, Boston; Stix Restaurant and Club; 3Six; by Clifford A. Pearson; ph. pl.; p. 122-125; Sept 08; AR
Massachusetts, Boston; Stix Restaurant and Lounge; 3Six; by No author listed; ph.; p. 68; Dec 08; ID
Michigan, Detroit; Bourbon Steak; Super Potato; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 254-255; July 08; ID
Monaco, Monte Carlo; No Time; Federico Delrosso; by No author listed; ph.; p. 74; Dec 08; ID
New York, Brooklyn; Root Hill Cafe; RSVP Architecture Studio; by No author listed; ph.; p. 74; Dec 08; ID
New York, New York; Park Avenue Restaurant; AvroKO; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 166-168; June 08; AR
New York, Sagaponack; Townline BBQ; CCS Architecture; by Alejandro Saralegui; ph.; p. 92-96; July 08; ID
Oklahoma, Arcadia; Pops; Elliott & Associates; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 70-73; Dec 08; ID
Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Fuel Cafe; Elliott & Associates; Lighting Design by Smith Lighting; by David Dillon; ph.; p. 210-212; Nov 08; AR
Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Red Prime Steak; Elliott & Associates; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 260-261; July 08; ID
Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Red Prime Steak; Elliott & Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; Dec 08; ID
Reinvention of Starbucks; Design Lab; Pentagram Architects and et al.; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph. pl. ill.; p. 52-57; July 08; A
Singapore, —; Royal China; Ministry of Design; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; Dec 08; ID
Singapore, —; Royal China; Ministry of Design; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 262-263; July 08; ID
Spain, Madrid; Terraza del Casino; Hayon Studio; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 172-174; Jan 08; ID
United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi, Al Ain; Restaurant; Roswag & Jankowski; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 79; May 08; ARev
See also CLUB; HOTEL; NIGHT CLUB; OFFICE BUILDING/INTERIORS
RESTORATION
See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; LANDSCAPE RESTORATION; Specific Building Type

RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOUSING; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING

RHODE ISLAND
Block Island; Residence; Guest House; Parallel Design; by Alejandro Saralegui; ph.; p. 64-70; Jan 08; ID
Westerly; Recreation; Watch Hill Yacht Club; Burgin & Lambert; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 106; Oct 08; B

RIVER, WATERWAY
Arkansas, Fayetteville; Stream Remediation Program; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by No author listed; ill.; p. 164; May 08; AR
California, Los Angeles; Los Angeles River Revitalization Master Plan; Mark Johnson and Richard Farley; by No author listed; ill.; p. 166; May 08; AR
District of Columbia, Washington; Anacostia River Revitalization; Lee & Papa, EDAW and Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Kuhn; by George Hazelnigg; ph. pl. sec. dia. ill.; p. 102-11; Mar 08; LA
Virginia, Kilmarnock; Coastal Development in Times of Climate Change; by Mary H. Cooper Ellis; ph. map; p. 74-82; Mar 08; LA

ROOF, ROOFING
California, San Francisco; Curran House Courtyard and Roof Garden; David Baker; Landscape Design by Andrea Cochran; by Susan Hines; ph. pl.; p. 106-113; Feb 08; LA
China, Beijing; Terminal 3 Roof Systems; Foster & Partners; by Matthew Wells; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 50-55; Aug 08; AR Rev
Cold Liquid-applied Membrane Roofing Systems; by Paul Allenstein; ph.; p. 28-36; Mar 08; TCS
District of Columbia, Washington; Robert and Arlene Kogod Courtyard at the Smithsonian Institution; Glass roof; Foster & Partners and SmithGroup; Landscape Design by Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. pl. sec. det.; p. 98-103; Mar 08; AR
Energy-Efficient Roofs with Concrete Tile; by No author listed; ph. ill. cea; p. 155-159; Sept 08; AR

ROOF, ROOFING (cont'd)
Evaluations and Design Considerations for Slate Roofing; by Christopher Musoroff; ph. ref.; p. 38-44; June 08; TCS
Flashing Basics; by Lawrence Evensen; ph.; p. 102-106; Aug 08; TCS
Fundamentals of Green Roofs; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ref. graph ill.; p. 84-90; June 08; LA
Illinois, Chicago; Lurie Rooftop Garden; ASLA Award; Gustafson, Guthrie & Nichol; by No author listed; ph.; p. 117; Aug 08; LA
Louisiana, New Orleans; DesCours Festival Canopy; Howeler & Yoon; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 58-59; Aug 08; A
Metal for Residential Roofing; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 57-58; July 08; RA
Metal Roofing Performance in Harsh Climates; by Edward Thomas; ph.; p. 68-74; Apr 08; TCS
New York, Brooklyn; Entrance Canopy; Brooklyn Academy of Music; H3 Hardy; by Aric Chen; ph. sec. det.; p. 141-142; Aug 08; AR
New York, Brooklyn; Unfolding Terrace; ASLA Award; Terrain-NYC; by No author listed; ph.; p. 123; Aug 08; LA
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Heinz 57 Center; Green roof case study; Burt, Hill, Kosar & Rittlemann; by Linda McIntyre; ph. sec. table; p. 58-65; Sept 08; LA
Retrofitting with Metal Roofing; by Jay W. Schneider; p. 70-71; Sept 08; BD&C
Rules for Roof System Design; by Richard Keleher and Judd Peterson; ph.; p. 58-59; Feb 08; BD&C
Single Source Warranties for Metal Deck/Membrane Roofs; by Jeff Yoders; p. 72; Sept 08; BD&C
Specifying Suitable and Safe Roof Openings; by Michael Toohy; ph. ref.; p. 108-116; Aug 08; TCS
Stainless Steel as a Sustainable Curtain Wall and Roofing Material; by Catherine Houska; ph. ref. table; p. 48-62; Aug 08; TCS
Structural Insulated Panels in Commercial and Institutional Applications; by Dave Barista; ph. ref.; p. 52-57; May 08; BD&C
Tensile Fabric Roofing; by Kevin Mayer; ph.; p. 30-36; June 08; TCS
Washington, Port Hadlock; Cabin Gutters; Eggleston & Forkas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. ill. det.; p. 60-61; Sept 08; RA

RURAL DESIGN
Massachusetts, Martha's Vineyard; Tashmoo Farm Landscape; Horiuchi & Sollien; by Jane Berger; ph. map; p. 112-119; July 08; LA

RUSSIA
Moscow; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Russia Tower; Foster & Partners; by Jeremy Melvin; ill. m. pl. sec.; p. 46-49; Oct 08; AR Rev
SAFETY

Safety and Security Solutions for a Changing World; by Jayson Kneen and Beth Welch; ph. ref. dia.; p. 68-74; June 08; TCS

Street Trees and Safety; by Elizabeth Macdonald; ph. ref. pl.; p. 54-63; May 08; LA

Understanding Blast Mitigation for Fenestration; by John Lewis; ph.; p. 36-44; Oct 08; TCS

See also FIRE PROTECTION; SECURITY

SAUDI ARABIA

Riyadh; Office Building/High Rise; Alбир Foundation Headquarters; Perkins & Will; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. ill. pl. sec. elev. det.; p. 62-65; Oct 08; AR

SCHOOL

California, Los Angeles; School Construction in the Los Angeles Unified School District; by Elizabeth Evitts Dickinson; ph.; p. 70-75; Apr 08; A

Canada, Ontario, Toronto; Thomas L. Wells Public School; Baird, Sampson & Neuert; by No author listed; ph.; p. 142; May 08; AR

China, Guangxi; Guangxi School; Edward Ng; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 57; May 08; AR

Designing Safer Schools; Crime prevention through environmental design; by Randall l. Atlas; ph. ref.; p. 77-85; Feb 08; TCS

England, Liverpool; History of Blue Coat School; by Joseph Sharples; ph. ill.; p. 52-53; Jan 08; AR

New York, New York; New School; 1100 Architect; by No author listed; ph.; p. 42; Dec 08; ID

ART SCHOOL

China, Hangzhou; China Art Academy; Amateur Architecture Studio; by Michael Webb; ph. pl.; p. 54-57; July 08; AR

Peru, Lima; School of Visual Arts; Barclay & Crousse; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 58; May 08; AR

EARLY LEARNING CENTER

Brazil, Sao Paulo; Primetime Child Development; Studio mk27; by No author listed; ph.; p. 42; Dec 08; ID

ELEMENTARY

Nepal, Kathmandu; Vicky Sherpa Foundation Primary School; EMBT; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 51; May 08; AR

Spain, Barcelona; Escola Artur Martorell Primary School; Dos Punts Arquitectura and Xavier Sans; by Raul Barreneche; ph. elev.; p. 218-225; Jan 08; ID

SCHOOL (cont'd)

HIGH

California, Santa Ana; Hector Godinez High School; LPA; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 32-35; June 08; BD&C

Ohio, Canton; GlenOak High School; Perkins & Will and Balog, Steines, Hendricks & Manchester; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 35-40; June 08; BD&C

JUNIOR HIGH, MIDDLE

Illinois, Wheaton; Hubble Middle School; Legat Architects; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. pl.; p. 40-41; June 08; BD&C

Pennsylvania, Newtown Square; Episcopal Academy; Venturi, Scott Brown, RMJM Hillier and et al.; by Mark McMenamin; ph. ill. pl.; p. 28; Feb 08; ID

PLAYGROUND

Colorado, Denver; Learning Landscapes Initiative; Improving Schoolyards at Denver Public Schools; Design Concepts and GPD Land Design; by Daniel Jost; ph. ill. pl.; p. 40-56; Aug 08; LA

SPECIAL

Illinois, Chicago; Spertus Institute of Jewish Studies; Krueck & Sexton; by Blair Kamin; ph. pl. sec.; p. 194-199; May 08; AR

New York, Brooklyn; Entrance Canopy; Brooklyn Academy of Music; H3 Hardy; by Aic Chen; ph. sec. det.; p. 141-142; Aug 08; AR

VOCATIONAL

New York, New York; Sheila C. Johnson Design Center; Parsons The New School for Design; Lyn Rice; by Beth Broome; ph. pl. sec.; p. 126-132; Sept 08; AR

See also CHILD CARE CENTER; LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; UNIVERSITY

SCOTLAND

Dumfries; Garden; The Garden of Cosmic Speculation; Charles Jencks; by Robert Maxwell; ph. pl.; p. 48-53; Nov 08; AR

Edinburgh; Recreation/Visitor Center; Royal Botanic Gardens Visitor Center; Edward Cullinan; by Rob Gregory; ill.; p. 71; May 08; AR

Glasgow; Museum/Science, Technology; Transportation Museum; Zaha Hadid; by Catherine Slessor; ill. sec.; p. 43; May 08; AR

SCULPTURE

See ART

SEALANT

Specifying Silicone Sealants; by Peter J. Aresenault; ph. ill. cea; p. 195-199; Nov 08; AR

See also WATERPROOFING
SECURITY
Access Control and Security; by Rick Current and Joseph Jenkins; ph.; dia.; p. 58-66; June 08; TCS
Designing Safer Schools; Crime prevention through environmental design; by Randall I. Atlas; ph. ref.; p. 77-85; Feb 08; TCS
Germany, Berlin; U.S. Embassy and Security; Moore, Ruble & Yudell; Landscape Design by Olin Partnership; by Robert Campbell; ph.; ill.; p. 61-62; Oct 08; AR
Safety and Security Solutions for a Changing World; by Jayson Kneen and Beth Welch; ph. ref. dia.; p. 68-74; June 08; TCS
Securing the Jobsite Against Theft; by Pat Curry; ill.; p. 262-266; Feb 08; B
See also CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

SENEGAL
Aldiana; Recreation; Club Med Resort; Edouard Francois; by Paul Finch; ill. map; p. 75; May 08; AR

SHELTER
Alabama, Hale County; Hale County Animal Shelter; Rural Studio; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 97; May 08; AR
England, Suffolk, Near Snape; M.E.S.H. 7 Mobile Shelter; Sanei & Hopkins; by Rob Gregory; ph.; ill.; p. 59; Dec 08; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Pacific Garden Mission and Homeless Shelter; Tigerman & McCurry; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl.; p. 78-85; Mar 08; A
Spain, Zaragoza; Expo 2008 Spanish Pavilion; Francisco Mangado; by Sarah Williams Goldhagen; ph.; p. 63; Dec 08; A
See also APARTMENT BUILDING; HOTEL

SHOPPING CENTER
High-Design Strip Malls; Randy Brown; by Amanda Kolson Hurley; ph.; p. 51-53; Jan 08; A
See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; STORE; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

SHOWROOM
Brazil, Sao Paulo; Micasa Volume B; Studio mk27; by No author listed; ph.; p. 154; Dec 08; ID
Chelsea Modern Sales Office; Audrey Matlock; by Jeannie Rosenfeld; ph.; p. 121-124; May 08; ID
Chile, Santiago; Honda Showroom; German Del Sof; by Rob Gregory; ill. m.; p. 80; May 08; AR
China, Chengdu; CR Land Art Pavilion; CL3 Architects; by No author listed; ph.; p. 158; Dec 08; ID
France, Paris; Citroen C42 Showroom; Manuelle Gautrand; by Sam Lubell; ph. pl. sec.; p. 222-225; May 08; AR
France, Paris; Citroen Showroom; Manuelle Gautrand; by Maria Shollenbarger; ph.; p. 222-224; May 08; ID
France, Paris; Citroen Showroom; Manuelle Gautrand; by Judy Fayard; ph.; p. 194-201; Jan 08; ID
Illinois, Chicago; Steelcase Work Life Center; Shimoda Design Group; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 156-157; Dec 08; ID
New York, New York; Hawthor Resource Center; Perkins & Will; by No author listed; ph.; p. 158; Dec 08; ID
New York, New York; Hawthor Showroom; Perkins & Will; by Judith Davidsen; ph.; p. 139-142; Mar 08; ID
New York, New York; Maharam; Fernlund & Logan; by No author listed; ph.; p. 158; Dec 08; ID
New York, New York; Milliken & Company Showroom; Q Studio; by Judith Davidsen; ph.; p. 134-138; June 08; ID
South Korea, Seoul; Uwoolim Showroom; Usangdong Architects; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 290-297; Oct 08; ID
Wisconsin, Kohler; Country Spa Showroom; Clodagh Design; by No author listed; ph.; p. 92; Dec 08; ID
Zooey Showroom; Stefan Beckman; by Bunny Wong; ph.; p. 138-142; Apr 08; ID
See also STORE

SIDING
See WALL

SINGAPORE
—; Garden; Gardens by the Bay; Wilkinson & Eyre; Interior Design by Grant Associates; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 68-71; Nov 08; AR
—; Museum/Natural History; National Museum of Singapore; Lightemotion; Exhibition Design by GSM Design; by David Sokol; p. 182-184; Feb 08; AR
—; Museum; National Museum of Singapore; W Architects; Lighting Design by Lighting Planners Associates; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 179-180; Feb 08; AR
—; Restaurant; Royal China; Ministry of Design; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 262-263; July 08; ID
—; Restaurant; Royal China; Ministry of Design; by No author listed; ph.; p. 80; Dec 08; ID

SKYLIGHT
Parans Fiber Optic Skylight System; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 46-47; Apr 08; BD&C
Tubular Daylighting Devices; by Kate DeBellis and Neall Digert; ph.; p. 24-32; Apr 08; TCS

SOCIAL ISSUES
China, Beijing; Vanishing Backstreets of Beijing; by Michael Meyer; ph.; p. 72-76; July 08; AR
SOCIAL ISSUES (cont'd)
China, Orange County; Copying America's Environmental Mistakes; Bassanian & Lagoni; by Daniel Brook; ph.; p. 56-65; July 08; LA
Defense Against the Effects of Climate Change; by Bradford McKee; ph.; p. 55-56; Dec 08; A
Government Actions and the Housing Industry; by Ivy Zelman; ph.; p. 63; Nov 08; B
Humanitarian Award Winner; Jeff Rutt; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 208-212; Feb 08; B
Humanitarian Award Winner; Tom Gipson; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 212-216; Feb 08; B
Rebuilding After Natural Disasters; by John Caulfield; ph.; p. 98-103; Nov 08; B
Where Presidential Candidates Stand on Building Issues; by Ethan Butterfield; ph. chart table; p. 134-138; Oct 08; B

SOLAR
District of Columbia, Washington; Solar Decathlon House; Technical University; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. cca; p. 148-150; Mar 08; AR
District of Columbia, Washington; Solar Decathlon; by Seth Wilberding; ph.; p. 40-49; Feb 08; LA
Harnessing the Sun; by Rich Binsacca; ill.; p. 162-168; Jan 08; B
Sustainable Building Techniques and Technologies; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. cca; p. 65-70; July 08; BD&C
See also ENERGY

SOUTH AFRICA
Cape Town; Housing; 10x10 Project; MMA; by Marcus Fairs; ph. pers.; p. 32-33; May 08; AR
Cape Town; Housing; Freedom Park; MMA; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. cca; p. 156-160; Oct 08; AR
Soshangwe; Housing; Affordable Housing Prototype; BS&B Design; by Meghan Drueing; p. 14-15; Jan 08; RA

SOUTH CAROLINA
Beaufort; Residence; Erickson Residence; Dominick Tringali; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 104; Oct 08; B
Charleston; University/Campus; American College of Building Arts; University of Miami School of Architecture; by Hannah McCann; pl. elev.; p. 37-38; Aug 08; A
Spring Island; Residence; Coastal Island Retreat; ASLA Award; Oehme & van Sweden; by No author listed; ph.; p. 124-125; Aug 08; LA

SOUTH KOREA
Seongnam; Office Building/Interiors; On Media; Heehoon D&G; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 334-335; May 08; ID

SOUTH KOREA (cont'd)
Seoul; Residence; House Renovation; MOTOElastic; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p. 88-91; Sept 08; AR
Seoul; Showroom; Uwoolim Showroom; Ulsangdong Architects; by Benjamin Budde; ph.; p. 290-297; Oct 08; ID
Seoul; Store/Clothing; Ann Demeulemeester Store; Mass Studies; by Mariel Beautyman; ph. pl.; p. 234-241; Apr 08; ID
Seoul; University; Campus Center; Ewha Woman's University; Dominique Perrault; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl. sec.; p. 148-155; Nov 08; AR

SPA
See RECREATION

SPAIN
Barcelona; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Cadaval & Sola-Morales; by David Cohn; ph. ill. pl. m.; p. 74-79; Dec 08; AR
Barcelona; Exhibition, Exhibit; Height: Between Possibility and Responsibility; World Architecture Festival; by Jeremy Melvin; ill.; p. 38-41; Oct 08; AR
Barcelona; Hotel; Hotel Forest; Light emitting facade; Cloud 9; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 52-55; Aug 08; A
Barcelona; Housing; Housing and Escola Massana Art College; Carme Pinos; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. elev. sec. m.; p. 84-85; May 08; AR
Barcelona; School/Elementary; Escola Artur Martorell Primary School; Dos Punts Arquitectura and Xavier Sans; by Raul Barreneche; ph. elev.; p. 218-225; Jan 08; ID
Cadiz; Museum/Art; NMAC Foundation Expansion; Alberto Campo Baeza; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. m.; p. 44; May 08; AR
Cordoba; Government Building; Palace of Justice; Mecanoo Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ill.; p. 52; May 08; AR
Girona; Recreation; Casa Movil Holiday Cabins; Burd & Haward; by Rob Gregory; p. 72; May 08; AR
Granada; Cemetery; Cemetery Landscaping; Jimenez & Brasa; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-67; Nov 08; AR
Madrid; Cultural Center; CaixaForum; Herzog & de Meuron; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 108-117; June 08; AR
Madrid; Housing; Social Housing Project; Morphosis and BDU; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 38-43; Feb 08; AR
Madrid; Kiosk; Market Kiosk; Brut Deluxe; by Anya Kaplan-Seem; ph.; p. 63-64; Dec 08; AR
Madrid; Market; Market Kiosk; Brut Deluxe; by Rob Gregory; ph. sec.; p. 86; Dec 08; AR
Madrid; Museum/Art; CaixaForum; Herzog & de Meuron; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 46-55; June 08; AR
Spain (cont’d)

Madrid: Museum/Art; Prado Museum Expansion; Jose Rafael Moneo; by David Cohn; ph. pl. sec.; p. 118-125; Mar 08; AR

Madrid: Recreation/Park; Park; West 8; by Rob Gregory; ill.; p. 88; May 08; ARev

Madrid: Restaurant; Terraza del Casino; Hayonstudio; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 172-174; Jan 08; ID

Murcia: Residence; Orenes Residence; Xpiral Arquitectura; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. 103-108; Oct 08; ID

Navarra, Tudela; Hotel; Aire de Bardenas Hotel; Lopez & Rivera; by Paul Finch; pl. sec. dia.; p. 42-45; Dec 08; ARev

Panticosa; Health Care, Health Center; Termas de Tiberio Spa; Moneo & Brock; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 165-168; Oct 08; ID

Santiago de Compostela; Office Building/Interiors; Dinahosting Headquarters; Antidoto de Deseno; by Raul Barreneche; ph.; p. 220-227; Nov 08; ID

Santiago de Compostela; Office Building; Sociedad General de Autores y Editores; Ensemble Studio; Master Planning by Arata Isozaki; by Raul Barreneche; pl.; p. 268-275; Mar 08; ID

Seville; Hotel; Eme Fusion Hotel; Tarruella, Lopez & Trenchs; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 60-61; Dec 08; ID

Seville; Hotel; Hotel Holos; Morales & Giles; by Mario Lopez-Cordero; ph.; p. 316-320; Apr 08; ID

Teruel; Plaza; Plaza del Torico; B720; Lighting Design by Artec 3; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 154-158; Aug 08; AR

Torre-Pacheco; Library; Municipal Library; Martin Lejarra; by Raul Barreneche; pl.; p. 192-199; June 08; ID

Zaragoza; Shelter; Expo 2008 Spanish Pavilion; Francisco Mangado; by Sarah Williams Goldhagen; ph.; p. 63; Dec 08; A

Specifications

Air-Handling Units; The case for performance-based specifications; by Roger L. Howard; ph. table; p. 70-77; Mar 08; TCS

Contract Documents and the Building Code: by Ronald L. Geren; ph.; p. 22-26; Jan 08; TCS

Controversies Over Construction Substitutions; by John Bunzick; ph.; p. 20-21; Jan 08; TCS

Lack of Coordination Leads to Facade Failure; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 130; June 08; TCS

Preliminary Project Description and Outline Specifications; by Donald F. Smith; ph.; p. 104-110; Dec 08; TCS

Specifications for Acoustic Performance; by Byron W. Harrison; ph.; p. 26-36; Dec 08; TCS

Specifying Green Ideas for Whiteboards; by Mike Lipchik; ph. ref. det.; p. 63-68; Mar 08; TCS

Specifications (cont’d)

Testing Standards and Labeling; by Jeff Griffiths; ph. ref.; p. 18-20; Dec 08; TCS

Top 12 Mistakes with Hardware Specification; by Lloyd Seliber; ph.; p. 66-70; July 08; TCS

Updating UniFormat Specifications; by Robert W. Johnson; ph. table; p. 14-17; May 08; TCS

See also LAW; OFFICE PRACTICE; Specific Topics

Sports Facility

See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY; UNIVERSITY/RECREATION

Stairway

Illinois, Chicago; Claremont House Stairway; Brininstool & Lynch; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill. dia.; p. 56-57; Sept 08; RA

Steel

See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

Stone

Massachusetts, West Stockbridge; Profile of Designer; Stone in the landscape; Golden Bough; by Marty Carlock; ph.; p. 44-49; Jan 08; LA

Techniques for Stone Veneer; by John Woestman; ph. ill. det.; p. 82-88; Aug 08; TCS

See also MASONRY

Storage

District of Columbia, Washington; Moveable Shelves; iSTUDIO; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 62; Sept 08; RA

Musical Instrument Storage Cabinets; by Terri Picard; ph. ref.; p. 88-94; Dec 08; TCS

Clothing

France, Paris; Lanvin Store; Architecture & Associates; by Ian Phillips; ph. axon.; p. 242-249; Apr 08; ID

Store

Canada, Toronto; Eko; Dialogue 38; by No author listed; ph.; p. 154; Dec 08; ID

France, Paris; Shu Uemura; Agence Christophe Pillet; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 268-269; Apr 08; ID

France, Paris; Zadig & Voltaire Boutique; So-An; by Nadine Frey; ph.; p. 129-132; Apr 08; ID

Italy, Limone; Boite d’Or; Studio Damilano; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 256-257; June 08; ID

New York, New York; Apple Cube Fifth Avenue; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; by Ryan E. Smith; ph. ref.; p. 67-69; Nov 08; JAE

New York, New York; La Maison Unique; Thomas Heatherwick; by Jay W. Schneider; ph.; p. 42-43; Jan 08; BD&C

Reuse of Big Box Stores; by Julia Christensen; ph.; p. 84-87; Oct 08; A
STORE (cont'd)
Texas, Austin; Anthony Nak Flagship Store; M.J. Neat; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; May 08; AR
Texas, Dallas; NOKA Chocolate; Shimoda Design Group; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 158-160; Apr 08; ID

CLOTHING
California, Los Angeles; 3.1 Phillip Lim; Para-Project; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 178-184; Nov 08; ID
California, Los Angeles; Balenciaga; Poste 9; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 278-279; Apr 08; ID
California, Los Angeles; Maison Martin Margiela and Mameg Stores; Johnston MarkLee; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 250-259; Apr 08; ID
China, Beijing; Lane Crawford; Yabu Pushelberg; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 148-149; Dec 08; ID
China, Hangzhou; Romanticism; Sako Architects; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 272-273; Apr 08; ID
China, Hong Kong; Novo; Studio 63; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 270-271; Apr 08; ID
England, London; Dolce & Gabbana Store; +Arch; Interior Design by Ferruccio Laviani; by Will Hunter; ph.; p. 86-89; Mar 08; ARev
England, London; Kurt Geiger Store; Found Associates; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 276-277; Apr 08; ID
France, Paris; Christian Dior Flagship Store; Peter Marino; by Mallery Roberts Morgan; ph.; p. 162-169; Feb 08; ID
France, Paris; Christian Dior; Peter Marino; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; Dec 08; ID
France, Paris; Elie Saab; Chakib Richani; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 274-275; Apr 08; ID
Italy, Milan; Zu + Elements; Giorgio Borruso; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; Dec 08; ID
Italy, Rome; Mila Schon; P+R+V; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 254-255; June 08; ID
Japan, Tokyo; Alexandre Herchcovitch Boutique; Arthur Casas; by Raul Barreneche; ph. pl.; p. 280-295; Apr 08; ID
Japan, Tokyo; Bathing Ape; Wonderwall; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph.; p. 112-115; Sept 08; AR
Japan, Tokyo; Bathing Ape; Wonderwall; by Aric Chen; ph.; p. 260-265; Apr 08; ID
Love Culture Store; Graham Downes; Lighting Design by CS Illumination; by Edward Keghan; ph. det.; p. 45-50; Sept 08; A
New Mexico, Albuquerque; Anthropologie; EOA; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; Dec 08; ID
New York, New York; Diane Von Furstenberg; Work Architecture; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 152-153; Dec 08; ID

STORE (cont'd)
New York, New York; John Varvatos Boutique; Loffredo & Brooks; Interior Design by Brady Wilcox; by Tom Beer; ph.; p. 230-237; June 08; ID
New York, New York; Polsci Store; Luca Andrisani; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 280-281; Apr 08; ID
New York, New York; Yohji Yamamoto Boutique; Junya Ishigami; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 119-122; Apr 08; ID
South Korea, Seoul; Ann Demeulemeester Store; Mass Studies; by Mairi Beautyman; ph. pl.; p. 234-241; Apr 08; ID

DEPARTMENT
Nevada, Las Vegas; Barneys; Jeffrey Hutchinson; by Debra Scott; ph.; p. 148-152; Apr 08; ID
See also ART GALLERY; OFFICE BUILDING; SHOPPING CENTER; SHOWROOM; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Maryland, Beltsville; Low Impact Development Center; Bioretention strategies; by Linda McIntyre; ph. ill. pl.; p. 62-63; Apr 08; LA
Oregon, Portland; Rainwater Design at Stephen Epler Hall; Portland State University; Mithun Partners; Landscape Design by Atlas; by Eliza Pennypacker and Stuart P. Echols; ph. ref. pl.; p. 28-39; Aug 08; LA
Virginia, Charlottesville; The Dell; Nelson, Byrd & Wolff; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 92-99; Aug 08; LA
Washington, University Place; Rainwater Design at Pierce County Environmental Services; Miller & Hull; Landscape Design by Bruce Dees; by Eliza Pennypacker and Stuart P. Echols; ph. ref. pl.; p. 28-39; Aug 08; LA
Water and Sustainability; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill.; p. 78-79; July 08; B

STREET
Characteristics of a Great Street; by Ruth Eckdish Knack; ph.; p. 38-44; May 08; LA
China, Beijing; Baiyi Road Renovation and Design; by Ron Henderson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 138-140; June 08; LA
Illinois, Chicago; Green Alley Handbook; Hitchcock Design Group; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 88-98; Sept 08; LA
Street Trees and Safety; by Elizabeth Macdonald; ph. ref. pl.; p. 54-63; May 08; LA
Virginia, Charlottesville; Main Street Mall Revitalization; MMM Design Group; Original Design by Lawrence Halprin; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. elev.; p. 60-71; Oct 08; LA
Washington, Seattle; Neighborhood Traffic Circle Program; by Julie M. Johnson; ph. ref. pl.; p. 92-95; June 08; LA
See also HIGHWAY; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT
STRUCTURAL

Benefits of Cast Iron; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 74; July 08; TCS

Bolted Structural Glazing Systems; by Layne Evans; ph. cca; p. 177-181; Oct 08; AR

Glass Rods as Structural Components; Eric Owen Moss; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. dia. ill.; p. 48-51; Aug 08; A

Japan, Tokyo; Profile of Designer; Mutsuro Sasaki; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. sec. dia. ill.; p. 156-160; Mar 08; AR

EARTH

Canada, British Columbia, Osoyoos; Nik'Mip Desert Cultural Center; Rammed earth construction; Hotson, Bakker, Boniface & Haden; by Russell Fortmeyer; ph. ill. sec.; p. 162-163; Mar 08; AR

STEEL

Advantages of Building with Steel; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. cca table; p. 69-74; May 08; BD&C

Illinois, Chicago; Staybridge Suites Hotel; Staggered truss project; Valerio, Dewalt & Train; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ill.; p. 49-50; Apr 08; BD&C

New Roles for Masonry and Steel Construction; by Keith Lshway and Diane Throop; ph. ill. ref.; p. 76-81; Aug 08; TCS

TENSION, FABRIC

Tensile Fabric Roofing; by Kevin Mayer; ph.; p. 30-36; June 08; TCS

WOOD

New Structural Lumber Improves Productivity; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 45-46; Oct 08; B

New York, Montauk; Lake House Roof Trusses; Murdock & Young; by Cheryl Weber; ph. ill. det.; p. 54-55; Sept 08; RA

See also CONCRETE; EARTHQUAKE; WALL; WOOD

STUDIO

Arizona, Phoenix; Xeros Residence; Project of the Year; Blank Studio; by Meghan Drueing; ph. pl.; p. 28-31; May 08; RA

Arizona, Tucson; Work Studio; Ibarra & Rosano; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 80; Jan 08; RA

California, Los Angeles; RTKL Interior Design Studio; RTKL; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 226-233; Jan 08; ID

Canada, Ontario; Toronto; Home/Office; Superkul; by Marla Misek Clark; ph. pl.; p. 46-47; Aug 08; RA

Massachusetts, Concord; Dixon Sound Studio; Incite Architecture; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 124; Oct 08; B

New York, Ghent; Studio-Guesthouse; FT Architecture; by Dan Shaw; ph.; p. 86-90; Aug 08; ID

New York, New York; La Boutique; EOA; by Robyn Dutra; ph.; p. 70-74; Feb 08; ID

STUDIO (cont’d)

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Live/Work Space; Studio d’ARC; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 64; June 08; RA

Virginia, Clarke County; Yoga Studio; Carter & Burton; by Meghan Drueing; ph. sec.; p. 52-53; Sept 08; RA

Washington, Seattle; Architect’s Office; Chadbourne & Doss; by Marla Misek Clark; ph.; p. 80; Sept 08; RA

See also APARTMENT BUILDING; OFFICE BUILDING; RESIDENCE; UNIVERSITY

SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

Aesthetics and Sustainability; The performance of appearance; by Elizabeth K. Meyer; ph. ill. m.; p. 92-131; Oct 08; LA

Architecture 2030 Carbon Footprint Challenge; Edward Mazria; by Cheryl Weber; ill.; p. 29-36; June 08; RA

Architecture of the Whole; by Simon Sadler; ph. ill. ref.; p. 108-129; May 08; JAE

Automation and Green Building; by Lance Hosey; ph.; p. 67-70; May 08; A

Building Envelope Ideas for Sustainability; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill.; p. 80-81; July 08; B

Cementitious-Based Building Materials and Sustainability; by No author listed; ph. graph cca; p. 159-163; Apr 08; AR

Design-First Approach to Sustainability; Barley & Pfeiffer; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 76; Feb 08; B

High-Density Developments for Sustainability; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 51-52; Mar 08; B

Holcim Foundation for Sustainable Development; by Linda Hales; ill.; p. 49-50; Feb 08; A

Illinois, Chicago; Richard M. Daley and the Greening of Chicago; by Cassie Walker; ph.; p. 108-112; June 08; ID

LEED Report Card; Effect of rating systems on actual performance; by Edward Keegan; ph. table; p. 76-83; Oct 08; A

Making Sense of the New Green Agenda; by Michael Beaven; ill.; p. 36-37; Feb 08; AR

Marketing Sustainable Building Practices; by Pat Curry; ph. chart; p. 90-93; July 08; B

Paths to Sustainable Building; by Ted Cushman; ill.; p. 84-85; July 08; B

Philosophy of Green Building; by Rob Worthington; ph. graph cca; p. 92-95; May 08; A

Prefabrication and the Sustainable Building Model; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 73-74; Feb 08; B

Sustainable Building Techniques and Technologies; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. cca; p. 65-70; July 08; BD&C

Sustainable Considerations for Home Builders; by John Caulfield; ph. table chart; p. 12-16; July 08; B
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE

(cont'd)

Sustainable Landscape Design; by Martha Schwartz; ph. ill.; p. 142-144; July 08; LA

Sustainable Outdoor Lighting; by George Preston; ph. ill. graph ref.; p. 102-109; June 08; TCS

The Modern Movement and Environmental Awareness; Le Corbusier; by James Dunnett; ph. ill.; p. 66-69; Feb 08; ARev

The Movement to Green Construction; by Ethan Butterfield; ph. table; p. 43-44; July 08; B

United Arab Emirates, Dubai; The Need for Green Design and Thoughtful Urbanism; by Lance Hosey; ph.; p. 50-51; Dec 08; A

See also CONSERVATION; ENERGY; ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

SWEDEN

Gothenburg; Exhibition, Exhibit; Gothenburg Garden Festival; Ulf Nordfjell; by Andrew Mead; ph.; p. 104; Sept 08; ARev

Omberg; Recreation/Visitor Center; Visitor Pavilion; Gert Wingardh; by Rob Gregory; ph. ill.; p. 83; May 08; ARev

Stockholm; Architecture; Profile of Firm; Electric Dreams; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 47-48; June 08; AR

Stockholm; Art; Cake Park; NOD; Art by Dan Wolgers; by Gwenneth Newman Leigh; ph.; p. 150-152; Aug 08; LA

Stockholm; Library; City Library Extension; Heike Hanada; Original Design by Erik Gunnar Asplund; by Rasmus Waem; ph.; p. 18-19; Jan 08; ARev

SWIMMING POOL

See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY

SWITZERLAND

La Chaux-de-Fonds; Office Building/Interiors; TAG Heuer Headquarters; Caribonde; by Judy Fayard; ph. pl.; p. 282-287; Apr 08; ID

Lausanne; Art; L’Arbre de Flonville; Oloom and Samuel Wilkinson; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 221-223; Mar 08; ID

Lucerne; Museum/Science, Technology; Transport Museum; Gigon & Guyer; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 46; May 08; ARev

Zurich; Hotel; Dolder Grand Hotel; Foster & Partners; FSI Design and Sylvia Sepelli; Interior Design by United Designers; by Craig Kellogg; ph.; p. 264-274; June 08; ID

Zurich; Office Building; Cocoon Building; Camenzind Evolution; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 62-63; Dec 08; ARev

Zurich; Residence; Zurich Residence; Architekturbureau Garzotto; by Craig Kellogg; ph. dia.; p. 117-120; June 08; ID

T

TAIWAN

Taichung; Performing Arts Center; Taichung Metropolitan Opera House; Toyo Ito; by Rob Gregory; ill. sec. m.; p. 40-41; May 08; ARev

Taichung; Recreation/Park; Taichung Gateway Park; Stan Allen; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill.; p. 88-93; Jan 08; A

Taipei; Apartment Building/Interiors; Ivan Tsai Apartment; CJ Studio; by Andrew Yang; ph.; p. S5-S8; Jan 08; ID

TELEVISION, VIDEO

See AUDIO-VISUAL

TENNESSEE

Louisville; Residence; Weeks House; RA Design Award; McCarty, Holsapple, McCarty; by Meghan Druding; ph.; p. 50-51; May 08; RA

Memphis; Parking, Garage; Parkit Here Airport Parking Lot; Archimania; by Sara Hart; ph. pl. elev.; p. 230-232; May 08; AR

Memphis; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Gardens at Stonebriar; Matthews Brothers bankruptcy; by Steve Zurier; ph.; p. 90-91; Apr 08; B

TEXAS

Arlington; Cemetery; Berachah Home Cemetery; by Kevin W. Sloan; ph.; p. 142-144; Sept 08; LA

Austin; Art Gallery; Tarrytown Pavilion; Steibomer & Associates; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 128; Oct 08; B

Austin; Bathroom; Hidden Cove Residence Bathroom; Watermark Award; AlterStudio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 79; Apr 08; B

Austin; Bathroom; McKinney Bathroom; McKinney Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 34; Mar 08; RA

Austin; Bathroom; Public Lavatory; Vc Miro & Rivera; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 74-75; Dec 08; ARev

Austin; Kitchen; Lost Barton Kitchen; Watermark Award; CGA Partners; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 80; Apr 08; B

Austin; Kitchen; Maryanna Drive Residence; Watermark Award; AlterStudio; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 82; Apr 08; B

Austin; Kitchen; McKinney Kitchen; McKinney Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 32; Mar 08; RA

Austin; Residence; Stonehedge Residence; RA Design Award; Miro & Rivera; by Cheryl Weber; ph. sec.; p. 57; May 08; RA

Austin; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Hillside Condominiums; JZMK; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 69; Dec 08; B
TEXAS (cont’d)

Austin; Store; Anthony Nak Flagship Store; M.J. Neal; by No author listed; ph.; p. 150; May 08; AR

Austin; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Block 21 Mixed-Use Project; Andersson & Wise; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ill. map; p. 56; Mar 08; RA

Dallas; Architecture; Dallas Arts District; Booziotis & Company, Thomas Pfifer and et al.; by Laura Fisher Kaiser; ph.; p. 266-268; May 08; ID

Dallas; City and Regional Planning; Student Urban Design Competition; by Claude Thompson; ph. ill. chart graph; p. 52-57; June 08; LA

Dallas; Housing; Prototype Infill Housing; RA Design Award; Edward M. Baum; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 71; May 08; RA

Dallas; Kitchen; Pool House Kitchen; Cunningham Architects; by Denise Gee; ph.; p. S25-S28; Mar 08; ID

Dallas; Recreation; Pizza Porch; RA Design Award; Shipley Architects; Landscape Design by David Rolston; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 91; May 08; RA

Dallas; Store; NOKA Chocolate; Shimoda Design Group; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 158-160; Apr 08; ID

Fort Worth; Recreation/Park; Heritage Plaza; Lawrence Halprin; by Adam Regn Arvidson; p. 22-24; Jan 08; LA

Houston; Residence; Menil House Conservation Project; Stern & Bucek; Original Design by Philip Johnson; by Bruce C. Webb; ph. pl.; p. 11-19; Sept 08; JAE

Houston; Residence; Sustainable Housing Prototype; John Smith; by Shelley D. Hutchins; pl. ill.; p. 19; Jan 08; RA

Houston; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Naomi Place; Innovation Design Consulting Group; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 122; Sept 08; B

Houston; University/Residential; College Dormitories; Rice University; Hopkins Architects; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec. ill.; p. 78-83; Apr 08; ARev

Kaufman County; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Marketing, Sales; Heartland Advertising Campaign; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 64; Jan 08; B

Marfa; Residence; weeHouse; Alchemy Architects; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. pl.; p. 54-55; July 08; RA

Plano; Hospital; Children’s Medical Center; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; by No author listed; ph.; p. 20; Nov 08; BD&C

San Antonio; Art Gallery; Linda Pace Foundation; Poteet Architects; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 190-197; Aug 08; ID

San Antonio; Office Building; Architect’s Offices; O’Neill, Conrad & Oppelt and Alamo Architects; by Meghan Drueing; ph.; p. 72; Mar 08; RA

TEXAS (cont’d)

San Antonio; Religious Building; Friends Meetinghouse; Lake & Flato; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl.; p. 126-129; Feb 08; AR

THEATER

England, London; Theater Architecture; Gainsborough Studios; Haworth & Tompkins; by Juliet Rufford; ph. sec. ref.; p. 34-42; May 08; JAE

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Tyrone Guthrie Theater; Jean Nouvel; by Margaret Wery; ph.; p. 131-135; May 08; JAE

Netherlands, Lelystad; Agora Theater; UN Studio; by David Sokol; ph. pl. sec.; p. 206-213; May 08; AR

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Lyric Theatre; Elliott & Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 84; Dec 08; ID

Ineviation of Movie Theaters; by Elizabeth Evitts Dickinson; ill.; p. 66-71; Feb 08; A

See also ARTS CENTER; CULTURAL CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; RECREATION; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

TOYS

District of Columbia, Washington; National Building Museum Construction Toys Collection; by Hannah McCann; ph.; p. 78-85; Apr 08; A

TRAINING FACILITY

See LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY

TRANSIT STATION

Arkansas, —; Visioning Rail Transit; University of Arkansas Community Design Center; by No author listed; ill.; p. 168; May 08; AR

Austria, Innsbruck; Alpenzoo Station; Zaha Hadid; by Joann Gонchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-193; May 08; AR

Austria, Innsbruck; Congress Station; Zaha Hadid; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-193; May 08; AR

Austria, Innsbruck; Hungerburg Station; Zaha Hadid; by JoAnn Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-193; May 08; AR

Austria, Innsbruck; Loewenhals Station; Zaha Hadid; by JoAnn Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-193; May 08; AR

See also TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION

Rail Transit Infrastructure and Water Intrusion; by Tian Feng and Glen Cross; ph. ill. ref. dia.; p. 60-68; Sept 08; TCS
TRANSPORTATION (cont’d)
See also AIRPORT; CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; HIGHWAY; TRANSIT STATION; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT; Specific Building Type

TURKEY

—; Architecture; Visual Representations of Turkish Cities; by Bülent Batuman; ill. ph. ref.; p. 54-65; Nov 08; JAE

Antalya; Recreation/Park; Minicity Model Park; Emre Arolat; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 66-67; Dec 08; ARev

İstanbul; Apartment Building/High Rise; Apartment Block; Tabanlıoğlu Architects; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 78; May 08; ARev

U

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Abu Dhabi, Al Ain; Restaurant; Restaurant; Roswag & Jankowski; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill. sec.; p. 79; May 08; ARev

Abu Dhabi, Masdar City; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Masdar Initiative Headquarters; Smith & Gill; Master Planning by Foster & Partners; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec. dia. ill.; p. 74-79; June 08; A

Dubai; Apartment Building/High Rise; Al Sharq Tower; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. ill.; p. 80-81; Jan 08; A

Dubai; Architecture; Architecture in Dubai; by Peter Cook; ph. m.; p. 20; Jan 08; ARev

Dubai; City and Regional Planning; Cool City; Large Scale Energy Efficiency; Nikken Sekkei; by Paul Finch; pl. ill. sec.; p. 70-73; Feb 08; ARev

Dubai; Sustainable Architecture; The Need for Green Design and Thoughtful Urbanism; by Lance Hosey; ph.; p. 50-51; Dec 08; A

Dubai; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Burj Dubai; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. pl.; p. 80-83; Oct 08; ARev

UNIVERSITY

Japan, Kanagawa; Kaito Workshop; Junya Ishigami; by Yuki Summer; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; Sept 08; ARev

Japan, Kanagawa; Kaito Workshop; Kanagawa Institute of Technology; Junya Ishigami; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec.; p. 56-57; Dec 08; ARev

New York, —; Barnard College Nexus; Weiss & Manfredi; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. sec. axon. det.; p. 76-79; Jan 08; A

New York, New York; Department of Philosophy; New York University; Steven Holt; by No author listed; ph.; p. 42; Dec 08; ID

New York, Syracuse; School of Communications; Syracuse University; Polshek Partnership; by John Gendall; ph.; p. 43-45; Feb 08; A

UNIVERSITY (cont’d)

Oregon, Eugene; Athletic Medicine Center; University of Oregon; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 50-51; Dec 08; ID

South Korea, Seoul; Campus Center; Ewha Womans University; Dominique Perrault; by Robert Ivy; ph. pl. sec.; p. 148-155; Nov 08; AR

Spain, Barcelona; Housing and Escola Massana Art College; Carme Pinós; by Catherine Slessor; pl. ill. elev. sec. m.; p. 84-85; May 08; ARev

ADMINISTRATION

New York, New York; Office of Strategic Assessment, Planning, and Design; Lewis, Tsurumaki & Lewis; by Jay W. Schneider; ph. ill.; p. 55-57; Feb 08; BD&C

ARCHITECTURE SCHOOL

California, Burbank; Studio Building; Woodbury University; Rios, Clementi & Hale; by Kimberly Stevens; ph. pl.; p. 70-73; Nov 08; A

Connecticut, New Haven; Art & Architecture Building; Yale University; Gwathmey & Siegel; Original Design by Paul Rudolph; by Joseph Giovannoni; ph.; p. 60-63; Nov 08; A

New Mexico, Albuquerque; School of Architecture & Planning; University of New Mexico; Antoine Predock and Jon Anderson; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-69; Nov 08; A

Virginia, Charlottesville; Campbell Hall; University of Virginia; SMBW; Original Design by Pietro Belluschi; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 74-83; Nov 08; A

ART SCHOOL

Connecticut, New Haven; Sculpture Building; Yale University; Kieran & Timberlake; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 39-40; May 08; BD&C

England, Liverpool; Art and Design Academy; John Moores University; Rick Mather; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. ill.; p. 62-63; Jan 08; ARev

ARTS CENTER

Connecticut, New Haven; Sculpture Building and Gallery; Yale University; Kieran & Timberlake; by Joann Gonchar; ph. pl. sec.; p. 162-167; Nov 08; AR

BUSINESS SCHOOL

Italy, Milan; Universita Luigi Bocconi; Grafton Architects; by Paul Finch; ph. sec.; p. 30-31; Dec 08; ARev

CAMPUS

South Carolina, Charleston; American College of Building Arts; University of Miami School of Architecture; by Hannah McCann; pl. elev.; p. 37-38; Aug 08; A

ENGINEERING BUILDING

Japan, Atsugi; Workshop; Kanagawa Institute of Technology; Junya Ishigami; by Naomi R. Pollock; ph. pl.; p. 124-129; Nov 08; AR
UNIVERSITY (cont’d)

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES BUILDING
Connecticut, New Haven; School of Forestry and Environmental Studies; Yale University; Hopkins Architects; by Rob Gregory; pl. sec. m.; p. 78-83; Apr 08; AR

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Chile, Santiago; Graduate Center; Adolfo Ibanez University; Jose Cruz Ovalle; by Jeannette Plaut; ph. pl. sec.; p. 104-111; Aug 08; CA

Virginia, Richmond; VCU Brandcenter; Clive Wilkinson; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 40-41; Dec 08; ID

INTERIORS
Canada, Toronto; Centre for Ethics; University of Toronto; Giannone & Petricone; by No author listed; ph.; p. 116; Dec 08; ID

LANDSCAPE
California, Santa Barbara; Lagoon Park; ASLA Award; by No author listed; ph.; p. 120; Aug 08; LA

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Tanner Fountain; Harvard University; ASLA Award; Peter Walker and SWA Group; by No author listed; ph.; p. 131; Aug 08; LA

Oregon, Portland; Rainwater Design at Stephen Epler Hall; Portland State University; Mithun Partners; Landscape Design by Atlas; by Eliza Prensky and Stuart P. Echols; ph. ref. pl.; p. 28-39; Aug 08; LA

Virginia, Charlottesville; The Dell; Nelson, Byrd & Woltz; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 92-99; Aug 08; LA

LIBRARY
England, Cambridge; Taylor Library; Corpus Christi College; Wright & Wright; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 64-71; June 08; AR

Illinois, Chicago; Digital Library; Loyola University; Solomon, Cordwell & Buenez; by Dave Barista; ph. dia.; p. 51-58; June 08; BD&C

Japan, Hachioji City; New Library; Tama Art University; Toyo Ito; by Naomi Pollock; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-93; Jan 08; AR

New York, New York; Slide Library; Columbia University; Marble & Fairbanks; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. pers.; p. 64-67; Aug 08; A

MEDICAL CENTER
Minnesota, Minneapolis; Adopt A Room; University of Minnesota Fairview Hospital; Perkins & Will; by No author listed; ph.; p. 56; Oct 08; A

Oregon, Eugene; Athletic Medical Center; University of Oregon; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; by C. C. Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 186-193; Jan 08; ID

MUSEUM
China, Beijing; Art Museum; Central Academy of Fine Arts; Arata Isozaki; by Michael Webb; ph. pl. sec.; p. 58-61; July 08; AR

UNIVERSITY (cont’d)

MUSEUM (cont’d)

Florida, Miami; Frost Art Museum; Florida International University; HOK; by Edward Keegan; ph. det.; p. 51-52; Nov 08; A

Maine, Brunswick; Museum of Art; Bowdoin College; Machado & Silveretti; Original Design by McKim, Mead & White; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 120-125; Feb 08; AR

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Exterior Wall Failure at Werner Otto Hall; Harvard University; Gwathmey & Siegel; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 53-54; Aug 08; AR

Michigan, East Lansing; Art Museum; Michigan State University; Zaha Hadid; by Catherine Slessor; ill. pl. sec.; p. 72-73; Apr 08; AR

PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
Illinois, Chicago; Creative and Performing Arts Center; University of Chicago; Williams & Tsien; by Rob Gregory; ill. dia.; p. 87; May 08; AR

Massachusetts, Williamstown; ‘62 Center for Theatre and Dance; Williams College; William Rawn; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 114-119; Jan 08; AR

Massachusetts, Williamstown; 62 Center for Theatre and Dance; William Rawn; by No author listed; ph.; p. 154; May 08; AR

New York, Troy; Experimental Media and Performing Arts Center; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Nicholas Grimshaw; by Catherine Slessor; ill. m.; p. 70-71; Apr 08; AR

PHYSICS BUILDING
Massachusetts, Cambridge; PDSI; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Payette Associates; by Josephine Minutello; ph. pl. sec.; p. 172-176; Nov 08; AR

RECREATION
State-of-the-Art Recreation Centers; Hastings & Chivetta; by Dave Barista; ph. ref. pl.; p. 44-53; Feb 08; BD&C

RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY
Arizona, Flagstaff; Applied Research Building; Northern Arizona University; Perkins Architects; by Rob Gregory; ph. pl. sec. pers.; p. 78-83; Apr 08; AR

Arizona, Tempe; ISTB 1 Lab Facility; Arizona State University; Perkins & Will and Dick & Fritsch; by Jenna M. McKnight; ph. pl. sec.; p. 168-171; Nov 08; AR

Australia, Melbourne; Design Research Building; Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology; Sean Godsell; by Rob Gregory; pl. ill.; p. 55; May 08; AR

New Jersey, Princeton; Addition to Aaron Burr Hall; Princeton University; Allan Greenberg & KSS Architects; Original Design by Richard Morris Hunt; by Katie Gerfen; ph. pl. elev.; p. 104-109; May 08; A
UNIVERSITY (cont’d)

RESIDENTIAL

Arizona, Tempe; Hassayampa Academic Vil-

age; Arizona State University; RA Design

Award; Machado & Silvetti and Gould & Ev-

ans; by Meghan Drudeing; ph. pl.; p. 78-79;

May 08; RA

California, Berkeley; Residence Halls Units 1 & 2; University of California; EHD; by No author listed; ph.; p. 132; May 08; AR

California, Claremont; Flora Sanborn Hall;
Pitzer College; Carrier & Johnson; by Dave

Barista; ph. sec.; p. 42-48; Sept 08; BD&C

California, Palo Alto; Lotus Living Laboratory;
Stanford University; SmithGroup; by Dave

Barista; ill. dia.; p. 34-40; Sept 08; BD&C

California, Pasadena; Residential Accommo-
dation; Art Center College of Design; Daly &
Genik; by Rob Gregory; ill. pers.; p. 65; May

08; AREv

Illinois, Chicago; Two Domitories, Illinois In-
stitute of Technology; Dirk Denison; by Katie
Gerfen; ill. dia. axon.; p. 102-105; Oct 08; A

North Carolina, Durham; Duke Smart Home;
College residences as green laboratories; by

Dave Barista; ph.; p. 34-40; Sept 08; BD&C

Texas, Houston; College Dormitories; Rice
University; Hopkins Architects; by Rob Greg-

dory; pl. sec. ill.; p. 78-83; Apr 08; AREv

SCIENCE CENTER

New Jersey, Princeton; New Chemistry Build-
ing; Princeton University; Hopkins Architects;
by Rob Gregory; pl. sec. m. dia.; p. 78-83;

Apr 08; AREv

SOCIAL SCIENCES SCHOOL

New York, New York; Department of Philos-

ophy; New York University; Steven Holl; by

David Sokol; ph.; p. 171-173; June 08; AR

STUDENT CENTER

California, San Diego; Student Services Cen-
ter; University of California, San Diego; Rob

Wellington Quigley; by No author listed; ph.;
p. 22; Nov 08; BD&C

Lebanon, Beirut; Charles W. Hostler Student
Center; VJAA; by Thomas Fisher; ph.; p. 63;

Dec 08; A

See also ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; IN-

TERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION; LANDSCAPE

ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION

URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

(continued)

California, Alexander Valley; Walden Studios
Landscape; ASLA Award; Andrea Cochran; by
No author listed; ph.; p. 118-119; Aug 08; LA

California, Fremont; Irvington Terrace; MVE &
Partners; by Pat Curry; ph.; p. 104; Oct 08; B

California, Long Beach; Pacifica; Withee &
Malcolm; by No author listed; ph.; p. 19; Nov

08; BD&C

California, Los Angeles; Cherokee Lofts; Pugh
& Scarpa; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill.; p. 23; Mar

08; RA

California, San Diego; The Union; Jonathan
Segal; by Jane F. Kollekeny; ph. pl.; p. 122-125;

June 08; AR

California, San Diego; The Union; Jonathan
Segal; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 86; Oct 08; B

California, Sebastopol; Florence Lofts; IBIS
Builds; by Rich Binsacca; ph.; p. 43-46; June

08; B

China, Beijing; Linked Hybrid; Steven Holl; by
Jeremy Melvin; ph. pl. m. ill.; p. 50-53; Oct 08;

AREv

China, Beijing; Sanlitun North; LOT-EK and
Kengo Kuma; by Bradford McKee; ph. pl.
axon.; p. 86-93; Apr 08; A

China, Shenzhen; Gemdale Mellon Town; One
Plus Partnership; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p.
120-121; Dec 08; ID

Colorado, Aspen; Obermeyer Place Mixed-Use
Community; CCY Architects; by Kathleen Stan-
ley; ph.; p. 63; Oct 08; B

District of Columbia, Washington; Columbia
Heights; Torti & Gallas; by Nigel F. Maynard;
ph.; p. 72; Oct 08; B

England, Liverpool; Paradise Project; Cesar
Pelli, Wilkinson & Eyre and John McAslan;
Master Planning by Building Design Partner-
ship; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill. m. map; p.
64-69; Jan 08; AREv

Germany, ---; BATC Tower; Llewellyn, Davies &
Yeang; by Jeremy Melvin; ill. m.; p. 54-55; Oct

08; AREv

Germany, Hamburg; Marco Polo Tower; Behnisch Architekten; by Meghan Drudeing; pl.
ill.; p. 57; Mar 08; RA

Ireland, Dublin; Elm Park; Bucholz & McEvoy;
by Catherine Slessor; ph.; p. 32; Feb 08; AREv

Ireland, Dublin; Elm Park; Bucholz & McEvoy;
by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl. sec.; p. 78-79;
Dec 08; AREv

Ireland, Dublin; Elmpark Mixed-Use Develop-
ment; Bucholz & McEvoy; by Sebastian
Howard; ph.; p. 102-103; Nov 08; AR

Minnesota, St. Paul; Mixed-Use High-Rise
Tower; David Adjaye; by Rob Gregory; ill.; p.
64; May 08; AREv

Nevada, Las Vegas; CityCenter; Gensler Asso-
ciates, Kohn, Pedersen & Fox and et al.; by Jay
W. Schneider and Jeff Yoders; ph. ill.; p. 24-34;
Aug 08; BD&C
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URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT (cont'd)

New York, Brooklyn; Gowanus Green; Rogers & Marvel and West 8; Landscape Design by Starr & Whitehouse; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ill. map; p. 23; Sept 08; RA

New York, Harlem; Kalahari Mixed-Use Condominium; Frederic Schwartz; by Chris Olson; ph.; p. 51-54; Nov 08; BD&C

New York, New York; Affimation Arts; Peter Matthews and Maurice Saragoussi; by Mimi Zeiger; ph. pl. sec.; p. 60-63; July 08; A

New York, New York; Diane von Furstenberg Studio Headquarters; WORKac; by Suzanne Stephens; ph. pl. sec.; p. 134-139; July 08; AR

Ohio, Beavercreek; Gilbert Court at the Greene; Tori & Gallas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 112; Oct 08; B

Russia, Moscow; Russia Tower; Foster & Partners; by Jeremy Melvin; ill. m. pl. sec.; p. 46-49; Oct 08; ARev

Texas, Austin; Block 21 Mixed-Use Project; Andersson & Wise; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ill. map; p. 56; Mar 08; RA

United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi, Masdar City; Masdar Initiative Headquarters; Smith & Gili; Master Planning by Foster & Partners; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec. dia. ill.; p. 74-79; June 08; A

United Arab Emirates, Dubai; Burj Dubai; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Jeremy Melvin; ph. pl.; p. 80-83; Oct 08; ARev

Washington, Seattle; Alley24; NBBJ; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 108-110; Nov 08; AR

Wisconsin, Madison; Capitol West; by No author listed; ph.; p. 22; Nov 08; BD&C

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT; SPECULATIVE HOUSING; SHOPPING CENTER; UNIVERSITY; WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

UTAH

Bluff; Architectural Education; DesignBuildBLUFF; University of Utah; by Murrye Bernard; ph.; p. 50; Apr 08; AR

Murray; Health Care, Health Center; Intermountain Medical Center; Anshen & Allen; by No author listed; ph.; p. 52; Dec 08; ID

Park City; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Trappers' Cabins at Promontory; DTJ Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 89; Aug 08; B

Park City; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Spec Residence; Trapper's Cabins at Promontory; Colter model; DTJ Design; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 122; Oct 08; B

South Jordan; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Summerlane at The District; JSA Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 114; Sept 08; B

UTILITY FACILITY

New York, Brooklyn; Newtown Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant; Polshek Partnership; Lighting Design by L'Observatoire International; by Mark McMenamin; ph.; p. 339; Sept 08; ID

Repairing a Cooling Tower; by Kraig Tarou and Stan Boshart; ph.; p. 50-58; Sept 08; TCS

See also UNIVERSITY/UTILITY FACILITY

V

VAPOR BARRIER

Massachusetts, Cambridge; Exterior Wall Failure at Werner Otto Hall; Harvard University; Gwathmey & Siegal; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 53-54; Aug 08; AR

VENEZUELA

Caracas; Housing; Improving the Living Conditions of Barrios; Urban-Think Tank; Graphic Design by Integral Ruedi Bauer, by Suzanne Stephens; ph. ill. sec.; p. 114-117; Oct 08; AR

VENTILATION

See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING

VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE

China, Beijing; Vanishing Backstreets of Beijing; by Michael Meyer; ph.; p. 72-76; July 08; AR

VIDEO

See AUDIO-VISUAL

VIETNAM

Binh Duong Province, Thu Da Mot; Bar; Bar and Community Center; Vo Trong Nghia; by Catherine Slessor; sec.; p. 69; Dec 08; AR

VIRGINIA

Alexandria; Apartment Building/High Rise; Post Carlyle Square; SK&I; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 120; Oct 08; B

Arlington; Memorial, Monument; Pentagon Memorial; KBAS; by Annie Block; ph.; p. 263; Dec 08; ID

Charlottesville; Street; Main Street Mall Revitalization; MMM Design Group; Original Design by Lawrence Halprin; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. elev.; p. 60-71; Oct 08; LA

Charlottesville; University/Architecture School; Campbell Hall; University of Virginia; SMBW; Original Design by Pietro Belluschi; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 74-83; Nov 08; A

Charlottesville; University/Landscape; The Dell; Nelson, Byrd & Wolz; by Linda McIntyre; ph. pl.; p. 92-99; Aug 08; LA

135
VIRGINIA (cont’d)
Clarke County; Studio; Yoga Studio; Carter & Burton; by Meghan Druehding; ph. sec.; p. 52-53; Sept 08; RA
Gloucester; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Robinson’s Pond; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 34-36; June 08; B
Kilmarnock; Environmental Impact; Coastal Development in Times of Climate Change; by Mary H. Cooper Ellis; ph. map; p. 74-82; Mar 08; LA
McLean; Office Building/Landscape; Gannett USA Today Headquarters; ASLA Award; Michael Vergason; by No author listed; ph. p. 121; Aug 08; LA
Reston; Apartment Building/High Rise; Midtown Reston Town Center; Lessard Group; by Kathleen Stanley; ph. pl.; p. 150; Feb 08; B
Richmond; University/Graduate School; VCU Brandcenter; Clive Wilkinson; by Meghan Edwards; ph.; p. 40-41; Dec 08; ID
Roanoke; Hospital; Carilion Roanoke Memorial Hospital Consolidation; HSM AECOM and HOK; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 42-43; May 08; BD&C
Vienna; Bathroom; Mellor-Pfiele Residence; Watermark Award; Ponte & Mellor; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 81; Apr 08; B
Winchester; Residence; Swartz/Muellner reader Haus; Reader & Swartz; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 108; Mar 08; B

VISITOR CENTER
See RECREATION

WALES
Aberystwyth; Arts Center; Aberystwyth Arts Center; Thomas Heatherwick; by Catherine Slessor; ph. ill.; p. 49; May 08; AR

WALKWAY
England, London; Kew Gardens Walkway; Marks & Barfield; by Catherine Slessor; ph. elev. pl. det.; p. 60-63; Nov 08; AR
Indiana, Indianapolis; River Promenade; Angela Danadjieva; by Adam Regn Arvidson; ph. pl.; p. 94-101; Nov 08; LA
Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Underground Pedestrian Tunnel; Elliott & Associates; by David Sokol; ph.; p. 147-150; Aug 08; AR

WALL
Assessing Air Barriers; by Mark Kennedy and Craig Boucher; ph. dia. ill.; p. 68-76; Nov 08; TCS
China, Beijing; Xiciu Entertainment Center; Media wall; Simone Giostra; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 69-70; July 08; AR

WALL (cont’d)
Coastal Concerns with Portland Cement Plaster and Light-gage Framing; by Matthew J. Innocenzi and Whitlock A. Rhett; ph. ref.; p. 94-100; Apr 08; TCS
Drape Wall/Cloak Wall; Modular wall systems; HouMinn Practice; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill. m.; p. 42-47; Aug 08; A
Envelope Strategies for Moisture Control; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. ill. map cea det.; p. 69-76; Jan 08; BD&C
Insulation Innovation for Brick Veneer Metal Stud; by Michael Gurevich; ph. det.; p. 18-20; May 08; TCS
Lack of Coordination Leads to Facade Failure; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 130; June 08; TCS
Living City; Active facades; The Living; by Katie Gerfen; ph. ill.; p. 56-57; Aug 08; A
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Exterior Wall Failure at Werner Otto Hall; Harvard University; Gwathmey & Siegal; by Robert Campbell; ph.; p. 53-54; Aug 08; AR
Movements and Tolerances; Considerations for curtain wall and cladding design; by Karol Kazmierczak; ph. ill. sec. ref.; p. 46-58; Oct 08; TCS
Performance and Aesthetics of Steel Framing Curtain Walls; by Jeff Razwick; ph. det. ill. chart; p. 86-94; Feb 08; TCS
Reclads of Existing Buildings; by Alec Appelbaum; ph.; p. 34; June 08; AR
Resilient Furring Channels; Proper use and application; by Michael C. Kerners; ph. table ref. ill.; p. 38-46; Dec 08; TCS
Stainless Steel as a Sustainable Curtain Wall and Roofing Material; by Catherine Houska; ph. ref. table; p. 48-52; Aug 08; TCS
Structural Insulated Panels in Commercial and Institutional Applications; by Dave Barista; ph. ref.; p. 52-57; May 08; BD&C
See also INSULATION; STRUCTURAL

WAREHOUSE
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING; OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON
Bellevue; Office Building/Interiors; Microsoft Corporation; SkB Architects; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl.; p. 310-317; May 08; ID
Bremerton; Recreation/Park; Harborside Fountain Park; Walker & Macy; by Mark Hinshaw; ph. pl.; p. 96-101; June 08; LA
Camano Island; Residence; Meade Residence; Pelletier & Schaar; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 104-105; Jan 08; B
Mazama; Residence; Delta Shelter; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by No author listed; ph.; p. 140; May 08; AR
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Mazama; Residence; Rolling Huts; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; by Jane F. Kolleeny; ph. pl. sec.; p. 134-137; Apr 08; AR

Port Hadlock; Roof, Roofing; Cabin Gutters; Eggleston & Farkas; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph. ill.; p. 60-61; Sept 08; RA

Port Townsend; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Spring Valley; Ross Chapin; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 108; Nov 08; B

Redmond; Bathroom; Master Bath; Finne Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 30; Sept 08; RA

San Juan Island; Residence; San Juan Island Residence; ASLA Award; Paul Broadhurst; by No author listed; ph.; p. 126; Aug 08; LA

Seattle; Apartment Building; Mosler Lofts; Mithun Partners; by Carolyn Weber; ph.; p. 92; Aug 08; B

Seattle; Architecture; Profile of Architect; Eric Cobb; by Cheryl Weber; ph.; p. 42-46; July 08; RA

Seattle; Bathroom; Bathroom; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 24; Jan 08; RA

Seattle; City and Regional Planning; Municipal Development Regulations and Ecosystem Performance; by Brice Maryman and Elizabeth Umbanhowar; ph. pl. ill. map; p. 82-89; July 08; LA

Seattle; Housing; Euro-Styled Affordable Housing; Mithun Partners and HyBrid Architecture; by Robert Cassidy; ph.; p. 39-40; Jan 08; BD&C

Seattle; Interior Design; Architect's Office; SkB Architects; by Meghan Drueding; ph.; p. 72; July 08; RA

Seattle; Kitchen; Accessible Kitchen; Röm Architecture Studio; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 180; July 08; AR

Seattle; Kitchen; Kitchen Remodel; Finne Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 28-29; Sept 08; RA

Seattle; Kitchen; Kitchen; Pb Elemental Architecture; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 22-23; Jan 08; RA

Seattle; Office Building/Interiors; Edelman; Gensler Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 116; Dec 08; ID

Seattle; Office Building/Interiors; R.C. Hedreen Company; NBBJ; by Nicholas Tamarin; ph.; p. 104-105; Dec 08; ID

Seattle; Office Building/Interiors; R.C. Hedreen Company; NBBJ; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph. pl.; p. 214-221; Aug 08; ID

Seattle; Recreation/Park; Freeway Park; Lawrence Halprin; by Peter Hamnik and Ben Welle; ph. ill.; p. 32-39; Feb 08; LA

Seattle; Recreation/Park; Occidental Park; Otak; Original Design by Jones & Jones; by Brice Maryman and Elizabeth Umbanhowar; ph.; p. 50-61; Apr 08; LA

WASHINGTON (cont'd)

Seattle; Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; Weiss & Manfredi; Landscape Design by Charles Anderson; by Brian Carter; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 44-49; Feb 08; AREv

Seattle; Recreation/Park; Olympic Sculpture Park; Weiss & Manfredi; by No author listed; ph.; p. 136; May 08; AR

Seattle; Residence; CityView No. 1; 360 Design Studio; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 109; Mar 08; B

Seattle; Residence; Lake Washington Residence; Johnston Architects; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 80; Oct 08; B

Seattle; Residence; McCoy and Vogelzang Residence; Olson, Sundberg, Kundig & Allen; Landscape Design by Charles Anderson; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. sec.; p. 74-81; Feb 08; LA

Seattle; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Days End Residences; Stannard & Conway; by Kathleen Stanley; ph.; p. 84; Oct 08; B

Seattle; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Ashworth Cottages; Runberg Architecture Group; by Jenny Sullivan; ph. pl.; p. 88; Aug 08; B

Seattle; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Five-Unit Lofts; Pb Elemental Architecture; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph.; p. 15; June 08; RA

Seattle; Residential Development, Speculative Housing/Townhouse; Croft Place Townhomes; by Rich Binasco; ph.; p. 35-38; July 08; B

Seattle; Street; Neighborhood Traffic Circle Program; by Julie M. Johnson; ph. ref. pl.; p. 92-95; June 08; LA

Seattle; Studio; Architect's Office; Chadbourne & Doss; by Marla Misek Clark; ph.; p. 80; Sept 08; RA

Seattle; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Alley24; NBBJ; by Sebastian Howard; ph.; p. 108-110; Nov 08; AR

Twisp; Residence; Twisp Cabin; Johnston Architects; by Shelley D. Hutchins; ph. pl.; p. 52-53; July 08; RA

University Place; Stormwater Management; Rainwater Design at Pierce County Environmental Services; Miller & Hull; Landscape Design by Bruce Dees; by Eliza Pennypacker and Stuart P. Echols; ph. ref.; p. 28-39; Aug 08; LA

Vancouver; Hospital; E.W. and Mary Firstenburg Tower; Southwest Washington Medical Center; NBBJ; by Edie Cohen; ph.; p. 97-100; Feb 08; ID

Vancouver; Kitchen; Kitchen Renovation; Hotson, Bakker, Boniface & Haden; by Jen Renzi; ph.; p. 181; July 08; AR

Woodinville; Winery, Vineyard; Novelty Hill Winery; Mithun Partners; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p. 40-50; June 08; LA
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Woodinville; Winery, Vineyard; Novelty Hill Januik Winery; Mithun Partners; by No author listed; ph.; p. 149; May 08; AR

Woodinville; Winery, Vineyard; Novelty Hill-Januik Winery; Mithun Partners; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph.; p. 226-228; May 08; ID

WASTE DISPOSAL

Minimizing Construction Waste; by Ted Cushman; ill. chart; p. 86-87; July 08; B

The Art of Deconstruction; by Bill Moore and Michael R. Taylor; ph.; p. 90-100; Aug 08; TCS

WATER

The Water Crisis; Conserving water during drought conditions; by John Caulfield and Nigel F. Maynard; ph. map; p. 150-158; Jan 08; B

Water and Sustainability; by Nigel F. Maynard; ill.; p. 78-79; July 08; B

Water-Saving Techniques; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 61-62; Mar 08; RA

See also FOUNTAIN; RIVER, WATERWAY; STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

WATER TREATMENT

Pennsylvania, Lowber; Marchand Mine Treatment System; Fiberglass reinforced plastic; by Dennis Vorse; ph. ref. table; p. 96-102; Dec 08; TCS

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

California, San Francisco; South Beach Harbormaster’s Building; Tom, Eliot & Fisch; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p. 124-131; May 08; A

England, Liverpool; Ambitious Plans for Mersey Docks; by Brian Hatton; ph. ill.; p. 75; Jan 08; AR

Germany, Hamburg; Urban Landscape; EMBT; Landscape Design by WES & Partner; by Layla Dawson; ph. pl.; p. 42-47; Nov 08; AREv

Louisiana, New Orleans; New Orleans Riverfront; Reinventing the Crescent; ASLA Award; Hargreaves Associates; by No author listed; ph.; p. 129; Aug 08; LA

New York, Buffalo; Erie Canal Harbor; Flynn & Battaglia; Landscape Design by Mathews & Nielsen; by Daniel Jost; ph. pl. ill.; p. 72-91; Oct 08; LA

New York, New York; East River Waterfront Esplanade and Piers Project; SHoP; by Katie Gerfen; pl. ill.; p. 70-71; Jan 08; A

New York, New York; Hudson River Rail Yards Critique; Steven Holt, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and et al.; by Michael Sorkin; ill.; p. 55-56; Feb 08; AR

See also CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING; RECREATION; RIVER, WATERWAY; URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT

WATERPROOFING

Countering Shear Forces on Waterproofing Membranes; by Justin Henshell; ph.; p. 162; May 08; TCS

Flashing Basics; by Lawrence Evensen; ph.; p. 102-106; Aug 08; TCS

See also ROOF, ROOFING; VAPOR BARRIER; WALL

WEST VIRGINIA

Upper Tract; Residence; Shack at Hinkle Farm; Jeffery Broaddhurst; by Christopher Kieran; ph. pl. elev.; p. 158-160; Jan 08; AR

Upper Tract; Residence; The Shack at Hinkle Farm; Jeffery Broaddhurst; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 21; July 08; RA

WIND

Assessing Air Barriers; by Mark Kennedy and Craig Boucher; ph. dia. ill.; p. 68-76; Nov 08; TCS

Illinois, Chicago; Near North Apartments; Wind turbine; Murphy & Jahn; by David Sokol; ph. sec. cea; p. 146-147; Mar 08; AR

Severe Weather Solutions; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett and C. C. Sullivan; ph. table cea; p. 37-41; Mar 08; BD&C

WINDOW

Acoustic Performance of Glazed Openings; by John Lewis; ph. table ref.; p. 18-26; Mar 08; TCS

Benefits of Wood Doors and Windows; by No author listed; ph. cea; p. 153-157; June 08; AR

California, San Francisco; Light Steel Frame Windows; Fougeron Architecture; by Cheryl Weber; ph. sec.; p. 64; Sept 08; RA

Condensing Window Problems; by Marcin Pazera; ph.; p. 178; Aug 08; TCS

Design Criteria for Windows and Doors; by C. C. Sullivan and Barbara Horwitz-Bennett; ph. cea; p. 51-58; Apr 08; BD&C

High-Performance Windows; by Celeste Allen Novak; ph. map cea; p. 251-255; May 08; AR

Insulating Concrete Forms and Integrated Framing Assemblies; by J. Andrew Keith and Chris Keith; ph. table; p. 48-54; Dec 08; TCS

Performance and Aesthetics of Steel Framing Curtain Walls; by Jeff Razwick; ph. det. ill. chart; p. 86-94; Feb 08; TCS

Service Life of Fenestration Systems; by Deborah Slaton and David S. Patterson; ph.; p. 146; Dec 08; TCS

Suspended Film in Insulated Glass Units; by Bruce Lang; ph. ref.; p. 34-39; Apr 08; TCS

Understanding Blast Mitigation for Fenestration; by John Lewis; ph.; p. 36-44; Oct 08; TCS
WINDOW (cont’d)
Windows and Air/Water Barriers; by Matthew J. Innocenzi; ph. ill.; p. 82; Oct 08; TCS
Windows and Air/Water Barriers; by J. Eric Peterson; ph. ill.; p. 114; Nov 08; TCS
Windows with Energy-Efficient Glass; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 61-82; Aug 08; B
See also GLASS; WALL

WINERY, VINEYARD
Washington, Woodinville; Novelty Hill Januik Winery; Mithun Partners; by No author listed; ph.; p. 149; May 08; AR
Washington, Woodinville; Novelty Hill Winery; Mithun Partners; by Clair Enlow; ph. pl. ill.; sec.; p. 40-50; June 08; LA
Washington, Woodinville; Novelty Hill-Januik Winery; Mithun Partners; by Lawrence W. Cheek; ph.; p. 226-228; May 08; ID

WISCONSIN
Green Lake; Residence; Camouflage House; Johnsen & Schmaling; by Catherine Slessor; ph. pl.; p. 80-81; Mar 08; AR
Johnson Creek; Health Care, Health Center; UW Cancer Center; OWP/F; by Christopher Hudson; ph. pl. sec.; p. 124-126; Aug 08; AR
Kohler; Showroom; Country Spa Showroom; Clodagh Design; by No author listed; ph.; p. 92; Dec 08; ID
Madison; Architectural Publication; 25th Anniversary Edition of Landscape Journal; ASLA Award; Suny ESF; by No author listed; ph.; p. 130; Aug 08; LA
Madison; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project; Capitol West; by No author listed; ph.; p. 22; Nov 08; BD&C
Milwaukee; Bar; Downtown Bar; Johnsen & Schmaling; by Josephine Minutillo; ph. pl.; p. 96-99; Sept 08; AR
Milwaukee; Residence; Urban Infill 02; RA Design Award; Johnsen & Schmaling; by Meghan Druding; ph. pl.; p. 77; May 08; RA
Milwaukee; Residential Development, Speculative Housing; Oak Hill; by Jenny Sullivan; ph.; p. 113; Sept 08; B

WOOD
Advantages of American Hardwood; by No author listed; ph. cca; p. 201-205; Nov 08; AR
Benefits of Certified Wood; by No author listed; ph. chart cca; p. 165-169; Oct 08; AR

WOOD (cont’d)
Fire-rated Wood Construction; by Fulton Desler; ph. table ill.; p. 100-112; May 08; TCS
Native Hardwoods in Green Design; by Gil Thurman; ph. chart table; p. 74-86; Dec 08; TCS
Using Wood for Sustainable Design and Construction; by Barbara Horwitz-Bennett and C. C. Sullivan; ph. table cca; p. 61-72; Feb 08; BD&C
See also STRUCTURAL/WOOD

WOODWORK, CABINETWORK
Trends in Kitchen Cabinets; by Nigel F. Maynard; ph.; p. 52; Apr 08; B

WORKING DRAWING
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING; COMPUTER; INTERIOR DESIGN; OFFICE PRACTICE

WYOMING
Moose; Recreation/Visitor Center; Craig Thomas Discovery and Visitor Center; Bohlin, Cywinski & Jackson; Exhibition Design by Ralph Appelbaum; by John King; ph. pl. ill.; p. 130-133; Feb 08; AR

ZOO
Denmark, Copenhagen; Elephant House; Foster & Partners; by Paul Finch; ph. pl. sec.; p. 28-29; July 08; ARev
New York, Bronx; Lion House Reconstruction; FXFowle Architects; Original Design by Heins & LaFarge; by Vernon Mays; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-95; Sept 08; A
See also RECREATION
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS

A

ACOUSTICS
AIR CONDITIONING
   See ENERGY; HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING
AIRPORT
ALABAMA
ALASKA
APARTMENT
   See RESIDENCE
APARTMENT BUILDING
AQUARIUM
ARBORETUM
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
ARCHITECTURAL MODEL
ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
ARCHITECTURE
ARGENTINA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
ART
ART GALLERY
ARTS CENTER
AUDIO-VISUAL
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA

B

BANGLADESH
BANK
BAR
BARN
   See RURAL DESIGN
BATHROOM
BEAUTY SALON
   See STORE
BEDROOM
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
BELGIUM
BHUTAN
BICYCLE
BOAT
BOOK
BOSNIA-HERZOGOVINA
BOTANIC GARDEN
BRAZIL
BRIDGE
BUILDING CODE
BUILDING PRODUCTS
BUILDING SYSTEMS
BURKINA FASO
BUS STATION

C

CALIFORNIA
CANADA
CEILING
CEMETERY
CERAMIC TILE
CHILD CARE CENTER
CHILE
CHINA
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
CLUB
COATINGS
   See PAINT, COATINGS
COLOMBIA
COLORADO
COMMUNITY CENTER
COMPUTER
CONCERT HALL
   See ARTS CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY
CONCRETE
CONNECTICUT
CONSERVATION
CONSERVATORY
   See BOTANIC GARDEN; RECREATION
CONVENTION CENTER
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
COSTA RICA
CULTURAL CENTER
CURTAIN WALL
   See WALL
CZECH REPUBLIC

D

DAM
DECK
DELAWARE
DENMARK
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DOOR
DRAINAGE

E

EARTHQUAKE
ECOLOGY
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
ECUADOR
EDUCATION
   See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION; LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION;
   LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY
ELDERLY HOUSING
ELECTRICAL
EMPLOYMENT
ENERGY
ENGLAND
ENTRANCE
| Environment | Escalator | Evaluation | See Specific Building Type | Exhibition, Exhibit | F | Fabric | Factory | See Industrial Building | Fence | Fiji | Financial | Finland | Fire Protection | Fireplace | Flood | Floor, Flooring | Florida | Forest Management | Fountain | France | Furniture, Furnishings | GARAGE | See Parking, Garage | Garden | Georgia | Geriatric | See Elderly Housing; Hospital | Germany | Ghana | Glass | Glazing | Government Building | Greece | Guatemala | G | HARDWARE | Hawaii | Health Care, Health Center | Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning | Highway | Historic, Preservation | Hong Kong | Hospice | Hospital | Hotel | Housing | Hungary | I | Iceland | Idaho | Illinois | India | Indiana | Indonesia | Industrial Building | Industrial Design | Industrialized Building | See Prefabrication | Infrastructure | See Highway | Insulation | Insurance | See Law; Office Practice | Interior Design | Internet | See Computer | Iowa | Ireland | Israel | Italy | Japan | See | Kansas | Kenya | Kiosk | Kitchen | Korea | Labrador | See Research Facility, Laboratory; University | Landscape Architecture | Landscape Architecture Education | Landscape Design, Techniques | Landscape Restoration | Law | Learning, Training Center | Lebanon | Legal | See Law | Library | Lighting | Louisiana | M | Maine | Malaysia | Mall | See Plaza; Shopping Center; Urban Design, Multi-Use Project | Manufactured Housing | See Prefabrication | Mapping | Marine | Market | Marketing | See Office Practice | Maryland | Masonry | Massachusetts | Materials, Products | Mausoleum | See Cemetery | 141 |
MECHANICAL SYSTEM
See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING; SOLAR

MEMORIAL, MONUMENT
METALWORK
MEXICO
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MOBILE HOME
MOISTUREPROOFING
MONACO
MONTANA
MONUMENT
See MEMORIAL, MONUMENT
MOROCCO
MOTEL
See HOTEL
MOVIES
MULTI-USE BUILDING
See URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT
MUSEUM
MUSIC HALL
See ARTS CENTER; PERFORMING ARTS CENTER; THEATER; UNIVERSITY

NEBRASKA
NEPAL
NETHERLANDS
NEVADA
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NIGHT CLUB
NORTH CAROLINA
NORWAY

OBSERVATORY
OFFICE BUILDING
OFFICE PRACTICE
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON

PAINT, COATINGS
PARK
See GARDEN; RECREATION
PARKING, GARAGE
PENAL
See CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
PENNSYLVANIA
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
PERU
PHILIPPINES
PHOTOGRAPHY
PLANETARIUM
PLANTS

PLASTIC
PLAYGROUND
See RECREATION/PLAYGROUND
PLAZA
PLUMBING
POLAND
POLLUTION, AIR
PORTUGAL
PREFABRICATION
PUERTO RICO

Q
QATAR

R
RADIO STATION
RECLAMATION
See CONSERVATION; LANDSCAPE RESTORATION
RECREATION
RECYCLING
REGIONAL PLANNING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
RELIGIOUS BUILDING
REMODELING
See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; Specific Building Type
RESEARCH
See ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH; BEHAVIORAL STUDIES; RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY; UNIVERSITY; Specific Subjects
RESEARCH FACILITY, LABORATORY
RESIDENCE
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING
RESORT
See HEALTH CARE, HEALTH CENTER; HOTEL; RECREATION
RESTAURANT
RESTORATION
See HISTORIC, PRESERVATION; LANDSCAPE RESTORATION; Specific Building Type
RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING; HOUSING; RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING
RHODE ISLAND
RIVER, WATERWAY
ROOF, ROOFING
RURAL DESIGN
RUSSIA

SAFETY
SAUDI ARABIA
SCHOOL
SCOTLAND
SCULPTURE
See ART
SEALANT
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (cont’d)

SECURITY
SENEGAL
SHELTER
SHOPPING CENTER
SHOWROOM
SIDEWALK
SIDING
See WALL
SINGAPORE
SKYLIGHT
SOCIAL ISSUES
SOLAR
SOUTH AFRICA
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH KOREA
SPA
See RECREATION
SPAIN
SPECIFICATIONS
SPORTS FACILITY
See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY; UNIVERSITY/RECREATION
STAIRWAY
STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL
STONE
STORAGE
STORE
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
STREET
STRUCTURAL
STUDIO
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE
SWEDEN
SWIMMING POOL
See RECREATION/SPORTS FACILITY
SWITZERLAND
T
TAIWAN
TELEVISION, VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
THEATER
TOYS
TRAINING FACILITY
See LEARNING, TRAINING CENTER; SCHOOL; UNIVERSITY
TRANSIT STATION
TRANSPORTATION
TURKEY

U
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
UNIVERSITY
URBAN DESIGN, MULTI-USE PROJECT
UTAH
UTILITY FACILITY

V
VAPOR BARRIER
VENEZUELA
VENTILATION
See HEATING, VENTILATING, AIR CONDITIONING
VERMONT
VERNACCULAR ARCHITECTURE
VIDEO
See AUDIO-VISUAL
VIETNAM
VIRGINIA
VISITOR CENTER
See RECREATION

W
WALES
WALKWAY
WALL
WAREHOUSE
See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING; OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON
WASTE DISPOSAL
WATER
WATER TREATMENT
WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
WATERPROOFING
WEST VIRGINIA
WIND
WINDOW
WINERY, VINEYARD
WISCONSIN
WOOD
WORKING DRAWING
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING; COMPUTER; INTERIOR DESIGN; OFFICE PRACTICE

WYOMING

X

Y

Z

ZOO